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CHAPTER ! ! VI I I

REALISM IN ENGLAND

HE year 1 849 was made famous by a momentous interruption in the

quiet course of English art brought about by the pre-Raphaelites. A
movement , recal ling the Renaissance , laid hold of the spirit of painters. In

all studios artists spoke a language which had never been heard there be fore
all great reputations were overthrown ; the most celebrated Cinquecentisti ,
whose names had hitherto been mentioned with respectful awe , were referred
to with a shrug as bunglers. Amiracle seemed to have taken place in the world ,
for the muse of painting was removed from the pedestal OII which she had

stood for three centuries and se t up in triumph upon ano ther .
To understand fully the aims of pre-Raphaelitism it is necessary to recal l

the character of the age which gave it birth .

After English art had had its beginning with the great national masters
and enj oyed a prime of real splendour

,
it became

,
about the middle of the

nineteenth century, the prey to a tedious disease . A series of crude historical
painters endeavoured to fathom the noble style o f the Italian Cinquecento ,

without rising above the leve l of intelligent plagiarism . As brilliant decorative
artists possessed of pomp and maj esty

,
and sensuously affected by plastic

beauty, as worshippers of the nude human form ,
and as modern Greeks, the

Ital ian classic painters were the worst conce ivable guides for a people who in
eve ry artistic achievement have pursued spiritual expression in pre ference to
plastic beauty . But in spite of the experiences gained since the time of

Hogarth, they all went on the pilgrimage to Rome , as to a sacred spring,
drank their fill in long draughts

, and came back poisoned . Even Wilkie , that
charming little master

,

”
who did the work of a pioneer so long as he followed

the congenial Flemish painters and the Dutch, even Wilkie lost every trace
of individual ity after seeing Spain and Italy . As this imitation of the high
Renaissance period led to forced and affected sentiment , it also developed an
empty academical technique . In accordance with the precepts Of the Cin

quecento , artists proceeded with an affected ease to make brief work of every
thing, contenting themse lves with a superficial facade effect . A painting based
on dexterity of hand took the place of the religious study of nature , and a
banal arrangement after celebrated models took the place of inward absorption .

It was to no purpose that certain painters, such as F . C. Horsley,
R.

Herbert
, Tenniel, Edwin Long, E. M . Ward,

and Eastlake, the English Pilo ty,

VOL. l l I. —I



THE HISTORY OF MODERN PAINTING

by imitation of the Flemish and Venetian masters, made more Of a return
from idealism Of form to co lour, and that Edwin Armitage, who had studied
in Paris and Munich

,
introduced Continental influences. They are the Dela

roche , Gallait , and Biéfve of England . The ir art was an imposing scene
painting, the ir programme always that o f the school of Bologna—the mother
Of all academies

,
great and small—borrowing drawing from Michael Angelo

and colour from Titian taking the best from every
’
one

,
putting it all into a

po t , and shaking it together. Thus English art lost the peculiar national
stamp which it had had t under Reynolds and Gainsborough , Constable and

Turner . I t became an insignificant tributary Of the false art which then held
sway over the Cont inent

,
insincere towards nature ; full Of empty rhetorical

passion , and bound to the most
'

vacant routine . And as the grand painting
became ho llow and mannered, genre painting grew Philistine and decrepit .
Its innocent childishness and conventional optimism had led to a tedious
anecdo tic painting . It repeated

,
like a talkative Old man ,

the most insipid
tales

,
and did so with a complacency that never wavered and with an

unpleasant motley o f colour. The -English schoo l still existed in landscape ,
but for everything e lse it was dead .

A need for reform became urgent all the sooner because literature too
had diverged into new lines. In poetry there was the influence o f the Lake
poe tsWordsworth and Coleridge

,
who had simplicity, direct feeling for nature ,

and a Rousseau-like panthe ism inscribed as a device upon the ir banner, and
it came as a reaction against the dazzling imaginative fervour of those great
and forceful men Of genius Byron and Shelley . Keats had again uttered the
phrase which had be fore been Shaftesbury

’

s gospe l Beauty is truth , truth
beauty . In the year 1 843 John Ruskin published the first volume ofh is

M odern Painters, the aesthe tic creed of which culminated in the tene t that
nature alone could be the source of all true art .

This transitional spirit
, which strove for liberty from the academical yoke ,

though diflidently at first
,
is represented in painting by the Scotch artist

William Dyce. In England he pursued ,
though undoubtedly with greater

ability ,
a course parallel to that of the German Nazarenes, whose faith he

championed . Born in 1 806
,
he had in Italy, in the year 1 826, made the

acquaintance of Overbeck
,
who won him over to Perugino and Raphael .

Pro testing against the histrionic emptiness Of English historical painting, he
took re fuge with the Quattrocentisti and the young Raphael . His master
piece , the Westminster frescoes, with the Arthurian legends as their subj ect ,
goes to some extent on parallel lines with Schnorr ’s frescoes on the Nibelungen
myths . The representation Of vigorous manhood and tempestuous heroism
has be en here attempted Without sentimentality or theatrical heroics . In

his Oil pictures—Madonnas, Bacchus nursed by the Nymphs,
”

The Woman
o f Samaria

,

” Christ in Ge thsemane
,

” St . John leading Home the Virgin ,

e tc .

—he makes a surprising effect by the grace ful, sensuous charm Ofhiswomen
,

by his exquisite landscapes and his tender idyllic characters. The charming
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REALISM IN ENGLAND 5

work ' Jacob and Rachel
,
which represents him in the Hamburg Kunsthalle ,

might be ascribed to Fiihrich
, except that the developed feeling for colour

bears witness to its English origin . With yearning the youth hastens to the
maiden, who stands, leaning against the edge of the well , with her eyes cast
down , hal f repulsing him in her austere chastity .

Where the Nazarenes obtain a pallid
,
corpse-like effect , a deep and luminous

S ee mann, Leipzig .

DYCE. JACOB AND RACHEL.

quality Of colour delights one in his pictures . He is essentially grace ful , and
with this grace he combines the pure and quie t simplicity of the Umbrian
masters. There is some thing touching in certain of his Madonnas, who,
in long, clinging raiment, appeal to the Godhead with arms half lifted, devout
lips parted in prayer, and mild glances lost in infinity . A dreamy loveliness
brings the heavenly figures nearer to us . Dyce expresses the magic of down
cast lids with long, dark lashes. Like the Umbrians, he de lights in the

e lasticity of slender limbs and the chaste grace of blossoming maiden beauty .

Many German fresco painters have become celebrated who never achieved
anything equal in artistic merit to the Westminster pictures of Dyce . Yet
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he is to be reckoned with the Flandrin-Overbe ck family
,
since he g ives a

repe tit ion o f the young Raphael, though he ce rtainly does it we ll but he
only imitates and has no t improved upon him .

The pic tures of anothe r Sco tchman , Sir j oseph Nod Paton , born in 1 82 1
,

appear at a rather later date . Most of them The Quarrel o f Oberon
and Titania,

”
The Rec onciliation of Oberon and Titania in the Edinburgh

Gallery
,
and his masterpiece , The Fairy Queen —have

,
from the aes thetic

standpo int , litt le enjoyment to ofier. The drawing is hard
,
the composition

overladen
,
the co lour scattered and mo tley . As in Ary Schefler

,
all the

figures have vapid, widely Opened eyes Elves gnomes
,
women

,
knights

,

and fantas tic rocks are c rowded so tightly together that the frame scarcely
ho lds them . But the loving study o f nature in the separate parts is extra
ordinary . It is possible to give a bo tan ical defin ition o f each plant and each
flower in the foreground ,

with so much character and such care has Paton
executed every leaf and every blossom , even the tiny creeping things amid
the meadow grass . Here and there a fresh ray ofmorn ing sun breaks through
the light green and leaps from blade to blade . The landscapes o f Albrecht
Al tdorfer are recalled to mind . Emancipation from empty

,
hero ically im

passioned emphasis
,
panthe istic adoration o f nature ,

even a certain effort
—unsuccessful indeed—after an independent sentiment for colour, are what
his pictures seem to preach in the ir naive angularitv the ir loving execution
o f de tail, and their bright green mo tley .

This was the mood o f the young artists who united to form the pre

Raphaelite group Of 1 848 . They were students at the Royal Academy of

from twenty to four-and-twenty years o f age . The first o f the group,
Dante

Gabriel Rosse tti, had already wri tten some o f his poems . The second
,

Ho lman Hunt
,
had still a difficulty In overcoming the opposition o f his father,

who was no t pleased to see him g iving up a commercial career. John Everett
Millais , the youngest , had made most progress as a painter,

and was one Of

the best pupils at the Academy . But they were contented neither by the
art istic achievement of the ir teachers nor by the method Of instruction . Etty,

the most valued of them all
,
according to the account of Ho lman Hunt ,

painted mytho logical pictures
,
full of empty affectation Mulready drew in

a d iluted fashion ,
and sacrificed everything to elegance Maclise had fal len

into patrio tic banalities Dyce had stopped short in his course and begun
again when it was too late . Thus they had Of nec essity to provide the ir
own training for themse lves . All three worked in the same studio and it
so happened that one day—in 1 847 or 1 848

—chance threw into the ir hands
some engravings Of Benozzo Gozzoli’s Campo -Santo frescoes in Pisa. Nature
and truth—everything which they had dimly surmised , and had missed in
the productions o f English art—here they were . Overcome with admiration
for the Sparkling life

, the intensity o f feeling, and the vigorous form o f these
works, which did no t even shrink from the consequences of ugliness, they
were agreed in recogn ising that art had always stood on the basis of nature
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until the end of the fifteenth century
,
or

,
more exactly

,
until the year 1 508 ,

when Raphael le ft Florence to paint in the Vatican in Rome .
Since then

everything had gone wrong art had stripped off the simple garment of nat ural
truthfulness and fallen into conventional phrases

,
which in the course of

Annan ,pho to.

PATON . THE RECONCIL IATION OF OBERON AND TITAN IA.

centuries had become more and more empty and repellent by vapid repeti
tion . Was it necessary that the persons in pictures should

,
to the end Of

the world ,
stand and move j ust as they had done a thousand times in the

works o f the Cinquecentisti ? Was it necessary that human emo tions
love , bo ldness, remorse

, and renunciation—should always be expressed by
the same turn o f the head

,
the same lift o f the eyebrows, the same gesture

of the arms, and the same folded hands
,
which came into vogue through the

Cinquecentisti ? Where in nature are the rounded forms which Raphael ,
the first Classicist , borrowed from the antique And in the critical moments
o f life do people really form themselves into such care fully balanced groups,
with the one who chances to have on the finest clothes in the centre
From this reaction against the Cinquecentisti and against the shallow

imitation of them , the title pre
-Raphaelite Brotherhood , and the secret ,

masonic Sign which they added to the ir signatures upon the ir pictures,
are rendered comprehensible . But whilst Dyce

, to avo id the Cinquecentisti ,
i mitated the Quattrocentisti

,
the title here is only meant to signify that these

artists, like the Quattrocentisti, had determined to go back to the original
source o f real life . The Academy pupils Rossetti , Millais, and Holman Hunt ,
toge ther with the young sculptor Thomas Woo lner

,
who had j ust le ft schoo l,

were at first the only members of the Brotherhood . Later the genre painter
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James Co llinson
,
the painter and critic F . G. Stephens, and Rosse tti

’

s bro ther,
William Michael Rosse tti, were admitted to the alliance .

Bo ldly they dec lared war against all conventional rules, described them
se lves as beginners and the ir pictures as attempts, and announced themse lves

ROI-MAN HUNT. THE SCAPEGOAT.

(By permission o/Meu rs. Henry Grave: 6 ‘ Ca. the owner: of the copyrig ht.)

to be , at any rate ,
sincere . The programme of the ir school was truth no t

imitation of the old masters ,
but strict and keen study o fnature such as the old

masters had practised themse lves. They were in reaction against the super
fic ial dexterity of technique and the beauty of form and intellectual emptiness
to which the English historical picture had fallen victim they were in reaction
against the trivial banality which disfigured English genre painting . In the

representation of passion the true gestures of nature were to be rendered ,
without regard to grace and elegance

, and without the stock properties o f

pantomime . The end for which they strove was to be true and no t to create
what was essentially untrue by a borrowed ideal ism which had an appearance
o f be ing sublime . In opposit ion to the negligent painting of the artists of
the ir age , they demanded slavishly faithful imitation of the model by detail,
carried out wi th microscopic exactness . Nothing was to be done without
reverence for nature every part of a picture down to the smallest blade or

leaf was to be directly painted from the original . Even at the expense of to tal
effect every picture was to be carried out in minutest detail . It was better
to stammer than to make empty phrases. A young and vigorous art , such as
had been

.

in the fifteenth century
,
could win its way, as they believed, from

this conception alone .

In all these po ints
,
in the revolt against the emptiness o f the beauté supreme
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and the flowing lines of the accepted routine o f composition ,
they were at one

with Courbet and Mille t . It was only in further developments that the
French and English parted company English realism rece ived a specifically
English tinge . Since every fo rm o f Classicism—for to this po int they were
led by the train of the ir ideas—declares the ideal completion of form , of

physical presentment , to be its highest aim, the standard-bearers of realism
were obliged to seek the highest aim o f the ir art , founded exclusively on the

study of nature , in the representation ofmoral and intellectual life , in a thought
ful form of spiritual creation . The blending of realism with profundity of

ideas , o f uncompromising truth to nature in form with philosophic and poetic
substance

,
is of the very essence o f the pre

-Raphaelites. They are transcen
dental natural ists, equally widely removed from Classicism,

which deals only
with beautiful bodies

,
as from realism

proper, which only proposes to represent
a fragment o f nature . From opposition
to abstract beauty of form they insist
upon what is characteristic energetic

,

angular ; but the ir figures painted faith
fully from nature are the vehicles of

a me taphysical idea . From the first
they saturated themse lves with poetry .

Holman Hunt has an enthusiasm for

Keats and the Bible
,
Rossetti for

Dante , Millais for the mediaeval poems
Of chivalry .

All three appeared be fore the public
for the firs t time in the year 1 849.

John Millais and Holman Hunt exhib
ited in the Royal Academy, the one

be ing represented by his Lorenzo and
Isabe lla, a subj ect drawn from Keats ,

the o ther by his Rienzi . Rossetti
had his picture

,
The Girlhood of Mary

Virgin ,

”
exhibited at the Free Ex hibi

tion , afterwards known as the Portland
Gallery . All three works excited at

tention and also derision
, and much

shaking of heads . The three next
works o f 1 850 A Converted British
Family sheltering a Christian Mission
ary,

” by Holman Hunt ; The Child
J esus in the Workshop o f Joseph the

Carpenter, by Millais and The HOLMAN HUNT. THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD .

,
the

Annuncnatmn ,
by Rosset t 1_were re_ (By fiermu n on (J

M: cwyrrkhtg
m” moner of
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ce ived with the same amused contempt . When they exhibited for the

third time—Ho lman Hunt
,
a scene from The Two Gentlemen of Verona ;

Millais, The Re turn of the Dove to the Ark and The Woodman ’

s

Daughter —such a storm o f excitement broke forth that the pictures had
to be removed from the exhibition . A furious article appeared in The Art
j ournal ; the exhibitors

,
it was said

,
were certainly young

,
but they were

too old to commit such sins of youth . Even Dickens turned against
them in Household Words. The painters who had been assailed made their
answer. William Michae l Rosse tti laid dow n the principles of the Brother
hood by an article in a periodical called The Critic , and smuggled a second
article into The Spectator . In 1 850 they founded a monthly magazine for
the de fence of the ir theories

, The Germ,
which on the third number took the

title Art and Poetry, and was most charmingly embellished with drawings by
Ho lman Hunt , Madox Brown , and others. Stephens published an essay in it ,
on the ways and aims o f the early Italians, which gave him occasion to discuss
the works recently produced in the spirit of Simplicity known to these old
masters. Madox Brown wrote a paper on historical painting , in which he
asserted that the true basis o f historical painting must be strict fide lity to
the model

,
to the exclusion o f all generalisation and beautifying ,

and exact
antiquarian study of cos

tumes and furniture in con

tradistinc tion to the fancy
history of the elder painters .

But all these articleswerewrit
ten to no purpose . After the
fourth number the magazine
was stopped , and in these
days it has become a curi
osity for bibliomaniacs . But
support came from another
side . Holman Hunt ’s picture
dealing with a scene from
Shakespeare ’

s Two Gentlemen

of Verona rece ived the most
trenchant condemnation in

The Times. John Ruskin
came forward as his cham
pion and replied on 1 3th
May 1 851 . The Times con

tained yet a second le tter
from him on 3oth May. And

soon afterwards both were

p om) MADo x Bg owN , FOR
-”W T o p H IMSELF.

Issued as a pamphlet , WIth
(By per mission (y'

The odore Wa tts Danton , Esq.
,
the m ea n ] the picture.) the t ltle Pf e-Raphaehti SNI,
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amongst his best performances . It is a forced naivete, suggesting the old

masters, to unite two entirely different scenes upon the same canvas : in the
background there are fugitives and pursuers, and a Druid, merely visible by
his outstretched arms

,
inciting the populace to the murder of a missionary

'

in the foreground a hut Open on all sides, which could really offer no protection
at all . Yet in this but a priest is hiding, tended by converted Britons . How

ever, the drawing of the nude bodies is an ad mirable piece o f realism admir

able , also, is the way in which he has expressed the fear of the inmates, and
the fanatical bloodthirsty rage of the pursuers, and this without any false
heroics, without any rhetoric based upon the traditional language of gesture .

The picture from Shakespeare ’

s Two Gentlemen of Verona,
with the motto ,

Death is a fearful thing, and shamed life a hate ful, is perhaps theatrical
in its arrangement, though it is likewise earnest and convincing in psycho
logical expression .

Microscopic fide lity to nature , which formed the first principle in the pro
gramme of the Brotherhood, has been carried in Hohnan Hunt to the highest
possible po int . Every flower and every ear of corn , every feather and every
blade of grass, every fragment of bark on the trees and every muscle ,

is painted
with scrupulous accuracy . The j oke made about the pre-Raphaelites has
reference to Holman Hunt it was said that when they had to paint a land
scape they used to bring to their studio a blade of grass, a leaf, and a piece of
bark , and they multiplied them microscopically so many thousand times
until the landscape was finished . His works are a triumph of industry, and
for that very reason they are not a pleasure to the eye . A petty

,
pedantic

fidelity to nature inj ures the total effect , and the hard colours—pungent
green , vivid yellow,

glaring blue
, and glowing red—which Holman Hunt

places immediately beside each other
,
give his pictures something brusque ,

barbaric, and j arring . But as a reaction against a system o f painting by
routine , which had become mannered, such truth withou t all compromise ,
such painstaking effort at the utmost possible fide lity to nature ,

was, -in its

very harshness, of epoch-making significance .

With regard, also, to the transcendental purport of his pictures Ho lman
Hunt is perhaps the most genuine of the group . In the whole history o f art

there are no re ligious pictures in which uncompromising naturalism has made
so remarkable an alliance with a pie tistic depth o f ideas . The first , which
he sent to the exhibition of 1 854, The Light o f the World , represents Christ
wandering through the night in a gold-embroidered mantle ,

with a lantern
in His hand

,
like a Divine Diogenes seeking men . Taine , who studied the

picture impartially without the catalogue , describes it ,without further addition,

as Christ by night with a lantern . But for Holman Hunt the meaning
is Christianity illuminating the universe with the mystic light o f Faith and

seeking admission at the long-closed door of unbelie f. It was because of

this implicit suggestion that the work made an indescribable sensation in

England ; it had to go on pilgrimage from town to town ,
and hundreds of
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FORD MADo x BROWN . CHRIST WASHING PETER
’

S FEET.

thousands of 00pies of the engraving were so ld . The pietistic fee ling of this
ascetic preacher was so strong that he was able to venture on pictures like
The Scapegoat of 1 856 without becoming comical .
A striving to attain the greatest possible local truth had led Holman Hunt

to the East when he began these biblical pictures. He spent several years
in Palestine studying the topographical Character of the land, its buildings
and its people , and endeavoured with the help of these actual men and women

and these landscape scenes to reconstruct the events of biblical history with
antiquarian fide lity . To paint The Shadow of Death he searched in the

East until he discovered a Jew who corresponded to his idea o f Christ , and
painted him, a strong, powerful man ,

the genuine son o f a carpenter, with that
astounding truth to nature with which Hubert van Eyck painted his Adam .

Even the hairs of the breast and legs are as faithfully rendered as if one saw

the mode l in a glass. Near this naked carpenter—forHe is clo thed only with
a leather apron—there knee ls a modern Eastern woman ,

bowed over a chest ,
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in which various Oriental vessels are lying. The ground is covered with
shavings of wood . Up to this point, there fore , it is a naturalistic picture
from the modern East . But here Ho lman Hunt ’s pietistic sentiment is seen
it is the eve of a festival ; the sun casts its last dying rays into the room
the j ourneyman carpenter wearily stretches out His arms, and the shadow
of His body describes upon the wall the prophetic for mof the Cross.

Another picture represented the discovery of our Lord in the Temple , a
third the flock which has been astray following the Good Shepherd into His
Father ’s fold .

.On his picture of the flight into Egypt, or, as he has himself
called it, The Triumph of the Innocents, he published a pamphle t of twelve
pages, in which he goes into all the historical events connected with the picture
with the loyalty o f an historian ; he discusses everything—in what month
the flight took place , and by what route , how old Christ was, to what race
the ass belonged, and what clothes were worn by Saint Joseph and Mary .

One might be forgiven for thinking such a production the absurd effusion of

a whimsical pedant were it no t that Hunt is so grimly in earnest in everything
he does . In spite of all his peculiarities it must be admitted that he gave a
deep and earnest religious character to English art , which before his time had
been so paltry ; and this explains the powerful impression which he made
Upon his contemporaries .

The artist most closely allied to him in technique is Ford Modax Brown,

who did not reckon himself officially with the pre-Raphaelites, though he
followed the same principles in what concerned the treatment of detail . Only
a little senior to the founders of the Brotherhood—he was nine-and-twenty at
the time—he is to be regarded as their more mature ally and forerunner.

Rossetti was under no illusion when , in the beginning of his studies, he turned
to him directly. In those years Madox Brow nwas the only English painter
who was not addicted to the trivialities of pal try genre painting or the thea
trical heroics of traditional history . He is a bo ld artist

,
with a gift of dramatic

force and a very rare capacity of concentra
tion , and these qualities hindered him from
following the doctrine of the pre

-Raphaelites
in all its consequences. If he had, in ac

cordance with their programme , exclusively
confined himself to work from the living
model, several of his most striking and power
ful pictures would never have been painted .

Madox Brown passed his youth on the

Continent—in Antwerp with Wappers, in
Paris

, and in Rome . The pictures which he
painted there in the beginning of the forties
were produced

, as regards technique , under
the influence of Wappers The subjects

sm 1ow»z svmu m mu ms,

were taken from Byron The Sleep of
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The brown sauce , which every one had hitherto respected like a binding social
law

,
had given way to a bright joy o f colour, the half-barbaric motley which one

finds in old miniatures . It is only when one studies the brilliant details
,
used

mere ly in the service o f a great psychological effect , that this outwardly re

pellent picture takes shape as a powerful work o f art , a work o f pro found
human truth . Nothing is sacrificed to pose

,
grace ful show

,
or histrionic

affectation . Like the German masters o f the fifteenth century
,
Madox Brown

makes no attempt to dilute what is ugly
,
nor did Ho lbe in e ither when he

painted the leprous beggars in his Altar to St . Sebastian .

” Every figure
,

whether fair or foul
, is, in bearing, expression , and gesture , a character o f

robust and rigorous hardihood
,
and has that intense fulness of life which is

compressed in those carved wooden figures o f mediaeval altars the aged Lear
with his weather-beaten face and his waving board ; the envious Regan ;
the cold , cruel , ambitious Goneril Albany

,
with his fair

,
inexpressive head

the gross
,
brutal Co rnwall ; Burgundy,

biting his nails in indecision ; and
Cordelia,

in her touching, bashful grace . And to this angular frankness o f

the primitive masters he unites the profound learning o f the modern historian .

All the archaeo logical details
, the old British costumes, j ewels ,

modes o f

wearing the hair, weapons, fur
niture , and hangings, have been
studied with the accuracy o f

Menzel . He knows nothing o f

the academic rules of composi
tion . and his robes fall naturally
without the petty appendage o f

fair fo lds and grace ful motives .

The picture in which he treated
the balcony scene in Shakespeare ’

s

Romeo and j uliet is outwardly re

pellent , like
“ Lear and Cordelia,

but what a hollow effect is made
by Makart

’

s theatrical heroics
beside this aboriginal sensuous
ness

,
this intensity of expression

Juliet ’s dress has fallen from her

shoulders
,
and ,

devoid of will and
thought, . with closed lids, half
naked

,
and thrilling in every fibre

with the lingering joy o f the hours
that have passed, she abandons
herse lf to the last fiery embraces
o f Romeo

,
who in stormy haste

is feeling with one foot for the
M ILLAIS. THE nuc vs no r. ladder of ropes .
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He has solved a yet more

difficult problem in the pic
ture Elij ahand theWidow.

See , thy son liveth
,
are

the words in the Bible with
which the hoary Elijah brings
the boy, raised from death
and still enveloped in his

shroud
,

to the agonised
mo ther knee ling at the foo t
o f the sepulchre . The woman
makes answer Now by
t his I know that thou art a

man of God . In the em

bodiment o f this scene like
wise Madox Brown has

aimed in costume and acces
sories at a complete har

mony be tween the figures
and the Character o f the

epoch
, and has set out with

an entire ly accurate study
o f Assyrian and Egyptian
monuments . Even the in

scription on the wall and the
Egyp tian antiquities corre
spond to ancient originals .

At the same time the figures
Brothe rs, pho to .

M ILLA IS . AUTUMN LEAVES .

have been given the breath of new life . Elijah looksmore like awild aboriginal
man than a saint o f the Cinquecento . The ecstasy o f the mo ther, the astonish
ment o f the child whose great eyes

,
still unaccustomed to the light , gaze in to

the world again with a dreamy effort , after having behold the mysteries
o f death—these are things depicted with an astonishing power. The

downright but convincing method in which Hogarth paints the soul has
d islodged the ho llow

,
hero ical ideal of beauty Of the o lder historical painting .

Madox Brown ’

s confession of faith , which he formulated as an autho r, cul
minat es in the tene t that truth is the means o f art , its end be ing the quickening
o f the soul . This he expresses in two words emo tional truth .

While Holman Hunt and Madox Brown held fast throughout the ir lives
to the pre

-Raphaelite principles, pre-Raphae litism was for j ohn Everett

M illais, the youngest of the three ,
mere lv a transitory phase ,

a stage in his
art istic development .

Sir John Millais was born 8th June 1 829,
in Southampton, where his

fam ily had come from Jersey . Thus he is half a Frenchman by descent .
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His childhood was passed in Dinant in Brittany
,
but when he was nine years

old he went to a London school o f drawing . He was then the lit tle fair-haired
boy in a holland blouse , a broad sash

, and a large sailor’s collar, whom John
Phillip painted in those days. When eleven he entered the Royal Academy,
probably being the youngest pupil there ; at thirteen he won a prize medal
for the best drawing from the antique at fifteen he was already painting ;
and at seventeen he exhibited an historical picture

,
Pizarro se izing the Inca

of Peru , which was praised by the critics as the best in the exhibition o f 1 846.

With Elgiva, a work exhibited in 1 847 , this first period, in which he followed
the lines of the now forgotten painter Hilton

,
was brought to an end . His

next work , Lorenzo and Isabella
,

”
now in the Walker Art Gallery in Liver

poo l , bore the le tters as a sign of his new confession of faith . M icro
scopically exact work in de tail has taken the place of the large bravura and
the empty imitation Of the Cinquecentisti , The theme was borrowed from
one o f Boccaccio ’

s tales, The Pot of Basil—the tale on which Keats founded
Isabella. A company o f Florentines in the costume of the thirteenth century
are assembled at dinner. Lorenzo , pale and in suppressed excitement , sits
beside the lovely Isabella

,
looking at her with a glance of deep, consuming

passion . Isabe lla ’s bro ther, angered at it , gives a kick to her dog . All the
persons at the table are likenesses . The critic F . G . Stephens sat for the

beloved of Isabella , and Dante Gabriel Rossetti for the tOper holding his
glass to his lips at the far right of the table . Even the ornaments upon the
damask cloth , the screen , and the tapestry in the background are painted ,

stroke after stroke ,
with the con

scient ious devo t ion o f a primitive
painter. Jan van Eyck ’

s brilliancy
of co lour is united to Perugino ’

s

suavity of feeling ,
and the chivalrous

spirit of the Decameron se ized with
the sureness o f a subtle literary
scho lar.

The work of 1 850,
The Child

Jesus in the Workshop o f Joseph the
Carpenter, illustrated a verse in

the Bible (Zechariah xiii . And

one shall say unto Him, What are
these wounds in Thine hands
Then He shall answer, Those wi th
which I was wounded in the house
o f My friends . The Child Jesus,
who is standing be fore the j oiner

’

s

bench
,
has hurt Himself in the hand .

St . Joseph is leaning over to look
MILLA IS . THE YEOMAN OF THE GUARD . at the wound ,

and Marv is kneeling



M ILLAIS .

THE RIGHT HON . W . E . GLADSTONE .

(By oer mission of Messrs. Thomas Ag newO“ Co. , the owners of the copyn jght.)
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beside the Child , trying to console Him with her caresses, whilst the little
St . John is bringing water in a wooden vessel . Upon the o ther side of the
bench stands the aged Anna,

in the act of drawing out o f the wood the nail
which has caused the inj ury . A workman is labouring busily at the j oiner’s

M ILLA IS . YES OR No ?

bench . The floor of the workshop is littered with shavings, and tools hang
round upon the walls. The Quattrocentisti were likewise the de termining
influence in the treatment of this subject . Asce tic austerity has taken the

place of ideal draperies, and angularity that o f the noble flow of line . The

figure o f Mary ,
who

,
with her yellow kerchie f

,
resembled the wife of a London

citizen
,
was the cause of spec ial offence .

Up to the seventies Millais continued to paint such pictures out o f the
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Bible , or from English and mediaeval poets
,
wi th varying success. One o f

them , which in its brilliant colouring looked like an old picture upon glass,
represented the return of the dove to Noah ’

s ark . The central po int was
formed by two Slender young women in mediaeval costume who rece ived the
exhausted bird in the ir delicate hands. The picture

, The Woodman ’

s

Daughter, was an illustration to a poem by Coventry Patmore , on the love
o f a young noble for a poor child of the wood . In a semicircular picture of

1 852 he painted Ophelia as she floats singing in the green poo l where the

white water-lilies cover her like mortuary wreaths—floats with her parted lips
flickering with a gentle smile of distraction . The other picture of this year,
The Huguenot

, represented two lovers taking leave o f each o ther in an

old park upon the eve o f St . Bartho lomew. She is winding a white scarf
round his arm to save him from death by this badge of the Catho lics, whilst
he is gently resisting . The mood o f the man standing be fore the dark gate
o f death ,

the moral strength which vanquishes his fear, and all the solemnity
o f his farewe ll to life are expressed in his glance . A world of love rests in the

eyes of the woman . Millais has often treated this problem of the loving
woman with earnest and almost sombre realism,

that knows no touch of

swooning sentimentality . The Order o f Release of 1 853 shows a jailor in
the scarle t un iform o f the e ighteenth
century opening a heavy prison door
to set at liberty a Highlander, whose
release has been obtained by his

wife . A scene from the seventeenth
century is treated in The Proscribed
Royalist a noble cavalier, hidden
in a hollow tree

,
is kissing the hand

o f a grace ful , trembling woman,
who

has been daily bringing him food at

the risk of her life . The Black
Brunswicker o f 1 856 closed this
series o fsilent andmotionless dramas.

In the picture o f 1 857 , Sir Isumbras

at the Ford
,

an old knight is riding
home through the twiligh t of a sultry
day in June . The dust of the j ourney
lies upon his go lden armour. At a
ford he has fallen in with two Chil
dren , and has lifted them up to carry
them over the water. And The

Vale of Rest
,
a pic ture deep and

intense in its scheme o f colour,
M ILLM S MRS B ISCHOFFSHE IM earnest and me lancho ly as a requiem ,

(By fiem eission o/r
’
ll rs. Bischofi heim , the owner o/ thepic ture.) revealed—(vith a sentiment a litt le
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and rises to her feet , taking off her finery and loosening her hair. The Clear
moonlight streams through the window,

throwing a ghostly illumination over
the little images o f saints in the room , falln like a caress upon the tender
young breast of the girl, playing upon her folded hands, and touching her
long

,
fair hair with a radiance like a vaporous glory . In the shadow of the

bed she sees him whom she loves . Motionless ,
as in a dream , She stands, nor

ventures to turn lest the fair vision should vanish The Deliverance of a
Heretic condemned to the Stake ,

” Joan of Arc , The Last
Rose

,
that dreamy picture of romantic grace , The Childhood of SirWalter

Rale igh
,

and the picture o f the hoary Moses, supported by Hur and Aaron ,

watching from the mountain-top the victory of Joshua
,
were the principal

works achieved in the later years of the master. But when these pictures were
executed England had become accustomed to honour Millais, no t as a pre

Raphaelite , but as her greatest portrait painter.

His portrait of himse lf explains this transformation . With his white linen
jacket and his fresh sunburnt face Sir John Millais does not look in the least
like a Romanticist

,

”
scarcely like a painter he has rather the air o f be ing a

wealthy landowner . He was a man of a sound and straightforward nature ,

a great and energetic master, conscious of his aim,
but a poe t in Ruskin ’

s sense

o f the word is what he has never been . His pre
-Raphaelitism was only a

flirtation . His methods of thought were too concrete
,
his hand too powerful,

for him to have lingered always in the world of the English poets, or endured
the precise style o f the pre

-Raphaelites. Millais will go far if he will only
change his boo ts

,
About had written on the occasion of the World Exhibition

of 1 855 ; When that of 1 867
'

was opened Millais appeared in abso lutely new shoes.

The great exhibition of 1 857 in Manchester, which made known for the first
time how many of the works o f Velasquez were hidden in English private
collections, had helped Millais to the knowledge of himself. From the natural
ism o f the Quattrocentisti he made a transition to the natural ism of Ve lasquez .

Millaiswas a born portrait painter. His coo l and yet finely sensitive nature ,
his simple

, manly temperament
,
directed him to this department , which rather

gravitates to the observan t and imitative than to the creat ive pole of art .

In his pictures he has the secre t o f enchan ting and of repelling ; he has arrived
at really defin ite issues in portrait painting . His likenesses are all of them as

convincing as they are actual . Toge ther with the Vene tians and with Velas
quez , Millais belongs to the master spirits of the grand style , which relies upon
the large movemen t o f lines

,
in figure and in face , upon the broad foundation

o f surfaces, and the strict subordination of individual details . His figures are
characteristic and recognisable even in outline . He makes no effort to render
them int eresting by pic turesque attitudes, or to vivify them by placing them
in any situation . There they sta nd calm, and sometimes stiff and co ld ; they
make no attempt at conversation with the Spectator, nor come out of them
se lves, as it were , but fix their eyes upon him with an air ofwell-bred composure
and indifference . Even the hands are no t made use o f for characterisation .
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The extraordinary intensity of life which sparkles in his great figures
,
so

simply displayed, is almost exclusively concentrated in the heads . Millais is
perhaps the first master of Characterisation amongst the modem s. To bold

FORD MADO! BROWN . THE LAST OF ENGLAND .

and powerful exposition there is united a noble and psychical gaze . The eyes
which he paints are like windows through which the soul is visible .

Amongst his portraits of men
,
those of Gladstone and Hook stand in the

first rank as paintings perhaps they are not special ly eminent both have an
opaque , sooty tone , from which Millais

’ works no t unfrequently suffer, but as
a definition of complex personalities they are comparable only with the best
pictures of Leubach . How firmly does the statesman ho ld himself, despite his
age , the old tree-feller

,
the stern idealist , a genuine English figure chiselled
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out of hard wood . The play o f light centres all the interest on the fine ,
earnest ,

and puckered features, the lo fty forehead , the energe tic chin ,
and the liquid ,

thoughtful eyes . All the biography o f Gladstone lies in this picture ,
which is

simpler and greater in intuition than that which Lenbach painted of him .

Hook
,
with his broad face ,

furrowed with wrinkles
,
looks like an apostle or

a fisher. Millais has looked into the heart of this man ,
who has in him some

thing rugged and faithful, massive and tender the painter of vigorous fisher
men and vaporous sunbeams. Hook ’

s landscapes have a force ful , earnest ,
and we ll-nigh re ligious effect , and something patriarchal and biblical lies in his
gentle ,

reflective , and contemplative glance .

In his portrait of the Duke of Westminster, painted in 1 878 ,
Millais depicts

him in hunting dress, red coat , white corduroys, and high ,
flexible boo ts,

as he stands and buttons on his glove . The same year The Yeoman of the
Guard was exhibited in Paris—the old type of discipline and loyalty ,

who

sits there in his deep red uniform ,
with features cast in bronze ,

like aVelasquez
o f 1 878 . Disraeli, Cardinal Newman ,

John Bright , Lord Salisbury,
Charles

Waring , Sir Henry Irving , the Marquis of Lorne , and Simon Fraser are all

worthy descendants o f the eminent men whom Reynolds painted a century
be fore . The plastic effect of the figures is increased by the vacant , neutral
ground of the picture . Like Velasquez , Millais has made use of every possible
background , from the simplest

,
from the nullity o f an almost black or bright

surface
,
to richly furnished rooms and views o f landscape . Sometimes it is only

indicated by a plain chair or table that the figure is standing in a room
,
or a

heavy crimson curtain fal ls to serve as a repoussoir for the head . With a noble
abstention he avo ids pre ttiness of line and insipid motives,

and remains true
to this virile taste even in his portraits of women . His women have curiously
little o f the aesthetical trait which runs elsewhere through English portraits
o f ladies. Millais renders t hem—as in the picture Dummy Whist
ne ither sweet nor tender, gives them nothing arch

,
sprightly, nor triumphant .

Severe and sculptural in the ir mien
, and full of character rather than beauty ,

proud in bearing a nd upright in pose ,
the ir serious ,

energetic features be tray
decision o f character and the glance of the ir brown eyes—eyes like Juno ’s
is indifferent and almost hard . A straight and liberal forehead , a beautifully
formed and very determined mouth , and a full, round chin complete this
impression of earnest dignity

,
august maj esty, and chilling pride . To this

regular avo idance of every trace of available charm there is j oined a strict
taste in to ilette . He prefers to work with dark or subdued contrasts o f co lour,
and he is also fond o f large-flowered silks—black with Citron-yellow and black
with dark red .

And this same stringent painter o f character commands, as few others, the

so ft light brush o f a painter of children . No one since Reyno lds and Gains
borough has painted with so much character as Millais the dazzling freshness
of English youth ; the energetic pose o f a boy ’

s head or the beauty of an
English girl—a thing which stands in the world alone the soft , glancing , silken
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locks, rippling to a blonde cemirée, pale , de licate little faces, pouting little
mouths, and great , shining blue , dreamy , childish eyes . Sometimes they
stand in rose-coloured dresses embroidered with silver in front of a deep green

PHILL I P . THE LETTER-WRITER, SEV ILLE.

curtain , or sit reading upon a dark red carpe t flowered with black . At other
t imes they are arrayed like the little Infantas of Velasquez , and play with a
spanie l like the Doge ’

s children of Titian , or hold out with both hands an

apron full of flowers, which Millais paints with a high degree of finish . A spray
o f pale red roses, chrysanthemums, or lilies stands near. One must be a great
master Of characterisation to paint conscious, dignified , and earnest feminine
beauty like that o f Mrs . Bischoffsheim ,

and at the same time that fragrant
perfume Of the fresh and dewy spring of youth which breathes from Millais’

pictures Of children .

Millais is one of those men in the history Of nineteenth-century painting
who are as forcible and healthy as they are many-sided . I do no t know one

who could have developed so swiftly from a style of the most minute exactness
t o one Of the most powerful breadth no t one who could have united such
poe try of conception with such an enormous knowledge Of human beings ; not
one who could have been so like Proteus in variety—at one moment charming ,
at another dreamy, at another entirely positive . In their firm structure and

VOL. TIL—3
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largeness Of manner his landscapes sometimes recall Theodore Rousseau . And

now the pre
-Raphaelite is j ust a little evident in an excess Of detail . He

paints every blade Of grass and every small plant , though there is at the

same time a largeness in the midst Of this scrupulous exactitude . He

does not merely see the isolated fact through a magnifying lens, but has eyes
that are sensitive to the poetry Of the whole

, and in spite Of all study Of

detail he sometimes reaches a total effect which is altogether impressionist .
His picture Chill October has an airy life ,

a grey, vibrating atmosphere ,
such as only John Constable painted elsewhere .

Such a concrete study Of nature as was made bv the pre-Raphaelites Of
necessity led at last to entirely realistic pictures from modern life . In their
biblical and poetic pictures they had started from the conviction that new life
blood could only be poured into the Old conventional types,which had gradually
become meaningless by tactfully drawing the models for them from popular
life . They be lieved . as the masters Of Florence and Bruges had done be fore
them

,
that there could be no good painting without strict dependence on the

model that it was Of the utmost importance to give a poe tic or legendary
figure the stamp Of nature ,

the strong savour of individuality . All the ir
creations are based upon the e lements Of portrait painting , even when they
illustrate remo te scenes from the New Testament or from medizeval poetry .

And these elements at last led them altogether to give up transposing such
figures into an alien milieu ,

and simply to paint what was Offered by the ir own
surroundings . In this way they reached the goal which was arrived at in

French painting through Courbet and Ribot . It is due in the first place to the

pre
-Raphaelites that the we ll-meant and moderately painted genre picture of

the Old style ,
which , with its wealth Of pathetic stories,

was once a prime

source of supposed artistic pleasure , was finally vanquished in England,
and

made way for earnest and vigorous painting ,
—painting which sought to make

its effect by purely artistic means and proudly declined attempt to conceal
intrinsic weakness in interesting subj ect drawn from external sources . As

early as 1 855 Millais exhibited a picture in the Royal Academy which Ruskin
called a truly great work containing the elements Of immortality The

Rescue . It represented a fireman who has carried three children from a
burning house and laid them in the arms Of the ir parents . Narrative purport
was entirely renounced . The fireman was treated without sentimentality ,

and in a way that suggested the cool fulfilment Of a duty , and the agitation
Of the parents was also rendered without any dash Ofmelodrama . Then there
followed that masterpiece Of exquisite and soft co louring , tender and moving
expression , and infinite grace , The Gambler’s Wife ,

sadly taking up the

cards which have brought her misery upon her. In 1 874 was painted The

North-West Passage
,
a sort Of modern symbo l Of the force ful, enterprising

English people who have populated and subdued half the world from their
little island kingdom . There is a passage to the Pole , and England will
find it—must find it .” These are more or less the words spoken by Trelawney,
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with his white beard has a strong
,
sinewy life

,
and the broad daylight

streams through the room,
filled with charts and atlases . The sea and

clear, bright sky gleam through the Open window . I t is a powerful and
moving picture

, one Of those modern creations in which the ideas Of the

nineteenth century are concentrated with simplicity and a renunciation of all
hollow emphasis.

A few pictures Of modern life which have nothing in common with the Older

genre painting may even be found among the works Of the devo tionalist Holman
Hunt . Awakened Conscience

,

” according to the explanation Of the painter,
tells the story Of a young woman seduced by a cruel and light-minded man ,

and kept in a luxurious little country-house . They are toge ther. Seated
at the piano he is playing the Old me lody Oft in the Stilly N ight

, and the

strains Of the song recall to the frail maiden her youth , and the years Of purity
and innocence . Thus even Hunt has no t overcome the moralising tendencies
Of Hogarth, though his taste is more discree t and de licate . He has struck
deeper chords Of thought than the English public had heard before . And in

particular the painting is no t a mere substratum for the story ,
it has become

the principal thing
,
and the story subsidiary . In another picture ,

May
Morn ing on Magdalen Tower

,
he renounced all deeper purpose altogether,

and merely painted a number OfOx ford dons and students, who , in accordance
with the Old custom

,
usher in the May with a hymn from the college tower.

But the most remarkable work Of this description has been executed by
Madox Brown , the English Menzel, who has no t merely reconstructed the
environment o f past ages with the accuracy of an eye

-witness, but has looked
upon the drama Of moder n life as an attentive Observer. His first picture ,

The Last of England ,
was executed in the June Of 1 852 , at a time when

emigration to America began to take serious proportions. A married couple ,
humble , middle-class people ,

are sitting on the deck Of a Ship . The man ,
in his

thick cloth overcoat
,
with a soft felt hat on his head ,

a pale face , and sunken
eyes with dark rings underneath , casts one more look upon his native-land ,

which vanishes in the hazy distance ,
as he thinks bitterly Of lost hopes and

vain struggles. But the young wife ,
in a light-coloured c loak and a pretty

round bonnet with wide strings, gazes be fore her With gentle resignation ,

from underneath a great umbrella protecting her from the boisterous sea

wind .

In Work
,
begun at the same period , and fin ished, after various interrup

tions
, in 1 865, he has produced the first modern picture Of artisans after

Courbe t
’

s Stone-breakers.

”
The painter, who was then living in Hamp

stead
,
where extensive cuttings were be ing made for the laying down Of

gas
-pipes

,
daily saw the English art isan at labour in all his thick-se t

strength . This gave him the theme for his picture . In bright daylight
on a glaring summer afternoon artisans are digging a trench for gas-pipes in

a busy street . Women and poor children are standing near. Even the
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j oking and making merry
,

never at work . Like stage
managers who are sure of

their public
,
they always se t

the same troop Of puppets
dancing. Madox Brown ’

s

art isans are robust and raw

boned figures ; where the

o lder artists affected to be

witty with their genre paint
ing , Madox Brown painted
straightforwardly

,
without

humour andwithout making
his figures beautiful . The

composition of his pictures
is j ust as plain . NO one

poses, no one makes im

passioned gestures, no one

thinks of grouping himse lf
with his ne ighbour in fine

flowing lines . It is pleasant
to think that this powerful
symbol of work has passed
by Presentat lon into the P05 “ R . ANSDELL. A SETTER AND GROUSE.

ses smn of one of the greatest
manufacturing towns in England , into the gallery of Manchester.

A Scotchman,
born in Aberdeen, j ohn Phillip was the vigorous abe ttor of

the pre
-Raphae lites in these realistic endeavours. He

, too , was a painter in
the full meaning of the word , and he has there fore left works with which the
future will have to reckon . Velasquez had Opened his eyes as he had Opened
those Of Millais. When Phillip went to Spain in 1 851 , he was not the first who
had trod the Museo del Prado . Wilkie had painted in Spain before him ,

and

Ansdell had been busy there at the same time . But no one had been able to
grasp in any degree the impressive maj esty Of the Old Spanish painters . John
Phillip alone gained something of the verve Of Velasquez

,
a broad , virile

technique which distinguishes him from all his English contemporaries. The

impres sion rece ived from his pictures is one of Opulence , depth, and weight
they unite something of the strength ofVelasquez to a more Venetian splendour
Of colour. The streets Of Seville , the Spanish port on the Guadalquivir, the
town where Velasquez and Murillo were born , were his chie f field Of study .

Here he saw those market-women, black as mulattoes and sturdy as grenadiers,
who sit in front Of the ir fruit-baskets under a great umbrella, and those water
carriers with sunburnt visages, strongly built chests, and athletic arms.

After he
’

had returned to Scotland he occasionally painted pictures of
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ceremonies, The House Of Commons,
”

The Wedding Of the Princess Royal ,
and so forth , but he soon returned to subj ects from Spanish life . Gipsy
looking, cigarette-smoking women ,

with sparkling eyes and jet -black hair,
young folks dancing to the castanets

,
bull-fighters with glittering silver-grey

costume and flashing glances
,
dark-brown peasants in Citron-ye llow petticoats,

hollow-eyed manufac to ry girls
,
potters, and glass-blowers,—such are the

materials Of Phillip ’

s pictures. They give no scope to anecdote ; but they
always reveal a fragment of reality which emits a world of impressions and
an opulence Of artistic ability . As painter par ex cellence, John Phillip stands
in Opposition to Older English genre painters. Whilst they were , in the first
place ,

at pains to tell a story intelligibly
,
Phillip was a colourist , a mailre

peintre, whose figures were developed from the colours, and whose creations
are SO full of character that they will always assert their place with the best
that has ever been painted . Even in England

, the country Of literary and

narrative painting, art was no longer an instrument for expressing ideas it
had become an end in itself

, and had discovered colour as its prime and

most essential medium Of expression .



CHAPTER XX IX

REALISM IN GERMANY

N Germany the realistic movement was carried out in much the same
way as in France ,

though it came into action two decades after its
French original . Here also it was recognised that the well-meant but badly
painted an ecdote must give way to the well-painted picture : and if we
inquire who it was that gave to Germany the first serious paintings inspired by
the modern spirit the reply, without hesitation , must be Adolf Menzel . The

pioneering work of this great little man
,
who for fifty years had embodied

in their typical perfection all phases Of German art , is something fabulous
the greatest and ,

one might almost say, the only historical painter Of bygone
epochs, the only one who knew a previous period SO intimately that he could
venture on painting it , was also the leader of the great movement which

, in

the seventies, aimed at the representation of our own life . His first appear
an ce was in the time when the proud Titan Cornelius sought to take heaven
by storm . Little Menzel was no Titan in those days ; he seems in that
generation like one bound to the earth

, yet he belonged to the Cyclopean
race . He was a mighty architect with the powers of a giant and this un

couth Cyclops rough-hewed and chiselled the blocks
, and , fitting each in its

place ,
raised an edifice to as lo fty a he ight as the Romanticists had reached

on the perilous wings o f Icarus . Having been first the draughtsman and

then the painter Of Frederick the Great , he gave up histo ry after finishing the
picture Of the Battle of Hochkirch : his talent was too modern, too much se t

upon what was concre te , to admit Of its be ing given full scope to the end by
constructive work from amilieu that was no t his own . Until his fortieth year
he had ce lebrated the glorious past Of his country . When,

with the death of

Friedrich Wilhelm IV, a great and decisive turn was given to the politics of

the Prussian state—one which put an end to the stagnation Of civil life in
Prussia and Germany, and ushered in a new and brilliant period for the realm
and the he irs of Friedrich—the painter Of Friedrich the Great became the

painter Of the new realm . After he had already
,
in the first half of the century ,

placed reality on the throne Of art in the place Of rhetoric and a vague ideal ,
he went one step further in the direction Of keen and direct Observation ,

and

now painted what he saw around him—the stream Of palpitating life .

The Coronation of King Wilhelm at Konigsberg is the great and tri
umphant title-page to this section of his art . The effects of light , the red

89
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tones Of the unifo rms
,
the Shimmering white silk dresses, the surging o f the

mass of people ,
the perfect ease with which all the personages are individualised ,

the princes, the ministers, the ambassadors
, the men Of learning, the instan

taneousness in the movement Of the figures, the absolutely unforced and yet
subtle and pictorial composition ,

render this painting no picture of cere
monies, in the traditional sense Of the phrase

,
but a work Of art at once in

timate and august in the impression which it makes . In the picture King
Wilhelm setting out to j oin the Army —the representation Of the thrilling
moment , on the afternoon of 3 1 5 t July 1 870,

when the King drove along the
linden avenue to the railway station—this phase ,

which he began with the
Coronation picture ,

was brought to a close . Everything surges and moves ,

speaks and breathes
, and glows with the palpitating life which vibrates

through all in this moment of patrio tic excitement . But the painter’

s course
led him further.

He first became entirely Menzel when he made the discovery Of toiling
humanity . In 1 867 ,

in the year of the World Exhibition ,
he came to Paris

and became acquainted with Me issonier and Stevens. With Me issonier in
particular—whose po rtrait he painted—he entered into a close friendship ,

and it was curious afterwards to see the two together at exhibitions—the
little figure Of Menzel with his gigantic bald forehead and the little figure Of
Me issonier with his gigantic beard ,

a Cyclops and a Gnome
,
two kings in the

realm Of Liliput , Of whom one was unable to speak a word o f German and

the o ther unable to speak a word of French , although they had need merely
Of a look, a shrug

,
or a movement o f the hand to understand each other

entirely . He also came into the society Of Courbe t
,
who had j ust made the

famous separate exhibition Of his works, at the Café Lamartine ,
in the com

pany Of ‘Heilbuth
,
Meyerheim, Knaus, and others . Here in Paris he produced

his first pictures Of popular contempor

ary life , and if as an historical painter
he had already been a leader in the

str uggle against theatrical art , he

became a pioneer in these works also .

Everywhere he let in air and made
free movement possible for those who
pressed fo rward in his steps . In the

course Of years he painted and drew
everything which excited in him art istic
impulse upon any ground whatever, and
no t one Of these endeavours was work
thrown away . A universal genius
amongst the painters Of real life ,

he

combined all the qualities Of which
o ther men Of excellent talen t merely

w ow “ m u ,
possessed fragments separately appor
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t ioned amongst them : the sharpest eye for every detail Of form ,
the most

penetrative discrimination for the life of the spirit
, and at times a glistening

play Of colour possessed by none o f his German predecessors .

MENZEL FROM RUGLER
’

S H ISTORY OF FR IEDR ICH THE GREAT.

Catholic churches seem always to have had a great attraction for him
,
as

we ll as the people moving In them, and in this an echo of his rococo enthusiasm
is still perceptible . The quaint, rococo churches in the ornate style favoured
by the Jesuits, which are still preserved intact in Munich and the Te I

,
were

those for which he had a peculiar pre ference . He lost himself voluptuously
in the thousand details o f sculpture , framework , organs, balustrades, and

carved pulpits, dimly outlined in the subdued light from stained-glass windows.

In the gloom it was all transformed into a forest of ornaments
,
expanding

the ir traceries like trees in a wood . Sick and infirm people ,
women in prayer

burying their faces in the ir hands, and lame men with crutches, knee] or move
am id the luxuriant efllorescence Of stone and wood and gold ,

Of angels’ heads
and Shrines, garlands of flowers, consoles, and fonts Of ho ly water. Twisted
marble pillars

,
church banners, lamps and lustres mount in a confusion of

capricious outlines at once tasteful and piquant to the vaulted dome , where
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the painted skies, blackened by the ascending mist of incense , seem waywardly
fantastic .

After the churches the salons appealed to him . There came his pictures
ofmodern society ladies and cavaliers of the Court upon ballroom balconies,
the conversation Of Privy Councillors in the salon

,
the marvellous ball supper,

where a mass of beaut iful Shoulders
, splendid uniforms, and rustling silken

trains move amid mirrors
,
lustres

,
colonnades, and gilded frames. The

Ball Supper Of 1 870 is a vivid picture ,
bathed in glisten ing light . The

music has stopped . And from a door Of the brilliantly lighted ballroom the

company is streaming into the ne ighbouring apartment , where the supper
table has been laid , and groups of ladies and men in animated conversation
are beginning to occupy the chairs and sofas . In 1 879 there followed the
famous Levee the Emperor Wilhe lm in the red Court uni form of the

Gardes dn Corps is talking with a lady,
surrounded by a sea Of heads, uniforms,

and naked bowing shoulders. Though it was always necessary in earlier re
presentations Of the kind to have a genre episode to compensate the insufficient
artistic interest Of the work , in Menze l

’

s pictures the pictorial situation is
grasped as a'whole . They have the value Of a book they ne ither fal sify nor
beautify anything, and they will hand down to the future an encyclopzedia

of types Of the nineteenth century .

From the salon he went to the stree t , from exclusive aristocratic circles
into the midst Of the eddying crowd . For many years in succession Menzel
was a constant visitor at the small watering-places in the Austrian and Bavarian
Alps. The multitude ofpeople at the concerts, in the garden Of the restaurant ,
on the promenade , at the open-air services, were precisely the things to occupy
his brush . The light rippled through the leaves of the trees women , children ,

and we ll-bred men Of the world listened to the music or the words Of the

preacher. One person leaves a seat and another takes it everything lives
and moves . Huge and lofty trees stretch out their arms, protecting the
company from the sun . Unusually strikingwas The Procession in Gaste in
in the centre was the priest bearing the Host , then the choristers in their
red robes, in front the visitors and tourists who had hastened to see the spec
tacle , and in the background the mountain heights . The bustle of people
gives Menzel the opportunity for a triumph . In Kissingen he painted the
promenade at the waters in Paris the Sunday gaie ty in the garden Of the
Tuileries, the street life upon the boulevard, the famous scene in the j ardin
desPlantes,with the great elephants and the vivid group of Zouaves and ladies
in Verona the Piazza d ’

Erbe ,
with the swarm Of people crowding in between

the open booths and Shouting at the t op Of the ir voices. Many after him
have represented such scenes, although few have had the secret Of giving the ir
figures such seething life

,
or painting them,

like Menzel , as parts of one great ,
surging , and many-headed multitude .

People travelling have always been for him a source Of much amusement
men Sitting in the corner Of a railway carriage with the ir legs crossed and
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the ir hats over their eyes, yawning or
'

asleep ; women looking out of the windows
or counting the ir ready money. Alternating with such themes are those
monotonous ye t Simple and therefore genial landscapes from the suburbs Of

MENZEL . FROM KUGLER'

S H ISTORY OF FRIEDR ICH THE GREAT .

the great city ,
poor, neglected regions with machines and men at the ir labour.

Children bathing in a dirty stream bordered by little ,
stunted willows small

craft gliding over a river, sailors leaping from one vessel to another
,
men

landing sacks or barre ls, and great , heavy cart-horses dragging huge waggons
loaded with beer-barrels along the dusty country road . Or the scaffolding
Of a house is being raised . Six masons are at work upon it , and they are

working in earnest . A green bush waves (Germ an fashion) above the scaffold
ing , and further Off long rows Of houses stretch away ,

and the aqueducts and

gas
-works which supply the huge crater Of Berlin ,

and day-labourers are seen

whee ling up barrow-loads of stones . For the first time a German painter
sings the canticle Of labour.

From the streets he enters the workplaces
,
and interprets the wild poetry

Of roaring machines in smoky manufactories . The masterpiece Of this group
is that bold and powerful picture ,

his Iron Mil] Of 1 876. The workshop
Of the great rail-forge OfKOnigshiit te in Upper Silesia is full Of heat and steam .

The muscular, brawny figures Of men with glowing faces stand at the furnace
ho lding the tongs in the ir swollen hands . Their vigorous gestures recall
Daumier. Upon the upper part Of their bodies

,
which is naked , the light
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casts white
,
blue

, and dark red reflections, and over the lower part it flickers
in reddish

,
greenish

, and viole t tinges, on the creases in their clo thing . The

smoke rising in spirals is Of a whitish-red , and the beams supporting the roo f
are lit up with a sombre glow . Heat , sweat , movement , and the glare Of fire
are everywhere . Dust and dirt , strong

,
raw-boned iron-workers washing

themse lves
,
or exhausted with hard toil

,
snatching a hasty meal , a confusion

Of be lting and machinery , no pretty anecdo te but sober earnest , no

story but pure painting—these were the great and decisive achievements Of

this picture . Courbet
’

s Stone-breakers Of 1 851 , Madox Brown
’

s Work
Of 1 852 , and Menzel

’

s Iron Mill are the standard works in the art Of the

nine teenth century .

Within German art Menzel has won an enclave for himself, a rock
amid the sea. In France during the Sixties he represented German art

in general . France Offered him celebrity,
and after this recognition

he had the fortune to be honoured in his native - land be fore he was

overtaken by Old age . His

realism was permitted to him
at a time when realistic aims
were elsewhere reckoned a]

together as aesthe tic errors .

This explains the remarkable
fact that Menzel ’s to il Of fifty
years had scarce ly any influ
ence on the development Of
German painting ; it would
scarcely be different from
what it is now if he had

never existed . When he

might have been an exemplar
there was no one who dared
to follow him . And later

,

when German art as a whole
had entered upon naturalistic
lines

, the differences between
him and the younger genera
tionweremore numerous than
the ir po ints o f sympathy ,

so

that it was impossible forhim
to have a formative influ

ence . He stood out in the

new period merely as a

power commanding respect
,

like a hero Of ancient times.

MENZEL. THE DAMENSTIF‘

I
‘

SKIRCHB AT MUN ICH . Even the isolated real istic
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Hanfi tae ng l.

MEN ZEL . K ING WILHELM SETT ING OUT TO J OIN THE ARMY .

onsets made in Berlin in the seventies are in no way to be connected
with him .

I f realism consisted in the dry and sober illustration Of se lected fragments
Of real ity ,

if upright feeling
, loyalty, and honest patriotism were serviceable

qualities in art , a lengthier consideration should certainly be accorded to Anton
von Werner. In his genre pictures Of campaign life everything is spick and span ,

everything is in its right place and in soldierly order it is all typically Prussian
art . His portraits are casino pictures , and as such it is impossible to imagine
how they could better serve the ir purpose . From the Spurs to the cuirassier
helme t everything is correct and in accordance with military regulation even
the likeness has something Officially prescribed which would make any recruit
fo rm front if suddenly brought face to face with such a person . In his pictures
Of ceremonies his ability was j ust sufficient to chronicle the function in question
with the conscientiousness Of a clerk in a law court . The inte llectual capacity
for see ing more Of a great man than his immaculately polished boots and the
immaculately burnished buttons of his unifo rm was denied him ,

as was the

artistic capacity Of exalting a picture-sheet to the leve l Of a picture .
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Equipped with a healthy though trivial feeling for reality, Carl Gussow
ventured to approach nature in as turdy and robust fashion in some of his

works, and exhibited in Berlin a few life-sized figures, Pussy ,

” A Lover Of
Flowers,

” Lost Happiness,
” Welcome ,

”
The Oyster Girl, and so forth .

Through these he opened for a brie f period in Berlin the era Of yellow kerchie fs
and black finger-nails, and on the strength Of them was exalted by the critics
as a pioneer o f realism or else anathematised , according to their asthetic

creed . He had a robust method Of painting muscles and flesh and clothes
of many colours, and Of setting green beside red and red beside ye llow, yet

even in these first works—his only works Of artistic merit—he never got
beyond the banal and barbaric transcript Of a reality which was entirely
without interest .
Max Michael seems to be somewhat influenced by Bonvin . Like the latter

,

he was attracted by the Silent mo tions Of nuns, j uicy vegetables, dark-brown
wainscoting, and the subdued light Of interiors. He was , like Ribot in France ,
although with less artistic power, a good representative Of that school of
cellar skylights which imitated in a sound manner the tone of the Old Spanish
masters. One of his finest pictures, which hangs in the Kunsthalle in Ham
burg, represen ts a girls

’

school in Italy . A nun is presiding over the sewing
lesson ; the background is brown ; the light comes through the yellow glass Of a
high and small window (like that Of an attic), and throws a brown dusky tone
over the room

,
in which the gay costumes Of the little Italian girls,

with the ir
white kerchiefs, make ex ceedingly pretty and harmonious spots Of colour. N0
adventure is hinted at

,
no episode related, but the picturesque appearance of

the little girls
,
and their tones in the space , are all the more delicately rendered .

A refined scheme Of colour recalling the Old masters compensates for the want
Of incident .

In Vienna Angn
'

st von Pettenkofen made a transition from the. ossified,

antediluvian genre painting to painting which was artistically delicate . While
the successo rs ofGauerrnann and Danhauser indulged in heart-breaking scenes
or humorous episodes

, Pe ttenkofen was the first to Observe the world from
a purely pictorial po in t Of view. Alfred Stevens had opened his eyes in Paris
in 1 851 . Troyon ’

s pic tures and Millet ’s confirmed him in his efforts. He was

brought up on a property belonging to his father in Gal icia, and had been a
cavalry Oflicer be fore he tur ned to painting horses, peasants, and oxen are

the simple figures Of his pictures . In the place Of episodic ,
ill-painted stories

he set the meagre plains Of lonely Pusta,
sooty forges, gloomy cobblers

’ work
shops, dirty courtyards with middens and rubbish-heaps, gipsy encampments,
and desolate garrets. There is no pa ndering to sentimentality or the curiosity
excited by genre painting . There are delicate chords Of colour, and that is
enough . The artist was in the habit of spending the summer months in the
little town of Spolnok on the Theiss

,
to the east of Pesth . Here he wandered

about amongst the little whitewashed houses, the booths of general dealers,
and the fruit-sellers ’

stalls. A lazily moving yoke of oxen with a lad asleep,
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midday rest , and an enervating, sultry heat broods overhead . Menzel has a
love for men and women with excitement written on the ir faces Pet tenko fen

avo ids painting character, contenting himself with the reproduc tion Of simple
actions at picturesque moments. The Berlin artist is epigrammaticallv

Sharp the Viennese is elegiac and me lancholy . Menzel ’s pictures have the
changing glitter Of rockets those o f Pe t tenko fen are harmonised in the tone Of
a refined amateur. They have only one thing in common ne ither has found
disciples they are no t culminating peaks in Berlin or Vienna art SO much as
boulders wedged into ano ther system .

Whilst the realistic movement in both towns was confined to particular
masters, Munich had once again the mission Of becoming a guiding influence .

Here all the tendencies Of modern art have left the most distinct traces ,
all

movements were consummated with most consistency . The heroes of Pilo ty
followed the divinities Of Cornelius, and these were in turn succeeded by the
Tyro lese peasants Of Defregger, and amid all this difference Of theme one

bond connected these works for interesting subj ect was the matter Of chie f
importance in them , and the purely pictorial element was something subor
dinate . The efforts Of the seventies had for their Obj ect the victory Of this
pictorial element . It was recognised that the ‘ talent for making humorous
po ints and telling stories, which came in question as the determining quality

in the pictures of monks and

peasants Of the school Of De
fregger and Griitzner

,
was the

expression Of no real faculty
for formative art—that it was
merely technical incomplete
ness complacently supported by
the lack Of artistic sensibility
in the public which had pro
duced this narrative painting .

It was felt that the task Of

formative art did no t consist
in narrative

,
but in represen

tation
, and in representation

through the most sensuous and
convincing means which stood
at its disposal . A renewed
study Of the Old masters made
this recognition possible .

Up to this time the most
miserable desolation had also
reigned over the province Of
the artistic crafts. But, borne

MENZEL. A LEVEE . up by the rekindled sentiment
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of national ity
,
and favoured by the high tide of the milliards paid by Fran ce ,

since 1 870, that eventful movement bearing the words Old German and

Fine Style on its programme had become an accomplished fact . The

German Renaissance , which research had been hitherto neglected, was dis
covered afresh . Liibke explored it thoroughly and systematically ; Wolt‘
mann wrote on Hans Ho lbe in, Thausing on Diirer Eitelberger founded the
Austrian Industrial Museum Georg Hirth brought out his Deutsches Zimmer,
and began the publication Of the Formenschaiz. The national form of art of
the Germ an Renaissance was taken up everywhere with a proud consciousness
Of patriotism : here , it was thought , was a panacea. Those who followed
the artistic crafts declared open war against everything pedestrian and

tedious . Lorenz Gedon in particular—in un ion with Franz and Rudolf Se itz
—was the soul Of the movement . With his black ,

curly hair
, his little ,

fiery ,

dark eyes, his short beard, his negligent dress, and his two great hands expert
in the exercise Of every description Of art , he had himself something o f the

character o f an Old German stone-cutter. His manner Of expressing himself
corresponded to this appearance . In every thing it was original , saturated
with his own personal conception Of the world . As the son Of a dealer in Old

pictures and curiosities, he was familiar with the Old masters from his child
hood ,

and followed them in the method Of his study . He was far from con

fining himself to one branch . The facades of houses
, the architecture o f

interiors, tavern rooms and festal decorations, furniture and state carriages ,

statues and embellishmw ts in stone , bronze ,
wood, and iron ,

portrait busts in
wax

,
clay

,
and marble ,

models for ornaments, for iron lattices, for the adorn
men t Of ships and the fittings Of cabins, all Obj ects that were wayward ,

fan

tast ic ,
quaint , and curious lay in his province and for the execution o f each

in turn this remarkable ma n felt that he had in him an equal capacity . And ,

at the same time ,
the temperament Of a collector was united in him with that

Of an artist in an entire ly special way . In the bushy wilderness of a garden
be fore his house in the Nymphenburger Strasse countless stone fragments Of
medizeval sculpture were strewn about , up to the very hedge dividing it from
the stree t . Rusty Old trellises Ofwrought iron slanted in front Of the windows,

and in the house itself the most precious Obj ects, which artists ten years be fore
had passed without heed ,

stood in masses toge ther. As Gedon was taken
from his work when he was forty his artistic endeavour never got beyond
efforts Of improvisation,

but the impulse which he gave was very powerful .

Through his initiative the who le province of the artistic crafts was brought
under Observation from a picto rial po int of view . The bald Philistine style
of decoration gave way and a blithe revel Of co lour was begun . The great
carn ival feasts arranged by him on the model Of the Renaissance period are an
important episode in the history Of culture in Munich ,

and have contributed
in no unessential manner to the refinement Of taste in the to ilette Of women .

The Munich Exhibition of the Arts and Crafts in 1 876 (be fore the entrance
o f which he had erected that great portal made Of Old fragments Of archi
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tecture , wood-carving , and splendid stuffs, and bearing the inscription The

Works Of our Fathers indicated the zenith Of that movement in the handi
crafts which was flooding all Germany in those days .

The course which was run by this movement in the following years is well
known ,

and it is well known how the imitation Of the German Renaissance
soon became as wearisome as in the beginning it had been attractive . After
it had been a little overdone another step was taken , and from the Renaissance
people went to the baroque period, and soon afterwards the rococo period
followed . In these days sobriety has taken the place Of this fever for orna
mentation, and the mania for style has resulted in a surfe it , a weariness and

a desire for simplicity and quietude . Nevertheless the beneficial influence of
the movement on the general elevation Of taste is undeniable

,
and indirectly

it was Of service to painting .

In rooms where the owner was the only article Of the inventory repugnant
to the conception Of style , only those pictures were admitted which had been
executed in the exact manner Of the Old masters . Works Of art were regarded
as taste ful furniture , and were obliged to harmonise correctly with the o ther
appo intments Of the room they had

,
moreover, to be themselves legitimate

imitations Of the Works Of our Fathers . And ,
in this way, the movement

in the handicrafts gave an impulse to a renewed study of the Old masters,

carried out with far more refin ement than had hitherto been the case .

Amongst the costume painters spread over all Germany ,
the experts in

costume ,
working in Munich during the seventies,

form a really artistic race
o f able painters who were peculiarly sensitive to colour. They were the

historians o f art , the connoisseurs Of colour in the ranks of the painters .

Pilo ty did no t satisfy them they
buried themselves in the study
of Old masters with a delicately
sensitive appreciation Of them
they began to mix soft

,
luxurian t ,

and melting colours upon the ir
palettes, and to feel the peculiar

joy Of painting . Whilst they
imitated the ex quisite little
masters Of former ages

,
in dimly

lighted studioshungwithGobe lins,
imitating at the same time the

beautifying rust Of centuries
,
they

gradually abandoned all the ir own
tricks Of art and whilst they de
voted themselves to detail they
brought about the Renaissance

Sa m ” ,
Lam .

Of Oil-painting . Compared with
AUGUST von pm rm x on u . earlier works

,
their pictures are



Seemann , Leipzig .

PETTENKOFEN .
A WOMAN SPINN ING .
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Bldltcr, the undisputed monarch o f the kingdom of slouching hats, old mugs
and Delft pipes. Pictures like The Peasants’ Doctor,

”
The Card-players,

The Grandmother,
" By the Quiet Fireside ,

”
In the Armchair

,

”
and

Easy-going Folk were masterpieces of delicate Dutch painting : the tone
of his pictures shows distinction and temperament they have deep and fine
chiaroscuro, and are soft and fluent in execution . Loefitz with his picture
Love and Avarice appeared as Quentin Matsys redivivus, and then
attached himself in turn to Holbein and Van Dyck ; and exercised, like Diez,
a great influence on the younger generation by his activity as a teacher.

Claus M eyer, who became one of the best known amongst the young
Munich painters by his Sewing School in the Nunnery of 1 883 , is worthy of
remark inasmuch as he acquired a method ofpainting which was full o fnuances,
through modelling himself upon Pieter de Hoogh and Van der Mee t of Delft .
Through the windows hung with thin curtains the warm , quiet daylight falls
into the room, glancing on the clean boards of the floor, on the polished tops
of the tables, the white pages of the books, and the blond and brown hair of the
children,

playing round it like a go lden nimbus . Another sunbeam streams
through the door, which is not entirely closed, and quivers over the floor in
a bright and narrow strip of light . The intimate representation of peace ful
scenes of modest life , the entirely pictorial representation of peaceful and
congenial events, has taken the place of the adventures dear to genre painting .

Old gentlemen with a glass of beer and a clay pipe , servant-girls peeling
po tatoes in the kitchen , pupils at the cloister sitting over the ir books in the
library, drinkers, smokers, and dicers—such were the quiet, passive ,

and silent
figures ofhis later pictures. The mild sunshine breaks in and plays over them .

Light clouds of tobacco smoke float in the air. Everything is homely and
pleasant, touched with a breath of pictorial charm ,

comfortable warmth , and
poetic fragrance . A hundred years hence his works will be sold as flawlessly
delicate and genuine old Dutch pictures. Halmberg became the historian o f

cardinals. A window, consisting of rounded , clumpy panes ,
with little glass

pic tures let in , forms the background of the room , and in the subdued oil-light
which beams over Splendid vessels and Ornaments

,
chests and Gobelins, the

white satin dresses of ladies in the mode of 1640,
or the lilac and purple robes

of cardinals from the artist ’s rich wardrobe , are displayed, together with the
appropriate models.

In Fritz August Kaulbach, the most versatile of the group in his adoption
of various manners, the essence Of this whole tendency is to be found . He did
not belong to the special ists who restricted themselves

,
in a one-sided fashion,

to the Imitation of the Flemish or the Dutch masters, but appeared like old

Diterici, Proteus-like , now in one and now in another mask and, whether he
assumed the features of Holbe in,

Carlo Dolci
,
Van Dyck, or Watteau, he had

the secre t of being invariably graceful and chic .

When the German Renaissance was at its zenith he painted inEthe Renais
sance style harmless genre pictures d laBeyschlag—the joys Of love and of the
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family circle—but no t be ing so banal as the latter he painted them with more
delicate colouring and finer po etic charm . Certain single fig ures were found
specially acceptable—for instance , the daughters of Nuremberg patricians, and
noble ladies in the old German caps, dark velvet gowns, and long plaits like
Gretchen ’

s
,
with their eyes sometimes upli fted and sometimes lowered

, and

the ir hands at one moment folded and at another carrying a Shining covered
goble t . Occasionally these Single figures were portraits

,
but none the less

were they transformed into ladies in Old Germ an costume and Kaulbach
understood how to paint , to the utmost satisfaction of his patrons

,
the black

caps, no les s well than the little ve il and the ne t of pearls, and the greenish
yellow Silk Of the puffed Sleeves, no less well than the plush border o f the

dark
'

gown and the antique red Gretchen pocket . Many of them held a lute
and stood amid a spring landscape , be fore a streamlet , or a silver-birch, such
as Stevens delighted in painting ten years previously . At that time Fritz
August Kaulbach, with greater so ftness in his treatment , occupied in Germany
the place which Florent Willems had occupied in Belgium . Since then he has
brought nearer to the public the most various Old and modern masters, and he

has done so with fine artistic feeling : in his May Day he has revived the
pastoral scenes of Watteau with
a fe licitous cleverness ; in his

St . Cecilia he created a to tal
effect o f great grace by going
arm in arm with Carlo Dolci
and Gabriel Max ; his Pie ta
he composed with the best
figures of Michael Angelo , Fra
Barto lommeo , and Titian ,

” j ust
as Gerard de Lairesse had once
recommended to painters . In

term ediately he painted frail
flower-like girls a la Gabriel
Max ,

charming little angels d la
Thoma,

children in Pierrot cos
tume d la Vollon , and little
landscapes a la Gainsborough .

He did no t find in himself the
plan for a new edifice in erect
ing his palace of art , but built
ac cording to any plans that
came in his way he Simply
chose from all existing forms
the most grace ful , the most
e legant , the most precious ,

C l llled from the ir heal-fl ies ODIV CLAUS MEYER. THE SMOK ING PARTY .
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the flowers
,
and bound them into a taste ful bouquet . In his modern por

traits Of women ,
which in recent years have been his chie f successes, he

placed hi mse lf between Van Dyck and the English . Of course , a reallv chic

painter of women ,
like Sargent, is no t to be thought Of in this connection ;

but for Germany these portraits were in exceedingly fine taste , had an interest
ing Kaulbachian trace of indifferent health , and breathed an odeur de lemme

KAULBACH .

Hanfi taeng l.THE LUTE PLAYER .

which found very wide ap

proval . In his Lieschen ,

the Waitress o f the Shooting
Festival he risked a fresh
attempt at treating popular
life , and made o f it such a

grace ful picture that it might
almost have been painted by
Piglhein while in a series Of

spirited caricatures he even
succeeded inbeing—Kaulbach .

The history of art is wide , and

Since Fritz August Kaulbach
knows it extremely well , he
will certainly find much to
paint that is pleas ing and

attractive
, s

’

il continue a

laisser errer son imagination d

travers les formes diverses créées

par l
’

art dc tous les temps, as

the Gazette des Beaux -Arts said
Of him on the occas ion Of the

Vienna World Exhibition o f

1 878 .

After all
,
these pictureswill

have little that is novel for an
historian of the next century .

Etre maitre says W . Bur

ger, c
’

est ne ressembler d

personne . But these were
the works of painters who
merely announced the dogma
Of the infal libility of universal
eclecticism , as the Caracci
had done in the ir familiar
sonnets : they were spirited
imitators, whose connection
with the nine teenth century
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will be known in after years
only by the dates of the ir
pictures. As old masters
called back to life

,
they

have enriched the history
of art

, as such
,
by nothing

novel . Yet , in replacing
superficial imitations by
imitations which were ex

cellent and congenial
,
they

have neverthe less advanced
the history of art in the

nine teenth century in an

o ther way .

By the labour of his life
each one of them helped to
make a place in Ge rmany for
the art of oil-painting

,
which

had been forgotten under
the influence of Winckel
mann and Carstens, and in

this sense their works were
ve ry important stations, as
one might say, on the great
thoroughfare Of art . Through systematic imitation o f the finest Old
masters, the Munich school had in a comparatively short time regained
the appreciation of colour and treatment which had SO long been lost .
At a hazy distance lay those times when the distinctive peculiarity of

German painting lay in its wealth o f ideas, its want of any sense for co lour,
and its clumsy technique

,
whilst the aesthetic spokesmen praised these

qualities as though they were national virtues. These views had been
altogether renounced

,
and a decade o f strenuous work had been devo ted to the

extirpation of all such de fects. Such an achievement was sufficiently great ,
and sufficiently important and gratifying . This last resuscitation of the Old

masters was capable of be ing turned into a bridge leading to new regions .

A feeling arose that the limit had been reached , and it arose in those very
men who had advanced furthest in pictorial accomplishment , adapting and

making their own all the ability Of the Old masters . Painters believed that
they had learnt enough of technique to be able to treat subj ects from modern
life in the spirit of these oldmasters, no t handling them any longer as laboriously
composed genre pictures, but as real works of art . And a group of realists
came fo rward as they had done in France ,

and began to seek truth with
sc ientific rigour and an avo idance Of any kind o f anecdo tic by-play .

The greatest pupil of the Old masters, Franz Lenbach, stands in a close and
VOL. [IL—5

F RANZ LENBACH .
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most impo rtant relationship
with these endeavours of
modern art , through some of
his youthful works .

The public has accustomed
itself to think of him only as
a portrait painter, and he is
j ust ly honoured as the great
est German po rtraitist of the
century . But posterity may
one day regard it as a special
favour of the gods that Len
bach Should have been born
at the right time , and that
his progress to maturity fell
in the greatest epoch Of the
century . His galle ry of por

traits has been called an epic
in paint upon the heroes Of
our age . The greatest his
torical figures of the century
have sat to him , the greatest
conquerors and masters in

the kingdom o f science and

art . Nevertheless this gal lery
LENBACH . PORTRA IT OF WILHELM I . would be worthless to P05

terity if Leubach had not had at his disposal one quality possessed by none
of his immediate predecessors, a sacred respect for nature . At a time when
rosy tints, suave smiles, and idealised drawing were the requirements necessary
in every likeness, at a time when Winterhalter painted great men

,
no t as they

were ,
but as

,
in his opinion , they ought to have been—without reflecting that

God Almighty knows best what heads are appropriate for great men—Lenbach
appeared with his brusque veracity of portraiture . That alone was an achieve
ment in which only a man of original temperament could have succeeded . If
a portrait painter is to prevail with society a peculiar combination of facul ties
is necessary,

apart from his individual capacity for art . Lenbach had no t

only an eye and a hand , but likewise elbows and a tongue which placed
him hors concours. He could be as rude as he was amiable ,

and as

deferential as he was proud ; half boor and half courtier, at once a
great artist and an accomplished faiseur, he succeeded in doing a thing
which has brought thousands to ruin—he succeeded in forcing upon
society his own taste , and se tting genuine human be ings o f strong char
acter in the place of the smiling automatons of fashionable painters.

In comparison with the works of earlier portrait painters it might be
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LENBACH . THE SHEPHERD BOY .

zone around them ,
is more or less—generally less—amplified the second zone

,

the dress and hands, is e ither still less amplified
,
or scarcely amplified at all .

The portrait is then harmonised in a neutral tone which renders the lack o f

finish less obvious. In this Sketchy treatment and in his striking subj ectivity
Lenbach is the ve ry opposite o f the Old masters. Holbe in

,
and even Rubens

who otherwise sets upon everything the stamp of his own personal ity—c har
acterised the ir figures by a reverent imitation of every trait given in nature .

They produced ,
as it were

,
real documents

,
and left it to the spectator to

interpret them in his own way .

Lenbach, less objective
,
and surrendering himself less absolutely to his

subj ect , emphasises one po int , disregards ano ther
,
and in this way conj ures

up the Spirit by his faces, j ust as he sees it . It may be open to dispute which
kind of portraiture is the more desirable ; but Lenbach,

at any rate
,
has now

forced the world to beho ld its great men through his eyes . He has given
them the form in which they will survive . No one has the same secret o f
seizing a flee ting moment ; no one turned more decisively away from everv

attempt at idealising glorification or at watering down an individual to a type .

He takes counsel of pho tography
,
but only as Moliere took counsel o f his

housekeeper : he uses it merely as a medium for arriving at the startling
directness, the instantaneous impression of life ,

in his pictures. Works like
the po rtraits of King Ludwig I

,
Gladstone ,

Minghet ti, Bishop Strossmayer,
Prince Lichtenstein ,

Richard Wagner
,
Franz Liszt

,
Paul Heyse , Wilhelm
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Busch ,
Schwind

,
Semper, Liphart , Morelli , and many others have no paralle l

as analyses of the character o f complex personalities. Some of his Bismarck

po rtraits , as well as his last pictures of the old Emperor Wilhelm , will always
stand amongst the greatest achievements of the century in portraiture . In

the one po rtrait is indestructible power, as it were the shrine built for itself by
the mightiest spirit of the century in the o ther the majesty of the old man ,

already half al ienated from the earth
,
and glorified by a trace of still melan

choly,
as by the last radiance of the evening sun . In these works Lenbach

appears as a wizard calling up spirits, an évocateur d
’

ames, as a French critic
has named him .

But what the history of art has forgotten in estimating the fame of the

portrait painter Lembach is, that in the beginning of his career this very man
paved the way for the Realist ic movement in German painting which
later he confronted so haughtily and with so much reserve . The first of

these works of his, which have for Germany much the same significance as

the early works of Courbe t have for France ,
is the well-known Shepherd

Boy in the Schack Gallery . Stretched on his back ,
he lies in the high grass

where flowers grow thickly , and looks up while butterflies and dragon-flies

flutter through the dusty air of a Roman summer day. Such a frank , an
audacious, naked realism , breaking away from everything tradit ional in its
representation of fact , was
something entirely nove l and
surprising in Germany in the
year 1 856. Up to this time
no one had seen a fragment
o f nature depicted with such
unqual ified veracity . The

tanned shepherd lad , with his
naked sunburnt feet , covered
by a dark crust of mire from
the damp earth ,

seemed to be
lying there in the flesh , plast i

cally thrown into re lie f by the

glowrng midday sun . The

next of these pictures, Peas
ants taking Re fuge from the

Weather , which appeared in
the exhibition of 1 858 , called
down astorm of indignation on
account of its trivial real
ism. Everyfigurewaspainted

aft er nature with blunt and

rigoroussincerity ,and no anec

d o t ic incidentwasdevised in it . RAMBERG . THE MEETING ON THE LAKE .
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H IRTE . THE HOP HARVEST.

After the Sixties the influence of Courbe t began to be directly felt . In the

days when he worked in Couture ’

s studio Victor M tiller had taken up some of

the ideas o f the master of Ornans, a nd when he settled in 1 863 in Munich ,
Muller communicated to the painters there the first knowledge of the works
of the great Frenchman . He did no t follow Courbet , however, in his subj ect s.

The Man in the Heart of the Night lulled to Sleep by the Music Of a Violin ,

Venus and Adonis,
” Hero and Leander,

” Hamlet in the Churchyard ,

Venus and Tannhiiuser,
” Faust on the Promenade

,

” Romeo and Julie t
,

Ophelia by the S tream —Such are the titles of his principal works. But
how far

'

they are removed from the anaemic , empty painting of beauty which
re igned in the school of Couture Though a Romanticist of the purest water
in his subj ects

, Miiller appears, in the manner in which he handles them,
as a

Realist on whom there is no speck of the academical dust o f the schools. The

dominant features of Victor Milller’s pictures are the thirst for life and co lour,
full-blooded strength ,

haughty contempt for every species of hollow e x aggera

tion and all outward pose ,
genuine human countenances and living human

forms inspired with tameless passion ,
an audacious rejection of all the tradi

tional rules of composition , and ,
even in colour, a veracity which in that age ,

given up to an ostentatious painting of material , must have had an effect that
was abso lutely novel . In 1 863 the blooming flesh of his Wood Nymph
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excited the Munich public to indignation , just as the nude female figures of

Courbe t had roused indignation about the same time in Paris . Pictures
painted with singular sureness of hand were executed by him during the few
years that he yet had to live—portraits of dogs, landscapes of a flaming glow
o f colour

, single figures of red-haired Bacchantes and laughing flower-girls, old
men dying , and charming fairy pictures. The nearer he came to his death
the more his powers of work seemed to increase . The most remarkable ideas
came into his head . He drew, and painted without intermission designs
which had occupied him for years. I feel , he said , like an architect who
has been commissioned to carry out a great building , and I cannot do it
I must die .

But the impulse which he had given in more than one direction had further
issues. As Hans Thoma in later y ears continued the work of the great Frank
fort master in the province of fairy-tale , Wilhelm Leibl realised Miiller’s
realistic programme .

Wilhelm Le ibl , son of the conductor of music in the cathedral , was bo rn at
Cologne on 23rd October 1 844. At Munich he entered the studio of Arthur

von Ramberg, that unj ustly forgotten master who , both by his own wo rk and
by his activity as a teacher, exercised upon the younger Munich school a far
healthier influence than Piloty.

Ramberg was a modern man ,

was always eager to come into
immediate contact with life and

break the fetters of tradition
which hung everywhere upon
that generation . He was an

aristocrat and a dandy, and ,

having occupied himse lf in the

beginning with romantic fairy
subjects, he painted , soon after
his migration to Munich , a series
of pictures from modern life
Dachau Girls on Sunday,

”

The Retum from the Masked
Ball ,

” “ AWalk with the Tutor,
The Meeting on the Lake ,

The Invitation to Boat ,
”
and

others, which rose above the mass
o f contemporary productions by
the ir great distinction , fragrance ,

and grace . At a time when
o thers held nothing but the

smock-frock fit forrepresentation ,

Ramberg painted the fashionable wrm m a rms r .
Kunst/flr AIIc.
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modern costume of women . And when o the rs devoted themselves to clumsy

genre episodes
,
he created songs without words that were full of fine reserve

,

nobility ,
and delicate feeling .

Rudolf Hirth,
who made a stir with his Hop Harvest Albert Keller,

the taste ful painter of fashionable life ; Karl Haider, the sincere and con

sc ientious miniature painter whose energy of manner had a suggestion of

the o ld masters, together with Wilhelm Leibl
,
all issued from Ramberg'

s

school , not from Piloty
’

s .

The young student from Cologne was thus saved
,
in the beginning , from

occupying himse lf with history , and he had no need to addict himself to
narrative genre painting, since his entire organisation preordained him to

painting pure and simple . Wilhelm Leibl was in those days a handsome
fellow ,

with powerful limbs and Shining brown eyes . He was realism
incarnat e—rather short

,
but strongly made ,

and with a frame almost
suggesting a beas t of burden ,

broad in the chest , high-shouldered ,

and bull-necked . His arms were thick and his feet large . His gait
was slow

,
heavy, and energetic

, and he made with his arms liberal
gestures which took up a good deal o f room . He had no t the fiery spirit
of Courbet , be ing more prosaic , sober, and deliberate , but he resembled
him both in appearance and in the artistic faculty of eye and hand .

He had ,
as a French Cl

‘ it wrote o f him,
one o f those organ isations

which are predestined for painting
,
as Courbe t had amongst us Frenchmen .

Such men extract the most remarkable things from painting .

Even his first picture , ex

hibited in 1 869, and repre

senting his two fe llow-pupils
Rudo lf Hirth and Haider
looking at an engraving, had
a so ft , full golden harmony,

which le ft all the products of
conventional genre painting
far behind it , and came into
direct compe tition with the

refined works o f the Dutch
painter Michael Swert . His

second picture
,
a portrait of

Frau Gedon , made an impres
sion even in Paris by its

Rembrandtesque beauty o f

tone , and was awarded there
in 1 870 the go ld medal which
the judges had no t ventured
to give him the year be fore

LEIBL. IN THE STUDIO. at Munich
,
because he was
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Am rican A rt Review.

LEIBL . THE VILLAGE POLIT IC IANS .

still an Academy pupil . Ye t 1 869 was the decisive year in Leibl
’

s life .

The Munich Ex hibition gave at that time an opportunity for learning the
importance of French art upon a scal e previously unknown . Over four
hundred a nd fifty pictures were accessible ,

and the works of the smoo th .

conventional historical painters were the minority . Troyon was to be seen

there , and Millet and Coro t . But Courbe t
, to whose works the committee

had devoted an entire room ,
was chiefly the hero , and one over whom

there was much conflict . Opinions were violently at odds about him in

the painters ’ club . The Official circle greeted the master of Ornans with the
same hoot of indignation which had been accorded him in France . But for
Leibl he became an adored and marvellous ideal . His eyes sparkled when
he sat opposite him at the Deutsches Hans, and in de fault o f any o ther
means o f making himself understood he assured Courbet of his veneration
by sturdily drinking to him : Prosit Courbe t—Prosit Leibl. He stretched
his powerful limbs

, and threw himself into vigorous attitudes to evince
in sanguinary quarrels,

when necessary
,
his enthusiasm for the great French

man . How false and paltry seemed the who le schoo l o f Pilo ty, with its
rose -coloured insipidity and its conventional bloom of the palette , when set
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against the downright veracity
and the masterly painting o f

these works !
In the same year he went

to Paris, special oc casion for
the j ourney being given by

a commission for a portrait
which he received from the

Duo Tascher de la Pagerie .

There he painted La Co

cotte ,
the portrait of a fat

Frenchwoman seated upon a

so fa and watching the clouds
o f smoke from her clay pipe .

In its massive realism, and

in the exuberant power of

its broad ,
liquid painting, it

might have been Signed
Courbet

,

”
and Leibl told

afterwards with pride how
Courbe t slapped him on the

shoulder when he was at his

work
,
saying : Il faut que .

vous restez a Paris.

”
The

breaking out of the war
LEIBL THE NEW PAPBR brought his residence in Paris
to an end more quickly than he had foreseen , but though he was there only
nine months that was long enough to give for ever a firm direction to the efforts
of the painter. Leibl became the apostle of Courbet in Germany , and in his

outward life the German Mille t . Back once more in Bavaria,
he migrated

in 1 872 to Grasolfingcn , then to Schondorf on the Ammersee ,
then to Berbling

near Aibling
,
and in 1 884 to Aibling itse lf he became a peasant, and ,

like
Millet , he painted pictures of peasants.

The poe tic and biblical
,
the august and epical bias which characterises

the works of Millet
,
is no t to be expected in Leibl. A spirit bent upon

what is great and heroic speaks out o f Mille t ’s pictures . A Rem

brandtesque feeling for space , the great line , the simplification , the

inte llectual restraint from anecdotic triviality of form ,
are the things

which constitute his style . Leibl is at his best when he buries himself
with delight in the hundred little touches o f nature . He triumphs
when he has to paint the faces of old peasant women ,

full o f wrinkles,
and furrowed with care ; the ruddy cheeks of girls

,
Sparkling in all

the ir natural rustic freshness ; figured dresses, the material and texture of

which are clearly recognisable ; flowered Silk kerchie fs worn round the
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the flashing lights, the overturned settles, the tapestry , and the globe in
works o f the schoo l of Pilo ty.

Wilhelm Leibl is a good workman ,
like Courbet , a man o f fresh ,

vigorous
,

and energe tic nature and robust health , very material, and at times matter-of
fact and prosaic . Painting is as natural to him as breathing and walking are
to the rest Of us. He goes his way like an 0x In the plough , steadily an d

without tiring, without vibration of the nerves, and without the touch of

poetry . He goes where his instinct leads him and paints with a muscular
flexibility o f hand whatever appeals to his eye or suits his brush . Opposed
to the neuro tic and hurry ing modem s

,
he has some thing Of a mediaeval monk

who sits quietly in his cell, without counting the hours, the days, and the years ,

and embellishes the pages of his service -book with artistic miniatures, to depart
in peace when he has se t Amen

,
Finis at the bo ttom o f the last page . But

he has, to o , all the capacity and all the boundless veneration for nature o f

these old artists . He is the greatest mattre peintre that Germany has had
in the course o f the century , and in this sense his advent was o f epoch-making
importance .

Even Defregger had observed peasant life al toge ther from a narrative and
anecdotic po int o f view . In Leibl this narrative genre has b een overcome .

He had ability enough to give artistic attractions even to an empty subj ect .
To avo id exaggerated character
isat ion ,

to avo id the expression
o f anything divided into rdles, he

consistently painted pe ople em

ployed in the least exciting oc

cupat ions
—peasants reading a

newspaper, sitting in church ,
or

e x amining a gun . Pains are

taken to avoid the slightest move
ment o f the figures . Whilst all
his predecessors were romance
writers, Le ibl is a painter. His

themes—simple scenes of daily
life—are a matter o f indifference ;
the beauty o f his pictures lies in
the ir technique . They are works
o f which it may be said that
every attempt to give an impres
sion of them in words is useless,
for they have no t proceeded from
delight in anecdo tic theme ,

but ,
as in the good periods o f art ,

”A”.

from the discipline of the sense

LEIBL . A PEASANT DR INK ING . for colour and from an eminent
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LEIBL . IN THE p EASANT
’

S COTTAGE.

capacity for drawing : they are pictures in which more inte rest in subj ect
is lost in the consideration o f the ir artistic value ,

while the matter of

what is represented is entire ly thrown into the background by the manner
in which it is carried out . The chie f aim o f the historical as o f the

genre painters had been to draw a fluent cartoon based upon single
studies , to mix the colours nicely upon the palette ,

lay them upon the

canvas according t o the rules
,
blend them and le t them dry,

so as

then to attain the proper harmony of colour by painting over again
and finally glazing . Leibl

’

s mastery ,
which o f itse lf resul ted in an as

tonishing truth to nature
,
lay in se izing an impression as quickly as

possible , taking hold of the reality rightly at the first glance ,
and trans

ferring the colours to his canvas with decision and sureness, in clear accord
with the hues o f the original . Lessing ’

s maxim ,
From the eyes straight
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to the arm and the brush, has been realised here for the first time in

Germany .

AS yet no German had
,
in the same measure , what the painter calls

qual ities
, and even in France two apparently heterogeneous faculties have

seldom been united in one master in the same measure as they were
in Leibl : a broad and large technique ,

a bold alla prima painting, and ,

on the other hand
,
a j oy in work o f detail with a fine brush, such as

was known by Quentin Matsys, the smith of Antwerp . The Village
Politicians of 1 879 was the chief work that he painted in Schondorf. What
would Knaus, the king of illustration and the ruler over the province of

vigne ttes, have made out of this theme By a literary evasion he would have
subordinated the interest of the picture to his ideas . One would have learnt
what it is that peasants read, and rece ived instruction as to the ir political
allegiance to party and their o ffices and honours in the village that would be
the magistrate , that the smith ,

and
o

that the tailor. In Leibl there are true and
simple peasants, who ,

by way of relaxation from the toil of the week , listen
stupidly and indifferently to the reading of a Sunday paper, in which one o f

them is endeavouring to discover the villag e news and the price of crops.

They are harsh-featured and common ,
but they have been spared theatrical

embellishment and impe rtinent satire ; they are no t artistically grouped
,

though they sit there in all the rusticity of their physiognomies , and all the

angularity of their attitudes
,
without po lish or Sunday state . Leibl renders

the real ity without altering it
,
but he renders it fully and entirely . The

fide lity to nature held fast on the canvas surpassed everything that had hithert o
been seen , and it was gained, moreover, by the soundest and the Simplest
means . Whereas Lenbach,

in his effort to reproduce the colour-effects of the

old masters, destroyed the durability ofhis pictures even while he worked upon
them

,
Leibl seemed to have chosen as his motto the phrase which Ditrer once

used in writing to Jacob Heller f
‘ I know that , i f you preserve the picture

well , it will be fresh and clean at the end of five hundred years, for it has no t
been painted as pictures usually are in these days .

He took a further step in the direction of truth when he made a transition
from the Dutch towards the old Germ an masters . After he had , in his earlier
productions

,
worked very delicately at the tone ofhis pictures, and , for a time ,

had particularly sought to attain specific effects of chiaroscuro , attaching
himself to Rembrandt , he took up an independent position in his conception
of colour

,
painting everything no t as one of the old masters might have seen

it , but as he had seen it himself. All the tricks of painting and Sleights of

virtuosity were despised, Special emphasis being scarcely laid upon pictorial
unity of effect . Everything was simple and true to nature ,

and had a sincerity
which is not to be surpassed .

The picture o f the three peasant women
,

In Church, is the masterpiece
in this second manner o f his

,
and when it appeared in the Munich Inter

national Exhibition of 1 883 it was an event . From that date Leibl was
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L
'

Art .

LEIBL . A TAILOR’

s WORKSHOP.
established—at any rate in the artistic circles o f Munich- as the greatest
German painter of his time . That Leibl painted the picture without sketching
for himse lf an outline , that he began with the eye of the peasant girl and
painted bit by bit , like fragments of amosaic , was a feat of technique in which
there were few to imitate him . The young generation in Munich studied the
pages o f the service-book and the squares of the gingham dress, the girl

’

s j ug
and the carvings of the pew,

with astonishment , as though they were the work
of magic . They were beside themselves with delight over such unheard-oi
strength , power, and delicacy of modelling, the fusion of colour suggesting
Ho lbe in . and the Intimate study of nature . They perpetually discovered new

points that came upon them as a surprise
,
and many fe lt as Wilkie did when

he sat in Madrid before the drinkers o f Velasquez, and at last rose wearily
with a sigh .

Leibl did for Germany what the pre-Raphaelites did for England . Men
and women were represented with astonishing pains j ust as they sat and

suffered themse lves to be painted . He was determined to give the whole ,
pure truth , and he gave it that , and nothing more and nothing less. He

reproduced nature in herminutest traits and in her finest movements
,
bringing

the imitative side of art to the highest perfection conce ivable . In virtue of

these qual ities he was a born portrait painter ; and although he never had
conception , as Lenbach had

,
his portraits belong

,
with those of Lenbach,
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to the best German performances of the century . Only Holbein when he

painted his Gysze had this remorseless manner of a nalysing the human
countenance in every wrinkle . Leibl once more taught the German painters
to go into detail , and led them constantly to hold nature as the only source
of art and that has been the beginning of every renaissance .

His works were pictorially the most comple te expression of the aims of the
Munich school in co lour. As a representative of the efforts of the decade
from 1 870 he is as typical as Cornelius for the art of the thirties, Pilo ty for that
of the fifties, and as Liebermann became later as a representative o f the efforts
of the e ighties.



CHA PTER ! ! !

THE INFLUENCE OF THE JAPANESE

OURBET and Ribot for France , Ho lman Hunt and Madox Brown for
England, Stevens for Belgium , Menzel , Leubach , and Leibl forGermany,

are the great names o fmodern Realism ,
the names of the men who subj ected

modern life to art , and subj ected art to the nineteenth century .

One point , however, the question of colour, still remained unsolved as

the preceding generation took the ir form,
so these painters took their colour

,

no t from nature , but from the treasury of Old art .
Courbet announced it as his programme to express the manners

,
ideas,

and aspect of his age—in a word, to create living art . He described himself
as the sincere lover of la vérité vraie la veritable peinture doit appeler son

spectateur par la force et par la grande verite
'

de son imitation . But one may
question how far his figures, and the environment of them , are true in colour
Where there is a delightful subtlety o f fleeting nuances in nature , an oppressive
opaque heaviness is found in this modern Caravaggio of Franche-Comté .

He certainly painted modern stone-breakers, but it was in the tone of saints
o f the Spanish school o f the seventeenth century . His pictures o f artisans
have the Odour of the museum . The home of his men and women is no t the

open field Of Ornans, but that room in the Louvre where hang the pictures
of Caravaggio .

Alfred Stevensmade a great stride by paintingmodern Parisiennes. Whereas
the costume picture had up to his time sought the truth o f the old masters
only in the matter of the skirts which the fashion of the ir age prescribed ,
Stevens was the first to dress his women in the garb o f 1 860,

j ust as Terborg
painted his in the costume of 1660 and no t of 1460. But the very atmosphere
in which the Parisienne of the nineteenth cen tury lived is no longer that in
which the women of de Hoogh moved . The who le of life is brighter. The

studios in which pictures are painted are brighter, and the rooms in which
they are destined to hang . Van der Meer of Delft, the greatest painter of

light amongst the Dutch, st ill worked behind little easements and in dusky
patrician dwellings, where the very light of heaven breaks sad through
painted window,

”
his pictures were ultimately hung . The old masters paid

special attention to these conditions of illumination . The go lden harmony
of the Ital ian Renaissance came into being from the character of the o ld

cathedrals furnished with glass windows of divers colours the half-light of
VOL. TIL—6
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the Dutch corresponded to the dusky studios in which painters laboured
,

and the gloomy
,
brown-wainsco ted rooms for which the ir pictures were destined.

The nine teenth century committed the mistake even here of regarding what
was done to mee t a special case as some thing absolute . Rooms had long
become bright when studios were artificially darkened, and artists still sought ,
by means o f co loured windows and heavy curtains, to subdue the light , so as

to be able to paint in tones dictated by the old masters . S tevens Shed over
a modern woman

,
a Parisienne, Sitting in a drawing-room in the Avenue de

J ena, the light o f Gerard Dow,
without reflecting that this illumination ,

filtered through little lattice -windows, was quite correct in Ho lland during
the seven teenth century

,
but no longer prOper in the Paris of 1 860,

in a salon
where the windows had great cross-bars and clear white panes which were
no t leaded . I t is chiefly this that makes his pictures untrue ,

lending them
an o ld Flemish heaviness , some thing earthy , savouring of the clay, and no t

in keeping with the fresh fragrance of the modern Parisienne . Hermodernity
is se en through the yellowish glass which the old Flemish masters seemed to
hold between Stevens and his model .
Considered as a separate pe rsonal ity Ribot, too , is a great artist his works

are masterpieces . Yet when youngmen spoke o fhim as the last representative
of the school of cellar-windows
there was an atom o f truth in

what they said . Like Courbe t ,
he continued the art of galleries .

The master of a style and yet

the servant o f a manner, he

marks the summit o f a tendency
in which the great traditions o f

Frans Hals and Ribera were once
more embodied . When he paints
subj ects resembling the themes of

these old masters he is as great
as they are

,
as genuine and as

much a master Of style ; but as
soon as he turns to other subj ects
the imitative mannerist is re

vealed . Even things as tender
and unsubstantial as the flowers
Of the field seem as i f they were
made o f wax . His disdain for

what is light , fluent , and fickle ,

like air and water, is evident in
his sea pieces . His steamers

Guam ”, PM !.

plough their way through a grey
HOKUSAI IN THE COSTUME OF A J APANESE WARRIOR . ish - black sea beneath a thick
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dom or quiet inte riors with peasants and fat matrons, but that they could
no t possibly be employed in pictures of artisans beneath the free sky, nor in

those of elegant interiors of our own days, nor of pale and delicate Parisiennes
attired in silks, be ings of a new epoch. A different period necessitates different
methods . It is no t merely that the subj ects o f art change ,

but the way in
which they are handled must bear the marks o f the pe riod . Nature Should
no longer be studied through the prism o f old pictures, and the phrase beau
par la vérité must be exalted to a principle applying to co lour also .

The pre
-Raphaelites and Menzel were the first to become alive

to the problem . They were never taken captive by the tones of the

early masters,
but placed themselves always in conscious opposition to

the artists of older ages . The battle against brown sauce even
fo rmed an essential po int in the programme of the Bro therhood . They
protested against convent ional colouring as violently as against the

sweeping line taught by traditional rules of beauty.

But , as so often happens
i
"

in the nineteenth century
,

though the English found the
j ewel, they did no t understand
how to cut it . The pre

Raphaelites had a quickening
influence ,

in exciting a feeling
for hue and tint, and render
ing it keener by their own

insistence on the elementary
effects of co lour . They sought
to free themselves from brown
sauce and to be j ust to local
tones

,
through straight for

ward , independent observa
tion . They painted the trees
green , the earth grey

, the sky U

blue ,
the sunbeams yellow

,
in

Sharply accentuated colours,
as little blended as possible .

But in most cases the result
was no t particularly pleasant ;
there was almost always a
hard, motley colouring which
produced a most unpleasant,
glaring effect . Their aud

acity was somewhat barbaric .

There was a want o f warmth
HOKUSAI . EUSIYAMA SEEN THROUGH A SA IL. and softness, the atmosphere
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HOKUSA I . FUSIYAMA SEEN THROUGH REEDS .

did no t combine the whole by its mitigating and harmonising power. Even
Madox Brown ’

s Work is an offensive chaos of crying colours. The bright
clothes , the blue blouses, the red uni fo rms have a gaudy and unquie t effect .
The problem was attacked, but the solution was harsh and crude .

O f Mouzel
’

s pictures the same is true , though not perhaps in the same
degree . In pictorial conception he also has no t quite reached the summit .
His me thod o f painting is sometimes sparkling and full of spirit, ho lding the
mean , more or less, between the quiet and plain painting of Meissonier and
the crisp, glittering style of Fortuny he le ts off a flickering , dazzling, rocket
like firework, but at bo ttom he has been cut from the block from which
draughtsmen are made . Some times it is astonishing how his brush sweeps
over costumes, ornaments, and buildings, but he does no t think in co lour ;
it is supplementary to the drawing, and no t o f earlier origin ,

nor even of
equal birth . Much as he tried to paint smoke and steam in his Iron Mill ,
he had no understanding for atmospheric life ; for this reason harsh and

glaring tones almost invariably make a disturbing effect in his works. His

Piazza d ’

Erbe as well as his King Wilhelm setting out to join the Armv
have a mo tley and restless effect in the picture , and only in pho tography or

black and white do they acquire something of the simplicity which is to be
des ired in the originals. The best of his drawings may stand beside the
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sketches o f Durer without detriment to place his pictures on the same level
is impossible , because quietude and pure harmony are wan ting in them .

So extremes meet . Courbet
,
Ribot

, and Lenbach are greater conno isseurs
o f co lour than Europe had seen previous to their appearance ,

but this they
are at the expense of truth ; they have identified themselves with the old
mas ters, and not arrived at any personal conception o f colour. Menzel and
the pre

-Raphaelites despised the old masters, but the ir conception of colour
had some thing primitive ,

j arring
,
and undisciplined .

The note o f truth was still missing in the mighty orchestra. By what
possible means could it be supplied ? How bring to perfection that great
hamiony which is ever the end and aim o f all true artistic effort . It was not

until the art of the Far East was unfolded be fore the eyes of Western painters
that this disquieting problem reached its solution .

In the year in which Mille t exhibited his Winnower and Courbet
painted his Stone-breakers a man died in the Far East whose name was
Hokusai . He was the last great representat ive of an art o f painting more
than a thousand years old—one which had no Raphael , Correggio ,

or Titian ,

though it was, nevertheless, art in the loftiest meaning of the word . Marco
Polo, the great traveller of the Middle Ages, had told o f a remarkable land

Quantin, Pan 's.
HOKUSA I . AN APPAR IT ION .

towards the sunrise
, the soil of which it was not permitted to him to t read .

And the artistic views of the e ighteenth century were revo lutionised when
the first Japanese porcelain and lacquer-work arrived at the Courts ofDresden
and Paris . The aged Louis ! IV himse lf began to find pleasure in idols,
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offers, in the Tokonama, the little closet near the reception-room, and accord~
ing to very refined rules. Only a few are hung at a time , and only such as
harmonise . When a visit is expected the taste o f the guest determines the
selection . Fresh and variously co loured flowers and branches, placed near
them in vases, are obliged to harmonise in colour with the pictures .

AS an instrument for painting use is only made o f the pliant brush o f hair,
which executes everything with a free and fluent effect . Pen,

crayon, or

chalk, and all hard mediums which Offer resistance
,
are consistent ly excluded .

TANYU . THE GOD HOTEI ON A JOURNEY .

The subj ect-matter of these pictures is surprisingly rich , and assumes for
their proper understanding some acquaintance with Japanese literature . An

opulent folk-lore ,
in which cannibals arid heroes like Tom Thumb live and

move and have the ir be ing
,
just as in European fairy stories, stands at the

disposal of the artist . Historical representations from the life of fabulous
national heroes, ghosts, and apparitions hal f man and half bird, alternate
with simple landscapes and scenes from daily li fe . And in all pictures,
whe ther they are fanciful or plain renderings Of fact, attention is riveted
by the same keenness of observation , the same refinement of taste , in
the highest sense o f the word by pictorial charm . After the Japanese
have been long recognised as the first decorative artists in the world ,

after the highest praise has been accorded to them in the industrial crafts
taken j o intly—in lacquer-work and bronze work, weaving , embroidery,
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painters in this respect . The ir poets never describe ,
but only endeavour to

ex press a Spiritual feeling, to hold a memo ry fas t—the blitheness of smiling
pleasure ,

the mournfulness of vanished joy . They Sing of the mist passing
over the mountain summits, the fishing boats, the reeds by the sea-shore ,

the

plash of waves
,
the flying streaks o f cloud

,
the sunset streaming purple over

the weary world . The same economy o f means, the same sureness in the

choice of characteristic features, and a similar rapidity in striking the keynote
are peculiar to the pain ters . They , too , express themselves by the scan tiest
means

,
shrink from saying too much , and aim only at a rapid and right ex pres

sion o f total effect
,
leaving to the imag ination the task of supplementing and

amplifying what is given . The heaviness of matter is overcome ,
the absurd

pretence o f real ity not attempted . Like the French of the e ighteenth century ,

the Japanese possess the Sportive grace ,
the esprit of the brush hovering over

Objects, extracting merely their bloom and essence , and using them as the

basis for free and independent caprices of beauty . They have the remarkable
faculty o f be ing synthetic and discarding every ponderous and disturbing
element

,
wi thout losing the local accent in a landscape or a figure . They

fasten upon the most vivid impression o f things, but in great, comprehensive
lines, subordinating every peculiarity to the

light which Shines upon them and the Shadow
in which they are muffled . The ir handwriting
is at once broad and precise , graceful and

bizarre . What a nonchalan t, frag ile , piquant ,
or coquettish effect have the ir feminine figures !
And but a few firm strokes sufficed to create
the impression . A dexterous sweep of the brush
was all that was necessary for the modelling ,

all that was wanted to summon the idea of

the velvet so ftness of the flesh and the firm

ness o f the bosom . Or surging waves have
been painted, or foaming cataracts. But with
what consummate mastery,

with what peculiar
knowledge ,

the swirl and eddying of the waters
have been represented . And how slight are
the mean s which have been employed
Everything has the freshness of life

, and the

sheer, intangible movement of Obj ects has

been caught by a simple and decisive line . A
few dashes of Chinese ink are made , and the

forcible strokes unite without effo rt in fo rming
a mountain path or a hillside stream foaming
over rocks and trees. Or the prow o f a vesse l is
represented . No thing is to be seen of the

o x ro . A CARP . water, and ye t it is as if the waves were
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H IROSHIGE . THE BRIDGE AT YEDDO .

rocking the Ship . The billow swells
,
rises

,
and Sinks

,
suggesting the wide

sea, the rhythm in the universe . The lines in which the mo tives are executed
render only what is essential . But combined with this striving after
simplified form there is a sense of Space which o f itself, as it were , contro ls
everything, producing the poetic illusion of distance .

The Japanese are masters of the art o f enlarging a narrow picture frame
to a great expanse , and indicating by a few strokes the distance between
foreground and horizon . There is Often nothing

,
or next to no thing, in the wide

space , but prox imity and distance are So correctly re lated that all the geological
structure is clear , whilst light air is pervasive ,

giving the eye avision of bound
less pe rspective . The spur of a headland, the bank of a river, or a cleft be tween
two mountains enables the eye to measure far landscapes. In the presence Of
the ir works one dreams, one has the presentimen t o f infinite distances . They
divest obj ects of their earthiness by bold simplifications, and transform reality
into dreamland . It is the spirit of things, their smile , and the ir intangible
perfume which live in these veiled masterpieces which are yet SO precise .

The bold irregularity of Japanese works, which know no thing Of the stiff
nes s o f symme trical composition ,

contributes much to this impression . The ir
pictures are never composed in our sense of the word, but rather resemble
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the instantaneous pictures o f pho tographers . A bird is seen to dart past ,
only hal f visible , a cluster o f tree s is a chance slice from the forest , as it is seen
out o f the window o f a railway train whizzing past . Or it is merely the bough
o f a tree with a bird upon it that stre tches into the picture , which is otherwise
filled with a fragment of blue sky. Without appearing to concern themselves
about it , they compose little poems o f grace and freshness, with a frog , a

butterfly ,
and a blossoming apple-branch sprouting out o f a vase . They play

with beetles
,
grasshoppers,

torto ises
,
crabs , and fish as did the artists of the

Renaissance with Cupids and angels .

And in everyt hing, as regards colour too , the Japanese have a strain o f

refinement peculiar to themse lves . It is as though they were controlled by
the finest tact , as by a force maj eure, even in the ir intuition o f colour. That
great harmony of which Theodore Rousseau Spoke ,

and to which it was the aim
o f his life to attain

,
is reached by the Japanese art ist almost instinctively .

The most vivid effects of red and green trees ,
yellow roads ,

and blue sky are

represented the most refined effects of light are rendered—illuminated bridges ,

dark firmaments
, the white Sickle of the moon

,
glittering stars, the bright and

rosy blossoms of spring , the d azzling snow as it falls upon trim gardens and

there are discords nowhere . How heavy and motley our colouring is com

pared with these de licious chords
, se t beside each o ther so boldly ,

an d in

variably so harmonious. IS it that our eyes are by nature less delicate or is

evervthing in the Japanese only the result of a more rational training We

H IROSH IGE . A H IGH ROAD .

have no t the same intense force o f perception
,
this instinctive and sensuous

gift o fco lour. The ir co lourn is ade light to the eyes , amagic potion . Offence
is nowhere given by a glaring or an entire ly crude tone everything is finely
calculated ,

delicately indicated, and has that melting so ftness SO enchanting
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H IROSHIGE. SNOWY WEATHER.

graces, her vanities and her love affairs. He knew also the scenes of nature
which She contemplated , the streets through which She passed, and the banks
along which She sauntered with an undulating step. His women are slender
be ings, isolated like idols, and standing motionless in poses hieratically august
aesthe tic souls ,

who swoon and grow pale under the sway o f disquieting
visions ; fading flowers, forms roam ing wearily by the verge of a lone ly sea

or a sluggish stream , or flitting t irnidly, like bats, through the soft brilliancy
of lights amid a festival by night . And in killing what is fleshly and physical
he renders the faces visionary and dreamy, renders the hands and the gestures
finer

,
and at the same time subdues an d mitigates the colours and the

splendour of the clothes, taking pleasure in dying chords , in deep black and
tender white ,

in fine , pallid nuances of rose-colour and lilac . Every one o f

his pupils became a fresh chronicler o f aristocratic life . Toyohami painted
night festivals Toyoshiru, animated crowds Toyokumi, scenes of the

theatre Kunisada, women upon the ir walks ; Kunioshi, melodramatic repre
scutations full of pomp, with marvellous fantastic landscapes .

The nineteenth century brought the widest popularisation o f art
, corres

ponding more or less to the resort to popular national life , as the be

ginning Of modern genre painting and of the modern art of illustration was
called in Germany . The refined son of Nippon shrugs his shoulders over
these las t creations of Japanese reproduction in colours ; he prefers those
earlier charming masters of grace , and misses the aristocratic cachet in the
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new men , with as much justification as the refined European co llector has
when he does no t care to place the plates of Granville or Doré in a portfo lio
with those of Eisen or Fragonard . Nevertheless amongst the draughtsmen
who fo llowed the popular tendency there was at any rate one great genius,
one o f the most important artists of his country , who became more familiar
to Europe than any of his o ther compatriots this was Hokusai .

All the qualities of Japanese art are united in him as in a focus. His

work is the encyclope dia o f a whole nation
, and in his technical qualities he

stands by the side of the greatest men in Europe . He is the most attentive
observer

,
a painter o f manners as no other has ever been ; he takes strict

measure of everything , analys ing the slightest movements . He draws the
solid things of earth , the immovable rocks, the everlasting prime val mountains,
and ye t follows the changing phenomena of light and shade upon its surface .

He has
, in the highest degree ,

that peculiarly Japanese quality of giving
tangible expression to the movemen ts o f things and living creatures. His

men and women gesticulate , his animals run ,
his birds fly

, his reptiles crawl ,
his fish swim ; the leaves on the trees,

the water of the rivers , and the sea

and the Clouds o f the sky move gently . He is amagnificent landscape painter,
celebrating al l the seasons ,

from blossoming Spring to ice-bound winter . In

his designs he maps out orchards,
fields , and woods. follows the winding

AN UNKNOWN MASTER . HARVESTERS RESTING .

c ourse of rivers ,
summons a fine mist from the sea,

sends the waves surging
forward , and the billows racing up against the ro cks and losing themse lves
as murmuring rivule ts in the sand . But he is also a philosopher and a poet
ofwide flight

,
who makes the bo ldest journeys into the land of dreams . His

VOL. TIL—7
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imagination rises above the work
a day world, rides upon the

chimera,
bodies forth a new life

,

creates monsters , and te lls visions
of terrible poetry . The deep
feeling of the primitive masters
revives in him

,
and he appears

as a strange mystic , when he

paints his blithe e thereal god
desses, or that old Buddhist who ,

when banished ,
came every day

across the sea
,
as the legend te lls

,

to behold once more Fuj i , the
sacred mountain .

Hokusai was born in 1 760,

amid flowery gardens in a quie t
corner of Yeddo ,

fourteen y ears

after Goya and twe lve years after
David . His father was purveyor
o f me tallic mirrors to the Court .
Hokusai took lessons from an

illustrator
,
but does no t seem to

have been much known until his
fortie th or fiftieth year. In 1 8 10

he first founded an industrial
school o f art , which attracted

numbers o f young people . To provide them with a compendium of

instruction in drawing he published in 1 8 10 the first vo lume o f his Mangwa.

From that time he was recognised as the head o f a schoo l . When his fame
began to spread he changed his residence almost every month to protect
himself from troublesome visitors . And j ust as often did he alter his name .

Even that under which he became famous in Europe is only a pseudonym ,

like Gavarni amongst various noms de guerre it was that which he bore
the longest and by which he was definite ly recognised .

As a painter he was only active in his youth . The achievement of his
life is no t his pictures

,
but a magnificent series of illustrated books, a life

’

s

work richer than that of any o f his compatriots. Like Titian and Corot , fate
had predestined him to reach a very great age without ever growing old .

From my Sixth year ,
”
he writes in the pre face to one o f his books, I

had a perfect mania for drawing every obj ect that I saw. When I had reached
my fiftieth year I published a vast quantity o f drawings but I am unsatisfied
with all that I have produced be fore my seventieth year. At seventy-three
I had some understanding o f the form and real nature o f birds, fish, and

plants. At e ighty I hope to have made further progress, and at ninety to

OUTAMARO . MOTHER ’S LOVE .
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apparitions
,
drunken men , wrestlers ,

street figures of every conce ivable
description ,

mythical reptiles
,
snow-clad mountain tops, waving rice-fields

lashed by the wind ,
woodland glens, strange gateways of rock, far views

over waters with cliffs clo thed with pine .

The most celebrated o f those works which contain landscapes exclusively
are the Views, published in three vo lumes in 1 834

—
36,

o f the mountain o f Fuj i ,
the great volcano rising close by Yeddo ,

and from old time playing a part in
the works of Japanese landscape painters. In Hokusai

’

s book the cone o f

the mountain is sometimes seen rising clear in a cloudless Sky , whilst it is
some times shrouded byclouds o fvarious Shapes . Its beautiful outline glimmers

through the meshes of a net
,
through the spindrift of snow falling in great

flakes,
or through a curtain of rain splashing vertically down . It rises from

misty valleys coloured by the rays o f the evening sun , or is reflected—itself
out of Sight—in the smooth surface of a lake ,

upon the reedy Shores o f which
the wild geese cackle ,

or it stands in ghostly outlines against the night Sky
flooded with Silver moonlight . Summer breezes and winter storms drive
over it , rattl ing showers of hail

,
lashed by the wind , o r light fal ls of snow

descend round it . In spring the blossoms o f peach and plum-trees flutter to
the earth , like swarms o f white and rosy butterflies . Only famished wo lves
or dragons , which popular superstition has located in the mountain of Fuj i ,
occasionally animate the grandiose solitude of the landscape .

Never,
”
says Gonse , has a more dexterous hand rested upon paper .

It is impossible to study his plates without an excited feeling of pleasure , for
they are absolute perfection

,
the highest that Japanese art has produced in

freshness, brilliancy, life , and originality . Hokusai
’

s capacity o f giving the
impression of relie f and co lour with a stroke of the brush has nothing like it
except in Rembrandt

,
Callot , and Goya. Men ,

animals,
landscapes

,
and every

thing in his drawings are reduced to their Simplest expression . Groups are

seen in motion , priests in procession ,
soldiers on the march

,
and o ften a single

stroke is sufficient to render an individual or create the impression of life and
movement . Every plate is a mas terpiece of co loured woodcut engraving , o f

Singular flavour in colour
,
de lightful in its grave ly harmonised Chord of go lden

ye llow, faded green ,
and fiery red

,
to which are sometimes added golden , Silvern ,

and o ther metallic tones .

After the beginning of the sixties Paris came under the captivating influence
o f Japan . And there is no doubt that as the English influenced the landscape
painters o fFontainebleau

, the Venetians Delacro ix , and the Neapolitan mas ters
Courbe t and Ribot , the newest phase of French art , which took its departure
from Manet , was inaugurated by the enthusiasm for things Japanese . From
the moment when the peculiar iso lation o f Japan was ended by the breaking
up of the Japanese feudal state ,

Pariswas flooded by splendid works o f Japanese
art . A painter discovered amongst the mass of articles newly arrived albums

,

colour prints, and pictures. Their drawing, co louring, and composition
deviated from everything hitherto accounted as art

,
and ye t the e sthetic
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character of these works was too artistic to permit of any one smiling over
them as curiosities. Whether the discoverer was Alfred Stevens or Diaz

,

Fortuny,
James Tisso t, or Alphonse Legros, the enthusiasm for the Japanese

swept over the studios like a storm . The artistic world never wearied o f

admiring the capricious ability of these compositions , the as tonishing power
ofdrawing , the fineness in tone , the originality o f pictorial effect , nor o fwonder
ing at the refined simplicity of the means by which these results were achieved .

Japanese art made itself felt by its fresh and tender charm ,
its creative opulence

,

its lightness and delicacy o f observation it arrested attention because direct
ness, unfailing tact , and inherent distinction were of the essence of its con

ception and it was recognised as the production of a nation o f artists com

bining the subtilised taste o f an originally refined civilisation wi th the freshness
o f feeling peculiar to primitive people . Colour prin ts, now to be had for a

few francs at every bazaar, were bought at the highest figures . Every new

consignment was awaited with feverish impatience . Old ivory
, enamel

,

porce lain and embellished po ttery , bronzes and wood and lacquer-work ,

ornamented stuffs, embro idered Silks, albums , books o f wood-cuts, and knick
knacks were scarcely unpacked in the ShOp be fore they found their way into
the studios of artists and the libraries o f scho lars . In a short time great
collections of the artistic pro
duc tions o f Japan passed
into the hands of the painters
Mane t , JamesTisso t ,Whist ler,
Fantin-Latour,

Degas ,
Caro

lus Duran , and Monet of the

engravers Bracquemond and

Jules Jacquemart o f the

authors Edmond and Jules
de Goncourt , Champfleury,

Philippe Burty , and Zo la
and of the manufacturers
Barbedienne and Christofle .

The International Ex hibi
tion of 1 867 brought Japan
still more into fashion , and

from this year must be dated
the peculiar influence of the

West upon the Eas t and the
East upon the West . The

Japanese came over to study
at the European polvtechnic

institutes, universities,
and

military academies . On the

other hand, we became the HARUNOBU. A PA IR OF LOVERS .
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pupils o f the Japanese in art . Even during the course o f the Exhibition
a group of artists and critics founded a Japan ese society o f the Jinglar,
which met every week in Sevres at the house of Solon , the director of

the manufactory . They used a Japanese dinner service ,
designed by

Bracquemond ,
and everything except the napkins, cigars, and ash-trays

was Japanes e . One of the members
,
Dr . Zacharias Astruc, published in

L
’Etendard a series o f articles upon The Empire o f the Rising Sun ,

which made a great sensation . Soon afterwards the Parisian theatres
brought out Japanese bal lets and fairy plays. Ernest d ’

Hervilly wro te his
Japan ese piece La Belle Satnara, which Lemere prin ted for him in Japanese
fashion and paged from right to le ft, giving it a yellow cover designed
by Bracquemond . A Japan ese balle t was performed at the opera, and a
Japanese turn was given to the toilettes of women .

Forpainters Japanese art was a revelation . Here was uttered the word that
hovered on so many lips, and that no one had dared to pronounce . With
what a fleeting touch , and yet with what precision,

with what incomparable
sureness, lightness, and grace

,
was everything carried out . How intuitive

and Spontaneous , how imag inative an d how full of suggestion ,
how effortless

and how rich in surprises, was this strange art . How happily was i ndustry
uni ted with Caprice , and nonchalance with endeavour at the highest finish .

How suggestive was this disregard for symmetry
,
this piquant method of

introducing a flower, an insect, a frog, or a bird here and there , merely as a
pictorial Spot in the picture . How the Japanese understood the art of express
ing much with fewmeans, where the Europeans toiled with a great expenditure
of means to express little .

It would certainly have been an exceedingly false move if a direct imitation

(
O f the Japanese had been thought of. Japanese art is the product of a sensuous
people , and European art that of intellectual nations. The latter is greater
and more serious it is nobler, and it reaches he ights of expression no t attained
by the grotesque and terrible distortions and the morbidly droll or melancho ly
outbursts of sentiment known to the Japanese . Our imagination is al ien to

that of these children of the sensuous world , who quake and tremble for joy ,

horrify themselves with the ir masks, and pass from convulsive laughter to
sheer terror, and from the shudder of hallucination to ecstatic bliss. Had
Japanese art been coarsely transposed by imitators it would have led to

caricature .

But if its poetics were little suitable for Europe in the specialised case ,

they neverthe less contained general laws better fitted formodern art than those
which had been hitherto borrowed from Greece . All arts, music as well as
poetry, were then striving for the dissolution of simple ,

tyrannical rhythms.

The recurrence of unyielding measures beaten out with unwavering repetition
no longer corresponded with the complicated, neurotic emo tions of the new age .

In painting, likewise , exertions were be ing made to burst the old she ll , and a
style was sought after for the treatment ofmodern life which had been Violently
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incompletion ofmo tive , the suggestion of the whole by a part . Artists learnt
from them ano ther manner of drawing and modelling, a manner of giving the
impression of the object without the need for the who le o f it be ing executed ,

so that one knows that it is there only through one
’

s knowledge . They
brought in the taste for pithy sketches deal ing only with essentials, the con

sciousness of the endless catalogue of what may be contained—in life ,
reality,

and fancy—by one fluen t outline . They introduced the preference for per
spec tive bird

’

s-eye views , the disposition to throw groups, dense masses, and
crowds more into the distance

,
and render them more animated and vivid

by a relie f o f the foreground , which (though confirmed by pho tography) is
apparently improbable .

The influence of Japan on colouring is just as visible as upon composition
and drawing . It had been clearly shown in Courbe t ’s pictures o f artisans that
the rules of the Bo lognese schoo l

,
with the ir brown sauce and the ir red Shadows,

could no t possibly be applied to obj ects in the Open air. I t was there fore
necessary to discover a new principle of colour for modern subj ects a principle
by which oil-painting would be divested of its o il, and light and airwould come

to the ir rights . It was seen from the works of the painters ofNippon that it was
not absolute ly necessary to paint brown to be a painter. They taught a new

me thod of see ing things
,
opened the eyes to the changing play of the phenomena

of light , the fugitive nature and constant mutability of which had up to this
time seemed to mock at every rendering . The so ftness o f the ir bright harm onies
was studied and artistically transposed .

These are the points in which Japanese art has had a revolutionary effect
upon the development o f European . Each one of those who at that time
belonged to the Society of the Jinglar has had more or less experience of its

influence . Alfred Stevens owes to it certain delicacies o f co louring Whistler,
his exquisite refinement of tone and his capriciously artistic method in the

treatment of landscape Degas, his fan tastic and free grouping, his unrivalled
audacities o f composition . Mane t especially became now the artist to whom
history does honour, and Louis Gonse te lls a story with a very characteristic
touch of the first exhibition of the Mattres impressionistes. He went there ,

coming from the official Salon in the company o f a Japanese , and , while the
French public declared the fresh brightness of the pictures to be untrue and
barbaric ,

the son of sacred Nippon
,
accustomed from youth to see nature in

light
,
airy tones without a yellow coating o f varnish ,

said Over there I was
in an exhibition of oil-pictures

,
here I feel as if I were entering a flowery garden .

What strikes me is the animation o f these figures, and the feeling is one I have
never had elsewhere in your picture exhibitions.



CHAPTER XXX I

THE IMPRESSIONISTS

HE name Impressionists dates from an exhibition in Paris which was
go t up at Nadar

’

s in 1 87 1 . The catalogue contained a great deal
about impressions—for instance , Impression de mon pot au feu .

”
Im

pression d
’

un chat qui se bromine . In his criticism Clare tie summed up
the impressions and spoke of the Salon des Impressionistes.

The beginning of the movement , however, came about the middle of the
Sixties, and Zola was the first to champion the new artists with his trenchant
pen . Assuming the name o f his later hero Claude , be contributed in 1 866 to
L

’

Evénement, under the title M on Salon , that article which swamped the
office with such a flood o f indignant le tters and occasioned such a secession
o f subscribers that the proprietor o f the paper

, the sage and admirable M. de

Villemessant , felt himself obliged to give the naturalist critic an anti-natural
istic co lleague in the person o f M . Theodore Pelloquet . In these reviews Of
the Salon , collected in 1 879 in the volume M es Haines, and in the essay upon
Courbet , the Painter of Realism—Courbe t , the already recognised mas ter
of Ornans —those theories are laid down which Lantier and his friends
announced at a later date in L’

Gz
‘

uvre . Then the architect Dubiche , one of

the members of the young Boheme . dreamed in a spirit o f presage of a new

architecture . With passionate gestures he demanded and insisted upon
the formula for the architecture o f this democracy ,

that work in stone which
should give expression to it , a building in which it Should feel itself at home ,

some thing strong and forcible ,
Simple and great , some thing already proclaimed

in our railway stations and our markets in the grace and power o f their iron

girders but purified and made beautiful , declaring the largeness o f our con

quests. A few years went by, and then the Paris Centenary Exhibition
provided that something , though it was no t in monumental stone . The

great edifices were fashioned of glass and iron ,
and the mighty railway build

ings were the ir forerunners . The enormous engine-rooms which gave space
for thousands and the Eiffel Tower announced this new architecture . And

as Dubiche prophesied a new architecture ,
so did Claude prophesy a new

painting . Sun and Open air and bright and youthful painting are
.

what
we need . Le t the sun come in and render obj ects as they appear under the
illumination of broad daylight . In Zola Claude Lantier is the martyr of
this new style . He is scorned , derided , avo ided ,

and cast out . His best picture
105
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is smuggled, through grace and mercy
,
into the Exhibition by a friend upon

the hanging committee as a charité. But
,
ten years after, these new doctrines

had penetrated all the studios of Paris and of Europe like germs borne in the
arr.

The artistic ideas o f Claude Lantier were given to Zola by his friend
Edouard Manet, the father of Impressionism , and in that way the creator
of the newest fo rm of art . Mane t appeared for the first time in 1 862 . In

1 865, when the Committee of the Salon gave up a few secondary rooms to
the rejected, the first of his pictures which made any sensation were to be
seen -a Scourging o f Christ and a picture o f a girl with a cat resting—bo th
invariably surrounded by a dense circle of the scornful . Forty years be fore ,

the first works of the Romanticists, whose doctrine was likewise scoffed at in
the formula Le laid c

’

est le beau
,
had called forth a similar outcry against

the want o f taste common to them all. A generation later people laughed
at The Funeral in Ornans, an d now the same derision was directed against
Manet , who comple ted Courbet

’

s work . His pictures were held to be a prae
tical j oke which the painter was playing upon the public, the most un

heard o i farce that had ever been painted . If any one had declared that these
works would give the impulse to a revolution in art , people would have turned
the ir backs upon him or thought that he was jesting . Criticism treated
Manet ,

” wrote Zo la , as a kind of buffoon who put out his tongue for the
amusement of street boys.

”
The rage against The Scourging of Christ

went so far that the picture had to be pro tected by Special precautions from
the assaults of sticks and umbrellas .

But the matter took a somewhat different aspect when , five years after
wards, from twenty to thirty more recent pictures were exhibited together
in Mane t

’

s studio . Whether it was because the aims of the painter had
become clearer in the meanwhile , or because his works suffered less from
the proximity of others

,
they made an impression,

and that although they
represen ted no thing in the least adventurous and sensational . Life-size
figures, light and almost without shadow

,
rowed over blue water, hung ou t

white linen , watered green flower-pots, and leant against grey walls. The

light co lours placed immediately beside each other had a bizarre effect on

the eye accustomed to Chiaroscuro . The eye , which ,
like the human spirit ,

has its habitudes
,
and believes that it always sees nature as she is painted,

was irritated by these delicately chosen tone-values which seemed to it
arbitrary , by these novel harmonies which it took for discords. Neverthe

less the Clarity o f the pictures made a striking effect
, and some thing of

Mane t
’

s sun lingered in the memory . People still laughed, only no t so

loud, and they gave Mane t credit for having the courage of his convictions .

A remarkable circumstance has to be recorded . A young painter has
followed his personal impressions quite ingenuously , and has painted a few
things which are no t altogether in accord with the principles taught in the

schools. In this way he has executed pictures which have been a source
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himsel f up entirely to painting . He
, is said to have been a slight , pale , delicate ,

and refined young man when he became a pupil o f Couture in 1 851 ,
almost at

the same time as Feuerbach . Nearlv six years he remained with the master of
The Decadent Romans,

” without a suspicion o f how he was to find his way,

and even after he had le ft the studio he was still pursued by the shade of

Couture he worked without knowing very well what he really wanted . Then
he travelled

,
visiting Germany

,
Cassel , Dresden,

Prague , Vienna, and Munich ,

where he copied the portrait of Rembrandt in the Pinakothek and then he
saw Florence , Rome , and Venice . Under the influence of the Neapo litan and

Flemish artists
,
to whom Ribo t , Courbe t , and Stevens pointed at the time ,

he

gradually became a painter. His first picture ,
The Child with Cherries,

”

painted in 1 859, reveals the influence of Brouwer. In 1 861 he exhibited ,

for the first time , the double portrait of his parents, for which he rece ived
honourable mention , although—or because—the picture was entirely painted
in the old Bo lognese style . These wo rks are only o f interest because they
make it possible to see the rapidity with which Manet learnt to understand

his craft with the aid o f the oldmasters,
and the sureness and energy with which
he fo llowed , from the very beginning ,

the realistic tendency initiated by
Courbet . The Nymph Surprised

,

in 1 862
,
was a medley o f reminiscences

from Jordaens
,
Tintore tto , and Dela

croix . His Old Musician , executed
with diligence but. trivial in its realism ,

had the appearan ce o f being a tolerable
Courbe t . Then he made—no t at first
in Madrid, which he only knew later,
but in the Louvre—the eventful dis
covery o f another o ld master

,
no t ye t

known in all his individuality to the

master of Ornans.

At the great Manchester Exhibition
o f 1 857 Ve lasquez had been revealed
to the English in the beginning of the
sixties he was discovered by the French .

William Stirling ’

s biography o f Velas
quez was translated into French by G .

Brunet , and provided wih a Catalogue
razfsomzé by W . Biirger. The works of

Charles Blane , Theophile Gautier, and
6 4 2 . m Beaux-A rts. Paul Le fort appeared , and in a short

MAN“ THE “ FER time Ve lasquez
,
o fwhom the world out

(By pcrmissz
'

on of 111 . Durand-Rue l, Me owner 4 tin:

Slde Madrid had hitherto known little ,
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was in artistic circles in Paris a
familiar and frequently cited person
ality

,
who began no t only to occupy

the attention o f the historians of art ,

but of artists also . Couture was in
the habit o f saying to his pupils tha t
Velasquez had no t understood the

orchestration o f tones
,
that he had

an inclination to monochrome , and

that he had never comprehended
the nature o f colour. From the

beginning of the sixties France came
under the sway of that serious feeling
for co lour known to the great
Spaniard ,

and Mane t was his first
en thusiastic pupil . Certain o f his

single figures against a pearl-grey
background The Fifer

,

”
The

Guitarero
,

The Bull fighter
d B A”1 4 3 . ( S can.» 8 .

wounded to Death —were the de MAN“ , m s Gw yn n e ,

ci5 1ve works in W’t h, w1th astonl sh (Hy permission of M . Faure, flu: owne r o/t/wfi cture )

ing talent , he declared himself as the pupil o f Velasquez . W . Burger
praised Velasquez as 18 pointre le plus peintre qui fflt y

'

amais. As regards
the nine teenth century,

the same may be said o f Mane t . Only Frans
Hals and Velasquez had these eminent pictorial qualities . In the way
in which the black velve t dress, the white silk band

,
and the red flag were

painted in the toreador picture , there was a feeling for beauty which bore
witness to the finest understanding of the great Spaniard . In his Angels at

the Tomb of Christ he has sought , as little as did Ve lasquez in his picture
o f the Epiphany, to introduce any trace o f heavenly expression into the faces,
but as a piece of painting it takes its place amongst the best religious pictures of
the century . His Bon Bock —aportrait o f the engraverBelo t , a stout j ovial
man smoking a pipe as he sits over a glass o f beer—is one o f those likenesses
which stamp themse lves upon the memory like the Hille Bobbe o f Frans
Hals. Faure as Hamle t stands out from the vacant light grey background
like the Truhan Pablillos o f Velasquez . The double t and mantle are o f

black velvet , the mantle lined with rose -coloured silk ; and the to ile tte is
c omple ted by a broad black hat with a large black feather. He seems as

though he had just stepped to the foo tlights, and stands there with his legs
apart , the mantle thrown over the le ft arm , and his right hand closing upon
his sword . The coo l harmony o f black , white ,

grey , and rose -co lour makes an
uncommonly refined effect . Mane t has the rich artistic methods of Ve lasquez
in a measure elsewhere only attained by Raeburn ,

and as the last of these
studies he has created in his Enfan t a l’Epée a work which—speaking
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without pro fanity—might have been signed by the great Spaniard himse lf.
In the beginning o f the sixties, when he gave a separate ex hibition ofhis works,
Courbet is said to have exclaimed upon entering

,
Nothing but Spaniards

But even this following of the Spaniards indicated an advance upon Courbet ;
it meant the triumph over brown sauce and a closer approximation to truth .

For, amongst all the old mas ters, Velasquez and Frans Hals—who greatly
resemble each other in this respect—are the simplest and most natural in the ir
colouring ; they are not idealists in co lour like Titian ,

Paul Veronese , and

Rubens, nor do they labour upon the tone of their pictures like the Dutch
little masters and Chardin . They paint their pictures in the broad and

common light o f day . The ir flesh-tint is truer than the j uicy tin t o f the

Venetians, and the fiery red of Rubens, with his shining reflections. Beside
Velasquez , as Justi says, the colouring of Titian seems conventional , that of
Rembrandt fantastic , and that of Rubens is t inged with some thing which is
no t natural . Or

, as a contemporary of Velasquez expressed himself Every
thing e lse

, old and new,
is painting Velasquez alone is truth .

Thus the difference between the youthful works of Manet and

those of his predecessor Courbe t is the difference between Velasquez and
Caravaggio . Of course

,
in Man e t

’

s earliest pictures there were found the
broad, dul l red-brown surfaces which characterise the works of the

Bolognese and the Neapolitans. A cool silver tone , a shadowless treat
ment gleaming in silver

,
has

now taken the place of this
warm brown sauce . He has

the white of Velasquez , his
cool subdued rose-colour, his
delicate grey which has been
so much admired and against
which every touch o f co lour
stands out clear and de ter
mined , and that ce lebrated
black of the Spaniard which
is never heavy and dull

,
but

makes such a light and trans
parent effect . What is bright
is contrasted with what

'

is

bright , and light colours are

placed upon a silvery grey
background . The most per
fee t modelling and plastic
effect is attained without the
aid of strong contrasts of

“ NET. LE BON Bow .

shadow. Thus he closed his
(By par tials

-
sion of M . Faure , Me owner of t/wpicture .) apprenticeship to the Old
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masters by be ing able to see with the eyes Of that old master whose vision
was the truest .
This was the point of departure for Mane t ’s further development . The

study Of Velasquez did no t merely set him free from sauce it also started
the problem Of painting light . He went through a course o f development
similar to that Of the old Spaniard himself. When Velasquez painted his
first picture with a popular turn

,
the Bacchus,

”
he still stood upon the

ground Of the tenebrous painters he represented an open-air scene with the
illumination Of a closed ro om . Although .

the ceremony is taking place in
broad daylight

,
the people seem to Be sitting in a dingy tavern

,
rece iving

light from a studio window to the le ft . Ten years afterwards, when he painted
The Smithy Of Vulcan

,
he had emancipated himself from this Bolognese

tradition
,
which he spoke Of hence forward as a gloomy and horrible style .

The deep and sharply contrasted shadows have vanished, and daylight has
conquered the light Of the cellar. The great equestrian portraitswhich followed
gave Mengs occasion to remark, even a hundred years ago , that Ve lasquez
was the first who understood how to paint what is ambiant

,
the air filling

the vacuum be tween obj ects . And at the end Of his life he solved the final
problemin The Women Spinning . In the Bacchus might be found
the treatment Of an Open-air scene in the key Of sauce , but here was the glisten
ing Of light in an interior. The sun quivers over silken stuffs, falls upon the.
dazzling necks Ofwomen ,

plays through coal-black Cas tilian locks, renders one
thing plastically distinct and another pictorially vague , disso lves corporeality,

and lends surface the rounding Of life . Contours touched with the brightness
Of light surround the heads Of the girls at work . The shadows are no t warm
brown but cool grey, and the tints Of reflected light play from one Obj ect to
another.

Two remarkable pictures Of 1 863 and 1 865 show that Manet had grasped
the problem and was endeavouring in a tentative way to give expression to
his ideas .

In one of these
,

The Picnic
,
painted in 1 863 ,

there was a stre tch Of
sward , a few trees, and in the background a river in which a woman was
merrily splashing in her chemise in the foreground were seated two young
men in frock-coats Opposite another woman

,
who has just come out Of the

water and been drying hersel f. Needless to say,
this picture was rej ected

as something unprecedented
,
by the committee , which included Ingres, Léon

Cogniet , Robert Fleury, and Hippo lyte Flandrin . Eugene Delacro ix was
the on ly one in its favour. So Manet was relegated to the Salon des Refusés,
where Bracquemond

,
Legros, Whistler, and Harpignies were hung beside

him . This Exhibition was held in the Industrial Hal l , and the public went
through a narrow little door from one gallery to the other. Half Paris was
bewildered and discomposed by these works Of the rej ected even Napo leon
III and the Empress Eugénie ostentatiously turned their backs upon Manet ’s

picture when they visited the Salon . This naked woman made a scandal .
VOL. m .

—8
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How shocking A woman without the slightest stitch Of clo thes between two
gentlemen in their frock-coats ! In the Louvre , indeed, there were about
fifty Venetian paintings with much the same purport . Every manual Of art
re fers to The Family ,

as it is called
,
and the Ages Of Li fe o f Giorgione ,

in which nude and clo thed figures are moving in a landscape and placed in

genuously beside each o ther. But that a painter should claim for a modern
artist the right Of painting for the joy Of what is purely pictorial was a

phenomenon that had never been encountered be fore . The public searched
for something Obscene . and they found it but for Mane t the whole picture was
only a technical experiment the nude woman in front was only there because
the painter wanted to Observe the play of the sun and the reflections Of the
fo liage upon naked flesh the woman in her chemise merely owed her existence
to the circumstance Of her charming outline making such a delightful patch
Of white amid the gre en meadows . Manet for the first time touched the
problem which Madox Brown had thrown out in his Work ten years before
in England, though for the present he did so with no greater success : the

sunbeams glanced no doubt , but they were heavv and opaque the sky was

bright . but without atmosphere . As yet there IS no thing Of the Manet who
belongs to history .

celebrated Olympia of 1 865 ,
now to be found in the Luxembourg ,

nt ed during this stage in his deve lopment it represents a neuro tic ,
creature

,
who stre tches out , pale and sickly

,
her meagre nudity upon

white linen
,
with a purring cat at her feet whilst a negress in a red dress

draws back the curtain , Offering
her a bouquet . With this pic
ture—no one can tell why—the
definite battles over Impression
ism began . The critics who
talked about Obscenity were not
consistent , because Titian

’

s pic
tures Of Venus with her female
attendant , the little dog , and

the youth sitting upon the edge
Of the bed , are no t usually held
to be Obscene . But it is never
theless difficul t to find in this
flatly modelled body , with its

hard black outlines, those artistic
qualities which Zola discovered
in it . The picture has nothing
whatever o f Titian in it

,
but it

may almost be said to have
Caz. dos Bea ta -Afl y.

MANET. THE FIGHT BETWEEN THE KEARSARGE " some thlng Of Cranach . The

AND " ALABAMA . Picnic and Olympia have
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6 4 3 . do: Bearer-Art e.

MANET . A BAR AT THE FOLIEs-BERGERES .

he attained that harmony which hitherto had been e ither no t reached by
artistic means or not reached at all, by strict Observation o f the medium by
which s light “ the/ 3 15 he asiy e

a tmosphere—rendersnature everywfi re hagmgmousi nd refined in eolour,_sg
M orthwithr becamej gr the artist the

—
means of reaching that great harmony

wM ec t Of all pigprial dwhichhad neverpl emusly
beenl eachede xEfi

—
t j fhrfi

’

ugh sOa mannerism .

“ F

This movement , so historically memorable. when Manetg ii eovered the
sun and thefim mui e ft hE

‘

atm
'

OspheFefi vas shortly b efore 1 8 70. Wot
—
lode;

e ore the declaration of war he was in the country, in the neighbourhood
Of Paris

,
staying with his friend de Nittis ; but he continued to work

as though he were at home , only his studio was here the pleasure
ground . Here one day he sat in full sunlight, placed his model amid
the flowers of the turf, and began t o paint . The result was The Garden ,

now in the possession of Madame de N ittis. The young wife of the
Italian painter is reclining in an easy-chair, be tween her husband , who
is lying on the grass, and her child asleep in its cradle . Every flower
is fresh and bright upon the fragran t sward . The green Of the stretch
Of grass is luminous, and everything is bathed in so ft . bright atmosphere ;
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the leaves cast the ir blue shadows upon the y ellow gravel path . Ple in-air

made its entry into painting .

In 1 870 his activity had to be interrupted . He entered a company Of
Volunteers consisting chiefly of artists and men of letters, and in December
he became a lieutenant in the Garde Nationale , where he had Me issonier as
his colonel . The pictures, there fore , in which he was en tirely Manet belong
exclusively to the period following 1 870.

From this time his great problem was the sun, the glow Of daylight, the
tremor Of the air upon the earth basking in light . He became a natural
philosopher who could never satisfy himself, studying the effect Of light and
determining with the Observation Of a man Of science how the atmosphere
al ters the phenomena Of colour.

In tender, virginal, light grey tones, never seen be fore , he depicted, in
fourteen pictures exhibited at a dealer '

s
, the luxury and grace Of Paris, the

bright days Of summer and soirées flooded with gaslight , the faded features
Of the fallen maiden and the refined chic o f the woman Of the world . There
was to be seen Nana ,

” that marvel Of audacious grace . Laced in a blue silk
co rset , and otherwise clad
merely in a muslin smock with
her fee t in pearl-grey stocking

'

s
,

the blond woman stands at the
mirror painting her lips, and
carelessly replying to the words
of a man who is watching her
upon the sofa behind . Near
it hung balcony scenes, flee t
ing sketches from the skating
rink , the cafe’ concert, the Bal
dc l

’

Opéra, the Manner scene
at Pére Lathuille

’

s
,
and the

Bar at the Folies-Bergeres .

”

In one case he has made day
light the subj ect Of searching
study, in another the artificial
illumination Of the footlights .

Music in the Tuileries re

veals a crowd Of people swarm
ing in an Open ,

sunny place .

Every figure was introduced
as a patch Of colour, but these
patches were alive and this
multitude spoke . One Of the
best pictures was Boating ”M M
—a craft boldly cut away in its 111mm . spams : JEANNE:
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frame , after the manner o f the Japanese , and seated in it a young lady in light
blue and a young man in white , their figures contrasting finely with the
delicate grey Of the water and the atmosphere impregnated with moisture .

And scattered amongst these. pictures there were to be found powerful sea
pieces and charming, piquant po rtraits .

Manet had a passion for the world . He was a man with a slight and
grace ful figure , a beard Of the colour known as blond cendre

'

,
deep blue eyes

fil led with the fire Of youth , a refined , clever face ,
aristocratic hands, and a

manner of great urban ity . With his wife , the highly cultured daughter Of a
Dutch musician , he went into the best c ircles o f Parisian soc iety

, and was

popular everywhere for his trenchant j udgment and his sparkling intellect .
His conversation was vivid and sarcastic . He was famous for his wit (2 la

Gavarni. He delighted in the de licate perfume Of drawing-rooms
,
the shining

candle -light at receptions ; he worshipped modernity and the piquant frau
frou Of toilettes he was the first who stood with ' both feet in the world which
seemed so inartistic to others . Thus the progress made in the acquisition
Of subj ect and material may be seen even in the outward appearance of the
three pioneers Of modern art . Millet in his portrait stands in wooden shoes,
Courbet in his shirt-sleeves Manet wears a tall hat and a frock-coat . Millet ,
the peasant , painted peasan ts . Courbet , the de

'

mocrat from the provinces ,
gave the rights Of citizenship to the artisan ,

but without himse lf deserting
the provinces and the bourgeoisie . He was repelled by everything either
distinguished or refined . In such matters he could no t find the force and

vehemence which were all he sought . Manet , the Parisian and the man Of
refinement , gave art the elegance Of modern life .

In the year 1 879 he made the Parisian magistracy the Offer Of painting in
the session-room o f the Town Hall the entire Ventrc dc Paris, the marke ts,
railway stations

,
lading-places, and public gardens, and beneath the ceiling a

gallery o f the celebrated men Of the present time . His letterwas unanswered ,

and yet it gave the impulse to all those great pictures Of contemporary life
painted afterwards in Paris and the provinces for the walls Of public buildings .

In 1 880 he rece ived ,
through the exertions Of his friend Antonin Proust , a

medal Of the second class, the only one ever awarded t o him . And the dealer
Dure t began to buy pictures from him Durand-Ruel fo llowed suit , and so

did M . Faure , the singer Of the Grand Opera , who himself is the owner Of five
and-thirty Manets . The poor artist did no t long enjoy this recogn ition . On

3oth April 1 883 ,
the varnishing day at the Salon ,

he died from blOOd=poisoning
and the consequences Of the amputation Of a leg .

But the seed which he had scattered had already thrown out roo ts. It

had taken him years to force Open the doors of the Salon ,
but to day his name

shines 1n letters Of go ld upon the facade o f the Ecole des Beaux-Arts as that
Of the man who has spoken the most decisive final utterance on behalf Of the
liberation of modern art . His achievement , which seems to have been an

unimportant alteration in the me thod of painting, was in reality a renovation
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in the method Of looking at the world and a renovation in the method of

thinking.

Up to this t ime it was only the landscape painters who had emancipated
themselves from imitat ion o f the gallery tone

, and what was done by Corot
in landscape had, logically enough , to be carried out in figure-painting likewise
for men and women are encompassed by the air as much as trees. After the
landscape painters of Barbizon had made evident the vast difference between

Of day and that Of a closed room in the ir pictures painted in the open
air

,
the figure

-painters, if they made any claim to truth Of effect , could no

longer venture to content themselves with the illumination falling upon their
models in the studio

,
when they were painting incidents taking place out Of

doors . Yet even the boldest Of the new artists did no t set themselves free
from tradition . Even after they had become independent in subject and

composition they had remained the slaves Of the Old masters in their intui t ion
Of colour. Some imitated the Spaniards

,
without reflecting that Riberapainted

his pictures in a small, dark studio
,
and that the ce llar-light with which thev

were illuminated was therefore correct , whereas applied ,
in the present age ,

to the bright in teriors Of the nineteenth
century it was utterly false . Others treated
Open-air scenes as if they were taking place
in a ground-floor parlour , and endeavoured
by curtains and shutters to create a light
similar to that which may be found in Old

masters and pictures dimmed with age . Or

the artist painted according to a general
recipe and in comple te defiance Of what he
saw with his eyes. For instance , an exceed
ingly characteristic episode is told Of the

student days Of Puvis de Chavannes .

Upon a grey,
misty day the young artist

had painted a nude figure . The model
appeared enveloped in tender light as by
a bright

,
silvery halo . That ’s the way

you see your model ? grumbled Couture
indignantly when he came to correct the

picture . Then he mixed toge ther white ,

cobalt blue ,
Naples yellow , and vermilion ,

and turned Puvis de Chavannes
’

nude grey
figure by a universal recipe into one that
was highly co loured and warmly luminous
—such a figure as an Old master might
perhaps have painted under different con DEGAS . A m a np ow e r

d lt DS Of light Wlth 1115 Fla? LU!
(By pcrnu

'

ssz
’

on Durand -Rue l, the owne r of
Mane t uttered a word Of redempt 1on that th copyrzjg lrf. )
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had hovered upon many lips . The j urisdiction Of gal leries was broken now

also in regard to colour ; the last remnant of servile dependence upon the

mighty dead was cast aside ; the aims attained by the landscape painters
thirty years be fore were reached in figure -painting likewise .

DEGAS. HORSES IN A MEADOW .

(By fiem z
’

n z
’

on of M . Durand -Rue ] , the owne r of t/re copy rig ht.)

Perhaps a later age may even come to recognise that Manet made
advance upon the Old masters in his delicacy and scrupulous analysis Of light ;
in that case it will esteem the discovery o f tone-values as the chie f acquisition
Of the nineteenth century, as a conquest such as has never been made in
painting since the Eycks and Masaccio , since the establishment o f the theory Of
perspective . In a treatise commanding al l respect Hugo Magnus has written
Of how the sense Of co lour increased in the various periods Of the wo rld ’

s

history since the appearance Of the Impressionists, verification may be made
o f y et ano ther advance in this direct ion . The study Of tone-values has never
been carried on with such conscientious ex actitude ,

and in regard to truth Of
atmosphere one is disposed to believe that our eyes to-day see and feel things
which our ancestors had no t y e t noticed . The Old masters have also touched
the problem Of truth in painting . I t is no t mere ly that the. character Of
the ir co lours Often led the Italian tempera and fresco painters to the most
natural me thod Of treating light . They even Occupied themse lves in a theo
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re tical way with the question . An old Italian precept declares that the painter
ought to work in a closed yard beneath an awning, but should place his model
beneath the open sky. In the frescoes which he painted in Arezzo in 1480,

Piero de lla Francesca,
in particular, pursued the problem of plain-air painting

RENO IR. SUPPER AT BOUGIVAL .
(By f er

-mission of M . Durand-Rad ,Me owner of t/re copy right . )

with a fine instinct . But love of the beautiful and luminous tints, such as

the technique of Oil-painting enabled artists to attain at a later date , quickly
seduced them from carrying out the natural treatment o f light in the gradation
of colour. Under the influence of oil-painting the Italians o f the great period ,

from Leonardo onwards, turned more and more to strong contrasts. And in

Spite of Albert Cuyp even the Dutch landscape painters o f the seventeenth
century have seen obj ects rather in line and form,

plastically ,
than picto rially

in the ir environment of light and air. The nineteenth century was the first
seriously to attack a problem which—except by Ve lasquez—had been merely

pon by the old schools, but never solved .

the masters of Barbizon had done through instinctive genius was
obj ect o f scientific study by the Impressionists . The new schoo l

set up the principle that atmosphere changes the colour of obj ects ; for instance ,

that the colour and outline of a tree painted in a room are completely different
from those o f the same tree painted upon the spot in the open air. As an

unqual ified rule they claimed that every incident was to be harmonised with
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time
,
place

,
and light ; thus a scene

taking place out o f doors had o f neces

sity to be painted, no t within four
wal ls, but under the actual illumination
of morning, or noon ,

or evening , o r

night . In making this problem the

object o f detailed and care ful inquiry
the art ist came to analyse life , throb
bing beneath its ve il o f air and light ,
with more refinement and thoroughness
than the old masters had done . The

lat ter painted light deadened in its fall ,
no t shining . Oils were treated as an

opaque material , co lour appeared to

be a substance , and the radiance o f

tinted light was lost through this
material heaviness . ourbet still re ~

presented merely the obj ect apart from
its environment ; he saw things in aRENOIR . THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN .

(By permission (VM . Durand-Rue] , tire owner of 1313 5 t way ;
and ne t as they were :

bathed in the atmosphere his men

and women lived in oil, in brown sauce and no t where i t was only possible
for them to live—in the air. Everythmg he painted he isolated without
a thought of atmospheric surroundings. Now a complete change of

parts was effected : bodies and colours were no longer painted ,
but the

shifting power of light which everything changes form and co lour at
every moment o f the The e lder painters in essentials confined light
to the surface o f objec e new painters believed in its universality , be

ho lding in it the father of all life and o f the man ifold nature o f the visible
world , and there fore of colour also . They no longer painted co lours and forms

with lights and cast-shadows, but pellucid light , pouring over forms and co lours
and absorbed and refracted by them . They no longer looked merely to the
particular, but t o the who le ,

no longer saw nothing except deadened light
and cast-shadows,

but the harmony and c tg ialc han n o f am ornent 0 11l; o__
considered as such . With a zeal which at times seemed almost paradoxical,
they proceeded to establish t he importane e—of

r the phenomenafi

o f They
discovered that

,
so far from be ing gilded

, obj ects are silvered by sunlight ,
and they made every effort to analyse the multiplicity o f these fine gradations
down to the irmost delicate nuances. They learnt to paint the quiver o f trem
ulous sunbeams radiat ing far and wide ' they were the lyrical poets of light ,
which they o ften glorified at the expense o f what it envelops and causes to
live . At the service of art they placed a renovated treasury Of refined , purified .

and pictorial phases of ex pression ,
~ in—~which the history o f art records an

increase in the human eye o f the sense o f co lour and the power o f perception .

'
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is movement is here made obvious, and that all li fe is movement
is j ust what their art reveals. Courbet was an admirable painter of plain
surfaces . I f he had to paint a wall he took it upon his strong shoulders and
transferred it to his canvas in such a way that a stonemason might have been
deceived . I f it was a question of rocks, the body of a woman, or the waves
o f the sea,

he began to mix his pigments thick , laid a firm mass of colour on
the canvas, and spread it with a knife . This spade-work gave him unrivalled
t ruth to nature in reproducing the surface o f hard substances. Rocks, banks,
and walls look as they do in nature , but in the case of moving , indeterminate
things his power deserts him . His landscapes are painted in a rich

,
broad

,

and j uicy style ,
but his eart h has no pulsation . Courbet has forgotten the

birds in his landscape . His seas have been seen with extraordinary largeness
of feeling , and they are masterpieces of drawing the on ly drawback is that
they seem uninhabitable for fish. Under the steady hand of the master the
sea came to a standstill and was changed into rock . I f he has to paint human
be ings they stand as motionless as blocks of wood . The expression of their
faces seems galvanised into life , like the ir bodies. Placing absolute directness
in the rendering o f impressions in their programme ,

as the chie f aim of the ir
artistic endeavours, the Impressionists were the first to discover the secret
of seizing with the utmost freshness the nuances of expression and movement ,
which remained petrified in the hands of their predecesso rs . Only the flash
of the spokes is painted in the wheel of a carriage in motion , and never the
appearance o f the wheel when it is at rest ; in the same way they allow the
outlines of human figures to relax and

become indistinct, to call up the im

pression of movement , the real vivid
ness o f the appearance . Co lour has
been established as the sole ,

unqualified
medium of expression for the painter,
and has

so absorbed the drawing that
the line rece ives, as it were , a pulsat
ing life ,

and cannot be felt except in a
pictorial way. In the painting of nude
human figures the waxen look—which
in the traditional painting from the

nude had a pretence of being natural
—has vanished from the skin ,

and

thousands of delicately distinguished

gradations give an imation to the flesh .

Moreover, a finer and deeper observa
tion o f temperament was made possible.
by lighter and more sensitive techn ique .

RENOIR. THE WOMAN W1TH THE CAT .

III
.

the works Of the earller genre
(By permission o/ M. Durand-Rue ] , Me owner cy

'

pamters people never are what they 11. copyr ig/ct .)

VOL. 111.—9
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are supposed t o represent .
The hired model , picked from
the lower strata o f life , and

used by the painter in bring
ing his picture Slowly to com

pletion ,
was obvious even in

the most elegant to ile tte ; but
new real human be ings are

represented , men and women

whose carriage ,
gestures, and

countenances tell at once
what they are . Even in por
trait painting people whom
the painter has surprised be
fore they have had time to

put themselves in order, at
the moment when they are

still entirely natural , have
taken the place of lay-figures
fixed in position . The effort
to se ize the most uncon

strained air and the most
RENOIR A PRIVATE Bo x . natural position , and to arrest
(By perm ission of M . Durand-Rue ] , tbe owner q/Me copyright.) the most transitory shade OI

expression, p this fie ld o f art also
, a directness and vivacity

divided by a from the pose and the grand airs of the earlier
drawing-room
From his very first appearance there gathered round Mane t a number of

young men who me t twice a week at a café in Batignolles, formerly a suburb
at the entrance o f the Avenue de Clichy . After this trysting-plaee the socie ty
called itself L’

Ecole des Batignolles. Burty, Antonin Proust , Henner, and
Stevens put in an occasional appearance ,

but Legros
,
Whistler, Fantin-Latour,

Duranty, and Zola were constant visitors . Degas,
Renoir, Pissarro , Sisley ,

Monet , Gauguin , and Zandomeneghi were the leading spirits of the impres
sionistic staff, and, being excluded from the official Salon ,

they general ly se t

up their tent at Nadar
’

s
,
Reichshofen

’

s
,
or some other dealer ’s. These are

the names o f the men who
,
following Manet, were the earliest to make the

new problem the obj ect o f the ir studies .

Degas, the subtle colourist and miraculous draughtsman ,
who celebrates

dancers, gauze skirts, and the foyers of the Opera,
is the boldest and the most

original o f those who banded together from the very outset o f the movement
—the worst enemy o f everything pretty and banal , the greatest dandy of
modern France , the man whoseworks are caviare to the general and SO re freshing
to the gourmet, the painterwho can find a joy in the sublime beauty of ugliness .
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de Goncourts, be reckoned amongst the most delicate and refined artists o f the
century .

His range of subj ects finds its limit in one point he has the greatest con
tempt for banal ity , for the repetition of o thers and of himse lf. Every subject
has to give oppo rtunity for the introduction of special models, no t hitherto
employed, of pictorial experiments and novel problems of light . He made
his starting-point , the grace and charming movements of women . Trim
Parisian laundresses in the ir spotless aprons, little Shop-girls in their boutiques,
the spare grace of racehorses with the ir e lastic j ockeys, marvellous portraits,
like that o f Duranty , women ge tting out o f the bath ,

the movements o f the

workwoman . and the to ilette and négligé of the woman o f the world ,
boudoir

scenes, scenes in court , and scenes in boxes at the theatre—he has pain ted
them all . And with what truth and life How admirably his figures stand
how completely they are what they give themselves out to be The Circus and
the Operasoon became his favourite field o f study . In his balle t-girls he found
fresher artistic material than in the goddesses and nymphs of the antique .

At the same time the highest conceivable demands were here made on the

capacities of the painter and the draughtsman ,
and on his powers o f charac ter

isation . (Of all modern artists Degas is the man who creates the greatest
illusion as an interpreter of artificial light, o f the glare of the footlights before
which these dicolleté singers move in the ir gauze Skirts . And these dan cers
are real dancers, vivid every one of them , every one of them individual . The

nervous force o f the born ballerina is sharply differentiated from the apathy
o f the others who merely earn the ir bread by their legs. How fine are his

novices with tired , faded ,
pre tty faces, when they have to sweep a curtsey ,

and pose so awkwardly in their delightful Shyness . How marvellously he
has grasped the flee ting charm of this moment . With what spirited non

chalanee he groups his girls enveloped in white muslin and coloured sashes
Like the Japanese , he claims the right of rendering only what interests him
and appears to make a striking effect the vi in Hokusai

’

s

phrase—and does no t hold himself bound to add a lifeless piece of canvas for
the sake o f rounded composition . In pictures, where it is his purpose t o
Show the varied forms of the legs and fee t of his dancers, he only paints the
upper part o f the orchestra and the lower part o f the stage—that is to say ,

heads, hands , and instruments be low,
and dancing legs above . He is equal ly

uncompromising in his street and racing scenes, so that often it is merely the
hindquarters o f the horses and the back o f the j ockey that are visible . His

pictures, however, owe no t a little o f the ir life and piquancy to this brilliant
me thod o f cutting through the middle , and to these triumphant evasions o f

all the vulgar rules o f composition . But
,
for the matter of that , surely Diirer

knew what he was about when,
in his pictures o f apocalyptic riders , instead

of comple ting the composition ,
he le ft it fragmentary,

to create an impression
o f the wild gallop .

A Special group amongst the artist
’

s ballet pictures is that in which he



C. PISSARRO. (By pe rmission (f ill . Durand-Rue] , the owner of t/u: S ITTING UP.
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substance of the brilliant strophes, while in Degas it Skin , decaying
youth

, and the artificial brightness of enamelled vous autres il

faut la vie naturalle , d moi la vie factice .

L
'

A rt f ranra ise .

C . PISSARRO. SYDENHAM CHURCH .

This sense of having lived too much expressed itse lf also in the haughty
contempt with which he withdrew himself from exhibitions

,
the public , and

criticism . Any one who is no t a constant visitor at Durand-Ruel ’s has little
Oppo rtuni ty o f see ing the pictures of Degas . The conception o f fame is

something which he does not seem t o possess. Being a man o f coo l self
reliance ,

he paints to please himse lf
,
without caring how his pictures may

su it the notions o f the world or the usages of the schoo ls. For years he has
kept aloo f from the Salon, and some people say that he has never exhibited
at all. And he keeps at as great a distance from Parisian society . In earlier
days, when Manet , Pissarro , and Duranty met at the Café Nouvelle Athenes,
he sometimes appeared after ten o

’clock—a little man with round Shoulders
and a shuffling walk , who only took part in the conversation by now and then
breaking in with brie f, sarcastic observations . After Manet ’s death he made
the Café de la Roche foucauld his place o f resort . And young painters went
on his account also to the Café de la Roche foucauld and po inted him out to
each o ther, saying, That is Degas . When artists assemble together the
conversation usually turns upon him , and he is accorded the highest honours
by the younger generation . He is revered as the haughty Independant who
stands unapproachably above the profauum vulgus, the great unknown who
never passed through the ordeal of a hanging committee ,

but whose Spirit
hovers invisibly over every exhibition .
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A refined charmeur, Auguste Renoir, has made. important discoveries, in
portrait painting especially . He is peculiarly the painter of women , whose
e legance , delicate skin

,
and ve lve t flesh he interprets with extraordinary

deftness. Léon Bonne t ’s portrai ts were great pieces o f still-life . The persons

OUTSK IRTS OF A WOOD .

sit as if they were nailed to the ir seats . The ir flesh looks like zinc and the ir
clothes like steel . In Carolus Duran '

s hands portrait painting degenerated
into a painting of draperies . Most o f his po rtraits merely betray the amount
which the to ile ttes have cost ; they are inspired by the ir rich array o f Silk
and heavy curtains ; often they are crude symphonies in velve t and satin .

The rustle o f robes
,
the dazzling—or loud—fulness of co lour in glistening

materials, gave him greater pleasure than the lustre o f flesh-tints and any
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glance o f inquiry into the mo ral temperament o f his models . Renoir en

deavours to arrest the scarcely perceptible and transitory movements o f the

features and the figure . Placing his persons boldly in the real light of day
which streams around, he paints atmospheric influences in all the ir results, like
a landscapist . Light is the sole and absolute thing. The fal len trunk of a tree
upon which the broken sunlight plays in yellow and light green reflections,
and the body or head of a girl , are subj ect to the sam e laws . Stippled with
yellowish-green spots o f light

,
the latter loses its contours and becomes a part

o f nature . With this study o f the effects of light and reflection there is un ited
an astonishing sureness in the analysis o f sudden phases of expression . The

way in which laughter begins and ends, the moment between laughter and
weeping, the passing flash of an eye , a flee ting motion of the lips, all that
comes like lightning and vanishes as swiftly

,
shades o f expres sion which had

hitherto seemed indefinable , are seized by Reno ir in all the ir suddenness . In

the portraits of Bonnat and Duran there are people who have sat ,
” but here

are people from whom the painter has had the power o f stealing and holding
fast the secre t of their be ing at a moment when they were not Sitting.

Here are dreamy blond girls gazing out of the ir great blue eyes, ethereal
fragrant flowers, like lilies leaning against a rose-bush through which the rays
o f the se tting sun are Shin ing . Here are coquettish young girls, now laughing,
now pouting, now blithe and gay, now angry once more , and now betwixt
both moods in a charming passion . And there are women of the world of
consummate elegance , Slender and slight-built figures, with small hands and

feet , an even pallor, almond-Shaped eyes catching every light , moist Shining
lips o f a tender grace , bearing witness to a love of pleasure refined by artifice .

And children especially there are , children of the sensitive and flex uous type
some as yet unconscious, dreamy, and free from thought ; others already
animated, correct in pose ,

grace ful , and wise . The three girls, in his Portrait
o f Mesdemo iselles M grouped around the piano , the eldest playing, the
second accompanying upon the violin ,

and the youngest quietly attentive ,

with both hands resting upon the piano
,
are exquisite , pain ted with an entire ly

naive and novel truth . All the poses are natural
, al l the colours bright a nd

subtle—the furniture
, the yellow bunches of flowers, the fresh spring dresses,

the Silk stockings. But such tender poems of childhood and blossoming
girlhood form merely a part of Renoir’s work . In his Dinner at Chaton
a company of ladies and gentlemen are seated at table , laughing , talking ,
and listening the champagne sparkles in the glasses, and the cheerful , easy
mood which comes with dessert is in the ascendant . In his Moulin de la
Galette he painted the excitement of the dance—whirling pairs, animated
faces, languid poses, and everything enveloped in sunlight and dust . Renoir’s
peculiar field is the study of the various de licate emotions which colour the
human countenance .

The meri t o f Camille Pissarro is to have once more se t the painting o f

peasants, weakened by Bre ton , upon the virile lines of Millet, and to have
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MONET ’S HOME AT GIVERNY .

across which it ripples deliciously, on the plains from which it rises
like a light ve il o f gauze . He studied the play o f light upon the bronzed
Skin S , on the coats of animals, on the foliag e and fruit o f

trees. characterised the seasons, the hour of day, the moment, with the
conscientiousness of a peasant intent upon noting the direction of the
wind and the position o f the sun The cold , chilly humour of autumn
afternoons, the vivid clarity o f sparkling wintry Skies, the bloom and lightness
of spring mornings, the oppressive brooding of summer, the luxuriance or the
aridity o f the earth, the young vigour o f foliage or the fading o f nature robbed
of her adornment

,
—all these Pissarro has painted with largeness , plainness,

and simplicity. He strays over the fields
,
watching the Shepherd driving

out his flock, the wains rumbling along the uneven roads, the quiet, rhythmical
movement o f the gleaners, the grace ful gait o f the women who have been
reaping and now return home in the evening with a rake across their shoulders
he stat ions himself at the entrance o f villages where the apple -pickers are at
work , and the women minding geese stand by their drove he notes the whole
life of peasants

,
and gives truer and more direct intelligence of it than Mille t

did in his broad , synthetic manner. Where there is a classic quietude and an

o ily heaviness in Millet , there is in Pissarro palpitating life , transparence ,



MORN ING SEINE.
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MONET . rm; cnuncn AT VARANGt vxLLr-z.

(By permission q/M . Durand-Rue ] , Me owne r q/Me copyrig lct .)

decomposing the lines of contour, that tremor o i the -atrnosph_ere_which is

thg brg aj h o_f _lands eAHere also England was no t without influence . As

Corot and Rousseau received an impulse from Constable and Bonington in
1 830,

Monet and Sisley returned from London with their eyes dazzled by the
light o f the great Turner. Laid hold upon, like Turner, by the miracles of
the universe ,

by the golden haze which trembles in a sunbeam
,
they succeeded

in painting light in spite of the de fectiveness of our chemical mediums.

Alfred Sisley might be compared with Daubigny . He settled in the

neighbourhood o f More t , upon the banks of the Loing, and is the most soft
and tender amongst the Impressionists. Like Daubigny, he loves the ger
minat ing energy, the blossoming, and the grow th of young and luminous
spring the moist banks of quie t streamle ts, budding beeches, and the rye

fields growing green, the variegated flowering of the meadows, clear skies, ladies
walking in bright spring dresses, and the play o f light upon the vernal foliage .

He has painted tender mornings breathed upon with rosy bloom , reeds with
a bluish gleam ,

and moist duck-weed , grey clouds mirrored in lonely pools,
alleys of poplar, peasants

’ houses, and hills and banks, mel ting so ftly in the
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MON 3 1' (By permission of M. Durand-Rue ] , Me owner o/Ike copyrig ht .) HAY-R10KS .

whose highest endeavour is to enrich the art of painting with novel sensations
and unedited effects, even if it has to be done by violence . There are sea

pieces filled with the spirit o f evening
,
when the sea, red as a mirror of copper,

merges into the glory of the sky,
in a great radiant ocean of infinity moods

of evening storm , when gloomy clouds over the restless tree-tops race across
the smoky red sky, losing tiny shreds in their flight , little thin strips of loosened
cloud, saturated through and through with a wine-red glow by the splendour
of the sun . Or there are spring meadows fragrant with bloom ,

and hills
parched by the sun rushing trains with their white smoke gleaming in the
light ; yellow sails scudding over glittering waters ; waves shin ing blue ,

red
,

and golden and burn ing ships
,
with shooting tongues of flame leaping upon

the masts and ,
behind , a jagged rim of the evening glow . Claude Monethas

followed light everywhere—in Holland, Normandy, the South of France ,

Belle-Isle-en-Mer
, the villages of the Se ine ,

London
,
Algiers, Brittany . He

became an enthusiast for nature as she is in Norway and Sweden ,
for French

cathedrals rising into the sky,
tall and fair, like the peaks of great promontories.

He interpreted the surge of towns, the movement of the sea, the majestic
solitude of the sky . But he knows too that the artist could pass his life in the
same corner of the earth and work for years upon the same obj ects without
the drama o f nature played be fore him ever becoming exhausted . For the

light which streams between things is for ever different . So he stood one

evening two paces in front o f his little house ,
in the garden , amid a flaming

sea of flowers scarlet like poppies. White summer clouds shifted in the sky,
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and the beams of the se tting sun fell upon two stacks, standing so litary in
a solitary field . Claude Monet began to paint , and came again the next
day,

and the day after that , and every day thro ughout the autumn ,
and

winter, and spring . In a series of fifteen pictures, The Hay-ricks,
”
he paint ed

—as Hokusai did in his hundred views of the Fuj i mountain—the endless

variations produced by season
,
day

, and hour upon the eternal countenance
o f nature . The lonely field is like a glass

,
catching the effects of atmosphere

,

the breeze ,
and the most fleeting light . The stacks gleam so ftly in the bright

ness of the beautiful afternoons, stand out sharp and clear against the cold
sky of the forenoon , loom like phantoms in the mist of a November evening,
or sparkle like glittering j ewels beneath the caress of the rising sun . They
shine like glowing ovens, absorbed by the light of the autumnal sunse t ;
they are surrounded as by a rosy halo ,

when the early sun pierces like a wedge
through the dense morning mist . They rise distinctly,

covered with sparkling ,
rose-tinged snow,

into the cloudless heaven
,
and cast the ir pure ,

blue shadows
upon the silent , white , wintry landscape ,

or stand out in ghostly outlines
against the night firmament , mantled with silver by the moonlight . Without
moving his easel , Monet has interpreted the silence o f winter, and autumn
with her sad and splendid feasts of colour—dusk and rain , snow and frost
and sun . He heard the voices of evening and the jubilation of morning ; he
painted the eternal undulation of light upon the same obj ects,

the altered
impression which the same particle of nature yields according to the changing

N ONET (By permission of “: Art ist.) A VIEW OF ROUEN
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at the hour . He chant ed the poe t ry o f the universe in a single fragment
na ture and would be a pan the is t ic art is t of world-wide compass had he

n e r dy paint ed these stac l-s o f bay for the rest ofhis natural ex istence .

An d he re ends the bat tle for the liberation o fmodern art . Libertas artibus

”warm .

”The pain t ers o f the nine t een th c entury are no longer imitators,
111: have become makers o f a new thing ,

enlargers o f the empire .

”
The

“
( mimet ic words writ t en in the beginning o f the nine teenth century by the

0

9 m
t

w ee t embleme the l greatn cmlnnesm fmodem art they we re fulfilled
aft e r two generat ions . Through the Impressionists art was enriched by an

f puience of new beaut ies! A new and independen t style had been discovered
f or the representat ion o fnew thin

g
s
,
and a new province—aprovince peculiar

t o herse lf—was won for pain ting .
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alo ft
, and there set in the anti-naturalistic, anti-modem current that still

survived from the age of romance in the work-a-day world of the present .
How was it possible that England should have taken the lead upon this

occasion also P Can an Englishman , a matter-of-fact being who finds
his happiness in comfort and a practical sphere of action ,

be at the same time
a Romanticist ? Is no t London the most modern town in Europe ? Ye t

,

without a question , this is the very reason why the New Romanticism found
its earliest expression there , although it was the place where Natural ism
had reigned longest and with the greatest strictness. There was a reaction
against the prose of everyday life , j ust as, in the earlier part of the century

,

English landscape painting had been a reaction against town life . To escape
the whistle of locomo tives and the restless bustle of the struggle for existence ,

men take refuge in a far-off world , a world where everything is fair and grace
ful, and all emotions tender and noble

,
a world where no rudeness, no discord ,

and nothing fierce or brutal disturbs the harmony of ideal perfection . These
artists become revellers in a land of fantasy, and flee from real ity to an inner
life which they have created for themselves, wan der from London

’

s railways
and fogs to the sunny Italy of Botticelli, take their rest in the land of poe try

,

and come back with packing-cases full of lovely pictures and hearts full of
happy emotions.

Moreover, they find in the primitive artists that simplicity which is most
re freshing of all to overstrained spirits. Having produced Byron

,
Shelley,

and Turner, the English were artistic gourmets, sated with all enjoyments

in the realms of the intellect, and they now meditated works through which

yet a new thrill of beauty might pass through the imagination . In the

primitive masters they discovered all the qual ities which had vanishe d from
art since the sixteenth century—inoflicious purity

,
innocent and touching

Naturalism,
antiquated austerity, and an enchanting depth of feeling . Jaded

with o ther experiences, they admired in those naive spirits the capacity for
ecstatic rapture and vision—in other words

,
for the highest gratification .

I f one could but have in this nineteenth century such feelings as were known
to Dante , the gloomy Florentine ; Botticelli , the great Jeremiah of the Re

naissance ; or the tender mystic Fra Ange lico ! Surfeited with modernity ,

and endowed with nerves of acute refinement , art ists went back in their
fancy to this luxuriously blissful condition , and finally came to the po int at
which modernity was transformed once more into childish babble and the

unbelieving material ism of the present age into a mystical and romantic
union with the old currents of emotion .

Under the influence of Dante Gabriel Rossetti English pre
-Raphaelitism

now entered upon a new and entirely different phase .

Although Rossetti was the soul of the earlier movement , he was a man
whose temperament was even then essentially different from that of his
comrades Millais and Hunt , who founded the Brotherhood with him in 1 848 .

Even the two works which he exhibited with them in 1 849 and 1 850 make
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one feel the great gulf which lay between him and them . In the fo rmer
year, when Hunt was represented by his Rienzi , and Millais by his

Lorenzo and Isabella, Rossetti produced his Girlhood of Mary Virgin .

In the following, when Hunt painted The Converted British Family shelter
ing a Christian Missionary and Millais The Child Jesus in the Workshop
of Joseph the Carpenter,

” Rossetti came forward with his Ecce Ancilla
Domini .” The Girlhood of Mary Virgin was a little picture of austere
simplicity and ascetic character ; it was intentionally angular in drawing,
and possessed a certain archaic bloom . The Virgin , clad in grey garments,
sits at a curiously shaped frame embroidering a lily with go ld threads upon a
red ground . The flower she is copying stands before her in a vase ,

and a little
angel , with roseate wings, is watering it with an air o f abashed reverence .

St . Anne is busy by the side of the Virgin—both being, respectively, portraits
of the artist ’s mother and sister—and in the background St . Joachim is bind
ing a vine to a trellis. And several Latin books are lying upon the floor.

The second work , Ecce Ancilla Domini , is the familiar picture which is
now in the National Gallery—a harmony o f white upon white of indescribable
graciousness and delicacy . Mary ,

a bashful
,
meditative , and childl ike maiden,

in a white garment , is shown in a hal f-kneeling attitude upon a white bed .

The walls of the chamber are white , and in front of her there stands a frame
at which she has been working and a piece of embroidery, with a lily which
she has begun , hangs over it . Before her stands the angel with flame rising
from his feet , in solemn, peaceful gravity , as he extends towards her
stalk of the lily which he holds. A

dove flies gently in through the

window . Now, in spite of the ir
romantic subjects the work of Hunt
and Millais is lucid and temperate ,

while Rossetti is dreamily mystical .
The two former were straightforward

,

true , and natural , whereas the sim

plicity of the latter was subtilised
and consciously affected . It was due
to the vibrating delicacy of his dis

tempered , seething imagination that
he was able to give himself a decep
tive appearance of being a primitive
artist . The creative power of the
two former is an earnest power o f

the understanding, whereas in the

latter there is a vag ue dreaminess,
a tendency to luxuriate in his own

moods, an efflorescence of tones and

c olours. In the one case there is an ow n : sw am . Mae-o/Art .
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angular but single-minded study o f nature ; in the other there is the demureness
and embarrassment of the Quattrocento , a demureness breaking into blossom
and an embarrassment full of charm—a romanticism which cherished the

yearning for repose in the childlike and innocent Middle Ages, and clothed it
with all the attractions of mysticism . Holman Hunt

,
Madox Brown

, and

Millais were realists in the ir drawing , men who wanted to represent obj ects
with all possible accuracy

,
to be faithful in rendering the finest fibre of a

petal and every thread in a fabric . Rossetti ’s picture was a symphonic ode

in pigments
, and he himself was one of the earliest o f the modern lyricists of

co lour. This distinction became wider and wider with the course of time ,

and as early as 1 858 he found himself deserted by his earlier comrades . Madox
Brown , Holman Hunt , and especially Millais, in the ir further development ,
tended more and more to become Naturalists, and were finally led to com

pletely realistic subj ects from the immediate present by the inviolable fidelity
with which they studied nature . On the other hand ,

Rossetti became the
centre of a new circle o f artists,

who directed the current ofwhat was originally
Naturalism more and more into mysticism and refined archaism .

In 1 856 The Ox ford and
Cambridge Magazine was

founded as amonthly peri
odical. There were several
contributions by Rossetti ,
and in this way he became
so well known in Oxford
that the Union accepted an
offer from him to execute
a series of wall-paintings.

Accordingly he painted
several pictures from the

Arthurian legends ,
making

the sketches for them him

self
,
and employing for

their elaboration a number
of young men , some of

them amateur artists and

students at the University .

In this way he came into
connection with Arthur
Hughes, William Morris

,

and Edward Burne-Jones .

These artists
,
afterwards

j oined by Spencer Stanhope
and Walter Crane

,
both ofROSSETT I . BEATA BEATR I! .

(By f er
-mission of fil r. F. Hollyer.Me o wner ofMe copyrig ht.) them youngermen became
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—with George Frederick Watts at their flank—the leading members of the

new brotherhood , the representatives of that New pre-Raphae litism in which
interest is still centred in England .

Their art is a kind of Italian Renaissance upon English soil . The romantic
chord which vibrates in old English poetry is united to the grace and purity
o f Italian taste , the classical lucidity of the Pagan mythology with Catholic
mysticism , and the most modern riot of emotion with the demure vesture of

the primitive Florentines . Through this mixture of heterogeneous elements
English New Ideal ism is probably the most remarkable form of art upon
which the sun has ever shone borrowed and yet in the highest degree personal ,
it is an art combining an almost childlike simplicity of feeling with a morbid
hautgoflt, the most attentive and intelligent study of the old masters with free ,

creative ,
modern imag ination , the most grace ful sureness of drawing and the

most sparkling individuality of colour with a helpless, stammering accent
introduced of set purpose . The old Quattrocentisti wander amongst the
real Italian flowers ; but with the New pre

-Raphaelites one enters a hot
house one is me t by a soft damp heat , bright exotic flowers exhale an over
powering fragrance , j uicy fruits catch the eye , and slender palms, through
the branches of which no rough wind may bluster, gently sway their long,
broad fans.

Professor Lombroso would certainly find the material for ingenious dis

quisition in Rossetti , who introduced this
Italian phase , and himself came of an Ital ian
stock . And it might almost seem as if a soul
from those old times had found its re incarna
tion in the lonely painter who lived at Chelsea,
though it was a soul who no longer bore
heaven in his heart like Fra Angelico . In his

whole be ing he seems like a phenomenon of
atavism , like a citizen of that long-buried Italy
who

,
after many transmigrations, had strayed

into the misty North , to the bank of the Thames,

and from thence looked in his home-sickness
ever towards the South , enveloped in poetry
and glowing in the sun .

Dante Gabriel Rossetti was a Catholic and
an Italian . Amid his English surroundings he
kept the feelings of one of Latin race . His

father, the patriot and commentator upon
Dante , had originally lived in Naples, and in
flamed the popular party there by his passion
ate writings. In consequence of the active

ROSSETT I . ECCE ANCILLA DOMIN I .part which he took m political agitation he
W W W

-
man om n . T‘ A g , Sm ,

lost his post at the Bourbon Museum ,
escaped as: owners
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from Italy upon a warship ,

disguised as an English oflicer,
settled in London in 1 824,

and married Fran cesca Poli
dori , the daughter of a secre
tary of Count Alfieri. Here
he became Professor o f the

Italian language at King ’s
College ,

and published several
works on Dante , the most
importan t of which ,

Dante
’

s

Beatrice, written in 1 852 ,

once more support ed the

theory that Beatrice was not

a real person . Dante Gabriel ,
the son of this Dante student
Gabriele Rossetti , was born in
London on 1 2th May 1 828 .

The whole family actively
contributed to scholarship
and poetry . His elder sister,
Maria Francesca

,
was the

authoress of A Shadow of
Dante, a work which gives a

Pow/00
.

0.

most valuable explanation of

Rossnrn . SANC‘

I
‘A L IL IAS . the scheme Of The Divine

Comedy hlS younger sister, Christina,
was one of the most eminent poetesses

o f England and his brother, William Michael Rossetti, is well known as an

art -critic and a student o f Shelley . Even from early youth Dante Gabriel
Rossetti was familiar with the world of Dante

, and brought up in the

worship of Dante ’

s wonderful age and an enthusiasm for his mystic and

transcendental poetry . He knew Dante by heart
, and Guido Cavalcanti .

The mystical poet became his guide through life , and led him to Fra

Angelico , the mystic of painting . Indeed
, the world of Dante and of the

painters antecedent to Raphael is his spiritual home .

He was barely e ighteen when he became a pupil at the Royal Academy,

studying a couple of years later under Madox Brown ,
who was not many

years o lder than himself. Even then Rossetti had an almost mesmeric in
fluence upon his friends. He was a pale , tall , thin young man ,

who always
walked with a slight st00p ; reserved , dry in his manner, and careless in dress,

there was no thing captivating about him at a transitory meeting . But his
pale face was lit up by his unusually reflective

,
deeply clouded ,

contempla
tive eyes ; and about his defiant mouth there played that contempt of the
profane crowd which is natural to a superior mind

,
while the laurel of fame
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was already twined about his
youthful forehead . In 1 849,

when he was exhibiting his

earliest picture ,
he had published

in The Germ, to say no thing of
his numerous poems, amystical ,
visionary sketch in prose named
Hand and Soul, which was much
praised by men o f the highest
intellect in London . Soon after
wards he published a vo lume
entitled Dante and his Circle , in
which he translated a number
o f old Italian poems, and ren

dered Dante ’

s Vita Nnova into
strictly archaic English prose .

Reserved as he was towards
strangers, he was irresistibly
attractive to his friends

,
and his

brilliant , genial conversationwon
him the goodwill of every one .

A man o f gifted and delicate ROSSETT I . STUDY FOR ASTARTE SYR IACA.
nature , sensitive to an extreme degree , a sedentary student who had yet an
enthusiasm for knightly deeds, a jaded Spirit capable o f morbidly heightened

,

exo tic sensibility and so ft
,
me lting reverie ,

one whose overstrained nerves
only vibrated if he slept in the daytime and worked at night , it seemed as

though Rossetti was born to be the father of the decadence, of that state o f

spirit which every one now perceives to be flooding Europe .

His later career was as quiet as its opening had been brilliant . After
that graciously sentimental little picture , Ecce Ancilla Domini ,

” Rossetti
exhibited in public only once again this ~was . in 1 856. From that date the
public saw no more o f his painting . He worked only for his friends and the
friends of his friends. He was famous only in private ,

and looked up to
like a god within a narrow circle o f admirers. One of his acquaintances,
the painter Deverell, had introduced him in 1 850 to the woman who became
for him what Saskia Uylenburgh had been for Rembrandt and Helene Four
ment for Rubens—his type o f feminine beauty . She was a young dress
maker’s assistant , Miss Eleanor Siddal . Her thick , heavy hair was fair,
with that faint reddish tint in it which Titian painted it grew in two tapering
bands deep down into the neck

,
being there somewhat fairer than it was

above , and it curled thickly . Her eyes had something indefinite in their
expression ; nothing , however, that was dreamy ,

mobile , and changeable ,
for they seemed rather to be insuperable

,
fathomless,

and unnaturally vivid .

All the play of her countenan ce lay in the lower part of her face , in the nostrils,
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mouth , and chin . The mouth
,
indeed ,

with its deep corners, sharply chiselled
outlines, and lips triumphantly curved ,

was particularly expressive . And her

tall , slender figure had a refined distinction of line . In 1 860 they married .

Some of his most beautiful works were painted during this epoch—the Beata
Beatrix ,

the Sibylla Palmifera,

” Monna Vanna,
” Venus Verticordia,

Lady Lilith, and The Beloved —pictures which he painted without
a thought of exhibition or success . After a union o f barely two years this
passionately loved woman died

,
shortly after the birth of a still-born child .

He laid a whole volume of manuscript poems—many of them inspired by
her—in the coflin ,

and they were buried with her. From that time he lived
so litary and secluded from the world

, surrounded by mediaeval antiques,

in his old-fashioned house at Chelsea , entirely given up to his dreams, a

stranger in a world without light . He suffered much from ill-health , and

was sensitive and hypochondriacal
, and,

indeed , undermined his heal th by
an immoderate use of chloral. His friends entreated him t o bring out his

poems, and all England was expectant when Rosse tti at length yielded to
pressure , opened the grave o f his wife , and took out the manuscript . The

poems appeared in the April of 1 870. The first edition was bought up in
ten days, and there followed six others . Wherever he appeared he was

honoured like a god . But the attacks directed against the first pictures of

the pre Raphaelites were repeated ,
although now transferred to another region .

A pseudynomous article by Robert Buchanan in the ContemporaryReview,
and

published afterwards as a pamphlet , entitled The Fleshly School of Poetry,

accused Rossetti o f immorality and imitation of Baudelaire and the Marquis
de Sade . Rossetti stepped once more into the arena, and replied by a letter
in the Athenamm headed The Stealthy School of Criticism. From that time
he shut himself up completely

,
never went out , and led the ho le-and

cornerest existence .

In 1 881 he published a second volume of poems, chiefly composed of
ballads and sonnets . A year afterwards, on 10th April 1 882 ,

he died ,

honoured , even in the academical circles in which he never mingled , as one

of the greatest men in England . The exhibition of his works which was
opened a couple of months after his death created an immense sensation .

Those o f his pictures which had no t been already so ld straight from the easel
were paid for with the ir weight in gold , and are now scattered in great English
country mansions and certain private galleries in Florence . The only very
rich collection in London is that of an intimate friend of the artist , the late
Mr. Leyland , who had gathered together, in his splendid house in the West
End

, probably the most beautiful work of which the East can boast in carpets
and vases, or the early Renaissance in intaglios, small bronzes, and orna
ments. Here ,

surrounded by the quaint and delicate pictures of Carlo Crivelli
and Botticelli , Rossetti was in the society of his contemporaries .

His range of subj ect was not wide . In his earliest period he had a fancy
for painting small biblical pictures, of which Ecce Ancilla Domini is the
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best known
, and the delightfully archaic Girlhood of Mary Virgin one o f

the most beautiful . But this austerely biblical tendency was no t of long
continuance . It soon gave way to a brilliant , imaginative Romanticism ,

to which he was prompted by Dante . Gio tto painting the Portrait o f

Casse ll 6 ‘ Co.

ROSSETTI . ROSA TRI PLE! .

(By permission 4 Mr. F. Hollyer, the owner of Me co/yright .)
Dante ,

"

The Salutation o f Beatrice on Earth and in Eden (from the

Vita Nnova), La Pia (from the Purgatorio), the Beata Beatrix , and

Dante ’

s Dream ,
in the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpoo l , are the leading

works which arose under the influence o f the great Italian . The head of

his wife ,
with her heavily ve iled eyes, and Giotto ’

s well-known picture o f

Dante ,
sufficed him for the creation o f the most tender, mystical poems,

which
,
at the same time ,

show him in all the splendour o f his wealth of co lour.

He revels in the most brilliant hues his pictures have the appearance o f be ing
bathed in a glow ; and there is something deeply sensuous in his vivid and

lustrous green ,
red , and violet tones . In the picture Dante on the Anni

versary o f Beatrice ’

s Death the poet kneels at the open window which
looks out upon Florence he has been drawing , and a tablet is in his hand .

The room is quite simple
,
a frieze with ange ls’ heads be ing its only ornament .

Visitors o f rank have come to see him—an elderly magnate and his daughter
and have stood long behind him without his no ticing the ir presence for he

has been thinking of Beatrice
,
and it is only when his attention is attracted

to them by a friend that he turns round at last . The Beata Beatrix ,
in

the National Gallery in London—a picture begun in 1 863 and ended in the

August o f 1 866—treats of the death o f Beatrice under the semblance of a

trance
,
in which Beatrice , seated in a balcony overlooking the city ,

is suddenly
rapt from earth to heaven . In acco rdance with the description in the Vita
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Nnova, Beatrice sits in the balcony of her father’

s palace in strange ecstasy .

Across the parapet o f the balcony t here is a view o f the Arno and of that
o ther palace where Dante passed his youth close to his adored mistress, until
the unforgotten oth of June when death robbed him of her. A peace ful
evening light is shed upon the bank of the Arno , and plays upon the parape t
with warm silvery beams. Beatrice is dressed in a garment be longing to
no definite epoch , of green and rosy red , the colours of Love and H0pe . Her

head rises against a little patch o f yellow sky between the two palaces, and
seems to be surrounded by it as by a halo . She is in a trance , has the fore
knowledge o f her approaching death

,
and already lives through the spirit in

another world, whilst her body is still upon the earth . Her hands are touched
by a heavenly light . A dove of deep rose-coloured plumage alights upon
her knees, bringing her a white poppy ; whilst Opposite , be fore the palace of

Dante , the figure o f Love stands
,
holding a flaming heart , and announcing to

the poe t that Beatrice has passed to a life beyond the earth .

La Donna Finestra
,
painted in 1 879, and to be counted amongst his

ripest creations
,
has connection with that passage in the Vita Nnova where

ROSSETTI . S IR GALAHAD .

Dante sinks to the ground overcome with sorrow for Beatrice ’

s death ,
and is

regarded with sympathy by a lady looking down from a window ,
the Lady

o f Pity , the human embodiment of compassion . Dante ’

s Dream is

probably the work which shows the painter at his zenith . The expression
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BURNE ' J ONES (By pefl rulssion of M r . F. Hollyer , Me owner af Me CHANT D ’AMOUR .

of the heads is pro found and lo fty , the composition severely medieaval and
admirably complete ; and although the painting is laboured , the total im
pression is nevertheless so cogent that it is impossible to forget it . The

scene
,
in Rossetti ’s own description , is a chamber o f dreams, strewn with

poppies
,
where Beatrice is seen lying on a couch , as if just fallen back in

death ; the winged figure o f Love carries his arrow pointed at the dreamer’

s

heart , and with it a branch o f apple-blossom as he reaches the bier, Love
bends for a moment over Beatrice with the kiss which her lover has never
given her ; while the two green-clad dream-ladies hold the pall full o f May
blossom suspended for an instant be fore it covers her face for ever. The

expression o f ecstasy in Dante ’

s face
, and the still

, angelical sweetness o f

Beatrice ,
are rendered with astonishing intensity . She lies upon the bier,

pale as a flower
,
wrapped in a white shroud

,
with her lips parted as though

she were gently breathing, and seems no t dead but fallen asleep . Her fair
hair floats round her in go lden waves . In its vague folds the covering o f

the couch displays the marble outlines of the body : and a look o f bliss rests
upon the pure and clear-cut features of her lovely face .

This painting o f the soul occupied Rossetti almost exclusively in

the third and most fruitful period o f his life
,
when he painted hardly any
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BURNE-J ONES . (By permission oe . F . Hot/yer ,

pictures upon the larger scale ,
but separate feminine figures furnished with

various poetic attributes
, the deeper meaning of which is interpreted in his

poems. The Sphinx , in which he busied himself with the great riddle
of life

,
is the only one containing several figures. Three persons—a youth ,

a man of ripe years, and a grey-beard—visit the secret dwelling Of the Sphinx
to inquire the ir destiny o f this omniscient be ing . It is only the man who
really puts the question ; the grey-beard stumbles painfully towards her
cavern , while the young man ,

wearied with his j ourney, fal ls dying to the
earth before the very Obj ect of his quest . The Sphinx remains in impenetrable
silence , with her green ,

inscrutable , mysterious eyes coldly and pitilessly
fixed upon infinity . The Blessed Damoze l,

” Proserpina,
” Fiammetta,

The Daydream ,

”
LaBe llaMano ,

”
LaGhirlandata,

” “
Veronica Veronese ,

Diis Manibus,
” Astarte Syriaca are all separate figures dedicated to

the memory of his wife . As Dante immortalised his Beatrice , Rossetti
honoured his wife

,
who died so early

,
in his poems and his pictures . He

painted her as The Blessed Damozel
,
with her gentle ,

saint-like face ,
her

quie t mouth
,
her flowing go lden hair and peace ful lids. He represents her as
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BURNE ' J ONES (By permission oe . F. Hotlyer , Me owne r of Me ccmy rzkht .) C IRCE
roses, which he painted with wonderful perfection ,

and hyacinths, for which
he had a great love

, and the intoxicating perfume Of which affected him greatly .

This taste for beautiful and deeply lustrous co lours and rich accessories
is

,
indeed , the one purely pictorial quality which this painter-poet has, if one

understands by pictorial qualit ies the capacity for intoxicating one ’

s self
with the beauty o f the visible world . His drawing is Often faulty ; and his
bodies, enveloped in rich and heavy garments, are ,

perhaps, no t invariably
in accordance with anatomy . What explains Rossetti ’s fabulous success is
purely the condition o f spirit which went to the making o f his works—that
nervous vibration

,
that ecstasy of opium

,
that combination o f suffering and

sensuousness
,
and that romanticism drunk with beauty,

which pervade his
paintings . When they appeared they seemed like a revelation o f a beautiful
land

,
only one could no t say where it existed—a revelation ,

indeed ,
for it

revealed for the first time a world o f story
'

which was in no sense fabulous
there came a romanticism which was something real ; a style arose which
seemed as though it were woven of tones and co lours

,
a style rioting in an

everlasting exhilarat ion o f spirit
,
breaking out sometimes in a glow o f flame

and sometimes in delicate ,
tremulous longing . Even where he paints a

Madonna she is merely a woman in his eyes
,
and he endows her with the

glowing fire o f passionate fervour, with a trace o f the joy o f the earth ,

which no painter has ever given her be fore and through this union Of
refined modern sensuousness and Catho lic mysticism he has created a new
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thrill o f beauty ._His painting was a drop Of a most precious essence , in its
hues enchanting and intoxicating , the strongest spiritual potion ever brewed
in English art . The intensity of his overstrained sensibility

, and the wonderful

BURKE-J ONES . PERSEUS AND ANDROMEDA.

Southern mosaic of form into which he poured this sensibility with elaborate
refinement , make him seem own bro ther to Baudelaire .

This tendency Of spirit was so novel
,
this plunge in the tide of mysticism

so enchanting , this delicate , archaic fragrance so overwhelming , that a new
stage in the culture of modern England dates from the appearance of Rossetti .
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He borrowed nothing from his contempor

aries , and all borrowed from him . There
came a time when budding girls in Lon

don attired themselves like early Italians
from Dante ’

s Inferno ,
when Jellaby Postle

thwaite ,
in Du Maurier’

s mocking skit , em
tered a restaurant at luncheon-time , and

ordered a glass of water and placed in it a
lily which he had brought with him . What
else can I bring ? asked the waiter. N0
thing ,

he sighed ; that is all Ineed . There
began that aestheticism , that yearning for the
lily and that cult of the sunflower, which
Gilbert and Sullivan parodied in Patience .

Swinburne ,
who has tasted of emo tions of

the most various realms o f spirit , and in his

poems set them be fore the world as though
in marvellously chiselled goblets, represents
this zesthe tic phase Of English art in litera
ture . As a painter, Edward Burne -Jones
the greatest of that Oxford circle which
gathered round Rossetti in 1 856—began to
work at the point where Rossetti le ft off.

Sir Edward Burne ones
,
who must

now be spoken of, was born in Birmingham
in August 1 833 , and was reading theology
in Oxford when Rossetti was there painting
the mural pictures for the Union . Rossetti
attracted him as a flame attracts the moth .

As ye t he had no t had any artistic training ,

but some o f his drawings which were
“ 3 ANNUNC‘AT‘ON

shown to Rossetti by a mutual friend
(By perrmssxon 0 M r. F . [ l oll er , the owner

a fl u t own ie/MI revealed so much poetic force
,
In spite of

the ir embarrassed method of expression , that the painter-poet entered
into communication with him , and allowed him to paint in the

Debating Room o f the Union a subj ect from the Arthurian legends,
The Death o f Merlin . The picture me t with approval

,
and Burne

Jones abandoned theology ,
became an intimate friend of Rossetti and

the companion o f his studies
,

and went with him to London.

There he designed a number o f church windows for Christ Church
Cathedral , Oxford and in 1 864 exhibited his first picture

,
The

Merciful Knight . Later there fo llowed the triptych Pyramus and

Thisbe and a picture called The Evening Star, a glimmering land
scape through which a gentle spirit in a bronze-green garment is seen to
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iron crown studded with j ewels ; farther in the background , upon a
high marble throne ,

a maiden was seated, a young girl with reddish
hair and a pale worn face , looking with steadfast eyes far out into another
world , as though in a hypno tic trance : Two youths, apparently pages

,

sang, leaning upon a balustrade ; while all manner o f costly accessories,
brilliant stuffs, lustrous marble ,

grey granite ,
and mosaic pavement ,

shining in green and red tones
,
lent the whole picture an air of exquisite

richness. The title in the catalogue was King Cophetua and the Beggar
Maid , and any one acquainted with Provencal poetry knew that King
Cophetua,

the hero of an old ballad, fell in love with a beggar-girl, offered
her his crown , and married her. But this was no t to be gathered from the

picture itself, where all palpable illustration of the story was avoided . Never
theless a vague sense o f emotional disquietude was revealed in it . The two
leading persons Of the strange idyll

,
the earnest knight and the pallid maiden,

are no t yet able themselves to understand how all has come to pass—how she ,

the beggar-maid , should be upon the marble throne , and he , the king, kneeling
on the steps be fore her whom he has exalted to be a queen . They remain
motionless and pro foundly silent

,
but the ir hearts are alive and throbbing .

They have feeling which they canno t comprehend themse lves, and the past
and present surge through one another life is a dream ,

and the dream is life .

Everything that Burne Jones has created is at once fragrant ,
mystical , and austere , like this picture . His range of subject is most
extensive . In his Princess Alfred Tennyson had quickened into new

li fe the legends of chivalry,

and in his Idylls of the King
the tales of the Knights
of the Ho ly Grail . Swin

burne published his Ata

lanta in Calydon ,
in which he

exercised once more the mys
terious spe ll of the ancient
drama

,
while he created in

Chastelard,
Bothwell, and

Mary Stuart a trilogy of the

finest historical tragedies
ever written , and showed in
Tristram of Lyonesse that
even Tennyson had no t ex

hausted all the beauty in Old

legends of the time of King
Arthur ; while , as early as

1 866
,
he had given to the

HORNE-JONES . THE SEA NYMPH .

world his Poems and Ballads,
(By permission ty'

l
'

lIr. F. Hot/yer, the owner af t/re copyrig ht.) dedicated to Burne-Jones. In
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these works lie the ideas to
which the painter has given
form and colour .
He paints Circe in a saffron

robe , preparing the potion to
enchant the companions of
Ulysses, with a strange light in
her orbs, while two panthers
fawn at her feet . He repro
sents the goddess of Discord
at the marriage-feast Of Thetis,
a ghastly, pallid figure , enter
ing amongst the gods who are
celebrating the occasion , and

holding the fateful apple in
her hand . He depicts Pyg
malion , the artist King of

Cyprus, supplicating Aphro
dite to breathe life into the
sculptured image of a maiden ,

the work of his own hands.

Apart from classical anti

quity, he owes some of his

inspiration to the Bible and

Christian legends, the sub

limity of the ir grave tragedies,
and the troubled sadness of

their yearning and exaltation .

One Of his leading works
devotes six pictures to the

days of creation . An angel
—accompanied in every case
by the angels of the previous
days carries a sphere ,

in

which may be seen the stars,
the waters, the trees, the

animals, and the first man
and woman

,
in their proper

sequence . The scene of the

Adoration Of the Kings is

a landscape where fragrant
roses bloom in the shadow o f

the slender stems o f trees,
which rise straight as a bo lt . BURNE-J ONES . THE GOLDEN STA IRS .

(By permission of 11!r. F. Hal/yer , the owner of Me copyright .)
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The Virgin sits in their midst calm and unapproachable
,
and in her lap the

Child
,
who is more slender than in the pictures of Cirnabue . The three Wise

Men—tall , gigantic figures, clad in rich mediaeval garments—approach softly ,

whilst an angel floats perpendicularly in the air as a silent witness .

In his picture The Annunciation Mary is standing motionless beside
the great basin of a well-spring, at the portico of her house . To the le ft the
messenger of God appears in the air. He has floated solemnly down , and it

seems as if the folds of his robes, which fall straight from the body, had hardly
been ruffled in his flight , as if his wings had scarcely moved ; with the extrem
ities of his feet he touches the branches of a laurel . Mary does not shrink ,
and makes no gesture . There they stand , gravely , and as still as statues . The

robe of the angel is white , and white that of the Virgin , and white the marble
floor and the wainscoting of the house ; and it is only the pinions o f the

heavenly messenger that gleam in a golden brightness. A picture called
Sponsa die Libano bore as a motto the words from The Song of Solomon

Awake ,
0 north wind and come

,
thou south blow upon my garden , that

the spices thereof may flow out . The bride
,
in an ample blue robe , walks

musing beside a stream , upon the bank of which white lilies grow,
whilst the

vehement figures of the North and South Winds rush through the air in grey,

fluttering garments.

In addition to his love for Homer and the Bible ,
Burne-Jones has a passion

for the old Trouveres of the Chansons do Gestc, the great and fanciful adventures
of vanished chivalry , Provencal courts Of love , and the legends of Arthur,
Merlin,

and the Knights of the Round Table . His Chant d ’

Amour is

like a page torn out of an old English or Provencal tale . On the meadow
before a mediaeval town a lady is kneeling

,
a sort of St . Cecilia, in a white

upper-garment and a gleaming skirt
,
playing upon an organ , the full chords

of which echo softly through the evening landscape . To the le ft a young
knight is sitting upon the ground , and silently listens, lost in the music , while
a strange figure , clad in red

, is pressing upon the bellows of the instrument .
The Enchantment of Merlin ,

with which he made his first appearance in
1 877 illustrated the passage in the old legend of Merlin and Vivien ,

relat ing
how It came to pass one day that she and Merlin entered a forest , which was
called the forest Of Broceliande

,
and found a glorious wood of whitethorn ,

very high and all in blossom,
and seated themselves in the shadow : and

Merlin fell asleep
,
and when she saw that he slept she raised herself so ftly,

and began the spe ll, exactly according to the teaching of Merlin , drawing
the magic circle nine times and uttering the spell nine times. And Merlin
looked around him

, and it seemed to him as though he were imprisoned in a

tower, the highest in the world
,
and he felt his strength leave him as if the

blood were streaming from his ve ins.

In other pictures he abandons all attempt to introduce ideas , confining
himself to the simple grouping of tender girlish figures

,
by means of which he

makes a beautiful composition Of the most subtle lines
,
forms, colours, and
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church windows o f this kind were almost exclusively ordered from Germany .

The court depot Of glass-painting in Munich provided for the adornment of
Glasgow Cathedral from drawings by Schwind , He inrich Hess, and Schrau
dolph

,
and for the windows of St . Paul ’s from designs by Schnorr, while

Kaulbach was employed for a public building in Edinburgh . In these days
Burne-Jones reigns over this whole province . Where the German masters
handled glass-painting by modernising it like a Nazarene fresco , Burne-Jones,
who has penetrated deeply into the mediaeval treatment of form , created a

new style in glass-painting, and one exquisitely in keeping with the Neo
Gothic architecture of England . His most important works of this descrip
tion are probably the glass windows which he designed for St . Martin

’

s Church
and St . Philip ’

s Church in Birmingham ,
his native town . These labours

o f his in the province of Gothic window-painting explain how he came
to his style of painting at the easel : he habituated himself to compose his
pictures with the architec tonical sentiment of a Gothic artist . Forced to

satisfy the requisitions of the slender, soaring Gothic style , he came to paint
his tall, straight-lined figures, the composition Of which is no t triangular in the
old fashion ,

but formed in lOng lines as in vertical church windows.

It is not difficult to find prototypes for every one of these works of his.

His sibyls recall Pompeii . His church decoration would never have arisen
but for the mosaics Of Ravenna. And those angels in golden drapery with
grave ,

hieratical gestures in the pictures of the Trecentisti influenced him in

his Days of Creation . Other works of his suggest the Etruscan vases or

the suavity of Duccio . Laus Veneris has the severe classicality of Man
tegna saturated with Bellini ’s warmth of hue . The Chant d ’

Amour, in

its deep splendour o f colour, is like an idyll by Giorgione . And often he heaps
together costly work in gold and ivory like the Florentine goldsmith painters
Pollajuolo and Verrochio . Many Of his young girls are of lineal descent from
those slender, flexible , feminine saints Of Perugino , painted in sweeping lines
and planted upon small -flat fee t . Often, too , when he exaggerates his Go thic
principles and gives them e ight-and-a-half or nine times the proportion of the ir
heads, they seem

,
with the ir lengthy necks and slim hands fit for princesses,

like younger sisters Of Parmigianino
’

s lithe-limbed women ; while some
times their movements have a more ample grace

,
a more majestic nobility,

and the ir lips are moved by the mystical inward smile o f Luini
,
so unfathom

ably subtle in its silent reserve . But it is Botticelli who is most often brought
to mind . Burne -Jones has borrowed from him the fine transparent gauze
draperies

,
clinging to the limbs and betraying clearly the girlish forms in his

pictures the splendid mantles, flowered and adorned with dainty patterns
Of gold the taste for Southern vegetation ,

for flowers and fruits, and artificial
bowers of thick palm leaves or delicate boughs of cypress, which he delights
in using as a refined and significant embellishment from Bottice lli he has
borrowed all the attributes with which he has endowed his angels—rose

garlands and vases, tapers and tall lilies even his type of womanhood has an
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creation nor would a Greek have written that Hymn to Aphrodite , the deadly
flower born of the foam of blood and the froth o f the sea. And in Hesperia,

where he describes a man who has loved beyond measure and suffered over
much amid the mad pleasures o f Rome , and now sets out pale and exhausted
to sail the golden sea of the West until he reach the Fortunate Islands
and find peace before his death , the mood does no t reflect the thoughts o f the

old world, but those of the close of the nineteenth century and so it is, too ,

in his Hendecasyllabics,
” where he complains in classically chise lled diction

of the swift decay of beauty and the hidden ills which Of a sudden consume
the inward force of life . And Burne-Jones treats old myths with the same
freedom and independence . He takes them up and recasts them , discovers
modern passions lying in the very heart of them , enriches them with a weal th
of de licate shades

,
borrowed without the smallest ceremony from a new con

ception of the world and from the life
Of his own time . The human soul
grown Old looks back , as it were , upon
the path which it has travelled, and
sees the spirit of its own ripe age

latent in its infancy, recognising that
the child is father of the man .

All the figures in his pictures are

surrounded by a dusk which has

no thing in common with the broad
daylight in which the Renaissance
artists placed the antique world .

There remains what may be called a
residue o f modern feeling which has
no t been assimilated to the Old myth ,

a breath of magic floating round
these figures on the ir career, some

thing mysterious, an elusive air o f

fable . This, indeed, is the pervasive
temperament and sentiment Of our

own age . It is our own inward spirit
that gazes upon us as though from an

enchanted mirror with the mien o f a
phantom .

And j ust as he remodels the entire
spirit of Old myths, he converts the

figures which he has borrowed into an
artistic form of his own ,

and
,
without

hesitation ,
subordinates them in type

sm vnwmx ' m y

and physical build and bearing to the
(By permission 4 W. lmrie, Esq. , the owner of the picture.) new part they have to play .



STRI!D\VICK. GENTLE MUSIC OF A BYGONE DAY .

(By perm ission q/j olmDixon, Esq.
, the owner of t/u picture.)
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perhaps a lyre . It is no t the fairness of her body that makes her goddess of

love ,
but only the dim mystery of her radiant eyes . She is no t the Olympian

who entered into fro licsome adventure with the war-god Mars amid the

laughter of the heavenly gods , for in her conventional humiliation she is

rather like the beautiful daemon of the Middle Ages who , upon her journey
into exile

, passed by the cross where the Son o f Man was hanging , and tasted
all the bitterness o f the years . In the ir delicate features his Madonnas have
a gentle sadness rarely found in the Ital ian masters. Even the angels, who
were roguish and wayward in the Quattrocento, do their spiriting with cere
monious gravity, and a subdued melancho ly underlies the ir devotional
reverence . In Botticelli they are fresh ,

youthful figures, lightly girdled ,

and with fluttering locks and swe lling robes and limber bodies, whether they
float around the Madonna in blissful revelry or look up to the Child Christ
in the ir rapt ecstasy . But in Burne-Jones they are devout , sombre , deeply
earnest be ings, gazing as thoughtfully and dreamily as though they had already
known all the affliction of the world . The ir limbs seem paralysed ,

and their
gesture weary . It is no t possible to look at one of his pictures without being
reminded of the Florentines of the fifteenth century

,
and yet the spec tator

at once recognises that they are the work of Burne-Jones . He is even opposed
to Rossetti , his lord and master

,
through this element of melancho ly : the

intoxication of opium is fo llowed by the sober awakening .

Rossetti ’s women are dazzling and glorious figures of a modern and

deliberately cruel beauty—sisters of Messalina
,
Phaedra , and Faustina. He

delineates them as luxuriant be ings with supple and splendid bodies, long
white necks, and snowily gleaming breasts with full and fragrant hair, ardent ,
yearning eyes, and demoniacally passionate lips . The ir mo ther is the Venus
Verticordia whom Rosse tti so often painted . Cruel in the ir love as one of

the blind forces of nature
,
they are like that water-sprite with her song and

her red coral mouth dragged from the sea in a fishing-ne t , as an old French
fabliau tells, and so fair that every man who beheld her was seized by the
love of her, but died when he clasped her in his arms. What they love in man
is his physical strength , his face and sinews of bronze . Only the strong man
who loves them with overpowering madness, like a stormy wind

,
can bend

them to his will . Swinburne has sung of the lips intertwisted and bitten,

where the foam is as blood
,

of

The heavy white limbs and the crue l
Red mou th like a venomous floWer.

”

But the women of Burne-Jones know that this fervour is no longer to be
found upon the earth . The blood has been sapped , and the fire burns low,

and the glorious, ancient might of love has disappeared . For these women
life has lost its sunshine , and love its passion ,

and the world its hopes . The

hue of their cheeks is pallid
,
their eyes are dim ,

the ir bodies sickly and without
flesh and blood ,

and their hips are spare . With pale ,
quivering lips

,
and a
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for the interior decoration of churches in England . His oil-paintings are few,

and in their gracious Quattrocento build they are in outward appearance
scarcely different from those o f Burne-Jones. In a picture belonging to the
Manchester Gallery there is a maiden seated amid a flowery meadow

,
while a

small Cupid with red pinions draws near to her ; the landscape has an air

of peace and happiness. Another picture—probably inspired by Catullus’

Lament for Lesbia
’

s Sparrow—displays a girl sitting upon an old town wall
with a little dead bird . The Temptation of Eve is like a brilliantly coloured
mediaeval miniature ,

painted with the greatest finesse . As in the woodcut
in the Co logne Bible , Paradise is enclosed with a circular red wall . Eve is

like a slim
,
twisted Gothic statue . Like Burne-Jones, Stanhope is always

de licate and poetic, but he is less successful in setting upon old forms of art
the stamp o f his individuality, and thus giving them new life and a character
of their own . In their severe ,

archaeological character his pictures have
little beyond the affectation of a style which has been arrived at through
imitation .

The third member of this Oxford Circle , the poet William Morris, has

exercised great influence
over English taste by the

institution o f an industrial
establishment for embroid

ery,
painting upon glass,

and househo ld decoration .

Keeping in mind that close
union which existed in the

fifteenth century between
art and the manual crafts,
he and certain of his

disciples did no t hesitate
to provide designs for de
corative stuffs

,
wall-papers,

furniture , and household
embellishments of every
description . They were
largely indebted to the

Japanese ,
to say nothing

of the old Italians, though
they succeeded in creating
a thoroughly modern and

independent style , in spite
of all they borrowed . The

whole range o f industrial
art in England received a

WALTER CRANE. FROM THE TEMPEST. new lease Of life
, and house
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hold decoration became
blither and more cheerful
in its appearance . Only
light , delicate , and finely
graduated colours were
allowed to predominate ,

and they were combined
with slender, grace ful, and
vivacious form . The heavy
panelling which was pop
ular in the sixties gave way
to bright papers ornamented
with flowers narrow panes
made way for large plate
glass windows with light
curtains, in which long
stemmed flowers were en

twined in the pattern .

Slim pillars supported cabi
nets painted in exquisite
hues or gleaming with
lacquer-work and enamel .
Seatswere ornamented with
soft cushions shining in all

the delicate splendour of

Indian silks. And the pre

Raphaelite style o f orna
mentation was even extended to the embe llishment of books, so that England
created the modern book , at a time when o ther nations adhered altoge ther to
the imitation of old models.

In his early years Arthur Hughes attracted much attention by an Ophelia ,
a delicate , thoroughly English figure of so ft pre-Raphaelite grace ; but in
later years he rarely got beyond sentimental Renaissance maidens suggestive
of JuliusWolff, and humorous work in the style o f genre.

N . Strudwick, who worked first under Spencer Stanhope and then under
Burne-Jones, was more consistent in his fidelity to the pre-Raphaelite principles.

His pictures have the same delicate , enervated mysticism , and the same
thoughtful , dreamy poetry, as those of his elders in the schoo l . By pre ference
he paints slender, pensive girlish figures

,
with the sentiment o f Burne-Jones

taking his motive from some passage in a poe t . In a picture called Elaine
the heroine is moum fully seated in a lo fty room of a mediaeval palace . An

other of his works reveals three girls occupied with music . Or a knight strewn
with roses lies asleep in a maiden ’

s lap . Or again ,
there is St . Cecilia standing

with her Seraphina be fore a Roman building . Strudwick does not possess

WALTER CRANE .
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the spontane ity of his master. The childlike ,
angular effect at which he aims

o ften seems slightly weak and mawkish ; and occasionally his painting is
somewhat diflident , especially when he paints in the architectural detail
and rich artistic accessories, and stipples with a very fine brush . But his
works are so exquisite and delicate

,
so precious and asthe tic

,
that they must

be reckoned amongst the most characteristic performances of the New pre

Raphaelitism . One of his larger compositions he has named Bygone Days .

There is a man musing over the memories o f his life ,
as he sits upon a white

marble throne in front of a long white marble wall , amid an evening land
scape . He stre tches out his arms after the vanished years of his youth

, the

years when love smiled upon him ; but Time , a winged figure like Orcagna
’

s

Morte, divides him from the goddess of love ,
swinging his scythe with a

threatening gesture . The Past
,

”
a slender matron in a black robe ,

covers
her face lamenting . In Strudwick

’

s most celebrated picture , The Ramparts
of God ’

s House
,
there is a man standing at the threshold of heaven ,

naked as
a Greek athlete . His earthly fetters lie shattered at his feet . Angels receive
him

, marvellously spiritual beings filled with a lovely simplicity and revealing
ineffable pro fundity of soul

,
beings who partake o f Ft a Angelico almost as

much as o f Ellen Terry . The ir expression is quiet and peaceful . Instead
o f marvelling at the new-comer

,
they gaze with their eyes green as a water

sprite ’

s meditatively into illimit
able space . The architecture in
the background is entirely sym

bolical, as in the pictures of

Giotto . A little house with a

golden roof and gilded mediaeval
relie fs is inhabited by a dense
throng o f little angels , as if it
were a Noah’

s-ark . The colour
is rich and sonorous, as in the

youthful works of Carlo Crivelli .
Henry Holliday, who has of

late devoted himse lf largely to

decorative tasks, seems in these
works to be the y

'

nste-milieu be

tween Burne-Jones and Le ighton .

And the youngest representative
o f this group tinged with religious
and romantic feelings is Marie

Spartali-Stillman , who lives in

Rome and paints as a rule pic
tures from Dante ,

Boccaccio
,
and

Petrarch , after the fashion ofG . F . WATTS IN H IS GARDEN .
(By pm nission ,f rom a pkotog ra/II by A . Frazers Tytler , Esq.) Rossetti .
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his youth , and it rings clearly throughout his first pictures, exhibited m 1 862 .

One of these has as its subj ect The Lady of Shalo tt approaching the shore
of hermysterious island in a boat

, and the other St . George slaying the dragon .

Meanwhile , however, he had come to know Walker, through W. J . Linton ,

the wood-engraver, for whom he worked from 1 859 to 1 862 , and the former
led him to admire the beauty of the sculptures of the Parthenon . After this
he passed from romantic to antique subj ects

,
and there is something notably

youthful , a fresh bloom as of old legends, in these compositions, which recall
the sculpture of Phidias . The Bridge of Life , belonging to the year 1 875,
was like an antique gem or a Grecian bas-relie f. At the Paris World Ex hibi
tion of 1 878 he had a Birth of Venus

,

”
noble and antique in composition,

and of a severity o f form which suggested Mantegna . The suave and poetic
single figures which he delights in painting are at once Greek and English
girls, with branches of blossom in white drapery falling into fo lds, and envelop
ing the ir whole form while indIcating every line of the body . His Pegasus
might have come straight from the frieze of the Parthenon . The Fleeting
Hours at once recalls Guido Reni ’s Aurora and Diirer

’

s apocalyptic riders.

Later he turned to de

corative painting, like all the
representatives of the pre

Raphaelite group . He is one

of the most original designers
for industrial work in tap
estry, next to Morris the

most influential leader of the
English arts and crafts, and
he has collaborated in found
ing that modern natural istic
tendency of style which will
be the art of the future . His

designs are always based
upon naturalistic motives
the English type of woman
hood and the English splen
dour of flowers . There
always predominates a sen

sitive relationship between
the aesthe tic character of the
forms and the ir symbolical
significance . He always
adapts an Obj ect of nature
so that it may correspond

Cam ” ,mm in style with the material in
WATTS . (By p mm

'

m
'

on cy
'

tlu Artist.) HOPE . which he works. The way



Pag eant .
WAfl s . (By ptm mtbn of t/u Art ist .) PAOLO AND FRANCESCA .
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As a man , Watts was one o f those artists who are only to be found in
England—an art ist who , from his youth upwards, has been able to live for
his art without regard to profit . Bor n in London in the year 1 820

,
he le ft

the Academy after be ing a pupil there for a brief period, and began to visit
the Elgin Room in the British Museum . The impression made upon him by
the sculptures of the Parthenon was decisive for his whole life . No t merely
are numerous plastic works due to his study o f them ,

but several of his finest
paintings. When he was seventeen he exhibited his first pictures , which were
painted very delicately and with scrupulous pains ; and in 1 843 he took
part in the competition for the frescoes of the Houses of Parliament ,
amongst which the representation of St . George and the Dragon was from his

hand . With the proceeds of the prize which he received at the competition
he went to Italy , and there he came to regard the great Venetians Titian and

Giorgione as his kin and his contemporaries . The pupil of Phidias became
the worshipper o f Tintore tto . In Italy he produced Fata Morgana,

a

picture of a warrior vainly catching at the airy white veil of a nude femal e
figure which floats past . This work already displays him as an accomplished
artist, though it is wanting in the large ,

Classical tranquillity of his later paint
ings. He returned home with plans demanding more than human energy .

Like the Frenchman Chenavard ,
he cherished the purpose of representing

the history of the world in a series of frescoes ,
which were to adorn the walls

of a building Specially adapted for the purpose . Chaos,
”

The Creation,

The Temptation of Man ,

”
The Penitence ,

”
The Death of Abe l,

”
and

The Death of Cain were the earliest pictures which he designed for the
series. It was through fresco painting alone , as he believed ,

that it was
possible to school English art to monumental grandeur, nobleness, and sim

plicity . But it was no t possible for him to remain long upon this path in
England, where painting has but little space accorded to it upon the walls
of churches, while in o ther public buildings decoration is no t in demand .

Moreover, it is doubtful whether Watts would have achieved anything great
in this province of art . At any rate ,

a work which he executed for the dining
hall at Linco ln '

s Inn—an assembly of the lawgivers of all times from Moses
down to Edward I—is scarcely more than a mixture of Raphael ’s School of
Athens and the Hemicycle of Delaroche . In magnificent allegories in
the form of oil-paintings he first found the expression of his individual ity .

Like Turner, Watts did not paint pictures for sale . Yet he has lent one or

o ther of his pictures to almost every public exhibition . A whole room is

devoted to him in the Tate Gallery . But to know his work thoroughly one

had to go to his house . His studio in Little Ho lland House contained almost
all his important creations, and was visited by the public upon Saturday and
Sunday afternoons as freely as if it were a museum .

As a landscape painter Watts is a visionary like Turner, though in addition
to the purely artistic effect of his pictures he always endeavoured to awaken
remo ter feelings and ideas o f some kind or ano ther. His landscape Cor



WATTS (By permission o/Mr. F. 110e , the owner of the copyrig ht.) ARIADNE.
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amongst painte rs,
Rosse tti , Millais ,

Le ighton ,
Hum e -Jones , and Calderon

and amongst no table fore igners,
Guizo t , Thiers,

Joachim the violinist , and

many o thers. In the matter of technique Watts is ex celled by many o f the

French . His portraits have some thing he avy , nor are they eminent e ither
for so ftness of modelling ,

or for that momentary and animated efiect peculiar
to Leubach . But few po rtraits belonging to the nine teenth century have the
same force o f expression, the same straightforward surenes s o f aim , the same

grandeur and simplicity. Be fore each o f the persons represented one is able
to say, That is a painter, that a poe t , and t hat a scholar . All the self-con
scious dignity of a President of the Royal Academy is expressed in the picture
of Le ighton , and his look is as cold as marble while the eyes o f Burne-Jones
seem mystically ve iled, as though they were gazing into the past . Indeed,
the way in which Watts grasps his characters is masterly beyond conception .

Amongst the old painters Tintoretto and Moroni might be compared with him
most readily, while Van Dyck is the leas t like him of all .

In Opposition to the poe tic fantasy of Burne-Jones dallying with legendary
lore , an element of brooding thought is characteristic of the large composi
tions of Watts, a meditative absorption in ideas which provoke the intellec t
to further activity by the ir mysterious allegorical suggestions. Just as he
makes an approach to the Old Venetians in external form , he is divided from
them in the inward burden of his work by a severity and hardiness character
ist ic o f the Northern spirit

,
a predominance of idea seldom met with amongst

Southern masters
,
and a profoundly sad way of thought in which one sees

the stamp of the nineteenth century. Apart from the purely artistic effect
of his work, he tried to make his pictures serve as a stimulus to deeper thought
and meditation : The end o f art ,

”
he writes, must be the exposition of

some we ighty principle of spiritual significance , the illustration of a great
truth .

The Spirit of Christianity, the only one ofhis works which has a religious
tone

,
displays a youth throned upon the clouds ,

with children nestling at his
fee t . His powerful head is bent upwards , and his right hand opened wide .

In Orpheus and Eurydice he has chosen the moment when Orpheus turns
round to behold Eurydice turning pale and sinking to the earth , to be once
more swallowed by Hades . The lyre drops from his hands, and with a gesture
of despair he draws the fo rm of his wife to his heart in a last , eternal embrace .

Artemis and Endymion is a scene in which a tall female figure in silvery
shining vesture bends over the sleeping shepherd , throwing herself into the
curve of a sickle .

But
, as a rule

,
he ne ither makes use of Christian nor of an cient ideas, but

embodies his own thoughts. In The Illusions of Life , a picture be longing
to the year 1 847 , beautiful , dreamy figures hover over a gulf, spreading at
the verge of existence . At their feet lie the shattered emblems of greatness
and power, and upon a small strip of the earth hanging over an abyss those
illusions are visible which have no t yet been destroyed Glory, in the shape
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of a knight in harness

,
chases the bubble of resounding fame Love is sym

bolised by a pair who are tenderly embracing Learn ing, by an old man poring
over manuscripts in the dusk Innocence ,

by a child grasping at a butterfly .

The Angel o f Death is a picture of
,
a winged and mighty woman throned

at the entrance of a way which leads to etern ity . Upon her knees there rests,
covered with a white cloth , the corpse o f a new-born child . Men and women
of every station lay reverently down at the feet of the angel the symbo ls o f

the ir dign ity and the implements of the ir earthly to il .
Love and Death represents the two great sovere igns of the world

wrestling together for a human life . With steps which have a mysterious
maj esty , pallid Death draws near, demanding entrance at the door of a house ,

whilst Love ,
a slight

,
boyish figure with bright wings ,

places himself in the

way ; but with one great , irresistible gesture the mighty genius of Death
sweeps the shrinking child to one side . In ano ther pic ture , Love and Life

,

the gen ius o f Love
,
in the form of a slim

,
powerful youth ,

helps poor
,
weak

,

clinging Life , a half-grown ,
timid

,
faltering girl, to clamber up the stony path

of a mountain , over which the sun rises golden . Hope is a picture in
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which a tender spirit
,
bathed in the blue mist , sits upon the globe ,

blindfold
,

listening in bliss to the low sound vibrating from the last string o f her harp .

Mammon is embodied by Watts in a coarse and bloated satyr brutal ly
setting his heel upon a youth and a young girl , as upon a foo tstoo l .
In 1 893 , when the committee o f the Munich Exhibition were moved by

the writings of Cornelius Gurlit t t o have some of these works sent over to
Germany,

a certain disappointment was felt in artistic circles . And any
one who is accustomed to gauge pictures by the ir technique is j ustified in
missing the genuine pictorial temperament in Watts . The Sobriety of his
scheme of colour

,
his pre ference for subdued tones,

his distaste for all dex

terity and freedom from all calculated refinement , are no t in accord with
the desires of our time . Even his sentiment is al together opposed to that
which predominates in the other New Ideal ists . Burne-Jones and Rossetti
found sympathy because the ir repining lyricism ,

their psych0pathic subtlety
,

their wonderful mixture of archaic simplicity and decadent hantgoat, stand in
direct touch with the present . Watts ’ pictures seem cold and wanting in
temperament because he made no appeal to the vibrating life of the nerves.

But the same sort of criticism was written by the younger generation
in Germany,

seventy years ago ,
on the works of Goe the , which have , none

the less, remained fresher than those of Schlegel and Tieck . What is modem
is not always the same as what is eternally young . And if one endeavours

,

disregarding the current of the age , to approach Watts as though he were an
old master, one feels an increas ing sense of the probability that amongst all
the New Idealists of the present he has

,
next to Boecklin , the best prospect

of becoming one . In spite of all its independence of spirit , the art of Burne
Jones has an affected mannerism in its outward garb . The sentiment of it
is free ,

but the form is confined in the old limits. And it is not impossible
that later generations, to whom his specifical ly modern sentiment will appeal
more and more faintly, may one day rank him , on account o f his archaism
in drawing, as much amongst the eclectics as Overbeck and Fiihrich are held
to be at the present time . But that can never happen to Watts. His works
are the expression of an artist who is as little dependent upon the past as
upon the momentary tendencies o f the present . His articulation of form has
nothing in common with the lines Of beauty of the antique ,

or the Quattro
cento , or the Cinquecento . It is a thing created by himself and to himself
peculiar. He needs no erudition

,
and no attributes and symbo ls borrowed

from the Renaissance , to body forth his allegories. With him there begins
a new power of creating types and his figure of Death—that tall woman ,

clad in white ,
with hollow cheeks, livid face , and lifeless sunken eyes—is no

less cogent than the genius with the torch reversed or the burlesque skeleton
of the Middle Ages. Moreover, there is in his works a trace of profundity
and simple grandeur which stands alone in our own period . It is precisely
our more sensitive nervous system which divides us from the old painters,
and has generally given the artistic productions of our day a disturbed,
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CHAPTER XXX I I I

THE NEW IDEALISM IN FRANCE AND GERMANY

SIMILAR change of taste occurred in France . Just as the Impres
sionists had held modernity alone in high honour, so now awoke the

longing after the faded lustre o f a bygone age of beauty . The younger

generation in literature began to do homage to the ir Spiritual ancestors no t

in Zo la but in Charles Baudelaire , that abstracter of the quintessence ; and
similarly in the province o f art there came to the fore two o f the older masters
who until then had been relegated t o the background .

In pictorial art Gustave M oreau is equivalent to Charles Baude laire .

Certain of the strange and fascinating poems in the Fleurs du Mal strike alone
the same note of sentiment as the tortured , subtilised ,

morbid , but mysterious
and captivating creations o f Moreau ; and his figures, like those of Baude
laire ,

live in a mysterious world, and stimulate the spirit like eternal riddles.

Every one of his works stands in ne ed of a commentary every one of them
bears witness to a profound and pecul iar activity of mind, and every one of

them is full of intimate reveries. Every agitation of his inward spirit takes
shape in myths of hieratical strangeness, in mysterious hallucinations, which
he sets in his pictures like j ewels. He gives ear to dying strains, rising faintly,

inaudible to the maj ority ofmen . Marve llous be ings pass before him , fantastic
and ye t earnest forms of legendary story hover through space upon strange
animals a fabulous hippogriff bears him far away to Greece and the East , to
vanished worlds of beauty . Upon the j ourney he beholds Utopias, beholds
the Fortunate Islands, and visits all lands, borne upon the pin ions of a dream .

An age which went wild over Cabanel and Bouguereau could no t possibly be
in sympathy with him . The Naturalists, also, looked upon him as a singular
be ing it was much as if an Indian magician whose robe shone in al l the hues
of the rainbow had suddenly made his appearance at a ball , amongst men

in black evening dress . It is only since the mysterious smile o f Leonardo ’

s

femin ine figures has once more drawn the world beneath its spell that the
spirit o f Morean ’

s pictures has become a familiar thing . Even his schooling
was different from that o f his contemporaries. He was the only pupil o f
that strange artist Theodore Chassériau , and Chassériau had directed him to

the study of Be llini , Mantegna,
Leonardo da Vinci, and all those enchan ting

primitive artists whose enchanting femal e figures are seen to move through
mysterious black and blue landscapes . He was then se izedwith an enthusiasm

210
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for the hieratical art of India . And he was also affected by old German
copper-engraving , old Venetian pottery,

painting upon vases and enamel,
mosaics and n iello work , tapestries and Old Oriental miniatures . His exquisite
and expressive style

,
which , at a time when the flowing Cinquecento manner

was in vogue , made an unpleasant effect by its archaic angularity,
was the

result of the fusion of these elements .

When he appeared , the special characteristic o f French art was its seeking
after violent agitations of the spirit , emotions fortes. The spirit was to be
roused by stormy vehemence ,

as a relaxed system is braced by massage . But
the generation at the close of the nineteenth century wan ted to be soothed
rather than stirred by painting . It could no t endure shrill cries, loud , em
phatic speech , or vehement gestures . It desired subdued and refined emo tions,
and Moreau

’

s distinction is that he was the firs t to give expression to this
weary decadent humour. In his work a complete absence of motion has

taken the place of the striding legs
,
the attitudes of the fencing-master, the

arms everlastingly raised to heaven , and the passionately distorted faces
which had re igned in French painting since David . He makes spiritual
expres sion his starting-po int

,
and not scenic effect ; he keeps, as it were ,

within the laws which rule over classical sculpture ,
where vehemence was only

permitted to intrude from the period of decline ,
from the Pergamene reliefs,

the Laocoon, and the Farnese Bull . Everything bears the seal of sublime
peace everything is inspired by inward life. and suppressed passion . Even
when the gods fight there are no mighty gestures with a mere frown they
can shake the earth like Zeus.

His spiritual conception of the old myths is j ust as peculiar as his grave
art iculation of form it is a conception such as earlier generations could no t

have
,
one which alone befits the spiritual condition o f the close of the nine

teenth century . During the most recent decades archaeo logical excavations
and scientific researches have widened and deepened our conceptions of the

old mythology in a most unexpected manner. Beside the laughter of the

Grecian Pan we hear the sighs and beho ld the convulsions of Asia,
in her

anguish bearing gods, who perish young like spring flowers, in the loving arms
of Oriental goddesses. We have heard o f chryselephantine statues covered
with precious stones from top to bo ttom and we know the grace ful terra
cotta figures of Tanagra . Before there was a knowledge of the Tanagra
statuettes no archaeologist could have believed that the Eros of Hesiod was
such a charming , wayward little rascal . Before the discovery of the Cyprus
statues no artist would have ventured to adorn a Grecian goddess with flowers,
pins for the head, and a heavy tiara. Prompted by these discoveries , Moreau
has been swayed by strangely rich inspirations. He is said to have worked
in his studio as in a tower opulent with ivory and j ewels. He has a delight
in arraying the figures of his legends in the most costly material s, as the dis
coveries at Cyprus give him warrant for do ing

, in painting their robes in the
deepest and most lustrous hues, and in be ing almost too lavish in his manner
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of adorning their arms and breasts . Every figure of his is a glittering idol
,

enveloped in a dress of gold brocade embro idered with precious stones . His

love of ornamentation is even extended to his landscapes. They are im

probable
,
far too fair , far too rich ,

far too strange to exist in the actual world
,

but they are in close harmony with the character of these sumptuously clad
figures which wander in them like the mystic and me lancho ly shapes of a

dream . The capricious generation that lived in the Renaissance occas ionally
handled classical subj ects in this manner, but there is the same difference
between Filippino Lippi and Gustave Moreau as there is between Bo tticelli
and Burne-Jones : the former

,
like Shakespeare in the M idsummer N ight

’

s

Dream,
transformed the antique into a blithe and fantastic fairy world

,
whereas

that fire of yearning romance which once flamed from poor HOIderlin ’

s poet
heart burns in the pictures of Moreau .

His Orpheus is one of his most characteristic and beautiful works.

He has not borrowed the composition from antique tragedy . The drama
is over . Orpheus has been torn asunder by the Maenads, and the limbs of

the poet lie scattered over the icy fields of the hyperborean lands. His head,
borne upon his lyre now

,
for ever mute , has been cast upon the shore of Erebus .

Nature seems to sleep in mysterious peace . Around there is nothing to be
seen but still waters and pallid light , no thing to be heard but the tone of a
small shrill flute

,
played by a barbarian shepherd sitting on the cliff . A

Thracian girl
,
whose hair is adorned with a garland

,
and whose look is earnest ,

has taken up the head o f the singer and regards it long and quietly . Is it
merely pity that is in her eyes ? A romantic Hellenism

,
a pro found melan

choly underlies the picture ,
and the old story closes with a cry of love . In

his (Edipus and the Sphinx of 1 864,
and his Heracles o f 1 878 ,

he treated
battle scenes, the hero ic struggle between man and beast , and in these pictures,
also

,
there is no vio lence ,

no vehemence ,
no movement . In a terrible silence

the two antagonists exchange looks in his (Edipus and the Sphinx, while
the ir breath mingles . Like a living riddle , the winged creature gazes upon
the stranger

,
but the youth with his long locks stands so composedly be fore

her that the spectator feels that he must know the decisive word .

In Helen upon the Walls o f Troy the figure of the enchantress ,
as

she stands there mo tionless
,
clad in a robe glittering with brilliant stones

and diamonds like a shrine
,
is seen to rise against the blood-red horizon as

though it were a statue of go ld and ivory . Like a queen of spades, she ho lds
in her hand a large flower. Heaps of bodies pierced with arrows lie at her
feet . But she has no glance of pity for the dying whose death-ratt le greets
her. Her wide

,
apathetic eyes are fixed upon vacancy . She sees in the gold

of the sunset the smoke ascending from the Grecian camp . She will embark
in the fair ship of Menelaus, and return in triumph to He llas, where new

love shall be her portion . And the looks o f the old men fasten upon her in
admiration . It is fitting that the Tro jans and the Achzeans fight for such a
woman . Helen in her blond voluptuous beauty is transformed beneath
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lightly as a figure in a dream, she

begins to dance , ho lding a tremulous
lo tus-flower in her hand . A shining
tiara is upon her head ; her body is
adorned with all the j ewels which
the dragons guard in the ve ins Of the
earth . Faster and faster and with
a more voluptuous grace she twists
and stretches her splendid limbs ;
but of a sudden she starts and

presses her hand to her heart : she

has seen the executioner as he smo te
the head o f John from the body .

In the midst of an Oriental paradise ,

the body Of the Baptist lies in the

grass ; the head has been set upon
a charger, and Salome , like a blood
thirsty tigress, watches i t with looks
Of ardent , famished love .

D ifferent as they seem in tech
nique

,
there are many po ints Of

contact between the visionary Gus
tave Moreau and Pavis de Chavannes,
the original and fascinating creator

a“ ,
of the decorative painting of the

momma. onpnnus.
nineteenth century . Where one in

dulges in detail , the other resorts to simplification ; where the former is

opulent the latter is ascetic ; and yet they are associated through inward
sympathy .

Puvis de Chavannes is the Domenico Ghirlandajo of the nineteenth
century . The most eminent mural works which have been achieved in

France owe their existence to him . Wall-paintings from his hand may be
found above the staircase of the museums o f Amiens

,
Marseilles, and Lyons,

in the Paris Pantheon and the new Sorbonne , in the town-halls o f Poitiers
and many other French towns—pictures which it is diflicult to describe in
detail , through the medium of pedestrian prose . The two works with which
he opened the decorative series in the museum of Amiens in 1 861 are entitled
Bellum and Concordia. In the former warriors are riding over a

monotonous plain . Two smoking pillars
,
the gloomy witnesses to sorrow and

devastation
,
cast the ir dark shadows over the still fields ,

whilst here and

there burning mills rise into the sombre sky like torches. In Concordia ,
the counterpart to this work ,

there are women plucking flowers
,
and naked

youths urging on their horses amid a luxuriant grove of laurel . In the Paris
Pantheon he painted

,
between 1 876 and 1 878 , The Girlhood of St . Gene
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vieve . A laughing spring landscape , filled with the blitheness of May
,

spreads beneath the bright sky Of the Isle de France . Calm figures move
in it , men and women , children and greybeards . A bishop lays his hand
upon the head of a young shepherdess sailors are coming ashore from the ir
barks . The Grove sacred to the Arts and Muses comes first in the decora
tion o f the Lyons Museum . Upon one side is a thick forest , dark and pro

found ,
and upon the o ther the horizon is fringed by viole t-blue hills and a

large lake reflecting the bluish atmosphere ; in the foreground are green
meadows, where the flowers gleam like stars

, and trees standing apart
,
oaks

and firs , their strong ,
straight stems rising stiffly into the sky.

At the foot
of a pillared porch strange figures lie by the shore or stand erect amid the
pale grass

,
one with her arm po int

ing upwards ,
another musing with

her hand resting upon her chin
,

a third unrolling a parchment .
Athle tic youths are bringing flowers
and winding garlands . The Vision
of Antiquity ”

and Christian In

spiration complete the series .

The former of these pictures brings
the spectator into Attica . Locked
by a simple landscape Of hills the

blue sea is rippling
, and bright

islands rise from its bosom , while
a clear sky sheds its full light from
above . Trees and shrubs are grow
ing here and there . A shepherd is
playing upon the pan

-pipes
,
goats

are grazing
,
and five female figures,

some o f them nude
,
the o thers

clothed , caress tame peacocks in

the tall grass or lean against a

parapet
,
breathing in the fresh ,

cool air. Farther back , at the foot
Of a height , is a young woman ,

ho lding herself erect like a statue ,

as she talks with a youth , whilst in
the distance at the verge Of the
sea a spectral cavalcade , like that
in Phidias ’ frieze o f the Parthenon ,

gallops swiftly by . In the counter

part , Christian Inspiration,
a

number of friars who are devoted
a“ . d“ Beater -A rts.

to art are gathered together in the MOREAU . DES IGN p o x ENAMEL .
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portico of an abbey church . The walls
are embe llished with naive frescoes
in the style o f the Siennese schoo l .
One of the monks who is working on

the pictures has alighted from the

ladder and regards the result of his
to il with a critical air. Lilies are

blooming in a vase upon the ground .

Outside
,
beyond the clo ister wall

,
the

flush o f evening sheds its parting
light over a lonely landscape

,
whence

dark cypresses rise into the air
,

straight as a lance . In the decora
tion Of the Sorbonne the Obj ect was
to suggest all the lo fty purposes to
which the place has been dedicated
upon the wall o f the great amphi
theatre used for the so lemn sessions
of the faculty , and facing the statues
Of the founders . Puvis de Chavannes
did this by displaying a throne in a

sacred grove
,
a throne upon which a

grave matron arrayed in sombre gar
ments is sitting in meditation . This
is the Old Sorbonne . Two genii at

her side bring palm-branches and

crowns as Offerings in honour of the

famous minds of the past . Around are standing manifold figures arrayed
in the costumes which were assigned to the arts and sciences in Florence
at the time Of Botticelli and Filippino Lippi. From the rock upon which
they are set there bursts the living spring from which youth derives
knowledge and new power. A thick wood divides this quiet haunt

,

consecrated to the Muses
,
from the rush and the petty trifles o f life . In a

painting entitled Inter Artes e t Naturam
,

over the staircase o f the

museum o f Rouen ,
artists musing over the ruins of medie val buildings are

seen lying in the midst o f a Norman landscape ,
beneath apple-trees whose

branches are weighed down by their burden of fruit ; upon the o ther side
o f the picture there is a woman ho lding a child upon her knees, whilst ano ther
woman is trying to reach a bough laden with fruit

,
and a group o f painters

look on enchanted with the grace o fher simple
,
harmonious movement .

Puvis de Chavannes is no t a virtuoso in technique ; for a Frenchman
,

indeed ,
he is almost clumsy

,
and is sure in very little o f the work Of

his hand ,

—in fact, it is quite possible that a later age will no t reckon him
among the great painters . But what it can never forget is that after a

Caz . des Beaux-Arts.

MOREAU . THE PLA INT OF THE POET.
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Chavannes after beholding all the admirable pane ls with which the recog
nised masters of the flowing line have illustrated the temple Of St . Genevieve ,

when it turns from St . Louis, Clovis, Jeanne d
’

Arc ,
and Dionysius Sanctus

to The Girlhood of St . Genevieve ,

” it is as if one laid aside a prosy history
Of the world to read the Eclogues of Virgil .

In the one case there are arche ological lectures, stage scenery
,
and his

trionic art in the o ther
,
simple poe try and lyrical magic , a marvellous evoca

tion from the distant past Of that atmosphere of legend which ban ishes the
commonplace . His art would express no thing, would represent nothing it
would only charm and attune the spirit , like music heard faintly from the

distance . His figures perform no significan t actions ; nor are any learned
attributes employed in the ir characterisation , such as were introduced in
Greece and at the Renaissance . He does not paint Mars, Vulcan ,

and Minerva,

but war
,
work

,
and peace . In translating the word bellum into the language

Of painting in the Museum Of Amiens he did not need academical Bellonas,
nor sword-cuts

,
nor knightly suits of armour, nor fluttering standards. A

group of mourning and stricken women
,
warlike horsemen ,

and a simple land
scape sufficed him to conj ure up the drama Of war in all its terrible maj esty .

And he is as far from gross material heaviness as from academical sterility .

The reapers to iling in his

painting entitled Summer
are modern in their move
ments and in the ir who le
appearance , and yet they
belong to no special time and

seem to have been wafted
into a world beyond ; they
are beings who might have
lived yesterday, or

,
for the

matter Of that , a thousand
years ago . The who le of

existence seems in Puvis de

Chavannes like a day without
beginning or end

,
a day of

Paradise , unchangeable and

eternal . And very simple
means sufficed him to attain
this transcendental effect : like
Millet , he general ises what is
individual

, and tempers what
is presented in nature antique
nudity is associated in an

unforced mannerwith modern
PIERRE puvrs DE CHAVANNES . (h at h -W " [WM-“f costume ; a designed sim
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PUVIS DE CHAVANNES . (By pem issiox of t/re Art ist.) A V IS ION OF ANT IQU ITY .

plicity, which has no thing of the academical painting of the nude ,
is ex

pressed in the handling of form . Even his landscape he constructs upon
its elementary forms

, and by means o f its essential , expressive features.

But by a certain concordance of lines
,
by a distinct rhythm of form ,

he com

passes a sentiment which is grave and so lemn or idyllic .

The Quattrocentisti , especial ly Ghirlandajo ,
were his models in this epical

simplicity, and beside Baudry , the deft and spirited decorator of the most
modernised High Renaissance style ,

he has the effect of a primitive artist
risen from the grave . His pictures have an archaic bloom—some thing
sacerdotal , if you will , something seraphic and holy . Often one fancies that
one recognises the influence o f old tapestries, to say nothing of Fra Angelico ,
but one is at a loss to give the model copied . And what places him like Moreau
in sharp opposition to the old masters is that

,
instead of their sunny,

smiling
blitheness

,
he too is under the sway of that heavy melancho ly spirit which

the close of the nineteenth century first brought into the world .

When he , a countryman o f Flandrin and Chenavard ,
began his career

under Couture over half a century ago , the world did no t understand his
pictures. People blamed the poverty of his palette , asserted that he was too
simple and restricted in his methods of co louring ,

and he was called a Lenten
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PUVIS DE CHAVANNES . THE BEHEADING OF JOHN THE BAPTIST .

(By pen nission g
’

the Artist.)

painter, nu pointre de caréme, whose dull eye noted nothing in nature except
ungainly lines and uniformly grey tones . Women were especially unfavour
able to him

,
taking his lean figures as a personal insult to themselves . More

over, the calm and immobility o f his figures were censured , and when he e x

hibited his earliest pictures in 1 854,
at the same time as those of Courbet

, he

was called an ion tranquille, j ust as the latter was christened un fou furieux .

In later years it was precisely through these two qualities, his grandiose
quie tude and his ane mic painting

,
that he brought the world beneath

his spe ll , and diverted French art into a new course .

As his landscapes know nothing of agitated clouds , nor abruptness no r

the strife o f the elements, so his figures avoid all oratorical vehemence . They
are eternally young

,
free from br utal passions

,
lost in oblivion . Le t him

conj ure up old Hellas or the quiet life o f the cloister
,
over figures and land

scapes there always rests a tender sentiment o f consecration and dreamy
peace no vio lent gesture and no loud tone disturb that harmony of feeling
by any vehement action .

Nor does the co lour admit any discord in the large harmony . It is e x

ceedingly so ft and light , although subdued ; it has that faint , deadened in
decisiveness to be seen in faded tapestries or vanishing frescoes . Tend e r
and delicate in its chalky grey unity,

which banishes real ity and creates a
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N eurdein/réres,fihot o.

PUVIS DE CHAVANNES . THE POOR FISHERMAN .

world of dreams
,
it is spread around the shadowy figures. It is impossible to

imagine his pictures without this light so pure and yet ve iled , this silvery ,

transparent air, impregnated with the breath o f the Divine , as Plato would
say it is impossible to imagine them without the de licate tones of these pale
green , pale rose-coloured

,
and pale vio let dresses, which are as delicate as

fading flowers
, and without this flesh-tint , which lends a phantomlike and

unearthly appearance to his figures . It is all like a melody pitched in the

high
,
finely touched, and tremulous tones of a violin it invites a mood which

is at once blithe and sentimental
,
happy and sad , banishes all earthly things

into oblivion
,
and carries one into a distant , peaceful , and holy world .

Mon coeur es t en repos
,
mon ame est en silence

,

Le bruit loin tain du monde expire en arrivan t
,

Comme nu son élo igné qu
’

afl
‘
aiblit la distance

,

l
’

o re ille incertaine appo rté par le ven t .

J
’

ai trop vu ,
trop sen ti

,
trop aimé dan s ma vie ;

Je viens chercher vivan t le calme du Lethe
Beaux lieux , soye z pour moi ces bo rds o il l

’

on oublie
L

’

oubli seul désormais est ma félicité .
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L02 7 et ses Fils,filt oto .

PUVIS DE CHAVANNES . SUMMER
.

D ’
ici je vo is la vie

,
a travers un nuage

,

S
’

évanouir pour mo i dans l ’ombre du passé .

L ’

amitie me trahit
,
la pit ie m ’

abandonne
,

E t
,
seul

, je descends le sen tier de tombeaux.

Mais 1a nature es t la qui t
’

invite e t qui t
’

aime ;

Plonge -to i dans son se in qu 'e lle t
’

ouvre toujours ;
Quand to u t change po ur to i

,
la nature est la meme

,

Est le meme so le il se leve sur tes jours .

”

It was no t long before the doctrine o f the two souls in Faust was

exemplified in Germany also : from the fertile manure of Naturalism there
sprang the blue flower o f a new Romantic ism . In Germany there had once
lived Albrecht Durer, the greatest and most pro found painter-poet o f all

time and there
,
too

, even in an unpropitious age that genial visionary Moritz
Schwind succeeded in flourishing . When the period of eclectic imitation
had been overcome by Naturalism ,

was it no t fitting that artists should once
more attempt to embody the world of dreams beside that of actual existence

,

and beside tangible reality to give shape to the unearthly foreboding which
fills the human heart with the visions and the cravings of fancy ? In that
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to Brussels, where he copied the old Dutch masters in the gallery . By the
sale of some of his works he acquired the means of travelling to Paris. He

passed through the days Of the Revo lution of June in 1 848 ,
studied the pictures

in the Louvre , and returned home after a brie f stay to perform his military
duties. In the March o f 1 850,

when he was three-and-twenty, he went to
Rome , where he entered the circle of Anselm Feuerbach and in 1 853 he married
a Roman lady . In the fo llowing year he produced the decorative pictures
in which he represented the relations of man to fire these had been ordered
for the house of a certain Consul Wedekind in Hanover, but were sent back
as being bizarre . In 1 856 he betook himself—rather hard up for money
to Munich , where he exhibited in the Art Union The Great Pan ,

which
was bought by the Pinakothek . Paul Heyse was the medium of his making
the acquaintance of Schack . And in 1 858 he was appointed a teacher at
the Academy o f Weimar, by the influence of Lenbach and Begas. During
this time he produced Pan startling a Goat-herd in the Schack Gallery ,

and Diana Hunting . After three years he was again in Rome , and painted
there The Old Roman Tavern ,

”
The Shepherd ’

s Plaint of Love ,
and

The Villa by the Sea. In 1 866 he went to Basle to comple te the frescoes
over the staircase of the museum , and in 1 871 he was in Munich ,

where The

Idyll of the Sea was exhibited amongst other things. In 1 876 he settled
in Florence ,

in 1 886 at Zurich . From 1 895 until the day of his death, January
1 6

, 1 901 ,
he lived like a patriarch of art in his country house on the ridge o f

Fiesole .

Any one who would interpret a theory based upon the idea that an artist
is the result of influences might , while he is about it , speak of Boecklin ’

s

apprentice period in Diisseldorf and Schirmer ’s biblical landscapes. That
harmonious blending of figures with landscape , which is the leading note

in Boecklin
’

s work, was of course from the days of Claude Lorraine and

Poussin the essence of the so-called historical landscape which found its
principal representatives at a later period in Koch , Preller, Rottmann , Lessing,
and Schirmer. Yet Boecklin is no t the disciple of these masters ,

but stands
at the very Opposite pole Of art . The art of all these men was merely a species
of historical painting . Old Koch read the Bible , E schylus,

Ossian , Dante ,
and Shakespeare found in them such scenes as Noah ’

s thank-offering, Macbeth
and the witches, or Fingal

’

s battle with the Spirit of Loda and sought amid
the Sabine hills

,
in Olevano and Subiaco

,
for sites where these incidents might

have taken place . Preller made the Odyssey the basis of his artistic creation,

chose out of it moments where the scene might be laid in some landscape , and
found in Riigen ,

Norway
,
Sorrento

,
and the coast of Capri the elements o f

nature necessary to his epic . Rottmann worked upon hexameters composed
by King Ludwig

,
and adhered in the views he painted to the historical memories

attached to the towns of Italy . Lessing sought inspiration in Sir Wal ter
Scott

,
for whose monks and nuns he devised an appropriately sombre and

mysterious background . Schirmer illustrated the Books of Moses by placing
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the figures in Schnorr
’

sPicture
Bible in Preller

’

s Odyssean
landscape . Whether they
were Classicists appealing to
the eye by the architecture
o f fo rm , or Romanticists
addressing the spirit by the
mood in the ir landscapes,
it was common to al l these

pain ters that they set out

from a literary or historical
subj ect . They gave an exact
interpre tation of the actions
prescribed by the ir authors,

surrounding the figures with
fictitious landscapes, corres
ponding in general conception
to one

’

s notion o f the sur

roundings of heroes, patri
archs

,
or hermits. The ir

pictures are historical inci
dents with a stage-setting of
landscape .

In Boecklin all this is

reversed . Landscape painter
he is in his very essence , and

he is ,
moreover, the greatest landscape painter of the nineteenth century

,

at whose side even the Fontainebleau group seem one-sided specialists .

Every one of the latter had a peculiar type of landscape , and a special hour
in the day which appealed to his feelings more distinctly than any o ther.

One loved spring and dewy morning , another the clear, cold day ,
another

the threatening maj esty o f the storm ,
the flashing effects of sportive sunbeams

,

or the evening after sunset , when colours fade from view . But Boecklin is
as inexhaustible as infinite nature herself. In one place he celebrates the
festival of spring with its burden of beauty it is ushered in by snowdrops ,
and greeted with joy by the ve ined cups of the crocus ; yellow primroses and

blue violets merrily nod the ir heads, and a hundred tiny mountain streams

leap precipitately into the valley to announce the coming of spring . In

ano ther, nature shines and blooms and chimes
,
and breathes her balm in all

the colours o f summer. Tulips freaked with purple rise at the side of paths ;
flowers in rows of blue ,

white
,
and yellow—hyacinths,

daisies, gentians ,

anemones, and snapdragon—fill the sward in hordes and down in the valley
blow the narcissus in dazzling myriads , loading the air with an overpowering

pe rfume . But , beside such lovely idylls
,
he has painted with puissant sub

ARNOLD BOECKLIN . PORTRA IT OF H IMSELF .
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limity as many complaining elegies and tempestuous tragedies. Here , the

sombre autumnal landscapes, with their tall black cypresses, are lashed by
the rain and the howling storm . There ,

lonely islands or grave ,
half-ruined

towers, tangled with creepers, rise dreamily from a lake , moum fully hearken
ing to the repining murmur of the waves and there , in the midst of a narrow
rocky glen , a rotten bridge hangs over a fearful abyss. Or a raging storm ,

beneath the might Of which the forests bow,
blusters round a wild mountain

land which rises from a blue-black lake . Bo ecklin has painted everything
the graceful and heroic , the solitude and the waste , the solemnly sublime
and the darkly tragic , passionate agitation and demoniacal fancy

,
the strife

Of foaming waves and the eternal rest o f rigid masses of rock, the wild uproar
of the Sky and the still peace Of flowery fields . The compass of his moods is
as much greater than that of the French Classicists as Italy is greater than
Fontainebleau .

For Italy is Boecklin ’

s home as a landscape painter, and the moods of
nature there are more in number than Poussin ever painted . Grave and sad

and grandiose is the Roman Campagna , with the ruins of the street of

sepulchres, and the grey and black herds of cattle looking moum fully over
the brown pastures . Hidden like the Sleeping Beauty lie the Roman villas
in his pictures, in their sad combination of splendour and decay, of life and

death , of youth and age . Behind weather-beaten grotto-wells and dark
green nooks of yew, white busts and statues gleam like phantoms. From
lo fty terraces the water in decaying aqueducts trickles down with a monoton
ous murmur into still pools

,
where bracken and withered shrubs overgrown

with ivy are reflected . Huge cypresses of the growth of centuries stand
gravely in the air, tossing the ir heads moum fully when the wind blows .

Then at a bound we are at Tivoli , and the whole scenery is changed . Great
fantastic rocks rise straight into the air, luxuriantly mantled by ivy

'

and

parasitic growths ; trees and shrubs take root in the cle fts the floods of the
Anio plunge headforemost into the depths with a roar of sound, like a legion
of demons thunder-stricken by some higher power. Then comes Naples,
with its glory of flowers and its moods of evening glowing in deep ruby . Blue
creepers twine round the balustrades of castles ; hedges of monthly roses

ve il the roads
,
and oranges grow large amid the dark foliage . Farther away

he paints the Homeric world o f Sicily, with its crags caressed or storm-beaten
by the wave

,
its blue grottoes

, and its deep glowing splendours of changing
colour . Or he represents the inland landscape of Florence with its soft
graceful lines of hill

,
its fields and flowers, buds and blossoms, and its numbe rs

o f white dreaming villas hidden amid rosy oleanders and standing against
the blue sky with a brightness almost dazzling .

Boecklin has no more rendered an exact portrait of the scenery of Italy
than the Classic masters of France sought to represent in a photographic
way districts in the forest of Fontainebleau . His whole life , like theirs,
was a renewed and perpetual woo ing of nature . As a boy he looked down
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from his attic in Basle upon the beav
ing waters of the Rhine . When he was
in Rome ,

in 1 850,
he wandered daily in

the Campagna to feast his eyes upon its
grave lines and colours . After a few

years in We imar he gave up his post to
gather fresh impressions in Italy . And

the moods with which he was inspired
by nature and the phenomena he ob

served were stored in his mind as though
in a great empo rium . Then his ima

gination went through ano ther stage .

That organic union of figures and

landscape which the representatives of
heroic landscape had surmised and

endeavoured to attain by a reasoned
method through the illustration of pas

sages in poe try took place in Boecklin

by the force of intuitive conception .

The mood excited in him by a land
scape is translated into an intuition of

In many pictures , particularly those
of his earlier period , the ground-tone
given by the landscape finds merely a A lber t.M unich.
faint echo in small accessory figures .

” Be n n“ A ROCKY CHAS”

In such pictures he stands more or less on a level with Dreber, that master
who died in Rome in 1 875, and was forgo tten in the history o f German art

more swiftly than ought to have been the case . Franz Dreber was no t one

of those Classicists dispersed over the face of Europe , men who were content
with setting hero ic actions in the midst o f noble landscapes in the fashion
of Preller ; on the contrary ,

he was the lyricist of this movement
, the first

man who did no t touch the epical mat erial o f old myths in amanner that was
mere ly scho larly and illustrative ,

but developed his picture from the original
note of landscape . In his pictures nature laughs with those who are glad

,

mourns with those who weep ,
sheds her light upon the joyful

, and envelops
tortured spirits in storm and the terror o f thunder. If the go lden age is to
be represented , the scene is a so ft summer landscape

,
where everything

breathes peace and innocence and bliss . And the life o f those who inhabit
this happy region runs by in blissful peace also . Fair women and children
rest upon the meadow

,
and gather fruits and pluck roses . If he paints

Ulysses upon the shore o f the sea, looking with yearning towards his distant
home

,
a dull, sultry haze of noon broods over the district

,
wide and grey

like the hero ’s yearning . A spring landscape of sunny blitheness, with
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butterflies sipping at the blossoms of the

trees and sunbeams sportively dallying on

the sea,
are the surroundings o f the picture

where Psyche is crowned by Eros . And

if Prometheus is represented chained to the
rock and striving to burst his fetters

,
all

nature fights the fight of the Titan . Lurid
clouds move swiftly through the sky,

ghostly flashes of lightning quiver
, and a

wild tempest rakes the mountains .

In Boecklin
’

s earlier pictures the acces
sory figures are placed in close relation
with the landscape in a manner entirely
similar. The mysterious keynote of senti
ment in nature gives the theme of the

scene represented. In the picture called
The Penitent , in the Schack Gallery ,

a hermit is kneeling half-naked be fore the
cross of the Saviour upon the slope of a
steep mountain . Troops o f ravens fly
screaming above his head , and a strip of
blue Sky shines with an unearthly aspect
between the trees, which are bent into
wild shapes . The character of the scene
is terribly severe

,
and severe and heavy

BOECKLIN THE “ WWW “ is the misery in the heart of the man

chastising himself with the scourge in his hand as he kneels there in prayer.

A deep melancholy rests over the picture named The Villa by the Sea.

The failing waves break gently on the shore with a moum ful whisper, the
wind utters its complaint blowing through the cypresses , and a few sunbeams
wander coyly over the deep grey o f the sky . At the socle o f a niche a young
woman dressed in black stands

,
and , with her head resting upon her hand

,

looks out o f deeply veiled eyes over the moving tide . In The Spring of

Love the landscape vibrates in lyrical ly so ft and flattering chords . The

budding splendour of blossoms covers the trees luxuriantly
, and a rivulet

ripples over the laughing grassy balk . A young man touches the strings o f

a lyre and sings ; and
,
j o ining in his song

,
a maiden stands beside him

leaning against a bush laden with blossom . In The Walk to Emmaus
the ground-tone is given by a grave evening landscape . The storm ruffles
the tops o f the great trees ,

and chases across the sky the heavy clouds, over
which strange evening lights are flitting . All nature trembles in shivering
apprehension . Abide with us : for it is toward evening, and the day is

far spent .

But Boecklin ’

s great creations reach a higher level . Having begun by
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hazily through the shining
clouds of spring . The secret
voices that live amid the

silence of the wood press
round him, and the phantom
born of the excited senses

becomes a ghostly unicorn
advancing with noiseless step ,

and bearing upon his back a
maiden of legendary story
dressed in a white garment .
In the thundercloud lying
over the broad summit of a

mountain a nd abundant in
blessing rain he sees the huge
body o f the gian t Prometheus,
who brought fire from heaven
and lies fettered to the moun
tain t op ,

Spreading over the
landscape like a cloud . The

form of Death stumbling
past cloven trees in rain and

A lfm w'lw
’

f ’b tempest
, as he rides his pale

BOECKLIN . PAN STARTLING A GOAT-HERD . horse
,
appears to him In a

waste and chill autumnal region ,
where stands a ruined castle in lurid

illumination . A sacred grove
,
lying in insular seclusion and fringed with

venerable old trees that rise straight into the air
,
rustling as they bend their

heads towards each other
,
is peopled ,

as at a word of enchantment , with
grave priestly figures robed in white

,
which approach in so lemn procession

and fling themselves down in prayer be fore the sacrificial fire . The lonely
waste of the sea is no t brought home to him with suflicient force by a wide
floor of waves

,
with gulls indo lently flying beneath a low and leaden sky ;

so he paints a flat crag emerging from the waves
,
and upon its crest , over

which the billows sweep
,
the shy dwellers o f the sea bathe in the light . Naiads

and Tritons assembled for a gamesome ride over the sea typify the sportive
hide-and-seek o f the waves . Yet there is no thing forced ,

no thing merely
ingen ious

,
no thing literary in these inventions . The figures are no t placed

in nature with de liberate calculation they are an embodied mood of nature
they are children o f the landscape

,
and no mere accessories .

Boecklin
’

s power o f creating types in embodying these be ings of his imagina
tion is a thing unheard of in the whole history of art . He has represented his
Centaurs and Satyrs

,
and Fauns and Sirens and Cupids

,
so vividly and im

pressively that they have become ideas as currently acceptable as i f they were
simple incomposite beings . He has seen the awfulness o f the sea at moments
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when the secret be ings o f the deep emerge
,
and he allows a glimpse into the

fabulous reality of their hereto fore unexplored existence . For all beings
which hover swarming in the atmosphere around have the ir dwelling in the

trees or the ir haunts in rocky deserts
,
he has found new and convincing figures.

Everything which was created in this fie ld be fore his time—the works of Diirer,
Mantegna, and Salvator Rosa no t excepted—was an adro it sport with forms

already established by the Greeks, and a transposition of Greek statues into
a pictorial medium . With Boecklin

,
who instead o f illustrating mytho logy

himself creates it , a new power of inventing myths was introduced . His

creations are no t the distant issue of nature
,
but corporeal be ings, full of

ebullient energy ,
individual ised through and through

,
and stout , lusty ,

and

natural ; and in creating them he has been even more consistent than the

Greeks. In the ir work there is some thing inorganic in the combination of a
horse ’

s body with the head of Zeus or Laocoon grafted upon it . But in the

presence of Boecklin
’

s Centaurs heaving great boulders around them and

biting and worrying each o ther’

s manes, the spectator has really the feeling
which prompts him to exclaim

,

“ Every inch a steed In him the nature
of the sea is expressed through his cold

,
slimy women with the dripping hair

clinging to the ir heads far more powerfully than it was by the sea-gods of
Greece . How merciless is the look in their cold

,
black ,

soulless eyes They
are as terrible as the destroy
ing sea that yesterday in its
be llowing fury engulfed a

hundred human creatures
despairing in the anguish o f

death
,
and to-day stretches

still and joyous in its blue
infin ity and its callous ob

livion of all the evils it has
wrought .

And only a slight altera
tion in the truths o f nature
has sufficed him for the

creation o f such chimerical
beings . As a landscape
painter he stands with all his
fibres roo ted in the earth

,

although he seems quite
alienated from this world
of ours

,
and his fabulous

creatures make the same con

vincing impression because
they have been created with A16m , Mm “.

all the inner logical congruity BOECKLIN . THE HERD .
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of nature , and delineated under close relationship to actual fact with
the same numerous details as the real animals of the earth . For his

Tri tons, Sirens, and Mermaids, with their awkward bodies covered with
bristly hair and the ir prominent eyes, he may have made studies from
seals and walruses. AS they stretch themselves upon a rocky coast ,
fondling and playing with the ir young , they have the look of sea-cows
in human fo rm , though ,

like men ,
they have around them all manner

of beasts o f prey and domestic pets which they caress,—in one place a

sea-serpent , in another a seal . His Obese and short-winded Tritons, with
shining red faces and flax en hair dripping with moisture , are good-humoured
old gentlemen with a quantity of warm blood in the ir ve ins , who love and

laugh and drink newwine . His Faunsmay be met with amongst the shepherds
of the Campagna, swarthy strapping fellows dressed in goat-skins after the
fashion of Pan—lads with glowing eyes and two rows of white teeth gleaming
like ivory . It is chiefly the colour lavished upon them which turns them into
children of an unearthly world

,
where other suns are shining and other stars .

In the matter of colour also the endeavours of Romanticists of the n ine
teenth century reach a climax in Boecklin . When Schwind and his comrades
se t themselves to represent the romantic world of fairyland an interdict was
still laid upon colour

, and it was lightly washed over the drawing, which
counted as the thing of prime importance . But Boecklin was the first Roman
ticist in Germany to reveal the marvellous power in colour for rendering
moods of feeling and its inner depth ofmusical sentiment . Even in those years
when the brown tone of the galleries prevailed everywhere ,

co lour was allowed
in his pictures to have its own independent existence , apart from its Office of
be ing a merely subordinate characteristic of form . Fnrf hirrs green was

thoroughly green , blue was divinely blue , and red was jubilan tly red . At the
very time when Richard Wagner lured the colours of sound from music, with
a glow and light such as no master had kindled be fore , Boecklin

’

s symphonies
o f colour streamed forth like a crashing orchestra . The whole scale , from the

most sombre depth to the most chromatic light , was at his command . In his

pictures of spring the colour laughs, rejo ices
,
and exults. In The Isle of

the Dead it seems as though a veil of crape were spread over the sea, the sky,

and the trees. And since that time Boecklin has grown even greater. His

splendid sea-green ,
his transparent blue sky, his sunset flush tinged with

violet haze ,
his yellow-brown rocks

,
his gleaming red sea-mosses, and the white

bodies of his girls are always arranged in new glowing, sensuous harmonies .

Many of his pictures have such an ensnaring brilliancy that the eye is never
weary

,
of feasting upon their floating splendour.

A master who died in‘ Rome some nineteen years ago might have been in
the province o f mural painting for German art what Puvis de Chavannes has
become for French . In the earlier histories of art his name is no t mentioned .

Seldom alluded to in life ,
dead as a German painter ten years be fore his death ,

he was summoned from the grave by the enthusiasm of a friend who was a
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refined conno isseur four years after the earth had closed over him . Such was
Hans von Marées

’ destiny as an artist .
Maréeswas born in Elberfeld in 1 837 . In beginning his studies he had first

betaken himself to Berlin , and then went for eight years to Munich where he
paid his tribute to the historical tendency by a Death o f Schill . But in
1 864 he migrated to Rome , where he secluded himself with a few pupils,
and passed his time in working and teaching . Only once did he rece ive an

order. He was entrusted in 1 873 with the execution o f some mural paintings
in the library of the Zoological Museum in Naples,

and lamented afterwards
that he had no t rece ived the commission in riper years . When he had sufficient
confidence in himself to execute such tasks he had no similar Opportunity,

and

thus he lost the capacity for the rapid completion o f a work . He began to

doubt his own powers, sent no more pictures to any exhibition , and when he
died in the summer of 1 887 , at the age of fifty ,

his funeral was that of a man
almost unknown . It was only when his best works were brought together at
the annual exhibition of 1 891 at Munich that he became known in wider circles,

and these pictures ,
now preserved in the Castle of Schle issheim

,
will show to

future years who Hans von Marées was, and what he aimed at .

An artist rarely confines himself to what he has the power of doing
,

said
Goe the once to Eckermann most artists want to do more than they can ,

and are only too ready to go beyond the limits which nature has set to the ir
talent .” Setting out from this tenet , there would be little cause for rescuing
Marées from oblivion . Some portraits and a few drawings are his only per
formances which satisfy the demands of the studio—the portraits being large
in conception and fine in tas te ,

the drawings ske tched with a swifter and surer
hand . His large works have ne ither in drawing nor co lour any one of those
advantages which are ex pected in a good picture they are sometimes incom

plete ,
sometimes tortured , and sometimes positive ly childish . He is ambitious ,

but he achieves no thing
,

”
was the verdict passed upon him in Rome . Upon

principle Marées was an opponent of all painting from the model . He scoffed
at those who would only reproduce existing fact , and thus, in a certain sense ,

reduplicate nature , according to Goe the
’

s saying . I f I paint my mistress
’

s

pug true to nature
,
I have two pugs, but never a work o f art .

’

For this
reason he never used models for the purpose o f detailed pictorial studies ; and
j ust as little was he at pains to fix situations in his mind by pencil ske tches to
serve as notes for

,
according to his view,

the direct use o fmotives, as they are
called is only a hindrance to free artistic creation . And

,
o f course creation of

this kind is only possible to a man who can always command a n ch store o f

vivid memories of what he has seen and studied and pro foundly grasped in
earlier days . This treasury of artistic fo rms was no t large enough in Marées.

If one buries onese lf in Marées’ works—and there are some o f them in which
the trace of great genius has altogether vanished beneath the unsteady hand of
a restless brooder—it seems as if there thrilled within them the cry of a human
heart . Sometimes through his method o f painting them over and over again
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he produced spectral be ings with grimacing faces . The ir bodies have been so
painted and repainted that whole layers of colour lie upon separate parts, and
ruin the impression in a ghastly fashion . Only too Often his high purpose was
wrecked by the inadequacy of his technical ability and his poetic dream of

beauty almost always evaporated because his handwas too weak to give it shape .

I f his pictures, in spite of all this, made a great effect In the Munich ex hibi
tion

,
it was because they formulated a principle . It was felt that no tes had

been touched ofwhich the echo would be long in dying . When Marées appeared
there was no grand painting for pain ting ’

s sake in Germany, but mural
decoration after the fashion of the historical picture—works in which the aim
of decorative art was completely misunderstood , since they merely gave a
rendering of arid and instructive stories, where they should have simply aimed
at expressing a mood . Like his contemporary Puvis de Chavannes in
France ,

Marées restored to this grand painting the principle of its life ,
its

j oyous impulse , and did so not by painting anecdote , but because he aimed at
nothing but pictorial decorative effect . A sumptuous festal impression might
be gained from his pictures ,

it was as though beautiful and subdued music
filled the air , they made the appeal o f quiet hymns to the beauty of nature

,

and were , at the same time , grave and monumental In effect .
In one

,
St . Martin rides through a deso late wintry landscape upon a slow

trotting nag , and ho lds his outspread mantle towards the half-naked beggar,
shivering with the cold . In another, St . Hubert has alighted from his horse , and
kneels In adoration be fore the crosswhich he sees between the antlers of the stag .

In ano ther, St . George , upon a powerful rearing horse , thrusts his lance through
the body of the dragon with so lemn and earnest mien . But as a rule even the
relationship with antique ,

mythological , and medie val legendary ideas is
wanting in his art . Landscapes which seem to have been studied in another
world he peoples with be ings who pass their lives lost in contemplation of the
divine . Women and children

, men and grey-beards live , and love , and labour
as though in an age that knows no thing of the stroke of the clock , and which
might be yesterday or a hundred thousand years ago . They repose upon the
luxuriant sward shadowed by apple-trees laden with fruit, abandoning them
selves to a thousand reveries and meditations. They do no t pose , and they aim
at be ing nothing except children of nature ,

nature in her innocence and

simplicity . Nude women stand mo tionless under the trees, or youths are seen
reflected in the pools. The mo tive of gathering oranges is several times

repeated a youth snatches at the fruit , an old man bends to pick up those
which have dropped

,
and a child searches for those which have ro lled away

in the grass. Sometimes the steed , the Homeric comrade of man , is intro
duced : the nude youth rides his steed in the training-school , or the commander
of an army gallops upon his splendid warhorse . Everything that Marées
painted belongs to the golden age . And when it was borne in mind that these
pictures had been produced twenty years back or more , they came to have the
significance ofworks that opened out a new path there was poetry in the place
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ideals, but only on the living essence of its own epoch . We must bear in mind
,

however, that a sound artistic principle has been formulated. A glance at the
productions of classic art shows us that the old mas ters carefully considered
the relation o f a picture to its environment . Take ,

for instance
,
the Ravenna

mosaics or Giotto '

s frescoes. They must needs resound in solemn
’

Iharmony
the whole church through looked at from any po int o f view they must make
the ir presence felt right away in the farthest distance so bo th Gio tto and the

mosaic artists worked only in broad expressive lines , their forcible colour
schemes were fitted together in accordance with strict decorative laws . All
naturalistic effects are avo ided

, all petty detail is le ft out in the flow o f the

drapery as well as in the structure o f the landscape . Then the clear outlines
tell out . The pictures must , when viewed from a distance ,

simultaneously
,

in all their lines
,
carry on the lines o f the building .

Later on ,
in the Netherlands,

there arose another style of painting . In

abrupt contrast to the monumental works of the Italian school we have Jan
van Eyck ’

s tiny little pictures painted with a fine point , stroke by stroke ,
with

the most minute exactitude . Every hair in the head , every vein in the hands ,

every ornament in the costume is drawn true to life . Jan van Eyck knew what
he was about with this fine-po int style of art , for his pictures did not lay claim
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to any effect from a distance they were meant to be looked at , like miniatures
in the prayer-books

,
from the closest po int of view possible . They were little

domestic altar-pieces : when anyone wanted to look at them, he drew the

curtain aside and knelt or stood just in front o f them . The style of painting
of the later Dutch cabine t pictures is accounted for in the same way. These
paintings were generally placed on an easel , as if to give the spectator a gentle
hint . I f you wish to fully appreciate the beauties of this little picture

,
please

stand right in front . Even when the pictures were meant to ‘

adorn the walls,
the minute and dainty style of aDon or aMieriswas appropriate ,

for the narrow
ness o f the o ld Dutch rooms precluded all possibility of the spectator’

s be ing
able to stand far away from the picture .

I f by chance one of these Dutch artists, Weenix for instance ,
had to do work

for a Flemish palace ,
he changed his style forthwith . He recognised the fact

that a picture ,
to be effective in a large state-room

,
must differ no t only in size

,

but in composition and style o f painting from one that is meant for a small
parlour. It is undoubtedly this lack of appreciation of the fact that a picture
must be suitable to its surroundings that has robbed the nineteenth century
of any claim to style . What abominable daubs mural painters have fo isted
upon us in our public buildings The literary trend of the time drew away
people ’

s attention from the beauty o f form and colour
,
and centred it upon the

didactic value of the works . Instead o f starting from the idea that a picture
should adorn , they covered the

walls with historical genre painting ,

never troubling themselves about
decorative effect , and offered the be
holder instr uctive stories in picture
cards . As to art in the home

, well ,
we can all of us remember the time

when small photographs and etch
ings ,

instead of be ing kept in an

album or a portfolio , were put on

the wall , where they looked like
more spo ts o f dead black and white .

It was the same sort o f thing in

galleries and exhibitions, confusion
worse confounded . On one and the

same wall you go t the most hetero

geneous co llection ,
cabinet pictures

by Brouwer or Ostade next to an

enormous altar-piece by Rubens,
a

gigantic Delacro ix flanked by neat

little Me issoniers . In this way the

power of appreciating the significance A15m , Ma id .

of a work of art as part Of the BOECKLIN . THE SHEPHERD ’S pLArNT.
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A lbert , tit anic/r.

BOECKLIN . AN IDYLL OF THE SEA .

decoration of a room was to tally lost . Surely it is no t to be wondered
at that a picture seen close to in an exhibition , bought , taken home ,

hung
on the wall and looked at from a distance , turns out a meaningless chaos of
dirty-brown .

In the province of mural painting the tendency towards an improvement
set in earliest . In England , France ,

and Germany, almost simultaneously
efforts began to be made with the obj ect of restoring to mural painting once
more its decorative element . In England Burne-Jones was the first to pay
attention to harmony of sty le between picture and building . Be fore his

time English churches were provided with stained-glass windows in a spurious
sort of Cinquecento style that was absolutely unsuited to the building

,
but

Burne-Jones satisfied the most exacting demands of the English Neo -Gothic
architecture . All his subj ects are brought into style with the Slender pillars

,

the curves of the landscape as well as of the figures harmonise with the

po inted arches of the building . Everything , co lour as well as line
,
is so

simplified that the pictures retain the cleam ess of their composition when
seen from the farthest possible standpo int . In France

,
Puvis de Chavannes

travelled by another road to the same goal . The decoration of the Pantheon
was placed in his hands . Before him many artists had done work there ,

but the po licy o f all of them had been to adopt the old style of oil-painting
to mural decoration ,

and so they adorned the Pantheon as well , though it
was called a Grecian temple

,
with oil - paintings founded on Raphael or

Caravaggio ,
mural pictures that would have been far better suited to a church

o f the Cinquecento or the baroque period . Puvis was the first to realise that
in the decoration of a building the artist must be strictly controlled by the
style of the architecture ; so in his frescoes he avoided all proj ections, all
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the most delicate nuances o f vague tones o f indefinite colour
,
and as they

eliminated from the ir work all significant lines and all strong and frank
colours, they spo ilt to a great extent the decorative effect of the ir pictures
when viewed at a distance : their paintings from that standpo int are o ften
nothing more than a daub of violet and yellow ,

without form and void .

Thus towards the close o f the nineteenth century there came under dis
cussion a new problem again in the matter o f picture painting . The question
arose as to how decorative qualities might be arrived at in painting pure
and simple . The way seems to be po inted out in the works of Moreau and

Boecklin the way in which they placed side by side beautiful strong colours
in broad masses, and invariably so as to avoid all discord , and combined the
most conflicting tones into a harmonious who le in a manner which words
fail one to describe . It was delightful

,
after having looked so long at

no thing but the subtle
,
delicate nuances of the Impressionists ,

to turn again
to these full-toned co lours ringing out their deep and mighty harmonies .

It is scarcely to be wondered at that the younger generation of the present
day re fused to be bound by the principles of art laid down by the ir prede
c essors,

notwithstanding the fact that Moreau , as well as Boecklin ,
was ih

debted to the Quattrocento for the mosaic-like brilliancy o f his co lours .

Impressionism has discovered a whole range of new co lour values by care ful
and intelligent study o f the influence of light upon colour

,
and where formerly

we saw ten we now find a hundred . Red
,
green

,
blue have lost their meaning

in the category of complex and infinitely differentiated tones . So , as we

advance from a realistic transcript o f impressions taken direct from nature
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to free , symphonic compositions of the colours to which Impressionism has

opened our eyes
,
we Shall evolve harmonies richer than were ever imagined

be fore , more melting than we ever dreamed of. This is the goal to which
the efforts of the younger generation are primarily tending . Building upon
the foundations laid by the Impressionists, they seek to ensure for their
pictures bo th clearness and harmony,

by simplification of form
,
by beauty

of technique
,
and by subordination of co lour to the decorative scheme .

The ir confession o f faith is comprised in the words of Paterson : A picture
must be something more than garbled Nature it must please the educated
eye ; and only so far as nature gives the painter his material can he or dare
he follow her.

”
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I NTRODUCT ION

Y what means was the further development of painting in Europe
brought about under the influence of the principles of the two schools,

the Impressionists and the Decorative-Stylists The following may supply
the answer.

Realism having led painting from the past to the present , and Im

pressionism having broken the j urisdiction of the galleries by establishing
an independent conception of colour for a new class of subjects ,

the flood of

modern life
,
which had been artificially dammed, began to pour into art in

all its vo lume . A who le series of new problems emerged ,
and a vigorous band

of modern spirits were ready to lay hold upon them and give them artistic
shape , each according to his nature , his ability, and his individual knowledge
and power. After nineteenth-century painting had found its proper field of
activity they were no longer under the necessity of seeking remo te subj ects.

The fresh conquest of a personal impression of nature took the place of that
retrospective taste which employed the ready-made language of form and

colour belonging to the old masters, as a vocabulary for the preparation of
fresh works of art . Nature herse lf had become a gal lery of splendid pictures .

Artists were dazzled as if by a new light , overcome as though by a revelation
of tones and strains from which the painter was to compose his symphonies .

They learnt how to find what was pictorial and poetic in the narrowest family
circle and amongst the beds of the simplest vegetable garden and for the first
time they felt more wonder in the presence of reality ,

the j oy of gradual dis
covery and of a le isurely conquest

’

Of the world .

Of course , plein-air painting was at first the chief Obj ect of the ir endeavours.

Having painted so long only in brown tones, the radiant magic world Of free
and flowing light was some thing so ravishingly novel that for several years
all the ir efforts were exclusively directed to possessing themselves once more
of the sun

, and substituting the c lear daylight for the Clare-obscure which had
reigned alone , vo id of atmosphere . In this sunny brightness

,
flooded with

light and air
,
they found a crowd of problems, and turned to the perpetual

discovery Of new chords of colour . Sunbeams sparkling as they rippled
through the leaves, and greyish-green meadows flecked with dust and basking
under light , were the first and most simple themes.

The complete programme ,
however, did no t consist of painting in bright

hues, but , generally speaking, in seizing truth of co lour and altogether re

nouncing artificial harmony in a generally accepted tone . Thus, after the
251
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painting of daylight and sunlight was learnt
,
a further claim had still to be

asserted the ideal of truth in painting had to be made the keynote in every
other task . For in the sun

,
light is no doubt white ,

but in the recesses of the
forest , in the moonshine ,

or in a dim place ,
it shines and is at the same time

charged with colour. Night
, or mist , with its hovering and pervasive secrets,

is quite as rich in beauties as the radiant world of glistening sunshine . After
see ing the summer sun on wood and water

,
it was a relie f for the eye to behold

the subdued , soft , and quiet light of a room . Upon the older and rougher
painting of free light there followed a preference for dusk , which has a softness
more picturesque

,
a more tender harmony of colours, and more genial ity than

the broad light o f day. Artists studied Clare-obscure , and sought for an

enhancement of co lour in it they looked into the ve il of night , and addressed
themselves to a painting o f darkness such as could only have proceeded from
the plein-air school . For this darkness of theirs is likewise full of atmosphere ,
a darkness in which there is life and breath and palpitation . In earlier days,
when a night was painted

,
everything was thick and opaque ,

covered with
black verging into yellow to this latter error artists were seduced by the crusts
of varnish upon Old pictures . Now they learnt to interpret the mysterious
life of the night

,
and to render the bluish-grey atmosphere of twilight . Or if

figures were to be painted in a room
, artists rendered the circulation of the air

amid groups of people
,
which Correggio called the ambient and Velasquez

respiration . And there came also the study of artificial illumination
of the delicate coloured charm of many-coloured lanterns

,
of the flaring gas

or lamp-light which streams through the glass windows of Shops
,
flaring and

radiating through the night and reflected in a blazing glow upon the faces o f

men and women . Under these purely pictorial po ints of view the gradual
widening of the range of subj ect was completed .

80 long as the acquisition of sunlight was the po int in question ,
representa

tions from the life of artisans in town and country stood at the centre itself of
artistic efforts , because the conception and technical methods of the new art

could be tested upon them with peculiar success. And through these pictures
painting came into closer sympathy with the heart-beat of the age . At an
epoch when the labouring man as such

,
and the political and social movement

in civilisation
,
had become matters Of absorbing interest , the picture o f artisans

necessarily claimed an important place in art and one of the best sides of the
moral value ofmodern painting lies in its no longer holding itself in indifference
aloo f from these themes. When the century began ,

Hector and Agamemnon
alone were qualified for artistic treatment , but in the natural course o f develop
ment the disinherited, the weary and heavy-laden likewise acquired rights of
citizenship . In the passage where Vasari speaks of the Madonnas of Cimabue ,

comparing them with the Older Byzantine Virgins, he says fine ly that the Flor
ent ine master brought more goodness of heart into painting . And perhaps
the historians of the future will say the same about the art of the present .

The predilection for the disinherited was in the beginning to such an extent
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way from this time onwards the Decorative-Stylists ’ tendency set in univer
sally . Hitherto everything was focused on the picture as such . Tasteless
novelty or methodless imitation held sway over the applied arts. The en

deavours of the next decade aimed at freeing the picture from its isolation
and making the room itself a harmonious work of art . A long line Of eminent
artists took in hand the :hitherto neglected subject of art in decoration and

as thereby new blood was infused in to the applied arts, so on the other hand
pictorial art in one way renounced its freedom to fit itself into its new frame .

Colour
,
which formerly was determined principally by the lighting, now

became subordinate to a decorative scheme . Truth is no longer the end and

aim of art , but fitness, harmony of form and colour values . It is, however,
Obviously impossible to give verse and chapter to the history of this develop
ment , j ust as it would be impossible to fix a boundary line between the two
roads the Impressionistic on the one hand and the Decorative on the other.

We wrll wander free from one country to another, and try to assign to each its
proper place in the general chart of modern painting .



CHAPTER XXX IV

FRANCE

ARIS
,
which for a hundred years had given the signal for all novel

tactics in European art
, still remained at the head of the movement ;

the artistic temperament Of the French people themselves, and the superlatively
excellent training which the painter enjoys in Paris, enable him at once to
follow every change of taste with confidence and ease . In 1 883 Manet died ,

on the varnishing day of the Salon ,
and in the pre face which Zo la wrote to

the catalogue of the exhibition held after the death of the master he was
well able to say : His influence is an accomplished fact

,
undeniable , and

making itself more deeply felt with every fresh Salon . Look back for twenty
years ,

recall those black Salons,
in which even studies from the nude seemed

as dark as if they had been covered with mouldering dust . In huge frames
history and mythology were smothered in layers of bitumen ; never was
there an excursion into the province of the real world , into life and into perfect
light scarcely here or there a tiny landscape ,

where a patch of blue sky ven

tured bashfully to shine down . But little by little the Salons were seen to

brighten
, and the Romans and Greeks of mahogany to vanish in company

with the nymphs of porce lain ,
whilst the stream of modern representations

taken from ordinary life increased year by year, and flooded the walls
,
bathing

them with vivid tones in the fullest sunlight . It was no t merely a new period
it was a new painting bent upon reaching the perfect light respecting the
law Of co lour values

,
setting every figure in full light and in Its proper place

instead of adapting it in an ideal fashion according to established tradition .

When the way had been paved for this change ,
when the new principles

had been transferred from the chamber of experiments to full publicity ,

from the Salon des Refuses to the Salon which was Official , it was chiefly
Bastien-Lepage who gained the first adherents to them amongst the public .

But because he does no t belong to the pioneers of art , and merely adapted
for the great public elements that had been won by Manet , the immoderate
praise which was accorded him in earlier days has been recently brought
within more legitimate limits. It has been urged , by way o f restriction

,

that he stands in relation to Mane t as Bre ton to Mille t , and that , admitting
all differences, he has nevertheless a certain resemblance to his teacher

,

Cabanel. AS the latter rendered Classicism elegant
,
Bastien-Lepage ,

it has been
said

,
softened the ruggedness of Natural ism ,

cut and polished the nails of his
255
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peasants, and made their rustic
ity a pretty thing, qual ifying it
for the drawing-room . Degas
was in the habit of calling him
the Bouguereau of Natural ism .

AS a matter of fact
,
Naturalism

was bound to make certain con

cessions if it were ever to prevail ,
and such critics forget that it
was j ust these amiable conces
sions which helped the principles
of Manet to prevail more swiftly
than would have been otherwise
possible . All the forms and

ideas of the Impressionists, with
which no one ,

ou tside the circle
of artists

,
had been able to

reconcile himself
,
were to be

found in Bastien-Lepage
,
puri

fied , mitigated , and set in a
golden style . He fo llowed the

eclaireurs, as the leader o f the

main body of the army which
has gained the decisive battle , and in this way he has fulfilled an important
mission in the histo ry of art .
Bastien-Lepage was born in ancient Damvillers—once a small strongho ld

of Lorraine—in a pleasant , roomy house that to ld a tale of even prosperity
rather than Of wealth . AS a boy he played amongst the venerable moats
which had been converted into orchards. Thus in his youth he rece ived
the freshest impressions, be ing brought up in the heart of nature . His father
drew a good deal himself, and kept his son at work with the pencil

,
without

any e sthetic theories, without any vague ideal , and without ever uttering
the word academy or museum . Having left schoo l in Verdun

,
Bastien

Lepage went to Paris to become an Official in the post-office . Of an afternoon ,

however, he drew and painted with Cabanel. But he was Cabanel ’s pupil
much as Vo ltaire was a pupil o f the Jesuits. My handicraft

,
as he said

afterwards, I learnt at the Academy ,
but no t my art . You want to paint

what exists, and you are invited to represent the unknown ideal , and to dish
up the pictures Of the old masters . In old days I scrawled drawings of gods
and goddesses ,

Greeks and Romans, be ings I didn
’t know, and didn

’t under
stand, and regarded with supreme indifference . To keep up my courage ,

I repeated to myself that this was possibly ‘ grand art ,
’

and I ask myse lf
sometimes whether anything academical still remains in my composition .

I do not say that one should only paint everyday life but I do assert that

JULES BASTIEN -LEPAGE .
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trees from the blazing rays of the midday sun ,
shepherds shivering in the ir

ragged cloaks in winter, pedlars hurrying with great strides across the plain
raked by a storm

,
laundresses laughing as they stood at their tubs beneath

the blossoming apple-trees . He was impressionable to everything : the
dangerous-looking tramp who hung about one day near his father’

s house ;
the wood-cutter groaning beneath the weight of his burden ; the passer-by
trampling the fresh grass of the meadows and leaving his trace behind him
the little sickly girl minding her lean cow upon a wretched field ; the fire
which broke out in the night and se t the who le village in commotion . That
was what he wanted to paint , and that is what he has painted . The life o f the
peasants o f Lorraine is the theme of all his pictures, the landscape o f Lorraine
is the ir setting . He painted what he loved

, and he loved what he painted .

It was in Damvillers that he felt at home as an artist . He had his studio in

BASTIEN -LEPAGE .
Basche t .

THE FLOWER GIRL .

the second storey o f his father’s house ,

though he usually painted in the Open
air

,
e ither in the field or the orchard ,

whilst his grandfather, an old man of
e ighty ,

was near him clipping the trees,
watering the flowers

,
and weeding the

grass . His mother, a genuine peasant ,
was always busy with the thousand
cares of housekeeping . Of an evening
the whole family sat together round
the lamp

,
his mo ther sewing , his father

reading the paper, his grandfather with
the great eat on his lap,

and Jules work
ing . It was at this time that he pro
duced those familiar domestic scenes,
thrown Off with a few strokes

,
which

were to be seen at the exhibition o f

the works which he le ft behind him .

He knew no greater pleasure than that
of drawing again and again the por

traits o i his father and mo ther, the
old lamp

,
or the velvet cap of his

grandfather. At t en O ’clock sharp his
father gave the signal for going to bed .

In Paris
,
indeed , other demands

were made . In 1 872 he painted , with
the obj ect of be ing represented in the

Salon , that remarkable picture In

the Spring
, the only one of his works

which is slightly hampered by con

ventionality in conception . The pupil
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of Cabanel is making an effort
at truth , and has no t yet

the courage to be true al

together. Here as in the

Spring Song which fol
lowed , there is a mixture of

borrowed sentiment
,
work in

the old style and fresh Natur
alism. The landscape is

painted from nature
,
and the

peasant woman is real , but
the Cupids are taken from
the Old masters.

The next years were de
voted to competitive labours .

To please his father and

mo ther Bastien-Lepage twice
contested the Prix de Rome .

In 1 873 he painted as a prize
exercise a Priam be fore
Achilles, and in 1 875 an

Annunciation of the Angel
to the Shepherds

,
that now

famous picture which received
the medal at the World E! "

BASTIEN-LEPAGE . SARAH BERNHARDT.

hibition of 1 878 . And he who afterwards revelled in the clearest plein-air

painting here celebrates the secre t wonders of the night , though the

influences of Impressionism are here al ready visible . In his picture the

night is as dark as in Rembrandt ’s visions ; ye t the co lours are no t

harmonised in gold-brown
,
but in a cool grey silver tone . And how Simple

the effect of the heavenly appearance upon the shepherds lying round the
fire o f coals ! The place of the curly ideal heads of the old sacred
painting has been taken by those of bristly

,
unwashed men who ,

nurtured
amid the wind and the weather

,
know nothing of those arts of to ilette so

much in favour with the imitators of Raphael , and who rece ive the miracle
with the simplicity of elemental natures. Fear and abashed astonishment
at the angelic appearance are reflected in their faces, and the plain and home ly

g estures of their hands are in correspondence with the ir inward excitement .
E ven the angel turning towards the shepherds was conceived in an entirely
human and Simple way . In spite of this

, or j ust because of it , Bastien failed
w ith his Annunciation to the Shepherds

,

”
as he had done previously with

his Priam .

”
Once the prize was taken by Léon Comert e ,

a pupil o f Cabanel,
an d on the other occasion by Josef Wencker, the pupil of GerOme . It was
written in the stars that Bastien-Lepage was no t to go to Rome ,

and it did
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him as little harm as it had done to Watteau a hundred and sixty years be fore .

In Italy Bastien-Lepage would only have been spoilt for art . The mode l for
him was no t one of the old Classic painters, but nature as she is in Damvillers,
—Nature

,
the great mother. When the works sent in for the competition

were exhibited a sensation was made when one day a branch o f laurel was
laid on the frame of Bastien-Lepage

’

s Annunciation to the Shepherds ”

by Sarah Bernhardt . And Sarah Bemhardt
’

s portrait became the most
celebrated of the smal l likenesses which soon laid the foundation of the painter’

s

fame .

The portrait of his grandfather, that marvellous work of a young man
of five-and-twenty, is the first picture in which he was completely himself .
The old man sits in a corner of the garden

,
j ust as usual

,
in a brown cap,

his

Spectacles upon his nose , his arms crossed upon his lap,
with a horn snuff-box

and a check handkerchief lying upon his knees. How perfectly easy and

natural is the pose ,
how thoughtful the physiognomy

,
what a personal note

there is in the dress Nor are there in that garden
,
bathed in light , any of

those black Shadows which only fall in the studio . Everything bore witness
to a simplicity and sincerity which justified the greatest hopes . After that
first work the world knew that Bastien-Lepage was a pre-eminent portrait
painter

,
and he did not betray the promise o f his youth . His succeed ing

pictures showed that he had
no t mere ly rusticity and

nature to rely upon , but that
he was a charmeur in the best
sense of the word .

This ingenuous artist , who
knew nothing Of the history
of painting, and felt more at

home in the open air than in
museums

,
was no t ignorant ,

BASTIEN-LEPAGE. MME . DROUET .

at any rate , o f the portraits
of the sixteenth century, and

had chosen for his likenesses
a scale as small as that which
Clouet and his schoo l pre
ferred . The representation
here reaches a depth of char
ac terisation which recalls Jan
van Eyck ’

s little pearls o f

portrait painting . In the se
works also he mostly confin e d
himself to bright lights. Po r

traits Of this type are tho se
o f his brother

,
o f Madam e
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Clouet and Ho lbein painted miniature portraits of such refinement . Amongst
moderns

,
probably Ingres alone has reached such a depth of characterisation

upon the smallest scale ,
and in general he is the most closely allied to Bastien

Lepage as aportrait painter in pro found study Of physiognomy
,
and in the

broad and , one might say,
chased technique of his little drawings. Com

parison with Gaillard would be greatly to the disadvantage of this great
engraver, for Bastien-Lepage is at once more seductive and many-Sided . It
is curious how seldom his portraits have that family likeness which is else
where to be found amongst almost all po rtrait painters . In his effort at
penetrative characterisation he alters, on every occasion

,
his entire method of

painting according to the personality,
so that it leaves at one time an effect that

is bizarre
,
coque ttish , and full of intellectual power and spirit , at another one

which is plain and large ,
at another one which is bashful

,
sparing , and bourgeois.

AS a painter of peasant life he made his first appearance in 1 878 .

In the Salon o f this year a sensation was made by a work o f such truth
and poetry as had not been seen since Millet this was the Hay Harvest .
It is noon . The June sun throws its sultry beams over the mown meadows .

The ground rises slowly to a boundless horizon where a tree emerges here
and there ,

standing motionless against the brilliant sky . The grey and the
green o f these great plains—it is as if the weariness of many toilsome miles
rose out of them—we ighed heav

'

ily upon one , and created a sense of forsaken
loneliness. Only two beings, a pair o f day

-labourers, break the wide level
scorched by a quivering, con
t inuous blaze of light . They
have had their midday meal

,

and their basket is lying near

them upon the ground . The

man has now lain down t o

sleep upon a heap of hay,

with his hat tilted over his
eyes . But the woman si ts
dreaming, tired with the long
hours of work , dazzled with
the glare of the sun

, and over
powered by the odour of the
hay and the sultriness o f noon .

She does no t know the drift
of her thoughts ; nature is

working upon her, and she

has feelings which she scarcely
understands herself . She is

sunburnt and ugly
, and her

head is square and heavy
,

BASTIEN-LEPAGE. LE PERE J ACQUES . and ye t there lies a world Of
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Basehe t .

BAST IEN-LEPAGE . JOAN OF ARC .
sublime and mystical poetry in her dull, dreamy eyes . gazing into a

mysterious horizon . By this picture and The Po tato Harvest , which
succeeded it in 1 879, Bastien-Lepage , the splendid, placed himself in the

first line Of modern French painters. This time he renders .the sentiment
of October. The sandy fields , impregnated with dust , rest in a white

,

subdued light of noon ; pale brown are the po tato stalks, pale brown the

blades Of grass, and the roads are bright with dust ; and through this
landscape ,

with its wide horizon ,
where the tree tops, half despo iled already,

shiver in the wind, there blows te grand air
,
a breeze strong as only Millet

in his water-colours had the secret of painting . With Millet he shares like
wise the breath Of tender melancholy which broods so sadly over his pictures .

The Girl with the Cow, the little Fauvette , that child of social misery
misery that lies sorrowful and despairing in the gaze of her eyes—is perhaps
the most touching example o f his brood ing devotion to truth . Her brown
dress is torn and dirty , while a grey kerchief borders her famished , sickly
face . A waste ,

disconso late landscape ,
with a frozen tree and withered
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thistles
,
stretches round like a boundless Nirvana. Above there is a whitish

,

clear, tremulous sky,
making everything paler, more arid and wearily bright

there is no gleam o f rich luxuriant tints, but only dry, stinted colours and

no t a sound is there in the air, no t a scythe driving through the grass, no t a
cart clattering over the road . There is something overwhelming in this
union between man and nature . One thinks of the famous words of Taine
Man is as little to be divided from the earth as an animal or a plant .
Body and soul are influenced in the same way by the environment o f nature ,

and from this influence the destinies of men arise . As an insect draws its
entire nature , even its form and colour, from the plant on which it lives ,

so is the child the natural product of the earth upon which it stands, and all

the impulses of its spirit are reflected in the landscape .

In 1 879 Bastien-Lepage went a step further. In that year appeared
Joan o f Arc , his masterpiece in point of spiritual expression . Here he

has realised the method of treating histo rical pictures which floated be fore
him as an idea at the Academy, and has, at the same time ,

so lved a problem
which beset him from his youth—the penetration of mysticism and the world
of dreams into the reality of life . The Annunciation to the Shepherds ,

In Spring, and The Spring Song were merely stages on a course of

which he reached the destination in Joan of Arc . His ideal was to
paint historical themes without remin iscences o f the galleries—paint them in

the surroundings o f the country ,
with the models that one has at hand , j ust

as if the old drama had taken
place yesterday evening .

”

The scene of the picture is
agarden o fDamvillerspainted
exactly from nature

,
with its

grey so il, its apple and pear
trees clo thed with small

leaves, its vegetable beds , and

its flowers growing wild . Joan
herself is a pious, careworn ,

dreamy country girl . Every
Sunday she has been to

church , lost herself in long
mystic reveries be fore the old

sacred pictures, heard the

misery of France spoken of

and the painted statues of the
parish church and its tutelary
saints pursue her thoughts .

And j ust to-day , as she sat

”m y”.

winding yarn in the shadow o f

BASTIEN-LEPAGE . THE BEGGAR . the apple-trees
, murmuring a
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thrusting into the wallet slung round his shoulders a great hunch o f bread
which a little girl has j ust given to him . There is a mixture o f spite and

contempt in his eyes as he shuffles Off in his heavy wooden shoes. And behind
the doorpost the little girl

,
who

,
in her pretty blue frock ,

has such a trim air

o f wearing her Sunday best , looks rather alarmed and glances timidly at the

mysterious Old man .

Un brave Homme
,

or Le Pere Jacques, as the master afterwards
called the picture

,
was to some extent a pendant to The Beggar . He

comes out o f the wood wheezing, with a pointed cap upon his head and a

heavy bundle of wood upon his shoulders, whilst at his side his little grand
child is plucking the last flowers . It is November ; the leaves have turned
yellow and cover the ground . Pere Jacques is providing against the Winter.

And the Winter is drawing near—death .

Bastien-Lepage
’

s health had never been good ,
nor was Parisian life calcul

ated to make it better. Slender and delicate ,
blond with blue eyes and a

sharply chiselled profile—tout petit , tout blond,
les cheveux ala bretonne, lo nez

retrousse
’

cl une barbe d
’

adolescent, as Marie Baskirtscheff describes him—he was
j ust the type which Pari

siennes adore . His studio
was besieged ; there was no

entertainment to which he

was not invited,
no commit

tee ,
no meeting to hold

j udgment over pictures at

which he was not present .
Amateurs fought for his

works and asked for his

advice when they made pur
chases . Pupils flocked to

him in numbers. He was

intoxicated with the Parisian
world , enchanted with its

modern elegance ; he loved
the vibration o f life

,
and re

j o iced in masked balls like a
child . Consumptive people
are invariably sensuous

,

drinking in the pleasures of
life with more swift and

hasty draughts . He then
le ft Paris and plunged into
the whirlpool of o ther great

3 m m cities . From Switzerland,
BASTIEN-LEPAGE . THE HAYMAKER . Venice

,
and London he came
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L ’HERMITTE . PAY T IME IN HARVEST .

back with pictures and landscapes. In London , indeed , he painted that
beautiful picture “

The Flower-Girl , the pale , delicate child upon whose
faded countenance the tragedy of life has so early le ft its traces. Through
the who le summer of 1 882 he worked incessantly in Damvillers. Once more
he painted his native place in a landscape of the utmost refinement . Here

,

as in his portraits, everything has been rendered with a positive trench
ancy, with a severe , scientific effort after truth , in which there lies what is
almost a touch of aridness. And yet an indescribable magic is thrown
over the fragrant green Of the meadows

,
the young, quivering trees , and the

still pond which lies rippling in the cloudless summer day.

In 1 883 there appeared in the Salon that wonderful picture Love in the
Village . The girl has hung up her washing on the paling, and the neighbour’s
son has run down with a flower in his hand she has taken the flower

, and in

confusion they have suddenly turned their backs upon each other
,
and stand

there without saying a word . They love each other
, and wish to marry,

but
how hard is the first confession . Note how the lad is turning his fingers about
in his embarrassment ; no te the confusion of the girl , which may be seen ,

although she is looking towards the background o f the picture ; note the

spring landscape
,
which is as fair as the figures it surrounds .
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It is a tender dreamer who gives himself expression here—and love came

to him also .

Enthusiastically adored by the women in his schoo l of painting , he had
found a dear friend in Marie Baskirtschefi, the distinguished young Russian
girl who had become his pupil j ust as his fame began to rise . It is charming
to see the enthusiasm with which Marie speaks of him in her diary . e pains
sur la propre palette du vrai Bastien , avec des couleurs e lui, son pinceau , son

atelier, et son frére pour modele.

”
And how the others envy her because Of it

La petite Suédoise voulait toucher (I so palette. With Marie he sketched his
plans for the future , and in the midst of this restless activity he was summoned
hence together with her, for she also died young, at the age o f twenty-four

,

j ust as her pictures began to create a sensation . A touching idyll in her diary
tells how the girl learnt , when she was dying of consumption , that young
Bastien had also fallen ill, and been given up as hopeless. So long as Marie
could go out o f doors she went with her mother and her aunt to visit her sick
friend and when she was no longer allowed to leave the house he had himse lf
carried up the steps to her drawing-room by his bro ther, and there they bo th
sat beside each o ther in armchairs, and saw the end draw near, merciless and
inevitable

,
the end of the ir young lives, the ir talents, their ambition ,

and the ir
hopes. At last Here it is then , the end o f all my sufferings So many
efforts, so many wishes, so many plans, so many and then to die
at four-and-twenty upon the threshold of them all

Her last picture was one o f six

schoolboys, sons of the people ,
who

are standing at a street corner chat
tering and it makes a curiously virile
impression , when one considers that
it was painted by a blond young girl

,

who slept under dull blue silken bed
curtains, dressed almost entirely in
white ,

was rubbed with perfumes after
a walk in hard weather, and wore on

her shoulders furs which cost two
thousand francs. It hangs in the

Luxembourg , and for a long time a

lady dressed in mourning used to

come there every week and cry be fore
the picture painted by the daughter
whom she had lost so early . Marie
died on 3 rst October 1 884, and

Bastien barely a month afterwards.

The Funeral o f a Young Girl
, in

which he wished to immortalise the

a tom L ’HERMITTE. funeral o f Marie
,
was his last sketch

,
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rien regarder quand on voit sa pointure, parce que c
’

cst beau comma to nature ,

comme la vie .

This tender poetic trait which runs through his works is what principally
distinguishes him from L

’

hermitte, the most sterling representative of the
picture o f peasant life at the present time . L ’hermitte , also, like most
of these painters o f peasants, was himself the son of a peasant . He

came from Mont-Saint-Pere , near Chateau-Thierry , a quie t old town , where
from the great Hill of Calvary ”

one sees a dilapidated Gothic church
and the moss-grown roo fs of thatched houses. His grandfather was a
vine-grower and his father a schoo lmaster. He worked in the field him
self, and , like Millet , he painted afterwards the things which he had done
himself in youth . His principal works were pictures of reapers in the

field , peasant women in church
,
young wives nursing their children,

rustics
at work , here and there masterly water-co lours

,
pastels and charcoal draw

ings, in 1 888 the pretty illustrations to Andre Theuriet ’s Vie Rustique , the
decoration o f a hal l at the Sorbonne with representations of rustic life ,

in

his later period occasionally pictures from o ther circles of life ,
such as

The Fish-market of St . Malo
,

”
The Lecture in the Sorbonne ,

”
The

Musical Soiree
,

and finally, as

a concession to the religious
tendency of recent years, a

Christ visiting the House o f

a Peasant .” He has his studio
in the Rue Vaquelin in Paris,
though he spends most of his

time in the village where he was
born , and where he now lives
quietly and simply with the

peasants. Most of his works,

which are to be ranked through
out amongst the most robust
productions o f modern Natur
alism

,
are painted in the great

glass studio which he built in
the garden of his father’s house .

Whilst Bastien-Lepage , through
a certain so ftness o f tempera
ment , was moved to paint the

weak rather than the strong , and

less Often men in the prime

o f life than patriarchs, women ,

and children ,
L ’hermitte displays

a,“ Bm M m the peasant in all his rusticity .

ROLL . MANDA LAMETRIE , FERMIERE . He knows the country and the
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RAFFAELLI . (By k m issio”4 1”Artist.) PLACE ST . SULPICE o

labours o f the field which make the hands horny and the face brown ,

and he has rendered them in a strictly obj ective manner, in a great
sculptural style . Bastien-Lepage is inclined to refinement and poetic tender
ness ; in L

’hermitte everything is clear
,
precise ,

and sober as pale , bright
daylight .
i Alfred Roll was born in Paris

, and the artisan of the Parisian streets is the
chie f hero o f his pictures. Like Zo la in his Rougon-Macquart series, he set

be fore himself the aim of depicting the social life o f the present age in a great
sequence o f pictures—the workmen ’

s strike ,
war, and to il . His pictures

give one the impression that one is looking down from the window upon an

agitated scene in the street . And his broad plebeian workmanship is in
keeping with his rough and democratic subj ects . He made a beginning
in 1 875 with the colossal picture o f the Flood at Toulouse . The roo fs
of little peasants’ houses rise out o f the expanse o f water. Upon one of them
a group o f country people have taken re fuge

, and are awaiting a boat which
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is coming from the distance . A young mo ther summons her last remnant
of strength to save her trembling child . Beside her an old woman is sitting

,

sunk in the stupor o f indifference
,
while in front a bull is swimming, bellowing

wildly in the water. The influence o f Gericault ’s Raft o f the Medusa
is indeed obvious but how much more plainly and actual ly has the struggle
for existence been represented here ,

than by the great Romanticist still
hampered by Classicism . The devastating effect o f the masses of water
in all their elemental force could no t have been more impressively rendered
than has been done through this bull struggling for life with all its enormous
strength .

In technique this picture belongs to the painter’

s earlier phase . Even
in the colouring o f the naked figures it has still the dirty heaviness o f

the Bo lognese . This bond which united him to the school o f Courbe t
was broken when—probably under the influence o f Zola’

s Germinal—he

painted The Strike
,

in 1 880. The stern reality which goes through
Zola'

s accounts o f the life o f pit
-men is likewise to be found in these

ragged and starving figures
,
clo tted with coal dust , assembling in savage

desperation be fore the manufactory walls
,
prepared for a rising . The

dull grey of a rainy November
morning spreads above . In 1 887

he painted war
,
war in the new

age , in which one man is no t

pitted against ano ther, but great
masses o f men

,
who kill without

seeing one ano ther
, are made to

manoeuvre with scientific accur
acy
—war in which the balloon

,

distant signalling , and all the

discoveries o f science are turned
to account . Work was the

las t picture o f the series . There
are men to iling in the ho t , dusty
air of Paris with sandstones o f

all sizes . Life -size
,
upon life -Size

figures
,
the drops o f sweat were

seen upon the apathetic faces, and

the patches upon the blouses and
breeches. Any one who only
reckons as art what is fine and

delicate will necessarily find these
pictures brutal ; but whoever
delights in seeing art in close

Caz. des Bearer -A rts.

RAFFAELL I . THE MIDDAY SOUP .

connec tIon WIth the age ,
as It

(ByAm t
-
man o/the Art ist .) really is

,
canno t deny to Alfred
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workman , the vagabond ,
the

restlessness o f the man who

does no t know where he is

going to eat and sleep ; the

small househo lder, who has all
he wants ; the ruined man ,

overtaken by misfortune ,

whose only remaining passion
is the brandy-bottle ,

—he has
painted them all amid the

melancho ly landscape around
Paris, with its meagre region
still in embryo

,
and its great

straight roads losing them
selves disconsolately in the

horizon . Theophile Gautie r
has written somewhere that
the geometricians are the

ruination of landscapes. I f
he lived in these days he

would find , on the contrary ,

that those monotonous road s

runn ing straight as a die give
landscape a strange and me l

ancholy grandeur. One thinks
of the passage in Zo la’

s Ger

minal
,where the two social ists,Etienne and Suwarin ,

walk in the evening silent ly
along the edge of a canal , which ,

with the perpendicular stems o f trees at

its side ,
stretches for miles

,
as if measured with a pair of compasses, through

a monotonous flat landscape . Only a few low houses standing apart break
the straight line o f the ho rizon only here and there ,

in the distance
,
do e s

there emerge a human be ing
,
whose diminished figure is scarce ly perceptib le

above the ground . Raffaelli was the first to understand the virginal beau ty
o f these localities

,
the dumb complaining language o f poverty-stricken region s

spreading languidly beneath a dreary sky. He is the painter Of poor peop le
and o f wide horizons, the poet and historian of humanity living in the neigh

bourhood o f great cities . There sits a house-owner
,
or the proprietor of a

shop , in front o f his own door there a pedlar
,
or a man delivering parce ls

,

hurries across the field there a rag-picker
’

s dog strays hungry about a lone ly
farmyard . Sometimes the wide landscapes are relieved by the manufactories

,

water and gas
-works which feed the huge crater o f Paris . At other tim e s

the snow lies on the ground,
the skeletons Of trees stand along the high-road

,

and a driver shouts to his team the heavy cart-horses covered with worste d
Cloths, shiver, and an impression of intense cold strikes through you to yo u r

Base/wt .

RAFFAELLI . (ByW in-ian”the Artist.) PARIS 4x . I e
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very bones. Indeed, Raffaelli
’

s austerity was first subdued a little when he
came to make a lengthy residence in England . Then he acquired a prefer
ence fOr the light-coloured atmosphere and the gracious verdure of nature
in England . He began to take pleasure in tender spring landscapes

,
in place

of rigid scenes of snow . The poor so il no longer seems so hard and inhospit
able ,

but becomes attractive beneath the so ft , peace ful, bluish atmosphere .

Even the uncivilised be ings, with famine in the ir eyes
,
who wandered about

in his earliest pictures, become milder and more resigned . The grandfather
,

in his blouse and wooden shoes
,
leads his grandchild by the hand amid the

first shyly budding verdure . Old men sit quietly in the grounds o f the alms
house , with the sun shining upon them . People no longer stand in the mist
o f November evenings with the ir teeth chattering from the frost , but breathe
th delight the so ft air o f bright spring mornings.

Raffaelli , for fifteen years the master of this narrowly circumscribed
reg ion ,

has recorded his
impressions of it in an

entirely personal manner,
in a style which in one o f

his brochures he has him
self designated carac
térisme . And by com

paring the costumed
mode ls in the pictures of

the previous generation
with the figures of Raf
faelli, the happiness of

this phrase is at once
understood . In fact

,
Raf

faelli is a great master o f
characterisation ,

and per

haps nowhere more tren
chant than in the illus
trations which he drew
for the Revue Illustrate .

Spirited caricatures o f

theatrical representations
alternate with the gro

tesque figures Of the Sal
vation Army . Yet he

feels most in his element
when he dives into the

horrors o f Paris by night .
The types which he has
created live ; they meet RAFFAELL I . (By pcrmission o/the Art ist .) LE CH IFFON IER .
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you at every step, wander about the
boulevards in the cafes and outside
the barriers, and they haunt you with
their looks ofmisery

,
vice , and menace .

Giuseppe doNittis
,
an Italian turned

a Parisian
,
a bold , searching, nervously

excitable spirit
,
was the first gent il

homme o f Impressionism
,
the first who

made a transition from the rugged
painting Of the pro letariat to coquet
tish pictures from the fashionable
quarters Of the City

, and reconciled
even the wider public to the principles
of Impressionism by the de licate
flavouring o f his works.

“ It was a co ld Novembermorning.

Co ld it was certainly
,
but in com

pensat ion the morning vapour was as

fine as snow turned into mist . Yonder
in the crowded

,
populous, soo ty

quarters o f the city
,
in Paris busy

with trade and industry
,
this early

vapour which settles in the broad
streets is not to be found ; the hurry
of awakening life , and the confused
movement of country carts, omnibuses ,

and heavy, rattling freight-waggons
,

G“ . a , have scattered ,
divided

,
and dispersed

m; b um s. PAR IS RACES it too quickly . Every passer-by bears
it away on his Shabby overcoat

,
on his threadbare comforter, or disperses it with

his baggy gloves . It dribbles down the shivering blouses and the waterproofs
of to iling poverty

,
it disso lves be fore the hot breath of the many who have

passed a sleepless or dissipated night , it is absorbed by the hungry, it pene
trates into shops which have j ust been opened , into gloomy backyards, and
it floats up the staircases, dripping on the walls and banisters

,
right up t o

the frozen attics . And that is the reason why so little o f it remains outside .

Bu t in the spacious and stately quarter of Paris, upon the broad boulevards
planted with trees and the empty quays the mist lay undisturbed ,

section
over section

,
like an undulating mass o f transparent wool in which one fe l t

isolated ,
hidden , almost imbedded in splendour, for the sun rising lazily on

the distant horizon already shed a mild purple glow,
and in this light the

mist leve l with the tops o f the houses shone like a piece o f muslin spread
over scarlet .
This opening passage in Daudet ’s Le Nababmost readily gives the mood
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Gabrie l de Saint Aubin , Paris has had no more faithful observer. De

Nittis,
”

said Clare tie in 1 876,
paints modern French life for us as that

brilliant Italian , the Abbé Galliani , spoke the French language—that is to
say, better than we do it ourselves.

The summit of his ability was reached in his last pictures from England .

One knows the London fogs of November, which hover over the town as black
as night , so that the gas has to be lit at noon,

fogs which are suffocating and
shroud the nearest houses in a ve il o f crape . Scenes like this were made
for De Nittis’ brush . He roamed about in the smoke of the City, Observed
the fashion of the season, the confusion of cabs and drays upon London
Bridge , the surge and hurry o f the human stream in Cannon Street , the vast
panorama of the port Of London ve iled with smoke and fog ,

the fashionable
West End with its magnificent clubs

,
the green , quiet squares and great ,

plainly built mansions he studied the dense smoky atmosphere of fog com

pressed into floating phantom shapes
,
the remarkable effects o f light seen

when a fresh breeze suddenly drives the black Clouds away . And again
his eye adapted itse lf at once to the novel environment . It was no t merely
the blithe splendour of Paris that found an incomparable painter in Giuseppe
de N ittis, but London also with its thick atmosphere and that mixture o f

damp,
tawny fog and grey smoke . Piccadilly

,
the National Gallery , the

railway bridge at Charing Cross, the Green Park ,
the Bank , and Trafalgar

Square are varied samples of

these English studies, which
Showed British painters them
selves that no t one of them
had understood the foggy
atmosphere o f London as

this tourist who was merely
travelling through the town .

Westminster ” and Cannon
Street , a pair o f dreary ,

sombre symphonies in ash

grey, perhaps display the

highest o f what De Nit tis has
achieved in the painting o f

arr.

ULYSSE BUTIN .

Born in Hamburg , though
a naturalised Frenchman ,

Ferdinand Heilbuth took ll p
again the cult of the Parisi

enne in the wake of Stevens
,

and as he turned the acquis i
tions o f Impressionism to ao
count in an exceedingly pleas
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BUTIN . THE DEPARTURE .

ing manner he seems, in comparison with Stevens, lighter and more vaporous
and gracious. He painted water-scenes

,
scenes on the greensward or in the

entrance squares of Chateaux
,
placing in these landscapes girls in fashionable

summer toilette . He was particularly fond of representing them in a white
hat

, a white or pearl-grey dress with a black belt and long black gloves, in
front o f a bright grey stream , seated upon a fallen trunk, with a paraso l
resting against it . The bloom of the atmosphere is harmonised in the very
finest chords with the virginal white o f the ir dresses and the fresh verdure
o f the landscapes. His pictures are little Wat teaus o f the nineteenth century ,

as discree t in effect as they are piquant .
After Heilbuth’

s death Albert Aublet , who in earlier days depicted san

guinary historical pieces, became the popular painter of girls, whose beauties
are grace fully interpreted in his pictures. When he paints the composer
Massenet

,
Sitting at the piano surrounded by flowers and beautiful women ,

when he represents the do ings o f the fashionable world on the shore at a
popular watering-place , or young ladies plucking roses

, or wandering medi
tat ively in bright dresses amid green shrubs and yellow flowers

, or go ing
into the sea in white bathing-gowns, there may be nothing profound or partic
ularly artistic in it all, but it is none the less charming, attractive , bright ,
joyous

, and fresh .

j ean Be
’

raud, another interpreter of Parisian elegance
,
has found material

for numerous pictures in the blaze o f the theatres, the naked shoulders o f
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ballet-girls, the dress-coats o f

old gentlemen,
the evening

humour of the boulevards, the
mysteries of the Café Anglais,
the bustle of Monte Carlo ,
and the foo tlights o f the Café
Concert . But absolute painter
he is not . One would pre fer
to have a less oily heaviness
in his works , a bolder and

freer execution more in keep
ing with the lightness of the

subject , and for this one would
willingly surrender the touches
of genre which Béraud canno t
let alone even in these days.

But his illustrations are ex

ceedingly Spirited .

It would be impossible to
classify painters according to
further Specialties . In fact ,
it is as little possible to bring
individuals into categories as

it was at the time o f the

Renaissance , when the painter busied himself at the same time with sculp
ture ,

architecture ,
and the artistic crafts . Great artists do no t wall them

selves up in a narrow space to be studied . Liberated from the studio
and restored to nature , they endeavour

, as in the best periods of art , t o

encompass life as widely as possible . A mere enumeration
,
such as chance

Offers, and such as will preserve a sense for the individuality of every man ’

s

talent without attempting comparisons seems there fore a better method t o
pursue than a systematic grouping which could only be attained artificially
and by ambiguities .

The late Ulysse Butin settled down on the shore o f the Channel and painted
the life o f the fishermen of Villerville

,
a little spot upon the coast near Hon

fleur. Sturdy
,
large-boned fellows drag their nets across the strand , carry

heavy anchors ashore
,
or he smoking upon the dunes . The rays of the evening

sun play upon their clothes ; the night falls, and a pro found Silence rest s

upon the landscape .

By preference Edouard Dantan has painted the interiors of sculptors ’

studios—men turning pots
,
casting plaster, or working on marble ,

with grey
blouses

,
contrasting delicately with the light grey walls of workrooms which

are themselves flooded with bright and tender light . Very charming was
A Plaster Cast from Nature

,

” painted in 1 887 : in the centre was a nud e

DANTAN . A PLASTER CAST FROM NATURE .
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talent , though rather tame , and stands to Bastien-Lepage and Ro ll as
Breton to Millet . One o ften fancies that it is possible to observe in

him that German Gemz
‘

t
’

th,
that genial temper

,
for

.

the satisfaction o f which
Frau Marlit t provided in fiction . A pupil of Gerome he made his first
great success in the Salon o f 1 879 with the picture A Wedding at the

Photographer’s.

” This was succeeded in 1 882 by The Nuptial Benedic
tion in 1 883 by The Vaccination in 1 884 by The Horse-pond
o f the Musée Luxembourg ; in 1 885 by a Blessed Virgin ,

a homely ,

thoughtful , and delicately co loured picture which gained him many
admirers in Germany ; and in 1 886 by The Consecrated Bread ,

in

which he was one of the first to take up the study o f light in interiors .

In a Catho lic church there are Sitting devout women—most o f them old ,

but also one who is young—and children ,
while an acolyte is handing them

consecrated bread . This Simple scene in the damp village church , filled
with a tender gloom

,
is rendered with a winning homely plainness, and

with that touch of compassionate sentimental ity which is the peculiar note
o f Dagnan-Bouvere t . The

Bretonnes au Pardon o f

1 889 thoroughly displayed
this definitive Dagnan : a

Soft
,
peaceful picture , full

of simple and cordial poetry .

In the grass behind the

church ,
the plain spire o f

which rises at the end o f

a wall
,
women are sitting ,

both young and old ,
in black

dresses and white caps . One

o f them is reading a prayer
from a devotional book .

The rest are listening . Two

men stand at the Side .

Everything is at peace ; the
scheme of colour is so ft and

quiet , while in the execution
there is some thing recalling
Ho lbein , and the effect is
idyllically moving like the

chime of a village bell when
the sun is going down .

The zeal with which
painters took up the study of

1; Am
’

contemporary life
,
so long

DUEZ ON THE CU FF. neglected , did no t
,
however

,
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DUEz. (By permission of the Artist.) THE END OF OCTOBER .

prevent the quality o f French landscape painting from being exceedingly
high . New parts of the world were no longer to be conquered . For

fifteen years none of the nobler
,

nor of the less noble ,
landscapes o f

France had been neglected
, nor any strip of field ; there were no flowers

that were no t plucked
,
whether they were cultivated in forcing-houses

or had sprung pallid in a dark garden o f old Paris. It was only the joy
in brightness and the newly discovered beauty o f sunshine that brought
with them any change o f material . Following the Impressionists, the land
scape painters deserted their forests. Those woodland depths, such as

Diaz and Rousseau painted
, seldom appear in the works of the most modern

artists. In the severest opposition to such once popular scenes there lies the
plain ,

the wide expanse stretching forth like a carpe t in bright , shining tones
under the play of tremulous sunbeams, and scarcely do a few trees break the
quiet line o f the distant horizon . At first the poorest and most humble
cornerswere pre ferred . The painting of the poor brought even the most forlorn
regions into fashion . Later

,
in landscape also

,
a bent towards the most tender

lyricism corresponded with that inclination to idyllic sentiment which was
on the increase in figure painting . These painters have a peculiar joy in the
fresh mood o f morning , when a light vapour hovers over the meadows and

the waters, before it is disso lved into shining dew. They love the bloom of

fruit-trees and the first smile o f spring
,
or reve l in the gradations o f the dusk ,

rich as they are in Shades of tint
,
mistily wan and grey

,
pale lilac , de licate

green
,
and milky blue . The perspective isbroad and fine obj ects are entire ly

absorbed by the harmony o f co lour
,
and the older and coarser treatment of
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free light heightened to the most refined play by the most delicate shades
of hue . And these colourists deriving from Corot

,
with the ir soft grey

enveloping all
, are Opposed by o thers who strike novel and higher chords

upon the keyboard o f Manet—landscape painters whom such simple and

intimate things do no t satisfy ,
but who search after unexpected , fleeting .

and extraordinary impressions
,
analysing fantastically combined effects

of light .
A group o f New-Impressionists

,
who might be called prismatic painters,

stand in this respect at the extreme left . Starting from the conviction that
the traditional mixing of colours upon the palette results after all only in
palette tones, and can never fully express the intensity and pulsating vividness
o f tone-values, they founded the theo ry of the resolution o f tones,—in o ther
words, they break up all compound co lours into their primary hues, set these
directly upon the canvas , and leave it to the eye of the spectator to undertake
the mixture for itself. In particular George Seurat was an energetic disse
minator o f this painting in po ints which excited new discussions amongst
artists and new po lemics in the newspapers. His pictures were entirely com

posed of flaming , glowing, and
shining patches . Close to these
pictures no thing was to be

seen but a confusion of
blotches

,
but at the proper

distance they took Shape as

wild sea-studies in the brilliant
hues of noon ,

with rocks and

stones standing out in relie f,
orgies of blue ,

red , and violet .
Such was Seurat ’s manner o f
see ing nature . That such a

course brings with it a good
deal of mono tony, that it
will hardly ever be possible
to quicken art to this extent
with science ,

is incontestable .

But it is j ust as certain that
Seurat was a painter of dis
tinction who shows in many
of his pictures a fine sense

for de licate
,
pale atmosphere .

Many of his landscapes, which
at close quarters look like
mosaics of small , smooth , vari
ously coloured stones ,

acquire
DAGNAN-BOUVERET . CONSECRATED BREAD . a vibrating light

,
Such as
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Gas . des Beam -Arts.

DAGNAN-BOUVERET . THE NUPTIAL BENEDICT ION .

(By permission ofMessrs. Boussoa’, Valadon 6
‘ Co. , the owners of the copyrig ht.)

life , such shimmering , glimmering effects, such tremulous, vibrating light ,
as could no t be arrived at without this disintegration of colour into separate
points. Moreover, they have at a distance a decorative effect that leaves
other pictures far behind .

The importance of Neo -Impressionism,
there fore ,

depends on two par

ticulars. First , in the analysis o f light it has carried the principles of Impres
sionism to their furthest limit ; secondly ,

in the matter of decorative effect
it has laid aside one great fault of Impressionism

,
and has given us pic tiIres

which
,
seen from a distance , take on a definite form instead of a blur of in

distinct tones .

Amongst the younger painters exhibiting in the Salon ,
Pointelin—without

any trace of imitation—perhaps comes nearest to the tenderpoetry o f Corot
,

and has with most subtlety interpreted the delicate charm o f cold moods of

morning , the deep feeling of still solitude in a

’

wide expanse . fan M onch

ablon views the meadow and the grass
,
the blades and variegated flowers of

the fie ld ,
with the eyes o f a primitive artist . Wide stretches of rolling ground

upon radiant spring days are usual ly to be seen in his pictures . The sun

shines, the grass sparkles
,
and the horizon spreads boundless around. In the

background cows are grazing, or there move small figures bathed in air
, whilst

a dreamy rivulet murmurs in the foreground . The bright , so ft light o f
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Provence is the delight of M ontenard, and he depicts with delicacy this land
scape with its bright , rosy hills, its azure Sky, and its pale underwood . Light

,

as he sees it , has neither motes nor shadows its vibration is so intense and

fine that it fills the air with liquid gold
,
and absorbs the tints of objects

,

wrapping them in a so ft and mystic golden ve il .
Dauphin ,

who is nearly al lied with him, always remains a colourist . His

painting is more an imated , provocative , and blooming , especially in those
sea-pieces with the ir bright harbours, glittering waves, and rocking ships with
the ir sails shimmering and coquetting in the sunshine . The name of Rosset

Granget recalls festal evenings, houses all aglow with lights and fireworks
, or

red lanterns shedding forth their gleam into the dark blue firmament , and
reflected with a thousand fine tints in the sea.

The melancholy art of Emile Barau , a thoroughly rustic painter, who
renders picturesque com ers of little villages with an ex tremely personal
accent , stands in contrast with the blithe painting of the devotees of light
it is not the splendour o f colour that attracts him ,

but the dun hues o f dying
nature . He has come to a halt immediate ly in front of Paris, in the square
before the church o f Creile . He knows the loneliness of village streets when
the people are at work in the fie lds, and the houses give a fee ling that the ir
inhabitants are no t far Off and may re turn at any moment . His pictures
are harmonies in grey. The leading elements in his works are the pale light
lying upon co lourless autumn sward

, the moum ful outlines of leafless trees
stretching their naked boughs into the air as though complaining, small still
ponds where ducks are paddling, the scanty green of meagre gardens, the
muddy waters of Old canals, reddish
grey roofs and narrow little streets
amid moss-covered hills, tall poplars
and willows by the side of swampy
ditches

,
and in the background the

old village steeple , which is scarcely
ever absent . Dumayo, likewise , is fond
of twilight , and autumn and winter
evenings. He is the poet of the
great plains and dunes and the

sombre heaven , where iso lated sun

beams break shyly from behind
white clouds. A fine sea-painter,
Boudin ,

studies in Etretat
,
Trou

ville ,
Saint Valery

,
Crotoy

,
and

Berck the dunes and the misty sky,

spreading in cold northern grey across
the silent sea. Dumoulin paints night
landscapes with deep blue shadows Dial.
and bright blue lights, while Albert LUC IEN PISSARRO . SOLITUDE (WOODCUT).
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Lebourg has a passion for the grey o f rain and the glittering snow which
gleams in the light , blue in one place

,
violet and rosy in another. Victor

Binet and Réné Billotte have devo ted themse lves to the study of that poor
region , still in embryo , which lies around Paris

,
a region where a delicate

observer finds so much that is picto rial and so much hidden poetry . Binet
is so delicate that everything grows nobler beneath his brush . He specially
loves to paint the poetry of twilight , which so ftens fo rms and tinges the trees
with a greyish-green ,

the quiet
, monotonous plains where tiny foo tpaths lose

themselves in mysterious horizons, the expiring light of the autumn sun playing
with the fallen yellow leaves upon dusty highways . Réné Billo tte

’

s life is
exceedingly many-sided . In the forenoon he is an important ministerial
official, in the evening the po lished man o f society in dress-clothes and white
tie whom Carolus Duran painted . Of an afternoon ,

in the hours o f dusk and
moonrise

,
he roams as a landscape painter in the suburbs of Paris he is an

exceedingly accomplished man of the world ,
who only speaks in a low tone ,

and what he specially loves in nature ,
too ,

is the hour when moonlight lies
gently and delicately over all forms . The scenes he usually chooses are a
quarry with light mist settling over it , a light-co loured cornfield in a bluish
dusk

,
a meadow bathed in pale light , or a strip of the seashore where the

delicate air is impregnated with mo isture .

To be at once refined and true is the goal which portrait painting in recent
years has also Specially set itself to reach . In the years of chic it started
with the endeavour to win from every personal ity its beauties, to paint men

and women to advantage but
later, when the Naturalism of

Bastien-Lepage stood at its zenith ,

it strove at all costs to se ize the
actual human be ing

,
to catch

, as

it were ,
the workaday character

of the personal ity as it is in in

voluntary moments when people
believe themse lves to be unobserved
and give up posing . The place
of those pompous arrangements of
the painters o f material was taken
by a soul , and temperament inter
preted by an intelligence . And

corresponding with the universal
principle o f conce iving man and

nature as an indivisible whole
,
it

became imperative in portrait
painting no longer to place persons

an arbitrary ma gm a
,

ou ners o/the copy rig ht .) but In the ir real surroundings
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The work of j acquesEmile
Blanche, the son of the

celebrated mad doctor, is

peculiarly Characteristic of
these tendencies of French
portrait painting . It is well
known that English fashion
was at this time regarded
in Paris as the height of ele
gance ,

while Anglicisms were
entering more and more into
the French language ; and

this tendency o f taste gave
Blanche the occasion for

most e sthetic pictures. The

English Miss, in her at trac

tive mixture of affectation
and nai'vete

,
in all her slim

and long-footed grace , has
found a de licate interpreter
in him . Tall ladies Clad in
white

,
bitten with the Anglo

mania, drink tea most e s

thetically,
and Sit there bored ,

or are grouped round the piano ; gommeux , neat , straight , chic , from their
tall hats to their patent-leather boots, look wearily about the world , with
an eyeglass fixed ,

a yellow rose in their buttonhole ,
and a thick stick in the

gloved hand . Amongst his portraits of well-known personal ities, much notice
was attracted by that of his father in 1 890

—a modern Bertin the Elder,
and in 1 891 by that of Maurice Barres, a portrait in which he has analysed
the author o f Le j ardin de Bere

’

nice in a very simple and convincing fashion .

The brilliant Italian Boldini brought to this English chic the manual
volubility of a Southerner sometimes he was microscopic a la Meissonier,
sometimes a juggler of the brush a la Fortuny, and sometimes he gave the
most seductive mannerism and the most diverting elegance to his portraits
Of ladies . Born in 1 845, the son o f a painter of saints, Bo ldini had begun as

a Romanticist with pictures for Scott ’s Ivanhoe . From Ferrara he went to
Florence ,

where he remained six years . At the end of the Sixties he emerged
in London ,

and ,
after he had painted Lady Holland and the Duchess ofWest

minster there ,
he soon became a popular portrait painter. But since 1 872

his home has been Paris, where the fine Anglo-Saxon aroma
,
the e sthetic

originality o f his pictures
, soon became an obj ect of universal adm iration .

In his portraits of women Boldini always renders what is most novel . It

is as if he knew in advance the new fashion which the coming season would

L
’

Art .

BOLDIN I . GIUSEPPE VERDI .



Qua ntin, Paris.
W ILLETTE . THE GOLDEN AGE .
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colour, and pastel , and is equally marvellous in handl ing the po rtraits of

men,
the street picture and the landscape . His portrait of the painter John

Lewis Brown , crossing the street with his wife and daughter, looked as though
it had been painted in one jet . In his little pictures of horses there is an

astonishing animation and nervous energy . M . Faure , the singer, possesses
some small rococo pictures from his brush , scenes in the Garden of the

Tuileries, which might have come from Fortuny. His pictures from the

street life of Paris—the Place Pigalle
,
the Place Clichy—recall De Nittis,

and some illustrations—scenes from the great Paris races—might have been
drawn by Caran D’

Ache .

There is no need to treat illustration in greater detail
,
because , naturally,

it could no longer play the initiative part which fell to it in earlier days, now
that the whole of life had been drawn within the compass of pictorial repre

sentation . Besides, in an epoch like our own ,
which is determined to know

and see and feel everything
,
illustration has been so extended that it would be

quite impossible even to se lect the most important work . Entirely apart from
the many painters who occasionally illustrated novels or other books, such as

Bastien-Lepage , Gervex ,
Dantan

,
Détaille ,

Dagnan-Bouveret , Ribot , Benj amin
Constant , Jean Paul Laurens, and others, there are a number of profes sional
draughtsmen in Paris, most o f whom are really distinguished artists.

In particular, Chéret, one of the most original artists of our time—Cheret ,
the great king of posters

,
the monarch of a fabulously charming world , in

which everything gleams in blue and red and orange
,
cannot be passed over

in a history of painting . The flowers which he carelessly strews on all sides
with his spendthrift hand are not destined for preservation in an historical
herbarium ; his works are transient flashes of spirit , brilliantly shining,
ephemera, but a bold and subtle Parisian art is concealed amid this improvi
sation . Settled for many years in London , Jules Chere t had there already
drawn admirable placards, which are now much sought after by collectors .

In 1 866 he introduced this novel branch of industry into France ,
and

gave it—thanks to the invention of machines which admi t of the employ
ment of the largest lithographic stones an artistic development which “

could no t have been anticipated . He has created many thousands of posters.

The book-trade ,
the great shops, and almost all branches of industry owe

their success to him. His theatrical posters alone are amongst the most
grace ful products of modern art La Fete des Mitrons, La Salle de Frascati,
Les Mongolis, Le Chat Botté, L

’

Athénée Comique ,
Fantaisies Music-Hall ,

La Fée Cocotte ,
Les Tsiganes, Les Folies-Bergeres en Voyage ,

Spectacle
Concert de l’Horloge ,

Skating Rink, Les Pillules du Diable ,
La Chatte Blanche ,

Le Petit Faust , La Vie Parisienne ,
Le Droit du Seigneur, Cendrillon ,

Orphée

aux Enfers, Eden Theatre ,
etc . These are mere posters, destined to hang

for a few days at the street corners
,
and yet in graceful ease , sparkling life ,

and coquettish bloom of colour they surpass many oil paintings which flaunt
upon the walls of the Musée Luxembourg.
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CAZIN .

Amongst the illustrators Willette is perhaps the most charming , the most
brilliant in grace , fancy, and spirit . A drawing by him is something living,
light , and fresh . Only amongst the Japanese , or the great draughtsmen

of the rococo period, does one find plates o f a charm similar to Willette ’

s

tender poems of the Chevalier Printemps or the Baiser de la Rose .

At the same time there is Something curiously innocent , something primitive ,

naive ,
something like the song of a bird

,
in his charming art . No one can

laugh with such youthful freshness . N0 one has such a childlike fancy .

Willette possesses the curious gift of looking at the world like a boy of sixteen
with eyes that are no t jaded for all the beauty o f things

,
with the eyes o f a

schoo lboy in love for the first time . He has drawn angels for Gothic windows,
battles, and everything imaginable ; nevertheless, woman is supreme over
his who le work , ruined and pure as an angel , cursed and adored , and yet

always enchanting . She is Manon Lescaut
,
with her so ft eyes and angelically

pure Sins. She has something of the lovely piquancy of the woman of Bran
tome

, when she disdainfully laughs out of countenance poor Pierrot , who
sings his serenades to her plaintive ly in the moonlight . One might say that
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Willette is himself his Pierrot , dazzled with the young bosoms and rosy lips
at one time grace ful and laughing , wild as a young fellow who has j ust escaped
from schoo l at another earnest and angry

,
like an archangel driving away

the sinful ; to -day fiery
,
and to-morrow melancho ly ; now in love , teasing,

blithe , and tender, now gloomy and in mortal trouble . He laughs amid tears
and weeps amid laughter

,
singing the Dies Ira after a couplet of Offenbach

himself wears a black-and-white garment , and is, at the same time , mystic
and sensuous . His plates are as exhilarating as sparkling champagne ,

and

breathe the so ft , plaintive spirit o f old ballads .

Beside this amiable Pierro t Forain is like the modern Satyr, the true
outcome of the Goncourts and Gavarni, the product of the most modern
decadence . All the vice and grace of Paris

,
all the luxury o f the world

,
and

all the chic of the demi-monde he has drawn with spirit , with bold stenographical
execution , and the elegance of a sure-handed expert . Every stroke is made
with trenchant energy and ultimate grace . Adultery

,
gambling , chambres

séparées, carriages,
horses, villas in the Bo is de Boulogne ; and then the

reverse side—degradation , the ft , hunger, the filth of the stree ts
,
pistols,

suicide—such are the principal stages o f the modern epic which Forain
composed ; and over all the Parisienne, the dancing-girl , floats with smiling

grace like a breath of beauty .

His chief field o f study is

the promenade o f the Folies
Bergeres—the delicate pro

files of ane mic girls singing ,

the heavy masses of flesh of

gluttonising gourmets, the

impudent laughter and life
less eyes of prostitutes, the
thin waists

,
lean arms, and

demon hips of fading bodies
laced in silk . Little dancing
girls and fat roue’s, snobs with
short , wide overcoats, huge
co llars, and long , pointed
shoes—they all move

,
live

,

and exhale the odour of their
own peculiar atmosphere .

There is spirit in the line of

an overcoat which Forain
draws, in the furn iture of a
room

,
in the hang of a fur or

a silk dress. He is the master
o f the light

,
fleeting se izure

CAe . HAGAR AND ISHMAEL. of the definitive line . Every
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one of his plates is like a Spirited causerie, which is to be understood through
nods and winks.

The nam e of Paul Renouard is inseparable from the opera . Degas had
already painted the opera and the ballet-dancers with wonderful reality

, fine

irony, or in the weird humour of a dance of death . But Renouard did no t

imitate Degas . As a pupil of Pils he was one of the many who, in 1 871 ,
were

occupied with the decoration of the staircase of the new Opera house ,
and

through this opportunity he obtained his first glance into this capricious and
mysterious world made up of contrasts

,
—a world which hence forward became

his domain . All his ballet-dancers are accurately drawn at their rehearsals ,

but the charm of their smile
,
of the ir figures

,
their silk tights, their gracious

movements, has something which almost goes beyond nature . Renouard is a
realist with very great taste . Girls practising at standing on the tips of the ir
toes, dancing, curtseying, and throwing kisses to the audience are broadly and
surely drawn with a few strokes . The opera is for him a universe in a nutshell
a résumé of Paris

,
where all the oddities

,
all the wildness, and all the sadness

o fmodern life are to be found .

Mention must also be made of Daniel Vierge , torn prematurely from his

art by a cruel disease
,
but

not be fore he had been able
to complete his masterpiece ,

the edition of Don Pablo de
Segovia. Henri de Toulouse

Lautrec too must be named
,

the grim historian of absinthe
dens, music halls and dancing
saloons ; and we must give
a passing glance to Le’andre
and Steinlen

,
in whose draw

ings also the whole o f Paris
ian life breathes and pulsates,
with all the glitter of over
Civilisation , with all its ultra
refinement of pleasure . But
a detailed appreciation o f

these draughtsmen is obvi

ously out of place in a history
of painting .

If we turn back to those
who have done good work
in the province of painting
pure and simple , we must
tarry for a while with that G“ . a,“ EM M A ,“

refined painter o f elegiac BESNARD . EVEN ING .
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landscape ,
Charles Cazin . He awaits us as the evening gathers, and tells

with a vibrating voice Of things which induce a mood of gentle melancholy .

He has his own hour
, his own world , his own men and women . His

hour is that secret and mystic time when the sun has gone down and the

moon is rising, when so ft shadows repose upon the earth and bring forget
fulness. The land he enters is a damp ,

misty land with dunes and

pale foliage , one that lies beneath a heavy sky and is se ldom irradiated
by a beam of hope ,

a land of Lethe and oblivion of self, a land created
to yie ld to the tender colour of infinite weariness. The motives of

his landscapes are always exceedingly simple
,
though they have a

simplicity which is perhaps forced ,
instead Of being entire ly naive .

He represents, it may be , the entrance into a village with a few cottages ,

a few thin poplars
,
and reddish tiled roofs

,
bathed in the pale shadows of

evening. Upon the broad street lined with irregular houses
,
in a provincial

town ,
the rain comes splashing down . Or it is night, and in the sky there

are black clouds
,
with the moon so ftly peering be tween them . Lamps are

gleaming in the windows of the houses
, and an Old post-chaise rolling

heavily over the Slippery pavement . Or dun-green Shadows repose upon
a so litary green field with a windmill and a sluggish stream . The

earth is wrapt in mysterious silence , and there is movement only in

the sky, where a flash of lightning quivers—no t one that blazes into in
tensely vivid light

,
but rather a silvery white electric spark lambent in the

dark firmament . Coro t alone has painted such things
,
but where he is j oyous

Cazin is elegiac . The little so litary houses are of a ghostly grey . The trees
sway towards each other as if in tremulous fear. And the mist hangs damp
in the brown boughs. Faint evening Shadows flit around . A Northern
malaria seems to prevail . At times a sea-bird utters a wailing complaint .
One thinks of Russian novels

,
Nihilism

,
and Raskolnikoff, though I know

no t through what association o f ideas . One is disposed to Sit by the wayside
and dream

, as Verlaine sings

La lune blanche
Luit dans les bo is
De chaque branche
Part une voix.
L ’

etang reflete
,

Pro fond miro ir
,

La silhoue t te
Du saule noir

OiI le vent pleure
Révons c

’

est l
’heure .

Un vas te e t tendre
Apaisemen t

Semble descendre
Du firmamen t

Que l
’

astre irise

C ’

es t l
’heure exquise .
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as he has been called by Edmond de Goncourt . Probably no one be fore
him has painted the unconscious spiritual life of children with the same
tender, absorbed feeling : little hands grasping at something

, stammering
lips of little ones who would kiss their mother, dreamy eyes gazing into
infinity . But although young children at the beginning of life ,

whose eyes
open wide as they turn towards the future , look out of his pictures, a profound
sadness rests over them . His figures move gravely and silently in a so ft

,

mysterious dusk , as though divided from the world of realities by a veil of
gauze . All forms seem to melt , and fading flowers shed a sleepy fragrance
around ; it is as though there were bats flitting invisible through the air .

Even as a portrait painter he is still a poet dream ing in eternal haze and a
twilight of mystery . In his portraits, Alphonse Daudet , Geffroy, Dolent ,
and Edmond de Goncourt looked as though they had been resolved into
vapour

,
although the delineation of character was of astonishing power,

and marked firmly with a penetrative insight into spiritual life such as was

shared by Ribo t alone .

At the very opposite pole of art stands Paul Albert Besnard amongst the
worshippers o f light he is, perhaps, the most subtle and forcible poet

, a

luminist who cannot find tones high enough when he would play upon the

fibres of the spirit . Having issued from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and gained
the Prix de Rome with a work which attracted much notice , he had long
moved upon strictly official lines and he only broke from his academical
strait-waistcoat about a dozen years ago ,

to become the refined artist to
whom the younger generation do honour in these days, a seeker whose works
vary widely in point of merit, though they always strike one afresh from the

bold confidence with which he attacks and solves the most difficult problems
of light . In Puvis de Chavannes, Cazin,

and Carriere a reaction towards
sombre effect and pale , vaporous beauty of tone followed the brightness of

Manet ; but Besnard, pushing forward upon Manet
’

s course
,
revels in the

most subtle effects of illumination—effects not ventured xupon even by the
bo ldest Impressionists—endeavours to arrest the most unexpected and un

foreseen phases of light
,
and the most hazardous combinations of colour.

The ruddy glow of the fire glances upon faded flowers . Chandeliers and

tapers outshine the soft radiance of the lamp artificial light struggles with
the sudden burst of daylight ; and lanterns, standing out against the night
sky like golden lights with a purple border, send their glistening rays into
the blue gloom . It is only in the field of literature that a parallel may be
found in Jens Pieter Jacobsen ,

who in his novels occasionally describes with
a Similar finesse of perception the reflection of fire upon go ld and silver, upon
silk and satin

,
upon red and yellow and blue , or enumerates the hundred

tints in which the September sun pours into a room .

The portrait group of his children is a harmony in red . A boy and two

girls are standing , with the most delightful absence of all constraint , in a
country room

,
which looks out upon a mountainous landscape . The wall
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of the background is red, and red the costume of the little ones, ye t al l these
conflicting nuances of red tones are brought into harmonious unity with
inherent tas te . Rubens would have rej oiced over a second landscape ex

hibited in the same year. A nude woman is seated upon a divan drinking

AMAN-JEAN . SOUS LA GUERLANDA .

tea, with her feet tucked under her and her back to the spectator. Upon her
back are cast the warm and the more subdued reflections of a fire which lies
out of sight and o f the daylight quivering in yellowish stripes, like a glowing
aureole upon her soft skin .

In a third picture
,
called Vision de Femme , a young woman with the

upper part of her form unclothed appears upon a terrace ,
surrounded by red

blooming flowers and the glowing yellow light of the moon . Under this
symbo l Besnard imagined Lutetia, the eternally young

,
hovering over the

rhododendrons of the Champs Elysees and looking down upon the blaze of
lights in the Café des Ambassadeurs . In 1 889 he produced The Siren , a

symphony in red . A petite femme o f Montmartre stands wearily in a half
antique morn ing to ilette be fore a billowing lake ,

which glows beneath the

rays of the setting sun in fiery red and dull mallow colour. In his Autumn
of 1 890 he made the same experiment in green . The moon casts its silvery
light upon the changeful greenish mirror of a lake

, and at the same time plays
in a thousand reflections upon the green silk dress of a lady sitting upon the
shore ; while , in a picture of 1 891 ,

a young lady in an e legant négligé is

seated at the piano
,
with her husband beside her turning over the music.
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The light Of the candles is shed over hands , faces, and clothes. Another
picture ,

called Clouds of Evening ,
represented a woman with delicate

profile amid a viole t landscape over which the clouds were lightly hovering ,

touched with orange-red by the setting sun . The double portrait , executed
in 1 892 , of the Mlles. D one of whom is leisurely placing a scarf over
her shoulders with a movement almost recalling Leighton , while the other
stoops to pick a blossom from a rhododendron bush , is exceedingly so ft in
its green ,

red , and blue harmony .

The French Government recognised the eminent decorative tal ent dis
played in these pictures, and gave Besnard the opportunity Of achieving
further triumphs as a mural pain ter. Here ,

too ,
he is modern to his finger

tips, knowing nothing of stately gestures
, no thing of old-world naivete but

merely through his appetising and sparkling play of colour he has the art o f
converting great blank spaces into amarvellous storied realm .

In 1 890 he had to represent Astronomy as a ce iling-piece for the Salon
des Sciences in the Hetel de Ville . Ten years be fore there would have been
no artist who would no t have executed this task by the introduction of nude
figures provided with instructive attributes . One would have held a globe ,

the second a pair of compasses, and the third a te lescope in one hand , and in

the o ther branches o f laurel wherewith to crown Galileo ,
Columbus, or Kepler.

Besnard made a clean sweep of all this . He did no t forget that a ceiling is
a kind of sky , and accordingly he painted the planets themselves, the stars
which run their course through the firmament of blue . The figures of the

conste llations are arranged in a gracious interplay of light bodies floating
so ftly past . Amongst the pictures of the Eco le de Pharmacie a like effect is
produced by Besnard ’

s great composition Evening , a work treated with
august simplicity . The atmosphere is of a grey—bluish white stars are

glittering here and there
,
and two very ancient be ings

,
a man and a woman ,

sit upon the threshold of the ir house
,
grave

,
weather-beaten forms Of quie t

grandeur, executed with expressive lines . The old man casts a searching
glance at the stars, as if yearning after immortality,

while the woman leans
weary and yet contented upon his Shoulder . In the room behind a kettle
hangs bubbling over the fire

, and a young woman with a child upon her arm
steps through the door man and the starry world ,

the fin ite and the infinite ,

presented under plain symbols.

Such are , more or less, the representative minds o f contemporary France ,

the centres from which other minds issue like rays . Alfred Agache devotes
himself with great dexterity to an allegorical style after the fashion o f Bar

roccio . Inspired by the pre
-Raphaelites,

Aman-j ean has found the model
for his allegorical compositions in Botticelli

,
and is a neurasthenic in colour,

which is exceptionally striking
, in his delicate po rtraits o f women . Maurice

Denis
,
who drew the illustrations to Verlaine ’

s Sagesse in a style full of archaic
bloom

,
as a painter takes delight in the intoxicating fragrance of incense ,

the gliding steps and slow
,
quiet movements o f nuns

,
in men and women
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From the historian ’

s standpo int these young artists scarcely come into
question they are still too much in the embryonic stage for any conclusion
to be arrived at with respect to e ither of them . But the art lover who looks
to the future rather than the past feelsbound to followwith care their creations,
in which the wealth of beauty that is already indicated in their first prints,
the certainty of purpose with which they direct their efforts towards the
point at which Impressionism has le ft the widest gap ,

seems to give a guarantee
that in the future France will maintain in the province o f art the position
she has he ld during the n ineteenth century as the leading artistic nation .



CHAPTER ! ! XV

SPAIN

UST as France to-day shows such a wealth of talent
,
Spain

,
correspond

ingly,
can scarcely be said to come into the question of modern endeavour

in art in fact
,
it is quite impossible to treat of a history of Spanish art

,

one can only consider individual artists, for they each go their own way,

working in different directions and without any concerted plan .

It was in the spring of 1 870 that a little picture called La Vicaria was

exhibited in Paris at the dealer Goupil ’s. A marriage is taking place in the

sacristy of a rococo church in Madrid . The walls are covered with faded
Cordova leather hangings figured in gold and dull colours, and a magnificent
rococo screen separates the sacristy from the middle aisle . Venetian lustres
are suspended from the ce iling pictures ofmartyrs, Venetian glasses in carved
oval frames hang on the wall, richly ornamented wooden benches, and a library
of missals and gospels in sparkling Silver Clasps, and shining marble tables and
glistening braziers form part of the scene in which the marriage contract is being
signed . The costumes are those of the time of Goya. AS amatter o f fact

, an old
beau ismarrying ayoung and beautiful girl . With affected grace and a skipping
minuet step ,

holding a modish three-cornered hat under his arm, he approaches
the table to put his Signature in the place which the escribano points out with
an obsequious bow. He is arrayed in delicate lilac, while the bride is wearing
a white silk dress trimmed with flowered lace , and has a wreath of orange
blossoms in her luxuriant black hair. AS a girl-friend is talking to her she

examines with abstracted attention the pretty little pictures upon her fan
,

the finest she has ever possessed . A very piquant little head she has ,
with her

long lashes and her black eyes . Then ,
in the background, follow the witnesses,

and first of all a young lady in a swelling silk dress of the brightest rose-colour .

Beside her is one of the bridegroom ’

s friends in a cabbage-green coat with long
flaps, and a shining belt from which a gleaming sabre hangs. The VIhole picture
is a marvellous assemblage of colours, in which tones of Venetian glow and

strength , the tender pearly grey beloved of the Japanese ,
and a melting neutral

brown , each sets off the o ther and give a shimmering effect to the whole .

The painter, who was barely thirty ,
bore the name o f Mariano Fortuny,

and was born in Reus, a little town in the province of Tarragona, on 1 1 th June
1 838 . Five years after he had completed this work he died, at the age of

thirty-six , on 21 5 t November 1 874. Sho rt as his career was, it was, neverthe
307
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less, so brilliant, his success so immense , his influence so great , that his place in
the history ofmodern painting remains assured to him.

Like French art , Spanish art , after Goya
’

s death , had borne the yoke o f

Classicism , Romanticism, and academical influence by turns . In the grave of

Goya there was buried for ever
, as it seemed , the world of torreros, majas,

manolas, monks, smugglers, knaves, and witches , and all the local colour of
the Spanish Peninsula . As late as the Paris World Exhibition of 1 867 , Spain
was merely represented by a few carefully composed , and j ust as carefully
painted, but tame and tedious, historical pictures of the David or the Delaroche
stamp—works such as had been painted for whole decades by José Madrazo ,
J . Ribera y Fernandez

,
Federigo Madrazo, Carlo Luis Ribera , Eduardo Rosales,

and many others whose names there is no reason for rescuing from oblivion .

They laboured, meditating an art which was not the ir own ,
and could no t

waken any echo in themselves . The ir painting was body without soul , empty
histrionic skill . As complete darkness had rested for a century over Spanish
art , from the death of Claudio Coellos in 1 693 to the appearance of Goya , rising
like a meteor, so the first hal f of the nineteenth century produced no single
original artist until Fortuny came forward in the sixties .

He grew up amid poor surroundings, and when he was twelve years of age
he lost his father and mother . His grandfather

,
an enterprising and adven

turous j oiner, had made for himself a cabinet ofwax figures, which he exhibited
from town to town in the province of Tarragona. With his grandson he

went on foot through all the towns o f Catalonia, the old man showing the
wax figures which the boy had painted . Whenever he had a moment free
the latter was drawing

,
carving in wood, or modelling in wax . It chanced,

however , that a sculptor saw his attempts, Spoke of them in Fortuny
’

s

birthplace , and succeeded in inducing the town to make an allowance of

forty-two francs a month to a lad whose talent had so much promise . By
these means Fortuny was enabled to attend the Academy of Barcelona
for four years . In 1 857 , when he was nineteen years of age ,

he rece ived
the Prix de Rome, and se t out for Rome itself in the same year . But

whilst he was copying the pictures of the old masters there a circum
stance occurred which set him upon another course . The war be tween
Spain and the Emperor of Morocco determined his future career . For

tuny was then a young man Of three-and—twenty, very strong, rather
thickset , quick to resent an inj ury

,
tacitum ,

resolute ,
and accustomed to

hard work . His residence in the East , which lasted from five to six months,

was a discovery for him—a feast of delight . He found the oppo rtunity
of studying in the immediate neighbourhood a people whose life was

Opulent in colour and wild in movement ; and he beheld with wonder the
gleaming pictorial episodes so variously enacted before him ,

and the rich
costumes upon which the radiance of the South glanced in a hundred reflec

tions. And ,
in particular

,
when the Emperor of Morocco came with his

brilliant suite to Sign the treaty of peace
,
Fortuny developed a feverish activity .
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FORTUNY . THE SPAN ISH MARR IAGE
(LA V ICAR IA ).

(By permission q/Messrs. Goupil é " Co., the owners of the copy rig ht .)

day,
and began to exert upon a whole generation of young artists that

powerful influence which survives even at this very day.

The studio which he built for himself after his marriage with the daughter
of Federigo Madrazo in Rome was a little museum of the most exquisite
products of the artistic crafts of the West and the East : the wallswere decorated
with brill iant oriental stuffs, and great glass cabinets with Moorish and

Arabian weapons, and old tankards and glasses from Murano stood around .

He sought and collected everything that shines and gleams in varying co lour.

That was his world ,
and the basis of his art .

Pillars o f marble and porphyry
,
groups of ivory and bronze ,

lustres of

Venetian glass, gilded consoles with small busts,
great tables supported by

gilded satyrs and inlaid with variegated mosaics
,
form the surroundings o f that

astonishing work The Trial of the Model . Upon amarble table a young girl
is standing naked , posing before a row of academicians in the costume of the
Louis x v period , while each one o f them gives his j udgment by a movement
or an expression of the face . One o f them has approached quite Close , and is
examining the little woman through his lorgnette . All the costumes gleam
in a thousand hues, which the marble reflects . By his picture The Poet or
The Rehearsal he reached his highest po int in the capricious analysis of

light . In an old rococo garden
,
with the brilliant facade of the Alhambra

as its background , there is a gathering o f gentlemen assembled to witness the
rehearsal o f a tragedy . The heroine ,

a tall , charming , luxuriant beauty, has
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THE TR IAL OF THE MODEL .
(By permission (3/M essrs. Boussod , Valadon 6 " Co. the owne rs q/the copyright. )

j ust fal len into a faint . On the o ther hand , the hero ,
ho lding the lady on his

right arm ,
is reading the verses of his part from a large manuscript . The

gentlemen are listening, and exchanging remarks with the air of conno isseurs
one o f them Closes his eyes to listen with thorough attention . Here the entire
painting flashes like a rocket , and is as iridescent and brilliant as a peacock

’

s

tail . Fortuny splits the rays of the sun into endless nuances which are scarcely
perceptible to the eye , and gives expression to their flashing glitter with
astonishing delicacy . Henri Regnault , who visited him at that time in Rome

,

wro te to a Parisian friend : The time I spent with Fortuny yesterday is
haunting me still . What a magnificent fellow he is ! He paints the most
marvellous things

,
and is the master of us all . I wish I could Show you the two

or three pictures that he has in hand , or his etchings and water-co lours . They
inspiredme with a real disgust of my own . Ah Fortuny, you spo il my sleep .

Even as an etcher he caught all the technical finesses and appetising
piquancies of his great forerunner Goya. It is only with ve ry light and
spirited strokes that the outlines of his figures are drawn then ,

as in Goya
,

comes the aquatint , the colour which covers the background and gives local ity ,

depth
,
and light . A few scratches with a needle ,

a black Spot , a light made by
a judiciously inserted patch ofwhite ,

and he gives his figures life and character,
causing them to emerge from the black depth Of the background like mysterious
visions. The Dead Arab ,

” covered with his black cloak
,
and lying on the

ground with his musket on his arm
,

The Shepherd on the stump of a
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pillar, The Serenade
,

”
The Reader,

”
The Tambourine Player,

”
The

Pensioner, the picture of the gentleman with a pig-tail bending over his
flowers, The Anchorite ,

and The Arab mourning over the Body of his

Friend, are the most important Of his plates, which are some times pungent
and spirited , and sometimes sombre and fantastic .

In the picture The Strand of Portici he attempted to strike out a new
path . He was tired of the gay rags of the eighteenth century, as he said
himself, and meant to paint for the future only subjects from surrounding
life in an entirely modern manner like that of Manet . But he was not destined
to carry out this change any further . He passed away in Rome on zrst

November 1 874. When the unsold works which he le ft were put up to

auction the smallest sketches fetched high figures, and even his e tchings were
bought at marvellous prices.

In these days the enthusiasm for Fortuny is no longer so glowing . The

capacity to paint became so ordinary in the course of years that it was pre
supposed as a matter of course it was a necessary acquirement for an artist
to have before approaching his pictures in a psychological fashion . And in

this later respect there is a deficiency in Fortuny. He is a charmeur who

dazzles the eyes, but rather creates a sense of astonishment than holds the
spectator in his grip . Beneath his hands painting has become a matter of
pure virtuosity ,

a marvellous, flaring firework that amazes and—leaves us co ld
after all . With enchanting delicacy he runs through the brilliant gamut of
radiant co lours Upon the small keyboard of his little pictures painted with a
pocke t-lens

, and everything glitters golden
,
like the dress of a fairy . He

united to the patience of Me issonier a delicacy of colour
,
a weal th of pictorial

point , and a crowd Of delightful trifles, which combine to make him a most
exquisite and fascinating juggler of the palette—an amazing colourist , a
wonderful Clown

,
an original and subtle painter with vibrating nerves

,
but

no t a truly great and moving artist . His pictures are dainties in gold frames ,

poaruuy ,
THE SNAKE CHARMERS .
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sex with easel-pieces by its productions it recalls the great episodes of popular
history , which are able to excite men to glorious deeds. Austere , like our

national character, it forbids fine taste to descend to the painting of anything
indecorous . Be fore everything we want grand paintings for our galleries ;
the commercial spirit is no master of ours . In such a way the glory of

Zurburan
, Murillo ,

and Velasquez lives once more in a new sense .

The results of such efforts were those historical pictures which at the Paris
World Exhibition of 1 878 ,

the Munich International Exhibition of 1 883 ,
and

at every large exhibition since have been so exceedingly refreshing to all

admirers of the illustration of history upon ground that was genuine ly Spanish .

At the Paris World Exhibition of 1 878 Pradilla
’

s Joan the Mad rece ived
the large gold medal

,
and was

,
indeed,

agood picture in the manner of Laurens .

Philip the Fair is dead . The funeral train ,
paying him the last honours, has

come to a halt upon a high-road ,
and the unhappy princess rushes up with

floating hair and staring eyes fixed upon the bier which hides the remains of

her husband . The priests and women kneeling around regard the unfo rtunate
mad woman with mournful pity . To the right the members of the Court are
grouped near a little chapel where a priest is celebrating a mass for the dead

to the left the peasantry are

crowding round to witness the
ceremony . Great wax candles
are burning, and the chape l is
lit up with the sombre glow of

torches. This was all exceed
ingly well painted,

care fully
balanced in composition ,

and

grace ful in drawing . At the
Munich Exhibition Of 1 883 he
rece ived a go ld medal for his
Surrender ofGranada

,
1492 ,

a picture which made a great
impression at the time upon
the German historical painters

,

as Pradilla had made a transi
tion from the brown bitumin
ous painting of Laurens to a

modern painting in grey,

which did more justice to the
illumination of obj ects beneath
the open sky . In the same

year Casado ’

s large painting
,

The Bells of Huesca , with

”A”.

the ground streaming with
FORTUNY . THE CH INA VASE . blood

,
fifteen decapitated
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bodies, and as many bodiless heads, was a creation which was widely
admired . Vera had exhibited his picture

,
filled with wild fire and pathos,

The De fence of Numantia, and Manuel Ramirez his Execution of Don

Alvaro de Luna, with the pallid head which has rolled from the steps and

FORTUNY . AT THE GATE OF THE SERAGLIO .

stares at the spectator in such a ghastly manner . In his Conversion of the

Duke of Gandia,
M oreno Carbonero displayed an open coffin ala Laurens as

Grand Equerry to the Empress Isabella at the Court of Charles v,
the Duke of

Gandia, after the death of his mistress, has to superintend the burial of her
co rpse in the vault at Granada,

and as the co ffin is opened there
,
to confirm the
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identity of the pe rson ,
the disto rt ed features of the dead make such a powerful

impression upon the careless noble that he takes a vow to devote himself to
God . Ricardo Villodas in his picture Victoribus Gloria represents the
beginning of one of those sea-battles which Augustus made gladiators fight for
the amusement of the Roman people . By Antonio Casanova y Estorach there
was a picture of King Ferdinand the Holy, who upon Maundy Thursday is
washing the fee t of eleven poor old men and giving them food . And a special
sensation was made by the great ghost picture of Benliure y Gil, which he
named A Vision in the Colosseum . Saint Almaquio ,who was slain , according
to tradition ,

by gladiators in the Colosseum , is seen floating in the air, as he

swings in fanatical ecstasy a crucifix from which light is streaming . Upon
one side men who have borne witness to Christianity with their blood chant
the ir hymns of praise ; upon the other,

troops of femal e martyrs clothed in
white and ho lding tapers in the ir hands move by but below, the earth has
opened

,
and the dead rise for the ce lebration of this midnight service , praying

from their graves, while the full moon shines through the apertures of the

ruins and pours its pale light upon the phantom congregation . There was
exhibited by Checa “A Barbarian Onse t

,
a Gallic horde of riders thundering

past a Roman temple
,
from which the priestesses are flying in desperation .

Francisco Amerigo treated upon a huge canvas a scene from the sacking of

Rome in 1 527 ,
when the despoiling troops o f Charles v plundered the Eternal

City . So ldiers intoxicated with wine and lust , tricked out with bishops ’

mitres and wrapped in the robes of
'

priests
, are desecrating the temples o f

God . Nunneries are violated ,
and fathers kill the ir daughters to save them

from shame . So ran the historical explanation set upon the broad gold
frame .

But , after all
,
these historical pictures, in spite o f the ir great spaces of

canvas,
are of no consequence when one comes to characterise the effo rts o f

modern art . Explanations could be given showing that in the land of bull
fights this painting of horrors maintained itself longer than e lsewhere , but
the hopes of those who prophesied from it a new golden period for historical
painting were entirely disappo inted . For Spanish art , as in earlier days for
French art

, the historical picture has merely the importance implied by the
Prix de Rome . A method of colouring which is Often dazzling in result

,
and

a vigorous study of nature
,
preserved from the danger of beautiful tinting ,

make the Spanish works different from the older ones. The ir very passion
o ften has an effect which is genuine

,
brutal

,
and of telling power. In the

best of these pictures one believes that a wild temperament really does burst
into flame through the accepted convention that the painters have delight
in the horrible , which the older French artists resorted to merely for the
purpose of preparing veritable tableaux . But in the rank and file ,

in place
of the Southern vividness of expression which has been Sincerely felt , histrionic
pose is the predominant element , the petty situation of the stage set upon
a gigantic canvas ,

and in addition to this a strain ing after effect which grazes
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A’ nnst unserer Zeit .

PRADILLA . ON THE BEACH .

the boundary line where the horrible degenerates into the ridiculous. Through
their extraordinary ability they all compel respect , but they have no t enriched
the treasury ofmodern emo tion, nor have they transformed the Older historical
painting in the essence of its be ing . And the man who handles again and

again motives derived from what happens to be the mode in colours renders
no service to art . Delaroche is dead but though he may be disinterred he
cannot be brought to life , and the Spaniards merely dug out of the earth
mummies in which the breath of life was wanting . The ir works are not

directing-posts to the future , but the last revenants of that histrionic spirit
which wandered like a ghost through the art of all nations. Even the com

position , the shining co lours, the settles and carpe ts picturesquely spread
upon the ground , are the same as in Gallait . How Often have these precious
stage properties done duty in tragic funereal service since De laroche ’

s

Murder of the Duke of Guise and Pilo ty
’

s Seni
And these conceptions, nourished upon historical painting, had an inj urious

influence upon the handling of the modern picture of the period . Even here
there is an endeavour to make a compromise with the traditional historic
picture

,
since artists painted scenes from modern popular life upon great

spaces of canvas
,

. transforming them into pageants or pictures of tragical
ceremonies, and sought too much after subjects with which the splendid and
motley colours of historical painting would accord . Viniegra y Lasso and

Mas y Fondevilla execute great processions filing past , wi th bishops, monks,
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priests, and choristers. All the figures stand beaming in brightness against
the sky, but the light glances from the o ily mantles of the figures without
real effect . Alcazar Tejedor paints a young priest reading his First Mass
in the presence of his parents, and merely renders a theatrical scene in modern
costume , mere ly transfers to an event of the present that familiar moment
of highest excitement so popular Since the time of Delaroche . By his
Death of the Matador

,
and The Christening, bought by Vanderbilt

for a hundred and fifty thousand francs
, j osé Villegas, in ability the most

striking of them all , acquired a European name whilst a hospital scene by
Luis j imenez of Seville is the single picture in which something of the

seriousness of French Naturalism is perceptible
,
but it is an isolated example

from a province of interest which is o the rwise no t to be found in Spain .

Indeed
,
the Spaniards are by no meansmost attractive in gravely ceremonial

and stifliy dign ified pictures, but rather when they indulge in unpre tentious
little painting in the manner of Fortuny. Yet even these wayward “ little
painters

,
with the ir varied glancing co lour

,
are not to be properly reckoned

amongst the moderns. The ir painting is an art dependent on de ftness
of hand

,
and knows no higher aim than to bring toge ther in a picture as many

bri lliant things as possible ,
to make a Charming bouquet with glistening

effects of costume , and the play ,
the reflections

, and the caprices of sunbeams.

The earnest modern art which sprang from Mane t and the Fontainebleau
painters avo ids this kaleidoscopic sport with varied spots of co lour. All
these little folds and mouldings, these prismatic arts of blending

, and these
curious reflections are what the modem s have no desire to see : they half
close the ir eyes to gain a Clearer conception of the chief values ; they simplify ;

V ILLEGAS . DEATH OF THE MATADOR.
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pictures also have the glitter of a casket of jewels, the pungency of sparkling
champagne . Some of his sea-pieces in particular—for instance ,

those of
the canal in Venice and the Bay of Fontarabia—rnight have been painted
by Fortuny . In others he seems quie ter and more harmonious than the

latter. His execution is more powerful
,
less marked by spirited stippling,

and his light gains in intensity and atmospheric refinement what it loses
in mocking caprices, while his little figures have a more animated effect

,
no t

withstanding the less piquant manner in which they are painted . Their
outlines are scarcely perceptible , and yet they are seen walking , j ostling ,
and pressing against each o ther whereas those of Fortuny,

precisely through
the more subtle and microscopic method in which they have been executed ,

often seem as though they were benumbed in movement . Certain marke t
scenes, with a dense crowd of buyers and sellers, are peculiarly spirited ,

rapid
sketches, with a gleaming charm of co lour .

Zamagois, Casanova,
and Raimundo de Madrazo Fortuny

’
s brother-in-law

,

Show no less virtuosity of the pal e tte . Sea-pieces and little landscapes alter
nate with scenes from Span ish popular life , where they revel

,
like Fortuny ,

in a scintillating medley of colour . Later, in Paris, Madrazo was likewise
much sought after as a painter of ladies’ portraits, as he lavished on his

pictures sometimes a fine haut At of fragrant rococo grace a la Chaplin ,

and sometimes devoted himself with taste and deftness to symphonic tours
de force a la Caro lus Duran . Particularly memorable is the portrait of a

grace ful young girl in red ,
exhibited in the Munich Exhibition of 1 883 . She

is seated upon a so fa of crimson Silk , and her feet rest upon a dark red carpe t .
Equally memorable in the Paris World Ex hibition of 1 889 was a pierre tte

,

whose costume ran through the whole gamut from white to rose-co lour. Her

skirt was of a darker, her bodice of a brighter red
,
and a light rose-coloured

stocking peeped from beneath a grey silk petticoat over her shoulde rs lay
a white swansdown cape ,

and white gloves and white silk shoes with rose
coloured bows comple ted her toilette . His greatest picture represented
The End of a Masked Ball . Be fore the Paris Opera cabs are waiting with
coachmen sleeping or smoking, whilst a troop of pierro ts and pierre ttes

,

harlequins, Japanese girls, rococo gentlemen ,
and Turkish women are streaming

out
,
sparkling with the most glittering colours in the grey light of a winter

morn ing, in which the gas lamps cast a warm yellow glimmer.

Even those who made their Chie f success as historical painters became

new be ings when they came forward with such piquant little paintings.

”

Francisco
t
Domingo in Valencia is the Spanish Meissonier, who has painted

little horsemen before an inn ,
mercenary so ldiers, newspaper readers, and philo

sophers of the time of Louis x v
,
with all the daintiness in colour associated

with the French patriarch—al though a huge canvas, TheLast Dayof Sagunt ,
has the reputation o f being his Chie f performance . In the year in which he
exhibited his Vision in the Colosseum ,

Benliure y Gil made a success with
two little pictures stippled in varied colours, the Month of Mary and
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the Distribution o f Prizes in Val encia,
in which children

, smartened and

dressed in white frocks, are moving in the ante-chambers of a Church ,
decorated

for the occasion . Casado
, painter of the sanguinary tragedy of Huesca ,

showed himself an admirable little master full of elegance and grace in The

Bull-Fighter’

s Reward ,
”
a smal l e ighteenth-century picture . The mas ter of

the great hospital picture , j imenez, took the world by surprise at the very
same time by a Capuchin Friar’

s Sermon be fore the Cathedral of Seville ,

which flashed with colour. Emilio Sala y France
’

s, whose historical master
piece was the Expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1493 ,

de lights else
where in spring, Southern gardens with luxuriant vegetation ,

and delicate
rococo ladies, ho lding up their skirts filled with blooming roses, or gathering
wild flowers among the grass . Antonio Fabrés was led to the East by the
influence Of Regnault

,
and excited attention by his aquarelles and studies

in pen and ink ,
in which he represented Oriental and Roman street figures

with astonishing adro itness. But the no plus ultra is attained by the bo ld
and winning art of Pradilla

,
which is like a thing sho t out of a pistol . He

is the greatest product o f contemporary Spain ,
a man with a talent for im

provisation as ingenious as it was free ,
who treated with equal facility the

most varied subj ects . In the bo ld and Spirited decorations with which he
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embe llished Spanish palaces he sported with nymphs and Loves and floating
genii ala Tiepolo . All the grace of the rococo period is cas t over his works
in the Palais Murga in Madrid . The figures j oin each other with ease
coquettish nymphs swaying upon boughs, and audacious Putti tumbling
over backwards in quaint games. Nowhere is there academic sobrie ty, and
everywhere life , pictorial inspiration , the intoxicating joyousness of a fancy
creating without effort and revelling in the festal delight of the senses. In

the accompanying wall pictures he revived the age o f the troubadours, o f

languishing love -song and knightly romance free from the burden of thought ,
in tenderly grace ful and fluent figures . And this same painter, who filled
these huge spaces of wall

,
lightly dallying with subjects from the world of

fable , seems another man when he grasps fragments from the life of our own

age in pithy inspirations sure in achievement . His historical pictures are

works which compel respect but those paintings on the most diminutive
scale , in which he represented scenes from the Roman carnival and the life
in Spanish camps, the shore of the sea and the joy of a popular merry-making
with countless figures of the most intense vividness, carried out with an

unrivalled execution of detail which is yet free from anything laboured , and
full of splendour and glowing colour,—these , indeed, are performances of paint
ing beside which as a musical counterpart at best Paganini ’s variations
on the G string are comparable—Sle ights of art of which only Pradilla was
capable , and such as only Fortuny painted forty years ago .

Two masters who do no t live at home , but in France ,
have followed still

further the modern development o f art with great power. The first is
Zuloaga. The pictures of this artist have something truly Spanish some
thing that one as an admirer of Goya looks for eagerly in Spanish pIctures .

At the first glance the eye rece ives rather a shock . One seeks in vain for
delicate painting of light in Zuloaga,

or exquisite harmonies of colour. He

places the crudest reds and yellows next to each other, strong, almost brutal,
like a poster . With an uncompromising love of truth he paints the rouge
smeared cheeks and blackened eyebrows of his women-about-town , does
not even try to make their movements graceful or give the ir costumes a

touch ofmodish smartness. But what a breadth of conception With what
daring he sweeps his bold strokes over the picture ! It is just because he
avoids all flattery

,
because he brings nothing foreign ,

nothing cosmopolitan
into his exclusive world

,
that the characteristics of Span ish life are mirrored

with such truth in his works. Especially in his po rtrait of the popular poe t ,
Don Migue l de Segovia, the whole picture is suffused with a rare Don Quix ote
feeling . Velasquez ’ Pablillas stands before you reincarnated . It is interesting ,
too , that Zuloaga,

though in France ,
remains still a Span iard . Even when

he paints Parisiennes he translates to ilette and gesture into grandiose Spanish
style .

The influence of the French school is much more marked in the second
Of these Spanish masters

,
Hermon Anglada. He has come to the front in
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CHAPTER XXXVI

ITALY

TALY has played a very different part from that of Spain in the develop
ment of modern art . Even at the World Exhibition of 1 855 Edmond

About called Italy the grave of painting in his Voyage 2 travers l
’

Exposi
tion des Beaux -Arts. He mentions a few Piedmontese professors, but about
Florence ,

Naples, and Rome he found nothing to say . The Great Exhibition
of 1 862 in England was productive of no more favourable criticism

,
for W .

Burger’

s account is as little consolatory as About ’s. Renowned Italy
and proud Spain ,

writes Burger, have no longer any painters who can

rival those of other schools . There is nothing to be said about the rooms
where the Italians, Spanish , and Swiss are exhibited .

” TO-day there are

in Italy a great number of vigorous painters . In Angelo de Gubemat i
’

s

lex icon of artists there are over two thousand names, some of which are

favourably known in other countries also . But the mass dwindles to a tiny
heap if those only are included who have risen from the level of dexterous
picture-makers to that of painters of real importance in the world of art .

Whether it be from direct influence or similarity of origin
,
Fortuny has

found his ablest successors amongst the Neapolitan artists . As early as the

seventeenth century the school of painting there was very different from
those in the rest of Italy the Greek blood of the population and the wild ,
romantic scenery o f the Abruzzi gave it a peculiar stamp . Southern brio,

the joy o f life ,
colour, and warmth , in contrast with the noble Roman ideal

of form,
were the qualities of Salvator Rosa, Luca Giordano , and Ribera ,

bold and fiery Spirits. And a breath of such power seems to live in

their descendants still . Even now Neapolitan painting sings, dances, and
laughs in a bacchanal of colour, pleasure , delight in life , and glowing sunshine .

A wild and restless spirit , Domenico Morolli, whose biography is like a

Chapter from Rinaldo Rinaldini, is the head of this Neapolitan school . He

was born on 4th August , 1 826, and in his youth he is said to have been ,
first

a pupil in a seminary of priests, then an apprentice with a mechan ician , and

for some time even facchino . He never saw such a thing as an academy .

Indeed, it was a Bohemian life that he led , making his meals o f bread and

cheese ,
wandering for weeks together with Byron

’

s poems in his pocket upon
the seashore between Posilippo and Baie . In 1 848 he fought against King
Ferdinand , and was le ft severe ly wounded on the battle-field . After these
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episodes of youth he first became a painter, beginning his career in 1 855
with the large picture The Iconoclasts, followed in 1 857 by a Tasso

,

and in 1 858 by a Saul and David . Biblical pictures remained his province
even later, and he was the only artist in Italy who handled these subj ects
from an entirely nove l po int of view, pouring into them a peculiarly exalted
and imaginative spirit . A Madonna rocking her Sleeping Child , whilst her
song is accompanied by a legion of cherubs playing upon instruments, The

Reviling of Christ ,
”

The Ascension ,

”
The Descent from the Cross,

Christ walking on the Sea,

”
The Raising of the Daughter of Jairus,

The Expulsion o f the Money-Changers from the Temple ,

”
The Marys

at the Grave ,

” Salve Regina,
and Mary Magdalene meeting Christ risen

from the Grave ,
are the principal stages of his great Christian epic

,
and in

the ir imaginative naturalism a new revolutionary language finds utterance
through all these pictures . There is in them at times something of the mystical
quietude of the East , and at times something o f the passionate breath of
Eugene D elacro ix . In these pictures he revealed himself as a true child
of the land of the sun ,

a lover of painting which scintillates and flickers . As

yet hard ,
ponderous, dark , and plastic in The Iconoclasts , he was a wor

shipper o i light and resplendent in colour in the Mary Magdalene . The

Temptation of St . Anthony probably marks the summit of his creative
power in the matter of colour. Morelli has conceived the whole temptation
as a hallucination . The saint squats upon the ground ,

claws with his fingers,
and with fixed gaze tries to stifle thoughts

,
full of craving sensuality, which
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are flaming in him. Yet they throng ever more thickly, take shape ever
more distinctly, are transformed into red-haired women who detach them
selves from corners upon all sides . They rise from beneath the matting,
wind nearer from the depth of the cavern ; even the breeze that caresses
the fevered brow of the tormented man changes into the head of a girl pressing
her kisses upon him . Only Naples could produce an artist at once so bizarre ,
so many-sided and incoherent, so opulent and strange . Younger men of

talent trooped around him . A fiery spirit, haughty and independent , he
became the teacher of all the younger generation . He led them to behold
the sun and the sea, to marvel at nature in her radiant brightness. Through
him the joy in light and colour came into Neapo litan painting, that rej oicing
in colour which touches such laughing concords in the Works of his pupil
Paolo M ichetti.
A man of bold and magnificent talent , the genuine product of the wild

Abruzzi , Michetti was the son of a day-labourer, like Morell i . However, a
man of position became the protector of the boy, who was early left an orphan .

But ne ither at the Academy at Naples nor in Paris and London did this
continue long . As early as 1 876 he was back in Naples, and settled amid
the Abruzzi, close to the Adriat ic , in Francavilla a Mare ,

near Ostona, a
little nest which the traveller passes just be fore he goes on board the Oriental
steamer at Brindisi . Here he lives out of touch with old pictures, in the

thick of the vigorous life of the Ital ian people . In 1 877 he painted the work
which laid the foundation of his celebrity

,
The Corpus Domini Procession

at Chieti , a picture which rose like a firework in its boisterous, exhilarating
medley of bright colours. The procession is seen j ust coming out of church
men ,

women
,
naked children

,
monks, priests, a canopy, choristers with censers,

old men and youths, people who kneel and people who laugh , the mist of
incense ,

the beams of the sun , flowers scattered on the ground
,
a band of

musicians, and a church facade with rich and many-coloured o rnaments.

There is the play of variously hued silk , and colours sparkle in all the tints
of the prism . Everything laughs

,
the faces and the costumes, the flowers

and the sunbeams . Following upon this came a picture which he called
Spring and the Loves. It represented a desolate promontory in the

blue sea
,
and upon it a troop of Cupids

,
playing round a hawthorn bush in

full flower, are scuffiing ,
buffeting each other

, and leaping as riotously as

Neapolitan street-boys. Some were arrayed like little Japanese ,
some like

Grecian terra-cotta figures, whilst a marble bridge in the neighbourhood
shone in indigo blue . The whole picture gleamed with red

, blue , green ,
and

yellow patches of colour : a serpentine dance painted twelve years be fore
the appearance of Loie Fuller . Then again he painted the sea. It is noon ,

and the sultry heat broods over the azure tide . Naked fishermen are standing
in it

,
and on the shore gaily dressed women are searching for mussels whilst ,

in the background , vessels with the sun playing on the ir sails are mirro red
brightly in the water. Or the moon rises casting greenish reflections upon
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irregularly dotted over abrupt mountain-chains or the dark-red glow of lava
luridly shining from Vesuvius . Now and then he painted scenes from Nea~

politan street-life—Old ,
weather-beaten seamen , young sailors with features

as sharply cut as if cast in bronze ,
b eautiful , fiery , brown women , shooting

the hot Southern flame from the ir eyes, houses painted white or orange
yellow, with the sun glittering on the windows. The Voto al la Madonna
del Carmine was the most comprehensive Of these Southe rn pictures.

Everything shines in j oyous blue ,
yellowish-green , and red colours. Warmth

,

life
,
light

,
brilliancy

,
and laughter are the elements on which his art is based .

Alceste Campriani, Giacomo di Chirico,
Rubens Santoro , Federigo Cortese,

Francesco Netti
,
Edoardo Tofiano , Giuseppe dc Nigris have , all of them , this

kale idoscopic sparkle , this me thod
of painting which gives pictures the
appearance of be ing mosaics Of
precious stones. AS in the days
of the Renaissance ,

the Church is

usually the scene of action
,
though

no t any longer as the house of God
,

but as the background of a many
coloured throng . As a rule these
pictures contain a crowd of canopies,

priests, and choristers, and country
folk , bown or kneeling when the

host is carried by ,
or weddings

,
horse

races, and country festivals ; and

everything is vivid and joy ous in

co lour
,
saturated with the glowing

sun of Naples . Alceste Campriani
’

s

chief work was entitled The Return
from Montevergine . Carriages and

open rack-waggons are dashing along ,

the horses sno rting and the drive rs
smacking the ir whips

,
while the

peasants, who have had the ir fill of
sweet wine , are Shouting and singing ,
and the orange-sellers in the street
are crying the ir goods . A coquettish
glancing light plays over the gay
costumes

, and the white dust sparkles
like fluid silver

,
as it rises beneath

the hoofs of the horses wildly plung
ing fo rward . The leading work Of
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Basilicata . It represents a motley crowd . The entire village has se t

out to see the ceremony . The wedding guests are descending the church
steps to the square ,

which is decked out with coloured carpets and strewn
with flowers. Triumphal arches have been se t up , and the pictures o f

the Madonna are hung with garlands . Meanwhile the sindaco gives his

arm to the bride ,
beneath whose gay costume a charmingly grace ful little

foot is peeping out . Then the bridegroom follows with the sindaco
’

s wife .

All the village girls are looking on with curiosity , and the musicians are

playing . Winter has covered the square with a white cloak of snow ye t the

sunbeams sport over it , making it shine vividly with a thousand reflections.

Of course
,
the derivation of all these pictures is easily recognisable . Almost

all the Neapolitan painters studied at Fortuny
’

s in the seventies in Rome ,

and when they came home again they perce ived that the life of the people
offered themes which had a coquettish fitness in Fortuny

’

s scale of tones.

From the variously coloured magnificence of Old churches, the red robes of

ecclesiastics
,
the gaudy splendour of the country-people ’

s clothes, and the

gay glory of rags amongst the Neapolitan children , they composed a modern
rococo ,

re jo icing in colour, whilst the Spaniard had fled to the past to attain
his gleaming effects .

A great number of the Italians do the same even now. In numerous
costume pictures, from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, flashing
with Silk and velvet , the Southerner

’

s bright pleasure in colour still loves
to celebrate its orgies . Gay trains rustle ,

rosy Loves laugh down from the

walls ,
Venetian chandeliers shed their radiance ; no o ther epoch in history

enables the painter with so much ease to produce such an effiorescence o f

full-toned chords of colour. With his Shin ing glow of hue the delectable
and spirited Favretto (who ,

like Fortuny,
entered the world o f art as a victor,
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and
,
like him again ,

was snatched from it when barely thirty-seven ,
after a

brie f and brilliant career) stands at the head of this group . The child o f

poor parents, indeed the son of a j o iner
,
he was born in Venice in 1 849,

and ,

like the Spaniard, passed a youth which was full of privations. But all the
cares o f existence , even the loss o f an eye ,

did no t hinder him from seeing
obj ects under a laughing brightness of colour. Through his studies and the
bent of his fancy he had come to be no less at home in the Venice of the

eighteenth century than in that of his own time . This Venice of Francesco
Guardi , this city of enchantment surrounded with the gleam of olden splendour,
the scene of rich and brilliantly coloured banquets and a graceful and modish
society

,
rose once more under Favretto ’

s hands in fabulous beauty . What
brio of technique ,

what harmony of colours, were to be found in the picture
Un Incontro ,

the charming scene upon the Rial to Bridge , with the bowing
cavalier and the lady coquettishly making her acknowledgments This was
the first picture which gave him a name in the world . What fanfares of

colour were in the two next pictures
,
Banco Lo tto and Erbajuo lo

Veneziano At the Exhibition in Turin in 1 883 he was represented by
The Bath and Susanna and the Elders at that in Venice in 1 887 he

celebrated his last and greatest triumph . The three pictures The Friday
Market upon the Rialto Bridge ,

”
The Canal Ferry near Santa Margherita,

and On the Piazzetta were the subj ect o f enthusiastic admiration . All

the Venetian society of the age of Goldoni , Gozzi, and Casanova had become
vivid in this las t picture ,

and moved over the smooth brick pavement of the
Piazzetta at the hour o f the promenade , from the Doge ’

s palace to the library,
and from the Square o f St . Mark to the pillar o f the lions and Theodore ,

to

and fro in surging life . Men put up their glasses and chivalrously greeted
the queens of beauty . The enchanting magic building of Sansovino , the

loggetta with the ir bright marble pillars , bronze statues of blackish-grey , and

magnificent lattice doors, form ed the background of the standing and sauntering
groups, whose variegated costumes united with the tones of marble and

bronze to make a most beautiful combination o f co lours . Favre t to had a

manner of his own , and ,
although a member o f the schoo l of Fortuny, he

was stronger and healthier than the latter. He drew like a genuine painter,
without having too much of the Fortuny fireworks . His soft

,
rich painting

was that of a colourist of distinction ,
always taste ful , exquisite in tone , and

light and pleasing in technique .

By the o ther Italian costume painters the scale run through by Fortuny
was no t enriched by new no tes . Most of ‘the ir pictures are nugatory,

coque t
t ishly sportive toys, masterly in technique no doubt

,
but so empty of sub

stance that they vanish from memory like novels read upon a railway j ourney .

Many have no greater import than dresses , cloaks, and hats worn by ladies
during a few weeks o f the season . Sometimes the ir significance is no t even
so great , since there are modistes and dressmakers who have more skill in
making ruches and giving the right nuance to colours. Some ‘

smal l part of
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Sichel , and possesses the secret of painting
,
in an astonishing manner, the

famous lace kerchie fs wound round the heads of his fair ones . Andreotti

and Tito Conti work in the same fashion
,
except that the ballad-singers and

rustic idylls of Andreotti are the smoother and more mawkish ,
whereas the

pictures of Conti make a somewhat more refined and artistic effect . His

colour is superior and more transparent
, and his tapestry backgrounds are

warmer.

And
,
so far as one can j udge from the ir pictures ,

life r uns as merrily for
the Italians of the present as it did for those rococo caval iers . Hanging
here and there beside the serious art o f o ther nations

,
these little picture

people enj oy the ir careless tinsel pomp art is a gay thing for them ,
as gay

as a Sunday afternoon with a procession and fireworks, walks and sips o f

sherbet , to an Italian woman . By the side of the blue-plush and red-ve lve t
costume-picture comic genre still holds its Sway : barbaric in colour and

with materials which are merrier than is appropriate in taste ful pictures ,

Gaetano Chierici represents children ,
both good and naughty

,
making the ir

appearance upon a tiny theatre . Antonio Rotta renders comic episodes from
the life of Venetian cobblers and the menders of nets . Scipione Vannuttelli
paints young girls in white dresses arrayed as nuns or being confirmed in
church . Francesco M onteverde rej oices in comical intermezzi in the style of

Griitzner—for instance , an ecclesiastical gentleman Observing, to his horror,
that his pretty young servant-girl is be ing kissed by a smart lad in the yard .

This is more or less his style of subj ect . Ettore Tito paints the pre tty Venetian
laundresses whom Passini , Cecil van Haanen ,

Charles Ulrich , Eugene Blaes
and others introduced into art . Only a very few struck deeper no tes . Luigi

N ono , in Venice , painted his beautiful picture Re fugium Peccatorum
Ferragutti, the Milanese ,

his Workers in the Turnip Field ,

”
a vivid study

of sunlight of serious veracity ; and after these Giovanni Segantini came
forward with his forcible creations, in which he has demonstrated that it is
possible for a man to be an Italianand yet a serious artisti 7 f l

Segantini
’

s biography is like a novel . Born the Child of poor parents
,

in Arco , in 1 858 ,
he was left

,
after the death of his parents, to the care of

a relative in Milan with whom he passed a most unhappy time . He then
wanted to make his fortune in France ,

and set out upon foot but he did
no t ge t very far, in fact he managed to hire himself out as a swine-herd . After
this he lived for a whole year alone in the wild mountains

,
worked in the field ,

the stable
,
the barn . Then came the well-known discovery ,

which one could
no t believe were it no t to be read in Gubemat i. One day he drew the finest
of his pigs with a piece of charcoal upon a mass of rock . The peasants ran

in a crowd and took the block of stone ,
toge ther with the young Giotto ,

in

triumph to the village . He was given assistance ,
visited the School of Art

in Milan , and now paints the things he did in his youth . In a secluded village
o f the Alps

,
Val d ’

AlbOla in Switzerland ,
a thousand metres above the sea,

amid the grand and lo fty mountains, he settled down , surrounded only by
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died so young , Giovanni Segantini will live for all time in the history of

art .
With the exception of Segantini , not one of these painters will own that

there are poverty-stricken and miserable people in his native land . An

everlasting blue sky still laughs over Italy, sunshine and the j oy of life still
hold undisputed sway over Ital ian pictures. There is no work in sunny
Italy, and in Spite of that there is no hunger . Even where work is be ing
done there are assembled only the fairest girls of Lombardy, who knee l
laughing and jesting on the strand ,

while the wind dallies with the ir clothes.

They have a special delight for showing themse lves while engaged at the ir
to ilette ,

in a bodice
,
the ir little feet in neat little slippers, their naked arms

raised to arrange the ir red-gold hair . As a rule ,
however, they do nothing

whatever but smile at you with the ir most seductive smile , which shows
the ir pearl-white tee th

, and ensnares every poor devil who does not suspect
that they have smiled for years in the same way ,

and most of all with him
who pays highest 1

' ’

aime les hommes puree qne j
’

aime les trnfl
‘
es. These

pictures are almost invariably works which are well able to give pleasure
to the ir possessor, only they seldom suggest discussion on the course of art .

Trap de marchandise is the phrase generally used in the Paris Salon when
the Italians come under consideration . Few there are amongst them who

are real pioneers, spirits pressing seriously forward and having a quickening
influence on o thers . The vital questions of the painting of free light , Im

pressionism ,
and Naturalism do no t interest them in the least . A naive

,

pleasant , lively ,
and self-complacent technique is in most cases the solitary

charm of the ir works. One feels scarcely any inclination to search the cata
logue for the painter’s name

,
and whe ther the beauty—for she is no t the first

of her kind—who was called Ninetta last year has now become Lisa . Most
of these modern Ital ians ex ecute the ir pictures in the way in which gold
pieces are minted ,

or in the way in which plastic works,
which run through

so many editions, are produced in Italy . Nowhere are more beautiful laces
chiselled

,
and in the same manner painters render the shining splendour of

satin and velve t
,
the glittering brilliancy o f ornaments, and the starry radi

ance of the beautiful eyes of women . Only
,
as soon as one has once seen

them one knows the pictures by heart , as one knows the works in marble ,
and this is so because the painters had them by heart first . Everywhere
there are the evidences of talent

,
industry ,

ability
, and spirit , but there is

no soul in the spirit and no life in the colours. So many brilliant tones stand
beside each o ther

, and yet there is neither a refined tone nor the impression
of truth to nature .

In all this art of the irs there is scarcely a question of any serious land
scape . Apart from the works of some of the younger men—for instance ,

Belloni, Serra,
Gola, Filippini , and others

,
who display an intimacy of obse rva

tion which is worthy of honour—a really close connection with the efforts
made across the Alps is no t achieved in these days. As a rule the landscapes
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a striking effect is made by brilliant technique ,
mastery o f the manual art o f

painting
,
and careless sway over all the enchantments of the craft with the

Teutons one stands in the presence of an art which is so natural and simple
that one scarcely thinks o f the means by which it was called into be ing . In

one case there is virtuosity,
ductility

,
and grace ; in the other, health , intrinsic

feeling, and temperament .



CHAPTER XXXVI I

ENGLAND

0 English painting the acquisitions o f the French could now give little
that was radical ly novel, for the epoch-making labours of the pre

Raphaelites were already in existence . Apart from certain cases of
direct borrowing, it has either complete ly preserved its autonomy

,
or recast

everything assimilated from France in a specifical ly English fashion . It is
in art , indeed, as it is with men themselves . The English travel more than
any o ther people , for travel is a part of their education . They are to be met

in every quarter of the globe—in Africa,
Asia,

America
,
or the European

Continent ; and they scarcely need to open their mouths, even from a dis

tance
,
to betray that they are English . In the same way there Is no need of

a catalogue at exhibitions to recognise all English pictures at the first glance .

English painting is too English no t to be fond of travel . The painter delights
in reconnoitring all other schools and studying all styles he is as much at
home in the past as in the present . But as the English tourist

,
le t him go to

the world ’

s end ,
retains everywhere his own customs

,
tastes

,
and habits, so

English painting, even on its most adventurous j ourneys, remains unwaver

ingly true to its national spirit
,
and returns from all its wanderings more

English than before it adapts what is alien with the same delicious abnegation
of all scruple with which the English tongue brings fore ign words into harmony
with its own sense of convenience . A certain softness of feeling and tenderness
of spirit induce the English even in these days to avo id hard contact with
reality . Their art rej ects everything in nature which is harsh

,
rude , and

brutal it is an art which polishes and renders the reality poetic at the risk
of debilitating its power. It considers matters from the standpoint of what
is pretty ,

touching
,
or intelligible

, and by no means holds that everything
true is necessarily beautiful . And j ust as little does the English eye

—so

much occupied with detail—see light in its most exquisite subtleties . Indeed,
it rather sees the isolated fact than the to tal harmony,

and is clearer than it is
fine .

For this reason plein-air painting has very few adepts
, and the atmospheric

influences which blunt the lines o f obj ects
,
efface colours, and bring them

nearer to each o ther
,
meet with little consideration . Things are given all

the sharpness of the ir outlines,
and the harmony

,
which in the French follows

naturally from the observation o f light and air saturating form and co lour
,

341
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is the more artificially attained by everything be ing brought into concord
in a bright and delicate tone

,
which is almost too fine . The audacities o f

Impressionism are excluded
,
because painting which starts from a masterly

seizure o f total effect would seem too sketchy to English taste , which has been
formed by Ruskin . Painting must be highly finished and highly elaborated
that is a conditio sine qua non which English taste re fuses to renounce in oil
painting as little as in water-colour, and in England they are more closely
related than elsewhere

,
and have mutually influenced each other in the

matter of technique . In fact
,
English water-co lours seek to rival oil-painting

in force and precision ,
and have there fore forfeited the charm o f improvisa

tion,
the verve of the first sketch , and the freshness and ease which they should

have by their very character . Through a curious change of parts oil-painting
has a fancy for borrowing from water-colours their effects and the ir processes .

English pictures have no longer anything heavy or oily, but they likewise show
nothing of the manipulation of the brush, rather resembling large water
colours

,
perhaps even pastels or wax-painting . The colours are chosen with

reserve
, and everything is subdued and softened like the quiet step of the

footman in the mansion of a nobleman . The special quality in all English
pictures—putting aside a preference for bright yellow and vivid red in the

older period—consists in a bluish or greenish luminous general tone , to which
every English painter seems to conform as though it were a binding social
convention , and it even recurs in English landscapes . In fact, English painting
differs from French as England

'

from France .

France is a great city
, and the name of this city is Paris. Here , and no t in

the provinces
,
lives that fashionable ,

thinking world which has become the
guide of the nation and the censor of beauty

,
by the refinement of its taste

and its preeminent intellect . The ideas which fly throughout the land upon
invisible wires are born in Paris . Painting , likewise , rece ives them at first
hand . It stands amid the seething whirlpoo l of the age , the heart

’

s-blood
o f the present streams through all its veins

,
and there is nothing human

that is alien to it , neither the filth nor the splendour of life , its laughter nor
its misery . All the nerves of the great city are vibrating in it . Paris has
made her people refined and ,

at the same time ,
insatiate in enjoyment . Every

day they have need of new impressions and new theories to ward off tedium .

And thus is explained the universally comprehensive sphere of subj ect in
French painting , and its feverish versatility in technique .

But London has, in no sense
,
the importance for England which Paris has

for France . It is a centre of attraction for business ; but the more refined
classes of society live in the country . As soon as one is off in the Dover express
country houses fly past on e ither side of the train . They are all over England
—upon the shores of the lakes

,
upon the strand of the sea,

upon the tops of the
hills. And how pleasant they are

,
how well appo inted

,
how delightful to

look at , with their gabled roo fs and the ir gleaming brickwork overgrown with
ivy Around them stre tches a fresh lawn which is rolled every morning, as
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slaves are gathered together
fetching water. In the centre
of the stage

,
as the leading

actress
,
stands Andromache ,

who has placed her pitcher
on the ground before her

,

and waits with dignity until
the slaves have finished their
work . This business ofwater
drawing has given Le ighton
an opportunity for combining
an assemblage of beautiful
poses . The widow ofHector
expresses a queenly sorrow
with decorum

,
while the am

phora-bearers are standing
orwalking hither and thither,

in the manner demanded by
the pictures upon Grecian
vases, but without that sure
ness of line which comes of
the real observation of life .

In its dignity of style ,
in the

noble composition and purity LEIGH
‘

I
‘

ON . S IR R ICHARD BURTON .

of the lines which circumscribe the forms with so much distinction and

in so impersonal a manner, the picture is an arid and measured work
,
cold

as marble and smooth as porcelain . Hercules wrestling with Death for

the Body of Alcestis might be a Grecian relie f upon a sarcophagus, so

carefully balanced are the masses and the lines. The pose of Alcestis is
that of the nymphs of the Parthenon ; only, it would no t have been so fine

were these no t in existence . His Music Lesson of 1 877 is charm ing , and
his Elijah in the Wilderness ”

is a work of style . And in his frescoes in
the South Kensington Museum there is a perfect compendium of beautiful
motives of gesture . The eye delights to linger over these feminine forms

,

half nude ,
half enveloped with drapery, ye t it notes too ,

that these creations
are composed out of the painter’s knowledge and artistic reminiscences ;
there is a want of life in them , because the master has surrendered himself
to feeling with the organs of a dead Greek . Le ighton ’

s colour is always
carefully considered , scrupulously polished , and endowed with the utmost
finish , but it never has the magical charm by which one recogn ises the work
of a true colourist . It is rather the result of painstaking study and cultivated
taste than of personal feeling . The grace of form is always care fully prepared
—a thing which has the consciousness of its own existence . Beautiful and
Spontaneous as the movements undoubtedly are

,
one has always a sense
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that the artist is present
,
anxiously watching lest any of his actors offend

against a law of art .

Lord Le ighton ’

s pupils
,
Poynter and Prinsep,

fo llowed him with a good
deal o f de te rmination . Val Prinsep Shares with Le ighton the smoo th forms
of a po lished painting

,
whereas Edward Poynter by his more earnest severity

and me tallic precision verges more on that union of aridness and style charac
terist ic o f Ingres. His masterpiece

,
A Visit to fEsculapiuS , is in po int of

technique one Of the best products of English Classicism . To the le ft
fEsculapius is Sitting beneath a pillared porch overgrown with foliage , while ,
like Raphael ’s Jupiter in the Farnesina

,
he supports his bearded chin thought

fully with his left hand . A nymph who has hurt her foot appears, accompanied
by three companions

,
be fore the throne of the god ,

begging him for a remedy .

To say no thing of many o ther
nude or nobly draped female
figures

,
numerous decorative

paintings in the Houses of
Parliament

,
St . Paul ’s, and

St . Stephen ’

s Church in Dul
wich owe their existence to
this most industrious artist .
Alma Tadema,

the famous
Dutchman who has called to
life amid the London fog the
sacrifices of Pompe ii and Her
culaneum

,
stands to this grave

academical group as GerOme
to Couture . As Bulwer Lyt
ton

,
in the field of literature ,

created a picture of ancient
civilisation so successful that
it has no t been surpassed by
his fo llowers

,
Alma Tadema

has solved the problem of the

picture of antique manners in
the most authentic fashion in
the province of painting . He

has peopled the past , rebuilt
its towns and refurnished its
house s,

rekindled the flame

upon the sacrificial altars and
awakened the echo of the

Brothers, photo . dithyrambs to new life .

LEIGHTON . THE LAST WATCH OF HERO . Poynter tells old fables while
(By perm ission of t/wCor/orat ion of J Ianc/u'

ster, the

Alma Tadema takes us in his
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diluted idealism and a lifeless traflic with old curiosities
,
with Alma Tadema

one stands in the presence of a veritable fragment of life he Simply paints
the people amongst whom he lives and the ir world . The Pompe ian house
which he has built in London , with its dreamy vividarium ,

its great golden hall
,

its Egyptian decorations,
its Ionic pillars

,
its mosaic floor, and its Oriental

carpets, contains everything one needs to conj ure up the times of Nero and
the Byzantine emperors. It is surrounded by a garden in the old Roman
style ,

and a large conservatory adjo ining is planted with plane -trees and

cypresses . All the celebrated marble benches and basins
,
the figures o f

stone and bronze
,
the tiger-Skins and antique vesse ls and garments of his

pictures
,
may be found in this notable house in the midst of London . Whether

he paints the baths, the amphitheatre ,
or the atrium ,

the scenes of his pictures
are no o ther than parts of his own house which he has faithfully painted .

And the figures moving in them are Englishwomen . Among all the

beautiful things in the world there are few so beautiful as English girls. Those
tall , slender, vigorous figures that one sees upon the beach at Brighton are

really like Greek women
,
and even the garb which they wear in playing tennis

is as free and grace ful as that of the Grecian people . Alma Tadema was
able to introduce into his works these women o f lofty and noble figure with

go lden hair, these forms made for
sculpture—to use the phrase of
Winckelmann—without any kind o f
beautifying idealism . In their still
life his pictures are the fruit of

enormous archao logical learning
which has become intuitive vision ,

but his figures are the result of a

healthy rendering of life . In this
way the unrivalled classical local
colour of his interiors is to be ex

plained , as well as the lifelike char
acter of his figures. By his works a

remarkable problem is so lved : an

intense feeling for modern real ity
has called the ancient world into
be ing in a credible fashion,

whilst it
has remained barricaded against all
o thers who have approached it by
the road of idealism .

It is only in this method of

execution that he still stands upon

m “ N I

the same ground as GerOme
,
with

p ovm nn.

whom he Shares a taste for anecdote ,

(By perm ission 4 Lord H illinga
'

on
, the owner of t/wpicture. ) and a pedantic , neat , and Correc t



POYNTER . THE IDES OF MARCH .

(By f er
-mission of tire Cemanation of Mane/tester, the owners 0/t picture .)
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ALMA TADEMA . SAPPHO.

(By f em u
’

ssion of the Berlin Pt og rapl u
'

e Co . tile owners of the cmn jglxt .)

he formed his refined and exquisite style . The world which he has called
into be ing is made up of white marble pillars in its gardens are coo l fountains
and marble pavements ; but it is also fu ll of white birds

,
soft co lours , and

rosy blossoms from Kio to ,
and peopled with grace ful and mysterious maidens

,

clo thed in ideal draperies, who love rest
,
enj oy an eternal youth

,
and are

altogether contented with themselves and with one another . It might be
said that the old figures of Tanagra had received new life ,

were it not felt
,

at the same time , that these be ings must have drunk a good deal of tea. No t

that they are entirely modern ,
for their figures are more plastic and sym

me trical than those of the actual daughters of Albion but in all the ir move
ments they have a certain chic, and in all the ir shades of expression a weary
modernity , through which they d eviate from the conventional woman o f

Classicism . Otherwise the pictures of Albert Moore are indescribable . Frail ,
ethereal be ings, blond as corn ,

lounge in asthetically graduated grey and

blue
,
salmon-co loured

, or pale purple draperies upon bright-hued couches
decorated by Japanese artists with most aesthetic materials or are standing
in violet robes with white mantles embroidered with go ld, by a grey-blue sea

which has a play of greenish tones where it breaks upon the Shore . They
stand out with their rosy garments from the light grey background and the

delicate arabesques of a gleaming silvery gobelin ,
or in a grace ful pose occupy

themselves with the ir rich draperies . They do as little as they possibly
can

,
but they are living and seductive

,
and the stuffs which they wear and

have around them are delicately and charmingly painted . It is harmonics

of tone and colour that exclusively form the subj ect of every work . The
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figures, accessories, and detail first take Shape when the scheme of co lour has
been found and then Albert Moore takes a delight in naming his pictures
Apricots

,

” Oranges,
” Shells,

”
etc .

, according as the robes are apricot
or orange colour or adorned with light ornam ents of she ll . Everything
which comes from his hands is delightful in the charm of delicate Simplicity

,

and for any one who loves painting as painting it has some thing soothing
in the midst of the surrounding art , which still confuses painting with poetry
more than is fitting .

Such a painter-poet of the Specifically English type is Briton-Riviere .

He is a painter o f animals, and as such one of the greatest of the century .

Lions and geese , royal tigers and golden eagles, stags, dogs, foxes,
Highland

cattle
,
he has painted them all , and with a mastery which has no thing like

it except in Landseer. Amongst the painters of animals he stands alone
through his power of conception and his fine poetic ve in

,
while in all his

pictures he unites the greatest simplicity with enormous dramatic force .

Accessory work is everywhere kept within the narrowest limits
,
and every

where the character of the animals is magnificently grasped . He does not

alone paint great tragic scenes as Barye chise lled them ,
for he knows that

beasts of prey are usually quiet and peaceable , and only now and then obey
the ir savage nature . Moreover, he never attempts to represent animals
performing a masquerade of humanity in their gestures and expression , as

Landseer did , nor does he tran sform them into comic actors . He paints
them as what they are

, a symbol of what humanity was once itself, with its
e lemental passions and its natural virtues and failings. Amongst all animal
painters he is almost alone in resisting the temptation to give the lion a
consciousness of his own dignity, the tiger a consciousness of his own savage
ness ,

the dog a consciousness of his own

understanding. They ne ither pose nor think
about themselves . In addition to this he

has a powerful and impressive method
, and

a deep and earnest scheme of colour . In the

beginning of his career he learnt most from
James Ward . Later he felt the influence of
the refined, chivalrous, and piquant Scotch
men Orchardson and Pettie . But the point
in which Briton-Riviere is al together pecul iar
is that in which he j oins issue with the

painters influenced by Greece he introduces
his animals into a scene where there are men

of the ancient world .

Briton-Riviere is descended from a

French family which found its way into
England after the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, and he is one of those painters aw n

-
r mo ons .

SM
'W fl
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-so frequent in English art—whose nature has deve loped a rly : when

he was fourteen he le ft schoo l, ex hibited in the Academy when he was

eighteen , painted as a pre
-Raphaelite be tween the ages o f eighteen and

twenty-two , and graduated at Oxford at seven-and-twenty . In his youth
be divided his time be tween art and scholarship—painting pictures and

studying Greek and Latin literature . Thus he became a pain ter of animals
,

having also an enthusiasm for the Greek poe ts, and he has stood fora generation
as an uncontested lord and master on his own peculiar ground . In his first
import ant picture , of 1 87 1 , the comrades o f Ulysses, changed in to swine ,

troop grunting round the enchantress Circe . In the maste rpiece of 1 872 the

Prophe t Dan ie l stands unmoved and submissive to the will o f God amid the
lions roaring and showing their tee th

,
ready to spring upon him in the ir hunger,

ye t regarding him with a mysterious fear, spe llbound by the power o f his eye
while his great picture Persepo lis makes the appeal of a page from the

philos ophy of history
,
with its lions roaming majestically amid the ruins of

human grandeur and human civilisation
,
which are flooded with moonlight .

The picture In Manus Tuas, Domine ,

”
showed St . George riding solitary

through the lonely and silent recesses of a primitive forest upon a pale white
horse . He is armed in mail and has a mighty sword a deep seriousness is
imprinted on his features, for he has gone forth to Slay the dragon . In ye t

another picture , An Old-World Wanderer, a man of the early ages has
come ashore upon an nu

trodden island , and is eucom
passed by flocks of great
white birds

,
fluttering round

him with curiosity and con

fidence , as ye t ignorant of

the fear of human be ings.

The picture of 1 891 , A
Mighty Hunter before the

Lord
,

is one of his most
poetic night-pieces : Nimrod
is re turning home

,
and be

neath the Silvery silence of

the moon the dead and dying
“

creatures which he has laid
low upon the wide Assyrian
plain are tended and be

moaned by the ir mates.

Be tween whiles he pain ted
subj ects which were no t bor

a nr MOORE. m nsggfl
‘

; rowed from ancrent history,
(By fer—mission of Messrs. Cadbury , j am-s é r Co. ,

tire owners lllll St I'at l I
‘

lg the frlendShlp
q/

‘

Me copyright .) between man and dog, as
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Landseer had done before
him. For instance

,
in His

Only Friend there is a poor
lad who has broken down at

the last milestone be fore the

town and is guarded by his
dog . In Old Playfe llows,
again,

one of the playmates is
a child , who is Sick and leans
back quietly in an armchair
covered with cushions. His

friend the great dog has one

paw resting on the child ’

s

lap, and looks up with la
pensive expression, such as

Landseeralone had previously
painted . But in this style he
reached his highest po int in
Sympathy . No work of
Briton-Riviere ’

s has become
more popular than this pic
ture of the little maiden who
has forgo tten her key and is

sitting helpless before the

house-door
,
consoled by the Scribner.

dog who has laid his head ALBERT MOORE. YELLOW MARGUERITES .
upon her Shoulder.
Since the days of Reynolds English art has Shown a most vivid originality

in such representations of children . English picture-books for children are

in these days the most beautiful in the world , and the marvellous fairy-tales
and fireside stories of RandolphCaldecott and Kate Greenaway have made the ir
way throughout the whole Continent . How well these English draughtsmen

know the secret of combining truth with the most exquisite grace ! How

touching are these pre tty babies, how angelically innocent these little maidens
Frank eyes

, blue as the flowers of the periwinkle , gaze at you with no thought
of the ir be ing looked at in re turn . The naive astonishment of the little ones,
the ir frightened mien

,
the ir earnest look absently fixed upon the sky,

the first
tottering steps of a tiny child and the mobile grace of a schoolgirl, all are
rendered in these prints with the most tender intimacy of fee ling. And united
with this there is a de licate and entirely modern sentiment for scenery, for the
fascination of bare autumn landscapes robbed of the ir fo liage , for sunbeams
and the budding fragrance of spring . Everything is idyllic, poetic , and

touched by a congenial breath of tender melancholy .

And this aerial quality,
this delicacy and innocent grace and tenderness,
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is not confined alone to such representations of children ,
but is pecul iar to

English painting . Even when perfectly ordinary subjects from modern life
are in question the basis of this art is, as in the first half of the century, by no
means the sense for what is purely pictorial

,
by no means that natural istic

panthe ism which inspires the modern French , but rather a sense for what is
moral or e thical . The painter seldom paints merely for the j oy of painting,
and the numberless technical questions which play such an important part
in French art are here only of secondary importance . It accords with the
character and taste of the people that the ir artists have rather a poetic design
than one which is properly pictorial . The conception is sometimes allegorical
and subtle to the most exquisite fineness of point , sometimes it is vitiated
by sentimentality

,
but it is never purely naturalistic ; and this qualified

realism , this realism with a poe tic strain to keep it ladylike ,
se t English art ,

especially in the years when Bast ien-Lepage and Roll were at their zenith ,

in sharp opposition to the art
of France . In those days the
life-Size artisan picture ,

the

prose of life , and the struggle
for existence re igned almost
exclusively in the Parisian
Salon ,

whereas in the Royal
Academy everythingwas quie t
and cordial an intimate ,

in

offensive ,
and heartfelt cheer

fulness was to be found in the

pictures upon its walls, as if
none of these painters knew
of the existence of such a

place asWhitechapel . A con

nec tion be tween pictures and

poems is still popular, and

some touching trait
,

some
tender episode ,

some expres
sion of so ftness, is given to

subjects drawn from the ordin
ary life of the people . Painters
seek in eve ry direction after
pretty rustic scenes, moving
incidents, or pure emo tions.

Instead of being harsh and

rugged in the ir sense of truth
and passion

,
they glide lightly

mm m
“
f
ax from anything fish'

(Byyem zksian q/Lord Davey ,m.owner o/ the pictu re.) bringing together the loveliest
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and marrow, and painting of her peculiar qualities, which are changed into
coloured breath and tinted dream . They may be reproached with an excess
of nervous sensibility

, an effort after style by which modern tr uth is recast,
a morbid tendency towards suave mysticism . Nevertheless their works are

the most original products of English painting during the last thirty years ,

and by a strange union of real ism and poetic fee ling they have ex ercised
a deeply penetrative influence upon Continental art .

E qnam semper in rebas arduis servare mentem might be chosen as a
motto for George Mason

’

s biography . Brought up in prosperous circum
stan ces, he first became a doctor, but when he was seven-and-twenty he
went to Italy to devote himself to painting here he rece ived the news that
he was ruined . His father had lost everything, and he found himself entirely
deprived of means, so that his life became a long struggle against hunger.

He bound himself to dealers, and provided animal pieces by the dozen for
the smallest sums. In a freezing room he sat with his pockets empty, worked
until it was dark

,
and crept into bed when Rome went to feast . After two

years, however, he had at last saved the money necessary for taking him
back to England

,
and he settled with his young wife in Wetley Abbey. This

little village , where he lived his simple life in the deepest seclusion,
became

forhim what Barbizon had been for Millet . He wandered by himself amongst
the fie lds, and painted the valleys of Wetley with the tenderness of fee ling
with which Corot painted the outskirts of Fontainebleau . He saw the ghostly
mists lying upon the moors, saw the peasants returning from the plough
and the reapers from the field, noted the children,

in their life so close ly con

nected with the change ofnature . And yet his peasant picturesmore resemble
the works of Perugino than those of Bastien-Lepage . The character of the ir
landscape is to some ex tent responsible for this. For the region he paints,
in its lyrical charm

,
has kinship with the hills in the pictures of Perugino .

Here there grow the same slender trees upon a delicate , undulating soil .
But the silent

,
peace ful , and resigned human beings who move across it have

also the tender melancholy of Umbrian Madonnas. Mason ’

s real ism is merely
specious it consists in the external point of costume . There are real ly no

peasants of such Slender growth , no English village maidens with such rosy
faces and such coquettish Holland caps. Mason divests them of all the
heaviness of earth, takes, as it were ,

only the flower-dust from reality . The

poe tic grace of Jules Breton might be recalled , were it not that Mason works
with more refinement and subtlety,

for his ideal ism was unconscious, and

never resulted in an empty
,
professional painting of beauty.

When he painted his finest pictures he suffered from very bad health ,

and his works have themselves the witchery of disease ,
the fascinating beauty

of consumption . He painted with such delicacy and refinement, because
sickness had made him weak and delicate he divested his peasant men and

women of everything fleshly, so that nothing but a shadow of them remained
a spirit vibrating in fine , elusive , dying chords. In his Evening Hymn
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L
'

Art .

WALKER (By f em i m
’

on o/M esm . Thoma: Agn ew é
' Sm , the W : q

“

the THE BATHERS

in Sco tland and yet in a certain sense they stand at the very opposite
.

po les
of art . Walker is grace ful

,
delicate

,
and tender ; Millet forceful , heal thy,

and powerful . To draw sublimity from what is trivial was the aim of
both ,

and they bo th reached it by the same path . All the ir predecessors
had held truth as the foe of beauty

,
and had qualified Shepherds and shep

herdesses, ploughmen and labourers, for artistic treatment by forcing upon
them the smiling grace and the strained humour of genre painting . Millet
and Fred Walker broke with the frivolity of this elder school of painting ,
which had seen matter for j esting

,
and only that

,
in the life of the rustic ;

they asserted that in the life of the toiler no thing was more deserving of
artistic representation than his to il . They always began by reproducing life
as they saw it , and by disdaining, in the ir effort after truth ,

all artificial
embellishment ; they came to recognise ,

both of them at the same time
,
a

dignity in the human frame , and grandiose forms and classic lines in human
movement , which no one had discovered before . With the most pious
reverence for the exact facts of life

,
there was united that greatness of con

ception which is known as style .

Fred Walker, the Tenny son of painting
, was born in London in 1 840,

and had scarcely le ft schoo l before the gal leries of ancient art in the British
Museum became his favourite place of resort . Drawings for wood-engraving
were his first works, and with Millet in France he has the chie f merit of having
put fresh life into the traditional style of English wood engraving, so that
he is honoured by the young schoo l of wood-engravers as the ir lord and master .
His first , and as yet unimportant , drawings appeared in 1 860 in a periodical
called Once a Week

,
for which Leech

,
Millais

,
and others also made drawings.

Shortly after this début he was introduced to Thackeray ,
then the editor of

Cornhill, and he undertook the illustrations with Millais . In these plates
he is already seen in his charm

,
grace

,
and simplicity . His favourite season

is the tender spring, when the earth is clothed with young verdure ,
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and the sunlight glances over the naked branches, and the children pluck
the first flowers which have shot up beneath the ir covering of snow .

His pictures give pleasure by virtue of the same qual ities—d elicacy of

drawing, bloom of colouring, and a grace which is no t affected in Spite of

its Grecian rhythm .

Walker was the first to introduce that delicate rosy red which has since
been popular in English painting . His method of vision is as widely removed
from that of Manet as from Couture ’

s brown sauce . The surface of every
one of his pictures resembles a rare jewel in its delicate finish : it is soft ,
and gives the sense of colour and of refined and soothing harmony . His

first important work
,
Bathers, was exhibited in 1 867 at the Royal Academy,

where works of his appeared regularly during the next five years . About
a score of young people are standing on the verge of a deep and quiet English
river, and are j ust about to re fresh themse lves in the tide after a hot August
day . Some

,
indeed

, are already in the water, while o thers are Sitting upon
the grass and o thers undressing . The frieze of the Parthenon is recalled ,

so plastic is the grace of these young frames, and the style and repose of
the treatment of lines , which are such as may only be found in Puvis de

Chavannes . In his next picture
,

The Vagrants
, he represented a group

of gipsies camping round a fire in

the midst of an English landscape .

A mo ther is nursing her child ,
while

to the le ft a woman is standing
plunged in thought , and to the right
a lad is throwing wood upon the

faintly blazing fire . Here , too ,
the

figures are all drawn severely after
nature and ye t have the air of Greek
statues. There is no modern artist
who has united in so unforced a
manner actual ity and fidelity to

nature with the noble Simplicity
and quiet grandeur of the antique .

In a succeeding picture of 1 870,

The Plough ,

” a labourer is striding
over the ground behind the plough .

The long day is approaching its end ,

and the moon stands silvery in the
Sky. Far into the distance the field
stretches away, and the heavy tread
of the horses mingles in the stillness
of evening with the murmur of the
Stream Which flows round the grassy BOUGHTON . GREEN LEAVES AMONG THE S

L

Eflg.
ridge

,
making its so ft complaint . (By permin ion of the Artist.)
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Man goe th forth to his work and to his labour until the evening is its

thoroughly English motto . The same still moumfulness of sunset he painted
in that work of marvellous tenderness

, The Old Gate . The peace of dusk
is resting upon a soft and gentle landscape . A lady who is the owner of a

country mansion and is dressed like a widow has j ust stepped out from the

garden gate , accompanied by her maid ,
who is in the ac t of shutting it

children are playing on the steps
,
and a couple of labourers are going past

in front and look towards the lady of the house . It is nothing ex cept the
meeting of certain persons

,
a scene such as takes place every day ,

and ye t

even here there is a subtlety and tenderness which raise the event from the

prose of ordinary life into a mysterious world of poe try .

In his later period he deviated more and more towards a fragrant lyricism .

In his great picture of 1 872 , The Harbour of Refuge ,
the background is

formed by one of those peace ful buildings where the aged poor pass the t e

mainder of the ir days in meditative rest . The sun is sinking
,
and there is a

rising moon . The red-tiled roof stands out clear against the quie t evening
sky, while upon the terrace in front

,
over which the tremulous yellow ravs of

the setting sun are shed
,
an old woman with a bowed figure is walking , guided

by a grace ful girl who steps lightly forward . It is the old contrast between
day and night

,
youth and age ,

strengt h and decay . Ye t in Walker there
is no opposition after all. For as light mingles with the shadows in the

twilight
,
this young and vigorous

woman who paces in the evening ,
holding the arm of the aged in
mysterious silence , has at the
moment no sense of her youth ,
but is rather filled with that
melancholy thought underlying
Goe the ’

s Warte nur balde,
”

Wait awhile and thou shalt
rest too .

”
Her eyes have a

strange gaze , as though she were
looking into vacancy in mere
absence of mind . And upon the
other side of the picture this
theme of the transient life of

humanity is still further de

veloped . Upon a bench in the

midst of a verdant lawn covered
with daisies a group of old men

are Sitting meditatively near a

hedge of hawthorn luxuriant in

BOUGHT” . SNOW m spams .

blossom . Above the bench there
(a, permission o/the Artist .) stands an old statue casting a
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BOUGHTON . (By perm ission of the Artist.) THE BEARERS or THE BURDEN .

in Scotland when he was five-and-thirty . His body was brought to the

little churchyard at Cookham on the banks of the Thames . In this village
Fred Walker is buried amid the fair river landscape which he so loved and
so often painted .

After the pre
-Raphaelite revolution ,

the foundation of the school of

Walker indicated the last stage of English art . His influence was far greater
than might be supposed from the small number of his works, and fifty per

cent . of the English pictures in every exhibition would perhaps never have
been painted if he had no t been born . A national element long renounced ,

that old English sentiment which once inspired the landscapes o f Gains
borough and the scenes of Morland ,

and was lost in the hands of Wilkie and
the genre painters, lives once more in Fred Walker. He adapted it to the
age by adding something o f Tennyson

’

s passion for nature . There is a touch
of symbolism

'

in that old gate which he painted in the beautiful picture of

1 870. He and Mason opened it so that English art might pass into this
new domain

,
where musical sentiment is everything , where one is buried

in sweet reveries at the Sight of a flock of geese driven by a young girl , or a
labourer stepping behind his plough ,

or a child playing, free from care , with
pebbles at the water’

s edge . The ir disciples are perhaps healthier, or,
should

one say, less refined
,

— in other words
,
no t quite so sensitive and hyper

aesthetic as those who opened the Old gate . They seem physically more
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robust
, and can better face the sharp air of reality . They no longer dissolve

painting altogether into music and poetry ; they live more in the world at
every hour

,
no t merely when the sun is setting , but also when the prosaic

daylight exposes objects in the ir material heaviness. But the tender ground
tone , the effort to se ize nature in so ft phases, is the same in all . Like bees,
they suck from reality only its sweets. The earnest

,
tender, and deeply heart

felt art of Walker has influenced them all .

Evening when work is over, the end of summer, twilight , autumn , ,
the

pale and go lden Sky, and the dead leaves are the things which have probably
made the most pro found impression on the English Spirit . The hour when
toil is laid aside , and rest begins and people seek their homes, and the season
when fires are first lighted are the hour and the season most beloved by this
people

,
which

,
with all its rude energy, is ye t so tender and full of fee ling .

Repose to the point of enervation and the stage where it passes into gentle
me lancholy is the theme of the ir pictures—this, and no t toil .
How many have been painted in the last forty years in which people are

re turning from the ir work of an evening across the country The people in
the big towns look upon the country with the eyes of a lover

, especially those
parts of it which lie near the town no t the scenes painted by Raffaelli , but
the parks and public gardens. So ft , undulating valleys and gently swe lling
hills are Spread around

,
the flowers are in bloom, and the leaves glance in the

sunshine . And over this country, with its trim gravel paths and its green ,

luxuriant lawns, there comes a we ll-to -do people . Even the labourers seem
in good case as they go home across the flowery meadows.

J . R . REID . TOIL AND PLEASURE.

George H . Boughton was one of the most graceful and refined amongst
Walker

’

s fo llowers. By birth and descent a countryman ofCrome and Co tman ,

he passed his youth in America
,
worked several years in Paris from 1 853 ,

and in~

1 863 settled in London , where he was exceedingly active as a draughts
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man
,
awriter, and apainter. His charming illustrations forHarper

'

sMaga zine .

where he als o published his de licate story The Return of the Mayflower ,
are

well known . As a painter, too ,
his brush was only occupied by ples sant

things, whe ther be longing to the past or the pres ent . There is some thing
in him b oth o f the de licacy o f Gainsborough and o f the poe try o f Hemline .

He delights in the murmur o f brooks and the rustle of leaves
,
in fres h children

and pre t ty young women in zes the tically fantas tic costume ; he loves every
thing delira te

,
quie t

,
and fragrant . And for this reason he also takes delight

in old legends entwined with blossoms
,
and attains a most harmonious eflect

when he places shepherds and kings
' daughters of story

,
and stee l-clad knights

and squires in his charming and entire ly modern landscapes . Almost always

it is autumn ,
winter, or at most the early spring in his pictures . The boughs

of the trees are generally bare ,
though some times a tender poin ted yellowish

verdure is budding upon them . At times the mist of November hovers over

the country like a delicate veil ; at times the snowflakes fall soft ly,
or the

October sun gleams through the leafless branches .

Moreover
,
a feelingfor the articulation of lines ,

for abalance of composition ,

unforced
,
and ye t giving a character of distinction ,

is peculiar to him in a

high degree . In 1877 he had in the Royal Academy the charming pictu re A
Breath o fWind . Amid a soft landscapewith slender treesmove the thoroughly
Grecian figures of the shape ly English peasants,

whilst the tender evening
light 15 shed over the gently rising hills. His picture of 1 878 he named Green
Leaves among the Sere a group of children , in the midst of whom the

young mother herself looks like a child , are seated amid an autumn landscape ,

where the leaves fall , and the sky is

shrouded in wintry grey . In the

picture Snow in Spring may be

seen a party of charming girls—little
modern Tanagra figures—whom the

sun has tempted into the air to search
for the earliest woodland snowdrops
under the guidance of a damse l still
in her

’teens. Having just reached a
secre t com er of the wood, they are

standing with the ir flowers in the ir
hands surrounded by tremulous
boughs

,
when a sudden snowstorm

overtakes them . Thick white flakes
alight upon the slender boughs, and
combine with the light green leaves
and pale reddish dresses of the chil
dren in making a delicate harmony o f

colour. Among his legendary pic
FRANK IIOLL. tures the poetic Love Conquers all
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L A”O

HOLL . LEAVING HOME .

and save the honour of the ir family by giving the ir hand to a wealthy but
unloved aspirant , or else they are solitary and lost in tender reveries . In

his earliest period Marcus Stone had a preference for interiors rich Directoire
furniture and Obj ects of art indicate with ex actness the year in which the
narrative takes place . Later, he took a delight in placing his rococo ladies
and gentlemen in the open air

,
upon the terraces of old gardens or in sheltered

alleys. All his pictures are pretty , the faces, the figures, and the accessories
in relation to them one may use the adjective pretty in its positive , com

parative ,
or superlative degree . In England Marcus Stone is the favourite

painter of sweethearts
,

and it canno t be easy to go so near the boundaries
of candied genre painting and ye t always to preserve a certain noblesse .

Amongst later artists G. D. Leslie, the son of Charles Leslie ,
has Specially

the secret of interpreting innocent feminine beauty
,
that somewhat predeter

mined but charming grace derived from Gainsborough and the e ighteenth
century . A young lady who has lately been married is paying a visit to her
earlier schoo l friends, and is gazed upon as though she were an angel by these
charming girls. Or his pretty maidens have ensconced themselves beneath
the trees, or stand on the shore watching a boat at sunset , or amuse them
selves from a bridge in a park by throwing flowers into the water and looking
dreamily after them as they float away . Leslie ’

s pictures,
too , are very

pretty and poetic , and have much silk in them and much sun, while the soft
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work is be ing accomplished this country,
which is a ne twork o f railway

lines , has never seen a railway painted . Even horses are less and les

frequently represented in English art
,
and sport finds no ex pression there

whatever. Much as the Englishman loves it from a sense o f its who lesome

ness, he does no t consider it suffic iently aes the tic to be pain ted , a matt er
upon which Wilkie Collins enlarges in an amusing way in his book Man

and Wife .

And in English pic tures there are no poor, or, at any rate ,
none who are

wretched in the ex treme . For al though the Chelsea Pensioners were a

favoured theme in painting, there were none of them miserable and heavy
laden ; they were rather types of the happy poor who were care fully tended .

I f English painters are otherwise induced t o represent the poor,
they depict

a room kept in exemplary order, and endeavour to display some touching
or adm irable trait in honest and adm irable people . In fact

, people seem to

be good and honourable wherever they are found . Eve rywhere there is

conten t and humility, even in misfortune . Even where actual need is t e

presented ,
it is only done in the effort to give expression to what is moving

in certain dispensat ions o f fate , and to create a lo fty and conciliating efiect

by the contrast be tween misfortune and man ’

s noble trust in God .

j ohn R. Reid,
a Scotchman by birth

,
but residing in London , has treated

scenes from life upon the seacoas t in this manner. How different his works
are from the tragedies of Joseph Israels, or the grim naturalism o f Michael
Aneber He occupies himself only with the bright side o f life with its co lour
and sunshine , no t with the dark side with its to ils . He paints the inhabitants
of the country in the ir Sunday bes t , as they sit telling stories

, or as they go
a-hunting, or regale themselves in the garden of an inn . The old rustics
who sit happy with their pipes and beer in his Cricket Match are typical
of everything that he has painted .

And even when ,
once in a way,

amore gloomy trait appears in his pictures,
it is there only that the light may shine the more brightly . The poor old

flute-player who sits homeless upon a bench near the house is placed there
merely to Show how well off are the children who are hurry ing merrily home
after school . His picture of 1 890,

indeed, treated a scene of shipwreck
,
but

a passage from a poet stood beneath there was not a lost sailor to be seen
,

and all the tenderness o f the artist is devo ted to the pretty children and the

young women gazing with anxiety and compassion across the sea.

Frank Hall was in the habit of giving his pictures a more lachrymose
touch

,
together with a more sombre and ascetic harmony of colour. He

borrowed his subj ects from the life of the humble classes
,
always searching,

moreover, for melancho ly features ; he took delight in representing human
virtue in misfortune , and for the sake of greater effect he frequently chose
a verse from the Bible as the title . Thus the work with which he first won
the English public was a picture exhibited in 1 869 : The Lord gave ,

the

Lord hath taken away ; blessed be the name of the Lord . A family of
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five brothers and sisters, who have j ust lost their mother, are assembled
round the breakfast-table in a poorly furnished room. One sister is crying,
ano ther is sadly looking straight be fore her, whilst a third is praying with

SANT (By perm ission of the Artist.) THE MUSIC LESSON .

folded hands . The younger brother
,
a sailor

,
has just reached home from

a voyage ,
to close his dying mother’s eyes

,
and the eldest o f all, a young and

earnest curate ,
is endeavouring to conso le his brothers and sisters with the

words of Job.
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The next picture ,
exhibited in 1 871 , he called No Tidings from the

Sea,

”
and represented in it a fisherman

’

s family—grandmo ther, mo ther
,

and child—who in a cheerles s room are anx iously expec ting the re turn o f

a sailor. Leaving Home showed four people Sitting on a bench outside
a waiting-room at a railway station . To awaken the spectator’

s pity Third
Class is written in large letters upon the window just above the ir heads .

The principal figure is a lady dressed in black , who is counting, in a somewhat
obtrusive manner,

the little money which she still has le ft .

In the picture Necessity knows no Law a poor woman with a child
in her arms has entered a pawnshop to bo rrow money on her wedding-ring ;
in another,

women of the poorer class are to be seen walking along with their
soldier sons and husbands ,

who have been called out on active service . One

of them clasps tightly to her breast her little child ,
the only one still remaining

to her in life ,
whilst an aged widow presses the hand o f her son with the

sad presentiment that , even if he comes back to her, she will probably not

have long to live after his return . Not only did Frank Ho ll paint stories
for his countrymen , but he also painted them big in maj uscule characters
which were legible without spectacles

,
and he partially owed his splendid

successes to this cheap sentimental ity .

Almost everywhere the interest of subject still plays the first part , and
this slightly lachrymose trait bordering on genre , this lyrically tender or

allegorically subtle element , which runs through English figure pictures,
would easily degenerate into vaporous enervation in another country. In

England po rtrait painting, which now,
as in the days of Reynolds, is the

greatest title to honour possessed by English art
,
invariably maintains its

union with direct reality . By acknowledgment portrait painting in the

present day is exceedingly earnest it admits of no decorative luxuriousness,
no sport with hangings and draperies, no pose and English likenesses have
this severe actuality in the highest degree . Stiff-necked obstinacy, sanguine
resolution ,

and muscular force of will are o ften spoken of as an Englishman ’

s

national characteristics, and a trace of these qualities is also be trayed in
English portrait painting . The self-reliance of the English is far too great
to suffer or demand any servile habit of flattery : everything is free from
pose , plain and Simple . Le t the subject be the weather-beaten figure of

an old sailor or the dazzling freshness of English youth , there is a remark
able energy and force of life in all their works

,
even in the pictures of children

with the ir broad open brow,
finely chiselled nose

,
and assured and penetrative

glance . And as portrait painting in England , to its own advantage and the

benefit of all art
,
has never been considered as an isolated province , such

pictures may be . specified among the works of the most frigid academician
as well as amongst those of the most vigorous natural ist . Frank Holl , who
had such a Diisseldorfian tinge in his more elaborate pictures, Showed at the
close of his life ,

in his likenesses of the engraver Samuel Cousins, Lord Duffe rin ,

Mr. Joseph Chamberlain
,
Lord Wo lse ley

,
Mr. Gladstone ,

the Duke of Cleve
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picture nor allow himself to be disturbed in his researches . It is a
thoroughly contemporary portrait

, one of those brilliant successes which
later occurred in France also . The Recorder of London,

Mr. Russell
Gurney, he likewise painted in his professional character and in his robes
of office . In its inflexible graveness and earnest dignity the likeness is

almost more than the portrait of an individual it seems the embodiment
of the proud English Bench resting upon the most ancient traditions.

His portrait of Cardinal Manning had the same convincing power of
observation ,

the same large and sure technique . The so ft light plays upon
the ermine and the red stole

,
and falls full upon the fine , austere ,

and

noble face .

Besides Onless mention may be made from among the great number of
portrait painters of j . Shannon

,
with his powerful and firmly painted

likenesses ; of j ames Sant, with his Sincere and energetic portraits o f women
of M ouat Loudan

,
with his pretty pictures of children ,

and of the many-sided
Charles W. Purse. Hubert Herkomer was the most celebrated in Germany,

and is probably the most skilful of the young men whom The Graphic brought
into eminence in the seventies .

The career ofHubertHerkomer
is amongst those adventurous
ones which become less and less
frequent in the nine teenth cen

tury ; there are no t many who
have risen so rapidly to fame
and fortune from such modest
circumstances . His father was
a carver of sacred images in

the little Bavarian village of

Waal , where Hubert was born in
1 849. In 1 851 the enterprising
Bavarian tried his fortune in the
New World . But there he did
no t succeed in making progress,
and in 1 857 the family appeared
in England

,
at Southampton .

Here he fought his way honestly
at the bench where he carved,

and as a journeyman worker,
whilst his wife gave lessons in
music . A commission to carve
Peter Vischer’s four evangelists
in wood brought him with his son
to Munich

,
where they occupied

HERKOMER. J OHN Rs IN .

(By pcm i uion om a room In the back buildIngs of
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HERKOMER. CHARTERHOUSE CHAPEL .
a master-carpenter’s house ,

in which they slept
,
cooked , and worked . In the

preparatory class of the Munich Academy the younger Herkomer rece ived
his first teaching, and began to draw from the nude

,
the antique serving as

model . At a frame-maker’

s in Southampton he gave his first exhibition
,

and drew illustrations for a comic paper. With the few pence which he
saved from these earnings he went to London , where he lived from hand to
mouth with a companion as poor as himself . He cooked , and his friend scoured
the pans meanwhile he worked as a mason on the frieze of the South Ken
sington Museum ,

and hired himself out for the evenings as a zither-player.

Then The Graphic became his salvation
,
and after his drawings had made

him known he soon had success with his paintings . After the To il of the
Day,

”
a picture which he exhibited in the Royal Academy of 1 873—a thought

ful scene from the village life of Bavaria,
carried out after the manner of

Fred Walker— found a purchaser immediate ly . He was then able to make
a home for his parents in the village of Bushey ,

which he afterwards glorified
in the picture Our Village

,

”
and he began his masterpiece The Last

Muster, which obtained in 1 878 the great medal at the World Exhibition
in Paris. Since then he found the eyes of the English public fixed upon
him . There followed at first a series o f pictures in which he proceeded upon
the lines of Fred Walker’

s poetic realism Eventide
,
a scene in the West
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minster Union The Gloom of Idwal
,
a romantic mountain picture from

North Wales God ’

s Shrine a lonely Bavarian hill-Side path
,
with

peasants praying at a shrine ; Der Bittgang, a group of country people
praying for harvest ; Contrasts

,

” a picture of English ladies surrounded
by school-children in the Bavarian mountains. At the same time he became
ce lebrated as a portrait painter

,
his first successes in this field be ing the

likenesses of Wagner and Tennyson ,
Archibald Forbes, his own father

,
John

Ruskin , Stanley, and the conductor Hans Richter. And he reached the

summit of his international fame when his portrait of Miss Grant, The

Lady in White
,

appeared in 1 886 ; all Europe Spoke of it at the time
,
and

it called forth entire bundles of poems, anecdo tes,
biographies, and romances .

From that time he advanced in his career with rapid strides .

The Un iversity of Oxford appointed him Pro fessor of the Fine Arts. He

opened a Schoo l of Art
,
and had etchings, copper engravings, and engravings

in mezzo tint produced by his pupils under his guidance . He wro te articles
in the London papers upon social questions, and political economy

,
and

all manner of subjects
, an article Signed with Herkomer

’

s name be ing always
capable of creating interest .
He has his own theatre ,

and

produces in _it operas of

which he writes the text and
the music, and manages the
rehearsals and the scenery,
besides playing the leading
parts .

Yet it is just his portraits
of women ,

the foundations of
his fame

,
which do no t seem

in general to j ustify entirely
the painter ’s great reputa
tion . Miss Grant was cer

tainly a captivating woman ,

and she broke men ’

s hearts
wherever she made her ap

pearance . People gazed again
and again into the brilliant
brown eyes with which she

looked so composedly be fore
her they were overwhelmed
by her austere and lo fty
virginal beauty . The Lady
in Black (An American

A " Lady) made a yet more
HERKOMER. PORTRAIT OF H IS FATHER .

(By permission of t/re A rtist.) piquant and spIrItuahsed
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correctness in the counterfe it of the originals, but the life of the picture vanishes
beneath the greasy technique , the soapy painting through which materials
of drapery and flesh-tints assume quite the same values. There is no thing
in it of the transparency, the rosy delicacy, freshness, and flower-like bloom
of Gainsborough ’

s women and girls. Herkomer appears in these pictures as
a salon painter in whom a tame bu t tastefully cultivated tempe rament is
expressed with charm . Even his landscapes with the ir trim pe asants’ co ttages
and the ir so ft moods of sunset have not enriched with new notes the scale

cuted by Walker.

All the more astonishing is the earnest certainty of t ouch and the robust
energy which are visible in his other works. His portraits of men, especially
the one of his father, that kingly old man with the long, white beard and

the furrowed brow
,
take the ir place beside the best productions of English

portraiture , which are chiselled, as it were ,
in stone . In The Last Muster

he Showed that it is possible to be simple and yet strike a profound note and
even attain greatness. For there is something great in these old warriors,
who at the end of their days are praying, having never troubled themselves
over prayer during all their lives, who have trave lled so far and staked their
lives dozens of times, and are now drawing their last breath softly upon the
seats of a church . Even his more recent groups The Assemblage of the

Curators of the Charterhouse and The Session of the Magistrates of

Landsberg -are magnificent examples of real istic art , full of imposing
strength and soundness. In the representation of these citizens the genius
of the master who in his Chelsea Pensioners created one of the Doe len
pieces of the nineteenth century

,
revealed itself afresh in all its greatness.

Beside po rtrait painting the painting of landscape stands now as ever in
full bloom amongst the English not that the artists of to day are more
consistently faithful to truth than the ir predecessors, or that they seem more
modern in the study of light . In the province of landscape as in that of figure
painting

,
farmoreweight is laid upon subject than on the moods of atmosphere .

If one compares the modern English painters with Crome and Constable ,

one finds them wanting in boldness and creative force and placed beside
Mone t

,
they seem to be diffident al together . But a touching reverence for

nature gives almost all their pictures a singularly chaste and fragrant charm .

Of course ,
all the influences which have affected English art in other

respects are likewise reflected in landscape painting . The epoch-making
activity of the pre

-Raphaelites
,
the passionate earnestness of Ruskin ’

s love
for nature , as well as the influence of foreign art , have all le ft the ir traces.

In his own manner Constable had spoken the last word . The principal thing
in him

,
as in Cox

,
was the study of atmospheric effects and of the dramatic

life of air. They ne ither of them troubled themselves about local colour,
but sought to render the tones which are formed under atmospheric and

meteorological influences they altogether sacrificed the comple tion of the

details of subj ect to se izing the momentary impression . In Turner, generally
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painters roamed here and there across the wood land
,
to discover its treasures

and its curiosities. They understood how t o paint a bundle of hay with such
ex actness that a bo tanist could decide upon the Species of eve ry blade . One

of them lived for three months under canvas, so as thoroughly to know a
landscape of heath . Confused through detail , they lost the ir view of the

whole ,
and only made a re turn to modernity when they came to study the

Parisian landscape painters. Thus English art in this matter made a curious
circuit, giving and taking . First

,
the English fertilised French art but at

the time when French artists stood under the influence of the English , the
latter swerved in the opposite direction ,

until they ultimate ly rece ived from
France the impulse which led them back into the old way.

In accordance with these different influences
,
several currents which

cross and mingle with each other are to be found flowing Side by side in English
landscape painting upon one Side a spirit of prosaic reasonableness,

a striving
after clearness and precision , which does no t know how to sacrifice de tail , and
is therefore wanting in pictorial to tality of effect on the other side an artistic
panthe ism which rises at times to high lyrical poetry in Spite of many dis
sonances.

The pictures of Cecil Lawson lead to the point where the pre-Raphae lites
begin . The elder painters, with the ir powerful treatment and the freedom
and boldness of the ir execution , still keep altogether on the lines of Constable ,

whereas in later painters, with the ir minute elaboration of all particularities,
the influence of the pre

-Raphaelites becomes more and more apparent .
Where Cecil Lawson ended

, j ames Clarke Hook began ,
the great master

spirit who opened the eyes of the world fifty years ago to the depth of colouring
and the enchanting life of nature , even in its individual details. His pictures ,

especially those sunsets which he paints with such delight , have something
devout and religions in them ; they have the effect of a prayer or a hymn ,

and often possess a solemnitywhich is entirely biblical
,
in spite of the ir brusque ,

pungent colours. In his later period he principal ly devo ted himself to sea

pieces, and in doing so receded from the pre
-Raphaelite painting of de tail ,

which is characteristic of his youthful period . His pictures give one the

breath of the sea
,
and his sailors are Old sea-wolves. All that remains from

his pre
-Raphaelite period is that

,
as a rule

,
they carry a certain burden of

ideas .

Vicat Cole , likewise one of the older school , is unequal and less important .
From many of his pictures one rece ives the impression that he has directly
copied Constable , and o thers are bathed in dull yellow tones ; nevertheless
he has sometimes painted autumn pictures

,
felicitous and noble landscapes,

in which there is really a reflection of the sun of Claude Lorrain .

With much greater freedom does Colin Hunter approach nature
,
and he

has the secret of se izing her boldly in her most impressive moments. The

twilight , with its mysterious, interpenetrating tremor of co lours of a thousand
shades,

its shine and glimmer of water
,
with the sky brooding heavily above ,
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Bro thers,pho to.

AUMONIER. THE S ILVER L IN ING TO THE CLOUD .

(By permission of the Corporation c/‘

Manehester, the owners of the picture .)

bells and the hum of gnats. They seek no great emotions, but are merely
amiable and kindly,

and the ir pictures give one the fee ling of standing at the
window upon a country excursion , and looking out at the laughing and budding
spring . In her novel North and South Mrs . Gaskell has given charming ex

pression to the glow of this feeling of having fled from the smoke and dirt of
industrial towns to breathe the fresh air and see the sun go down in the pros
perons country, where the meadows are fresh and well-kept

,
and where the

flowers are fragrant and the leaves glisten in the sunshine . In the pictures
of the Scotch artists toiling men are moving busily for the English , nature
merely exists that man may have his pleasure in her. No t only is everything
which renders her the prosaic handmaiden of mankind scrupulously avo ided

,

but all abruptnesses of landscape , all the chance incidents ofmountain scenery
and

,
indeed

,
they are no t Of frequent occurrence in nature as she is in England .

A familiar corner of the country is preferred to wide prospects, and some quiet
phase to nature in agitation . Soft

,
undulating valleys, gently spreading hills

conforming to the Hogarthian line of beauty, are especially favoured . And

Should the rainbow ,
the biblical symbo l of atonement

,
stand in the Sky ,

the

landscape is for English eyes in the zenith of its beauty .

There is Birket Forster , one of the first and most energetic followers of

Walker—Birket Forster, whose charming woodcuts became known in Germany
likewise Inchbold

,
who with a light hand combines the tender green of the

grasses upon the dunes and the bright blue of the sea into a whole pervaded
with light

,
and of great refinement Leader,whose bright evening landscapes,
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allows of more breadth and

unity than o il-painting, it is
precisely here that there may
be found exceedingly charming
and discreet concords, so ft ly
chiming tones of delicate blue ,

greenish ,
and rosy light , giving

the most refined sensations
produced by English colouring .

Of course
,
England has a

great part to play in the

painting o f the sea. It is no t
for nothing that a nation
occupies an insular and mari
time position ,

above all with
such a sea and upon such
coasts, and the English painter
knows we ll how to give an

heroic and poetic cast to the
weather-beaten features of the
sailor. For thirty years Henry

M oore, the elder brother o f

Albert Moore ,
was the undis

puted monarch of this pro

vince of art . Moore began as

LUKE FILDES . VENETIAN WOMEN .

a landscape Painter From

(By per mission of the Ber lin Pho tog raphic Co. ,
1 853 to 1 857 he painted the

“W " W ’“ ”WWW glistening cliffs and secluded
nooks o f Cumberland , and then the green valleys of Switzerland flooded
with the summer air and the clear morning light—quiet scenes o f rustic
life

,
the to il of the wood-cutter and the haymaker

,
somewhat as Julien

Dupre handles such matters at the present time in Paris. From 1 858 he

began his conquest of the sea,
and in the succeeding interval he painted it

in al l the phases of its changing life—at times in grey and sombre morning ,

at other times when the sun stands high ; at times in quietude , at other
times when the wind sweeps heavily across the waves

,
when the storm rises

or subsides, when the sky is clouded or when it brightens . It is a j oy to fo llow
him in all quarters of the world ,

to see how he constantly studies the waves
o f every zone on fair or stormy days, amid the clearness and brilliancy of

the mirror of the sea,
as amid the strife of the elements as a painter he is,

at the same time
,
always a student of nature , and treats the sea as though

he had to paint its portrait . In the presence of his sea-pieces one has the

impression o f a window opening suddenly upon the ocean . Henry Moore
measures the boundless expanse quite calmly

,
like a captain calculating the
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chances of being able to make a crossing . Nowhere else does there live any
painter who regards the sea so much with the eyes of a sailor, and who com
bines such eminent qual ities with this obj ective and coo l , attentive observa
tion

,
which seems to behold in the sea merely its navigable capacity .

The painter o f the river-port of London and the arm o f the Thames is

William L . Wyllie, whose pictures unite so much bizarre grandeur with so

much precision . One knows the port life of the Thames, with its accumula
tion of work

,
which has no t its like upon the whole planet . Everything

is co lossal . From Greenwich up to London both Sides of the river are a
continuous quay everywhere there are goods being piled , sacks being raised
on pulleys, ships being laid at anchor ; everywhere are fresh storehouses
for copper, beer, sails, tar, and chemicals . The river is of great width ,

and

is like a street populated with ships
, a workshop winding again and again .

The steamers and sailing vessels move up and down stream ,
or lie in masses,

close beside one another, at anchor. Upon the bank the docks lie athwart
like so many streets o f water, sending out ships or taking them in . The

ranks of masts and the Slender rigging form a spider’

s web Spreading across
the whole horizon ; and a vaporous haze

,
penetrated by the sun ,

envelops
it

,
with a reddish veil . Every dock is like a town ,

filled with huge vats and
populated with a swarm of human
be ings, that move hither and

thither amid fluttering Shadows .

This vast panorama, ve iled with
smoke and mist , only now and then
broken by a ray of sunlight , is the
theme of Wyllie ’

s pictures . Even
as a child he ran about in the port
of London ,

clambered on to the

ships, noted the play of the waves,

and wandered about the docks and

so he painted his pictures after
wards with all the technical know
ledge o i a sailor. There is no one

who knows SO we ll how Ships stand
in the water ; no one has such an

understanding of the ir details : the
heavy sailing vessels and the great
steamers, which lie in the brown
water of the port like mighty
monsters, the sailors and the move
ments o f the dock labourers, the
dizzy tide of men , the confusion Brothe rs ‘m "

Of cabs and drays upon the bridges
STANHOPE FORBES . THE LIGHTHOUSE .
(By permission of the Corporat ion of Manchester , the o wners

spanning the arm of the Thames ; o/the picture.)
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only Vollon in Paris is to be compared with him as painter of a
river-port .
Apart from him

,
Clara M ontalba specially has painted the London port

in de licate water-colours . Ye t She is almost more at home in Venice , the

Venice of Francesco Guardi , with its magic gleam, its canals, regattas ,
and

palaces, the Oriental and dazzling splendour o f San Marco, the austere grace
o f San Giorgio Maggiore , the spirited and fantastic decadence of Santa Maria
della Salute . Elsewhere ‘English water-colour o ften enters into a fruitless
rivalry with oil-painting, but Clara Montalba cleaves to the old form which
in o ther days unde r Bonington , David Cox , and Turner was the chie f glory
of the English school . She throws lightly upon paper no tes and effects
which have struck her, and the memory o f which She wishes to re tain .

For the English painters of the day, so far as they do no t remain in the

country,
Venice has become what the East was for the earlier generations .

They no longer study the romantic Venice which Turner painted and Byron
sang in Childe Harold, they do no t paint the noble beauty of Vene tian archi
tecture or its canals glowing in the sun ,

but the Venice of the day,
with its

narrow al leys and pretty girls , Venice with its marve llous eflec ts of light
and the picturesque figures o f its streets . Nor are they at pains to discover
ideal traits in the character o f the Italian people . They paint true ,

everyday scenes from popular life , but these are glorified by the magic o f

light . After Zezzos, Ludwig Passini , Cecil van Haanen ,
Tito , and Eugene

Blaas, the Englishmen Luke Fildes
,
W . Logsdail, and Henry Woods are

the most skilful painters o f Venetian stree t scenes. In the pictures of Luke

Fildes and W. Logsdail there are usually to be seen in the foreground beautiful
women

,
painted life-size , washing linen in the canal or seated knitting at

the house door ; the heads are bright and animated
,
the co lours almost

glaringly vivid . Henry Woods, the bro ther-in-law of Luke Fildes,
rather

followed the paths prescribed by Favret to in such pictures as Venetian
Trade in the Streets,

”
The Sale of an Old Master,

” Preparation or the

First Communion ,

” Back from the Rialto , and the like o f all the English
he has carried out the study Of bright daylight most consistently . The

little glass house which he built in 1 879 at the back o f the Palazzo Vendramin
became the model of all the glass studios now disseminated over the city of

the lagunes .

And these labours in Venice contributed in no unessential manner to

lead English painting , in general , away from its one-Sided e sthetics and

rather more into the mud o f the streets
,
caused it to break with its finely

accorded tones, and brought it to a more earnest study o f light . Beside
his idealised Venetian women

,
Luke Fildes also painted large pictures from

the life o f the English people
,
such as The Return of the Lost One ,

”
The

Widower, and the like , which struck tones more earnest than English painting
does elsewhere ; and in his picture of 1 878, The Poor o f London ,

he even
recalled certain Sketches which Gavarni drew during his rambles through
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the poverty-stricken quarter o f London . The poor starving figures in this
work were rendered quite realistically and without embellishment the

general tone was a greenish-grey,
making a forcible change from the customary

light blue of English pictures . Dudley Hardy
’

s huge picture Homeless,
”

where a crowd of human beings are sleeping at night in the open air at the
foot of a monument in London , and j acombHood

’

s plain scenes from London
street life , are other works which in recent years were striking, from having
a character rather French than English . Stott of Oldham, by his pretty
pictures of the dunes with children playing, powerful portraits, and delicate ,

vaporous moonlight landscapes, has won many admirers on the Continent
also . Stanhope Forbes painted A Philharmonic Society in the Country,

” a
representation of an auction , and scenes from the career of the Salvation
Army

,
in which he restrained himself from all subordinate ideas of a poetic

turn .

In the same way those artists are important who work according to the
demands of decorative painting . A picture in a room should be like a jewel
in its setting

,
in harmony . It should fit -agreeably into the scheme of decora

t ion,
its colour in unison ,

its lines melodious, its general effect toning well
with the general design .

These principles
,
taught by Morris, have had a formative influence on

the work of a large number of artists. There arose a tendency which
,
by

BRANGWYN . ILLUSTRATION TO THE RUBA' IYA' T OF OMAR KHAYYAM .

(By permission 4 Ifl essrs. Gibbinf s 6
’ Co the ownersa the copyright.)

borrowing characteristic effects from woodwork
,
carpets, and stained-glass,

and by the application of style to line as well as to colour, went one step
further than Burne-Jones .

VOL. III.—26
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The pictures of j ohn W. Waterhouse , for instance ,
are no t only conce ived

in literary ve in
,
but seen with the eye of a painter. By smoo th , thick lines,

by the discordant harmony of blues, greens, and violet, he gets a carpe t-like
effect which is highly decorative .

Byam Shaw
, still a young man,

is j ust such ano ther master of decorative
lines . At the age of twenty -five he painted the picture Love ’

s Baubles
,

which now hangs in the art gallery in Liverpool . The subj ect he took from
a poem in Rossetti’s House of Life . Beautiful women snatch after the
fruit which a boy carries along on a salver. The who le is a harmony of

melodious lines and rich quie t colours.

In his next picture , Truth
,
he ranges himse lf with Boutet de Monoel

or Ludwig von Zumbusch he strives after the monumental effect that the
figures of old Brueghel have .

Next to Byam Shaw
, G. E . Moira is the chie f representative of this decor

ative school . His picture of Pe lleas and Melisande is a work quite out of the
ordinary

,
original in arrangement , incisive ,

almost bitter in co lour, dull-green ,

black
,
lilac

,
and yellow fine in the atmosphere of Maeterlinck that pervades

the whole . But he does his best work as a decorator, no t as a painter of

pictures that can be taken away from the ir setting . In the frieze with which
be decorated the Trocadero Restaurant in London he , for the first t ime , made
use of polychrome relief, that Since has played such an important part in
the art of decoration

, and sought to enhance the colour effect still more by
the use Of metal . In the Paris Exhibition he attracted considerable attention
by the pictures with which he decorated the pavilion of the Peninsular and
Oriental Steamship Company simple lines and fantasies of colour which
with the ir delicate

,
flowing harmony had an effect like music . His designs

for stained-glass windows have the same qualities, and in his position as pro

fessor in the National College of Art at South Kensington he is bound to
exert a great influence over the younger generation .

Anning Bell, well known by his design for the cover of the Studio ,
has

also done excellent work in coloured relie f
,
especially in his frieze Music

and Dancing .

Maurice Greifienhagen surprises one by the ardour o f his imagination ,

his strong emphatic line
,
and the tapestry-like beauty of his co lour. He

reminds one of Aman-Jean , such a wonderful old-master-like beauty is
suffused through the picture The Sons of God looked upon the Daughters of
Men . N0 less effective is the gourmandise with which he gives his inter

pre tat ion the appearance of an old picture . The colours
,
though full of sound

and movement , are at the same time so etiolated and faint that one would
think the picture had hung for centuries in a dusty corner of an old church ,

or

that spiders had Spun the irwebs across it ; the frame too is in keeping, and
enhances the general effect of solemnity .

The same sty le is found in the later work of Frank Brongwyn ,
who began

by painting out -of—door pictures .n the spirit of the French Impressionists,
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architecture
,
modelling

,
and painting should work toge ther hand in hand in

a homogeneous scheme of decoration .

With all these artists one canno t help no ticing that they owe much in
the way of light and leading to one who in England ,

the land of poems-in

paint
,
proclaimed more outspokenly than anyone else the principle of Art

for art ’s sake —to the great American
,
James M‘

Neill Whistler.
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